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ABSTRACT
This handbook is intended to assist teachers involved

in helping Southeast Asian refugees with little or no formal
education to gain an understanding of U.S. culture. The guide is
divided into the following four parts: an introduction describing the
refugee training program that led to the development of the handbook,
seven units of core curriculum materials and a simulation, five
optional lessons, and a selection of teaching techniques. Each of the
30 lessons included in the 7 units contains a list of objectives,
lesson rationale, skills to be taught, a list of materials, a
language section (language structures, vocabulary, and literacy
suggestions), activities (including pretest and assessment), and
notes and variations. Covered in the lessons are the following
topics: community services, education for childmn and adults, public
assistance, law and legal services, safety in the city, directions
and maps, geography and weather, transportation, length and height.
volume and weight, shopping for food and clothing, consumerism,
banking services, bill paying, budgeting, skills assessment, work
attitudes, jobs in the United States, personal employment data, job
search, job interviews, workplace rules and policies, on-the-job
relationships, resettlement and sponsorship, the transit process,
culture shock, and secondary migration. Driving a car, reading the
newspaper, using restaurants, participating in sports and recreation,
and celebrating U.S. holidays are examined in the five optional
lessons. The techniques section coveys pretest, presentation, class
management, structural exercises, discussion starters, discussion,
explanation, language reinforcement, literacy reinforcement, and
assessment. Appendixes contain references to books, materials, and
the Southeast Asian regional curriculum; handouts and worksheets; and
teacher resources. Activity and topic indexes are provided. (MN)
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Intro duction
This is a handbook for teachers.

It contains an organized curriculum of lessons, sections on lesson
planning, classroom aides and cultural orientation and an appendix of
supporting materials. It is designed to clearly show teachers what they
have to teach, present ideas for teaching and provide helpful information.
Also, the handbook is designed to allow teachers to decide for themselves
how to teach the lessons.

The handbook is for teache...s who are teaching the entire curriculum
as part of a training program, or for teachers who would like to incor-
porate a few lessons into an already-established curriculum. Although
the primary audience is teachers, program supervisors or teacher trainers
may also find this handbook useful.

The curriculum represents a unique approach to teaching students who
may have had little or no formal education. It emphasizes students' ac-
quiring and developing skills and an understanding of U.S. culture. They
learn to define their circumstances, identify problems and possible solu-
tions, and communicate their need:3. Although designed for Southeast Asian
refugees, it can be used with other groups of adults or young people. It
can also provide an interesting supplement to an ESL class.

The handbook consists of five parts:

1. Introduction. This provides information about the training pro-
gram for refugees that led to the development of the handbook.
It also explains how to use the handbook.

2. Curriculum. These are the lessons, presented in seven units:
The core curriculum, "bits and pieces" of background information
and a simulation.

3. Optional Lessons. Five more ideas for lessons to add or substi-
tute for ones in the curriculum.

4. Techniques. This is a selection c tearl- lq that can
e used in teaching t 0,--' ut

Appendix. This contains supplemeh_al information, e.g. handouts,
worksheets and visuals. For teachers, there is additional back-
ground information for some of the lessons.

Although certain decisions have been made concerning what to teach,
it is up to teachers to decide how to teach these lessons. Suggestions
and techniques are provided, but they have to adapt them to the demands
of their particular situation and to the students they are teaching.

Enjoy the handbook!



Background

Many factors contribute to a refugee's individual situation and outlook.
These factors include: age, sex, ethnic group, country of origin, socio-
economic circumstances, educational background, the length of t'iw

tieedsrefugee camps, etc. These factors also help to determine indi'
in preparation for successful resottlement tn the United State:.

Or 1,n-A y 14.1;liJ:ed ,, i triining program for people wh came primarily
T vuru, villages or small towns in Laos or Cambodia, the Consortium

p, drams in Panat Nikom aimed to meet the new's of refugees who had lived
outside the world of modern technology. For them, the rhythm of life was
organized by the rising and setting.of the sun and the planting and har-
vesting of crops. Few had ever had formal education. Many found little
need to read and write. They learned by example. They learned by doing.
They learned by sharing ideas.

However, others came from urban backgrounds. Many of the Vietnamese refu-
gees in Galang have had extensive exposure to western technology and con-
cepts. The Consortium programs have been evolving continually, growing
to meet the needs of our student population.



The refugees we train today, whatever their backgrounds in their native
country, have spent anywhere from six months to ten years in refugee camps.
Many of the young adults have spent their adolescence in regulated and
policed surroundings. While some have benefited from camp services (e.g.
primary and secondary education, language training, medical care), others
have languished in centers with fewer services or have been unable, for
any number of reasons, to take advantage of the classes offered.

Refugee camps provide their occupants with very limited options. Housing
is assigned. Food is rationed and distributed. Curfews are imposed.
Land cultivation or small business enterprises may be restricted or not
permitted at all. Daily schedules may be determined by food and supply
distribution times, and required class attendance.

The refugees have proven their ability ta make choices and to take risks
by deciding to leave their homelands and making that journey. But after
spending an extended period of time in an environment in which most of
their survival needs are provided for them, many may find it threatening
to be asked to take the responsibility for their own well-being, particu-
larly in a strange and Aew cultural setting.

Thus, to prepare for their new lives in the United States, our students
require special training to become self-sufficient. They must not only
acquire a new language, but also learn skills basic to living and working
in an urban environment and '3ecome familiar with certain values and atti-
tudes they will likely encounter in their new society. Whether the stu-
dents are from mountain villages, small towns or large cities, whether
they were farmers or professors, carpenters, musicians, homemakers, doctc
business people or fishermen, they need to understand the social conventions
and expectations of American people and be able to interact with them com-
fortably. They also need to increase confidence in their abilities to
learn and adapt, to take risks and to make decisions.

In all the lessons of the curriculum, there is frequent reference to the
students' own culture or to their experience in the camp. Procedures and
practices students are already familiar with are discussed and demonstrated
in the classroom. Students are often asked to describe their culture and
explain their relationship to it. The move-to a fast-paced urban culture
means many transitions. We feel students need familiar cultural reference
points along the way to ease their entry into the new language and culture.

Through the Cultural Orientation component of the Consortium program, stu-
dents learn and develop cultural skills and concepts. Language and lit-
eracy are also reinforced. Each lesson is based on tasks or activities.
The activity, whether it is solving a problem, sharing information or
making choices, provides a context for pers al involvement and active
learning.



The Programs

In 1980, the Experiment in International Living, Save the Children Feder-
ation and World Education formed the Consortium to offer Intensive English
as a Second Language, Cultural Orientation and Pre-Employment Training to
refugees from Laos and Cambodia in Thailand. In Indonesia, the Experiment
in Internatioral Living and Save the Children Federation offer similar
training to refugees from Cambodia and Vietnam. At the Refugee Processing
Center at Bataan, the Philippines, the International Catholic Migration
Commission, operates a program for refugees from all countries in Southeast
Asia. These programs are funded by the U.S. Department of State, Bureau
for Refugee Programs.

Cultural Orientation

The Southeast Asian Regional Curriculum consists of competencies organized
by topic in 11 units rather than detailed lesson plans for teachers. Each
CO program in the region designs it own program around the basic compet-
encies. In Thailand and Indonesia, there has been an on-going process
of curriculum revision: refining teaching points, updating information,
incorporating feedback from resettled refugees, adding cmpetencies and
changing lesson sequence. While the programs differ, both programs
include:

- C cles. The period of time,students are enrolled in
a c ass. (For three to five months, depending on
their abilities, background and camp location.)

- Levels. The level of ability students demonstrate
on an initial placement test: A Level (pre-literate);
B Level (beginner); C Level (advanced beginner); D
Level (intermediate) and E Level (advanced). (Students
who demonstrate enough language proficiency to "test-
out" of ESL still study CO.)

- Classroom Aides. Students with demonstrated language
and interpersonal skills who work with teachers, help
organize and present activities and translate for the
students and teacher.

- Teams. A group of teachers who train together for
ThiTength of a cycle. A supervisor works with each
team, observing classes and conducting teacher training.

- Days. Class periods are referred to here as days--usually
a 11 hour session.

Panat Nikom, Thailand

The program has served many Hilltribe, Lao and Khmer refugees. Cultural
Orientation follows three separate curricula leveled according to student
ability. The length of both the cycle and the class period may differ.
There is an effort to integrate some beginning levels with pre-employment
training.

-4-
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Galang, Indonesia

The CO program has served many Vletnamese and some Khmer refugees. The
CO curriculum includes 40 lessons organized into 11 units. The sequence
and the time spent on each topic vary depending on the level.

The Writing Project

In 1982, David Hopkins, Technical Program Manager of the Consortium, pro-
posed the development of teacher's handbooks to document the ESL and PET
curricula in Pacat Nikom. In 1983, the Writing Project, with Patrick Moran
as editor and Marilyn Gillespie, Igor Barabash and Fred Ligon as writers,
produced Shifting Gears, Book_1 and Opening Lines. Shifting Gears, Book 2
was completed in 1984 with Marilyn GiTlespie as writer and Marilyn and Fred
Ligon as co-editors. Settling In is the next handbook 'n the series. Our
hope is that_it will prove a valuable resource to anyone teaching cultural
orientation to refugees or other adults.



Cultural Adiustment Skills
Ihe chart on the right list- the thirty lessons that make up Book 2.

The iessons develop ,kills in ,,arious skill areas although the focus for
a les:- Lhange if you alLer objectives or choose alternative activities.

[
f LSING
NEEDS

Students identify an actual or potential situation and-ci
determine what their needs are or would be.

Students develop the ability to make plans that include r
'SETTING GOALSrealistic expectations of what can be accomplished in

a given period. They create group and individual goals.

Students learn how to choose the most important ideas,

DETERMINING items or actions from a list of possibilities. They

PRIORITIES develop the ability to present ideas, offer explana-
tions and defend choices, indtvidually or by concensus.

Students develop an awareness of their environment and
their position in it.

LCLARIFYING

OBSERVING

Students develop the ability to seek clarification of
information and/or to clarify attitudes.

Students develop the ability to identify and explain
actual or potential problems and conflicts, through [IDENTIFYING
role piays, case studies, critical incidents, etc. PROBLEMS

SOLVING
PROBLEMS

Students find appropriate solutions to unfamiliar prob-
lems or cross-cultural conflicts. They learn to see
themselves as being responsible for their decisions.

Students compare dnd contrast alternatives for action.
They study information about the culture, evaluate and
determine the results of various choices.

SEQUENCING
STEPS

WEIGHING
OPTIONS

Students develop the ability to identify a logical se-
quence for a series of events. They figure out what
actions.to take, and in what order, so as to complete
a given task as efficiently as possible.

Students develop the ability to read and write numbers,
count and compute, read time and use money.

LITERACY

NUMERACY

Students practice reading and/or writing sight words or
other key vocabulary words. Depending on their ability,
they may complete forms, read and interpret cards or
labels and read instructions.

In ether activities, students: 1) communicate in Eng-
lish; 2) explain or describe; 3) perform an act; 4)
operate a machine or appliance; or 5) estimate amounts. OTHER
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The Lessons

The CO curriculum is divided into fifteen units, seven appearing in this
book. Each unit includes two or more lessons. The lessons concern a va-
riety of topics any adult will likely need to cope with during the course
of training and on arrival in the U.S. Each lesson consists of:

1. .A lesson introduction
2. A lesson rationale
3. Skill areas
4. A materials list
5. Language
6. Activities
7. Notes and variations
8. Bits and pieces
9. A planning page

An introduction provides a brief summary
which tells you at a glance what the
lesson is about; the purpose.

_The objectives are written in terms of
what the students will be able to do.

A rationale tells you why the students need
to study the topic. It explains how it is
relevant to their lives in the U.S. Along
with the purposes and objectives, this is

-necessary to help you plan how to teach.

The key cultural adjustment skills students
'will learn and develop are iiieried in each
lesson.

A materials box identifies the kinds of materials you will need, the quan-
tity and the particular activity requiring them. An asterisk points out
materials needing-special preparation before class. -Some classroom mate-
rials are most effective when translated into the students' own language.

A language box provides language structures, vocabulary and literacy sug-
gestions to consider when planning a lesson. English can be incorporated
into CO lessons and reinforced by posting sight words in the classroom,
including short structured dialogues, and presenting role plays or skits

in which students speak English.



The activities are identified in an illustrated
"Oie."

A pre-test tells you what your students know and
don't know about the lesson. You use what you
find out to alter, expand or shorten your plan.

A cultural exploration activity gives your stu-
dents an opportunity to describe aspects of
their own culture or compare and contrast it to
the new one.

A few practice activities are provided
to give students opportunities to meet
the objectives of the lesson. It's up
to you to decide if you want to use the
ones outlined here, adapting them for
your class, or, if you want to create
your own.

An assessment tells you whether the stu-
dents have met the objectives of the
lesson. It tells you what the students
know and can do.

The notes page tells you more about the lesson. Preparation notes tell
you about the things you need to do, make or decide before you teach.

Language notes give you suggestions for advanced vocabulary or structures.
Some lesson notes also give you ideas for integrating language with the
activities.

Notes on variations and follow-up offer other ideas for activities you may
want to consider.

Appendix notes refer you to pages in the Appendix where you can find work-
sheets, handouts, charts, posters, etc. which are referred to in the lesson.

Concerns are notes offering reminders, helpful advice and words of calltion.
T ese notes should be read before planning the lesson, not afterward.

The Bits and Pieces section provides
useful background information to con-
sider as you develop your lesson plan.
Here you'll find charts, maps, lists,
sample forms, definitions of terms
and supplementary information about
the lesson. The audience for these
pages is you, not your students. The
pages may spark ideas for special ac-
tivities you can plan. It is up to
you to decide if you will integrate
any of this information into the les-
sons, and how.

At the end of each lesson is a blank page you can use for planning, making
notes about the lesson, or for outlining special activities.

-9-
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Handbook Resources

The resource sections include: Techniques and the Appendix. The Tech-
niques section of the handbook contains ideas and teaching options that
can be used in teaching the curriculum.

Classroom Aides, Cultural Orientation and Lesson Planning in Settling In,
Book 1 provide further information, teaching options and questions to en-
courage teachers to examine their own teaching.

Teachers can refer to these sections for suggestions on how to teach,
information on what to teach, and also ideas on the why of teaching--
what makes teachers effective.

This approach calls for teachers to take responsibility for thinking
carefully about their work. It is based or the principle that all
teachers eventually decide for themselves what to do. They make choices
about the subject matter, about the students, about teaching and about
learning. The clearer and more conscious their decision-making, the
more effective their teaching can become.

These sections are intended for teachers to use on their own. They are
also intended for teacher supervisors to use as part of training sessions
with groups of teachers.

Note to the Teacher:

- Use the resource sections as a guide for reflecting on your ex-
periences in the classroom. What happens in class with you and
your students is a rich source of study. By looking closely and
openly at this, you can learn more about your job. Read all the
sections to see if they can help.

- The sections can serve as an introduction to questions and in-
formation that you need to consider as a cultural orientation
teacher. Use this to sharpen and justify your own point of view
on what culture is and what helps people learn.

- Compare your notes with fellow teachers or friends.

- Write your coMments and reactions in the text for easy reference.

Note to the Teacher Trainer/Educator:

- Use the sections to provide information or suggestions for teachers.

- Use the questions as discussion topics in training sessions.

- Draw upon teachers' experiences in the classroom.

- Allow teachers to decide for themselves, but ask that they base
these decisions on fact, rather than opinions.

- Use the sections to clarify your own criteria for teaching teachers.

-10-
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The Curriculum

-
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Book 1

Units Pages_

1. ORIENTATION 17-40
Teacher/Student Relationship, First Steps

2. NUMBERS AND MONEY 41-60
Numbers and Math, U.S. Currency

3. COMMUNICATION C1-100
Using the Telephone, Long Distance Telephone,
Messages and Letters, Nonverbal Communication

4. TIME MANAGEMENT 101-122
Time Planning, Calendars and Appointments

5. HOME 123-172
Housing in the U.S., Finding a Place To Live,
Tenant/Landlord Responsibilities, Household
Maintenance and Safety, Food and Clothing at Home

6. HEALTH 173-244
Medical Services in the U.S., Doctor/Patient
Relationship, Household Medicines, Maintaining
Good Health, Nutrition, Having a Family,
Pregnancy and Childbirth

7. SOCIETY 245-296
Family Structures, Roles of Men and Women,
Relationships, Neighbors, Marriage and Divorce

8. REFUGEES WID IMMIGRANTS
A Multi-Ethric Society, Refugees in the U.S.,
Preserving Your Culture

297-326

Book 2
Units Pages

9. COMMUNITY
Community Services, Education for Children,
Education for Adults, Public Assistance, Law
and Legal Services, Safety in the City

10. TRAVEL AND TRANSPORTATION
Directions and Maps, Geography and Weather,
Transportation

11. MEASUREMENT
Length and Height, Volume and Weight

12. SHOPPING
Shopping Overview, Shopping for Food,
Shopping for Clothing, Consumerism

13. FINANCES
Banking Services, Paying Bills, Budgeting

14. EMPLOYMENT
Skills Assessment, Attitudes Toward Work, Jobs in
the U.S., Personal Employment Data, Looking for a
Job, Job Interviewing, Workplace Rules and Policies,
On-the-Job Relationships

15. RESETTLEMENT
Resettlement and Sponsorship, The Transit Process,
Culture Shock, Secondary Migration

13-78

79-108

109-128

129-168

169-200

201-284

285-328

The choice and sequence of lessons may depend or the special needs of different groups of students
though public assistance and employment lessons are always included in the course of study.

-12- 19



Lesson 31
Community Services

"I want to join a soccer club. Who should I contact?

Newcomers to the U.S. may be surprised at the diversity of community and
social services offered n many neighborhoods and cities. This lesson
introduces students to ways of meeting their needs through these kinds
of services.

Objectives The students will be able:

to assess their general needs in terms of life in the U.S.

to compare and contrast traditional support systems with U.S.
community and.social services.

to describe common Community and social services in the U.S.

to identify and contact the apPropriate help in an emergency
situation.

to identify appropriate sources 'of help in order to solve problems.
. _
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31 Community Services

Ratiormie
U.S. communities offer a variety or sources of assistance and
information for their residents. By becoming familiar with common
types of services and by being able to find out who to contact
for what, refugees can help themselves become self-sufficient.
By figuring out what they need and how to get it, they can t, 2

advantage of available services in Ti.--der to improve the quality
of their lives.

Skills

assessing needs

identifying problems

Materials

clarifying attitudes

solving problems

Item Quantity Activity

map: refugee camp* 1 per student 2

pictures: community services* as available 3a, 5

U.S. money $50 per class 3a

model telephone 2 per clacs 3b, 5

intercom telephone 1 set per class aL,_

flashcards: emergencies* 1 card per pair 3c

pictures: social services* as needed 4a, 5

cards: problem situations* 5-7 per class 4b

board game* 1 per class 5

telephone book 1 pe- class 5

* preparation needed before class

Language

I'm going to the
employment
office.

I want a job.
need

I have a problem
with a

VocabularY

library clinic
post office public health
police dept. volag
fire dept. MAA
school emergency
adult school robbery
senior citizens fire

center
church

Literacy

(telephone
numbers)
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31 Community Services

Activities

.4k(7111

LL!re
-Test

reeds Assessment. Students determine what they will need when they
get to the U.S.

- Draw a picture of a person on the blackboard. Ask the students to
imagine that they are that person. Around the person, draw two
circles and divide the space between them into segments.

- Ask the students what they, as
refugees, will need upon arrival in
the U.S. List their responses in
the circle segments.

- Review each item and ask the students how they will get what they
need. (Much of this can be a review from previous lessons.) Ask
if there cre any individuals, agencies or organizations that might
be able to help them get what they need. Who? How can they get
help? Clarify or add information as needed.

- Discuss the important balance of self-reliance and cooperation in
U.S. society, particularly as these values relate to community and
social services.

2 Cultural Exploration

Field Trip. Students explain the functions of community and social
services provided in the refugee camp and in their native country.

- Organize a Field Trip (see Techniques) in which small groups of
students are assigned one or two service organizations to visit.
Have students locate the office on a camp map and proceed to that
location to interview a worker about the function of that agency.
(Arrange to have interviewees and translators available.)

- Gather students together when they have completed the interviews.
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31 Community Services

Ask them to explain their findings. Encourage students who have
used any of the services to explain their experience.

- Ask the students what resources they had for help in their native
country. If their house was on fire or being robbed, what would
they do? If someone in their family was addicted to drugs or was
handicapped, what would they do? Were there any special sources
of assistance or support? Who provided the support (government
agencies, individuals, family, etc.)?

3 Community Services

a Pictures. Students identify common community services and their
funding sources.

- Present pictures of people requesting help or information at vari-
ous community service agencies. As each picture is shown, describe
the basic functions of the agency. Elicit from the students some
12asons people might choose to visit or contact ea:h organization.

- Bring three volunteers to the front of the class. To the first,
give some U.S. money, explaining that this is a payment for a
job he or she has done, Ask that person to hand some of the money
to the second person who represents the government. Explain that
money taken from people's wages and sent to the government is
called tax. Next, have the "government" person give some of the
money to the third volunteer who is holding a picture of one com-
munity service (e.g. library, fire dept., post office).
Continue the explanation of how community services are funded.

- Distribute the pictures of community services to pairs of students.
Have each pair describe the function of the agencies depicted. Ask
the students to explain the funding of community services....

b Emergency Help. Students identify elements of an emergency phone
call.

- Ask the.students to think-of possible emergency situations. Ask
how they.would get help and who they would contact.

-.Explain that different cities have different emergency numbers.
Describe the important information necessary in a phone call for
medical, fire or theft emergencies.

- Role Play. (with the aide) an emergency phone call. Have students

-16-
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[31 Community Services

state the information that was exchanged during the phone call.
Why was it important to include that particular information?

c Over the Phone. Students practice speaking clearly and seeking
clarification on the telephone.

- Place one intercom phone on a table in the classroom and one on
a table outside the class. Have the students form pairs.

- Explain that one person will
act as the recipient of the
phone call (outside the room)
and the other will be the
caller. The person who re-
ceives the call must repeat
the information he or she
hears out loud so that you,
the teacher, can record it
on paper. The classroom
aide can post a flashcard on
which "emergency" information
is listed. The caller must report the information on the card
over the phone.

- Repeat this with each pair of students.

- After all students have participated, compare the information on
the flashcards to the information you recorded during the phone
call. What was clear? What was unclear? What might be the con-
sequences of unclear communication?

- Add some excitement by using a stop-watch to "time" students' phone
calls. How long does it take each pair of students to get the in-
formation needed?

situation:
house on fire

address: 1964
Glendale Ave.

telephone:
924-0800

situation:
someone
fainted

address:
210 Orange
Rd.

telephone:
677-0984

4 Social Services

a Pictures. Students identify common social services.

- Conduct this activity as described in Activity 3a, changing the
focus from community to social services.

- Expand upon the activity by including a discussion of attitudes
about contacting large organizations or people they don't know for
advice or information.

* Why might Americans go outside the neighborhood
or their family for assistance?

* Do you think refugees use these services, too?
* Why or why not?
* Do you think you might need or want to use some

of these services?
* Etc.

b Situations. Students identify appropriate sources of assistance.

- Distributc cards depicting (in words or pictures) situations that
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Community Services

might require assistance from a social service agency. Have each
group ..etermine what the problem is, what kind of help is needed
and where to go for that help. Ask the groups to report to the
whole class. Some sample situations:

* Your brother has been using drugs a lot lately.
He is becoming addicted to very strong drugs.

* Your husband hits your children when he is in
a bad mood. The children sometimes get hurt.

* Your grandfather wants to socialize with people his age.
* Your grandmother is almost 70 years old. She seems

unhappy, has stopped talking to the children and
won't do the embroidery she used to do.

* Your uncle needs to talk to a lawyer but can't afford it.
* Your cousins recently arrived from a refugee camp.

Through friends they got part-time jobs right away.
They don't have enough money to pay for rent, food
and clothing for themselves and their four children.

* Your daughter is deaf. You would like her to learn
sign language and get an education.

5 Assessment

Board Game. Students identify appropriate sources of help or informa-
tion in given situations.

- Play a bo...rd game in which pairs or small groups of students throw
a number cube and move a marker the indicated number of spaces.
Each space can name a "situation." The students must decide upon
the appropriate source of assistance. Award one point for each
correct answer. Continue the game until all teams reach FINISH.

- Post pictures of various community and social service agencies or
places around the room as reference.

START
You want some
child-en's
books for
your daughter.

You heard loud noises
downstairs, but you
were afraid to call
the police. Your
house was robbed.. do
back to start.

You need to
take your
children for
immunizations.

ik

FINISH
You want to
find outabout
swimming
classes for

Add more situations that your children,
are relevant to your stu-

do:ntr:se%glemtehn:1:

You want to I

i:curinisytances). send a pack-
age to your
relatives in
a refugee
camp.

You're You notice You need Your
interested You think that your some help brother's
in studying you might neighbor's understanding son has a
dress-making. have ii.D. house is

on fire.
forms in
English.

drug problem,

I
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31 Community Services

Motes

Preparation

Design the "Board Game," Activity 5, to include situations that would
be relevant to your students' personal or family circumstances.

Language

Advanced Vocabulary. senior citizens center, handicapped, disabled,
mental health clinic, drugs, pofson, self-reliance.

Advanced Structures. I'd better talk to someone at the resettlement
office. I think you ought to . You should

Variations

Present a Slide Show or Video (see Techniques) of people requesting
assistance or information from various cummunity or socia', service
agencies in the U.S. Ask students to clarify why those people went
to those particular agencies and to explain why they might or might
not use the services in the U.S.

This lesson is the first of a five-part series including Lessons 31-
35. All contain related information and activities.

See Lesson 59, "Culture Shock" and Lesson 19, "Maintaining Good Health,"
(Settling In, Book 1) for information and activities related to mental
health.

Lesson 7, "Messages and Letters" (Settling In, Bouk 1), offers activ-
ities and information dealing with postal services.

Concerns

.If you choose to use a camp map in the Cultural Exploration activity,
be sure your students are able to read maps first.

People who come from societies in which families tend to keep problems
very ptivate (e.g. finances, illness, interpersonal problems, severe
depression) may find the U.S. system of community and social services
surprising and confusing. Without traditional support systems (ex-
tended family or ethnic communities) however, refugees may find the
U.S. support services invaluable.

The term "social services" as used in this handbook does not refer to
the activities of the Dept. of Human Services. The term refers to
services provided by a variety of agencies and organizations--some
provided through state agencies, others through voluntary organiza-
tions. It may be necessary to share this explanation with your
students.
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Bits and Pieces 1Connunity and social. services are provided
by agencies estabZished to heZp people meet

basic needs and improve the quaZity of their lives. These agencies
may be supported by government, reigious or private sources. Their
aim is to assist people with immediate or Long-term needs.

51Seif-reliance is a strong vaZue in American society. People believe
in "pulling their own weight"--taking responsibility for their own
lives, jobs and general weLl-beingr. They may prefer to be seen as
independent rather than as dependent on other people's heZp.

3At the same tirl, there is a strong belief in the vaZue ofmutual
cooveration and assistance. Individuals, private or religious
organizations and the government aZZ buiZd agencies to offer guidance
or support for those people not able to heZp themseZves for some
reason. One shouldn't be embarrassed or fear being penaZized when
asking for heZp in times cfneed (e.g. a fire at home, a suicide
threat by a relative). It is expected that people wilZ contact
others in a pcsition to heZp them whenever the need arises.

jha,ivacy is another key vaZue in American society. People are often
uncomfortable sharing "private matters" with others (e.g. their in-
come or expenses, family or reZationship problems). Werke,is in so-
cial. service agencies are ex-pected to respect the privacy of those
seeking heZp and not share confidential information.

a
Characteristics
ofCommunity
and Social
Service
Agencies:

Specialization

Varied Locations

IMpersonal

each service has a different
ficnction.

each agency may need to be con-
tacted separately by telephone
or in verson.

some agencies are Large; people
get assistance from strangers.

State-to-State every state--every community--
has its own system ofavailable
services; these vary widely
from place-to-place.

COMMUNITY SERVICES (for all people in the community; supported by
tares such as sales, property or income tax)

Library: books for children evtd adults to borrow free of charge.

* PUblic SchooZ System: 2) free education for aZl children;
2) grades divided into primary and secondary education; 3) every
chitd between 6 and 16 is legally required to attend schooZ;
4) opportunities for parentaZ involvement in their children's
education.
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31 Community Services

Post Office: materials and services fbr mailing Zetters,
and money within the (1.S. and overseas.

Parks and Recreation Department: 1) recreation facilities
courts and fields); 2) dance, sports or games classes; .3)
sports teams and competitions.

7SOCIAL SERVICES (for people who qualify because of income or
special need; government agencies supported by
taxes, other agencies supported by private con-
tributions)

packages

(e.g.
local

took

* Department of EMployment: 1) job-hunting assistance; 2) workman's
compensation for people injured on the job; 3) unemployment com-
pensation when people are Zaid off or the job ends.

* Social Security Office: 1) retirement checks for people aged 65
and over; 2) social security cards; 3) income checks fbr thcse
permanently disabled.

Department of Public Welfare: 1) generaZ relief--checks for fam-
'lies with Zow or no income; 2) Aid to Families with Dependent
Childrenchecks fbr families with children and Zimited income;
3) Refugee Cash Assistance (limited time)--checks fbr newly-arrived
reAgees who haven't fbund work; 4) Foodstamps fbr people with
limited income; 5) Medicaid, medicaZ insurance fbr people with Low
or no income; 6) Emergency Energy Subsidy to heZp pay home heating
biZZs.

Department of ChiZd Welfare: 1) counseling fbr troubled families;
2) help for children who are abused or neglected by their parents.

Mental HeaZth CZinics: counseling fbr very upset, confused or un-
happy people, and for those who are suicidaZ or have a Zong-term
mental iZZness.

Community HeaZth CZinics: 1) generaZ medicaZ care; 2) payment
often on a "sliding scale"--adjusted according to cZient's income.

* Department ofPublic Health: 1) checking and controZ of communi-
cable diseases; 2) vaccinations.

Department ofElderly Affairs/Senior Citizens Center: 1) recrea-
tion; 2) hetp witkhousIng, fbod and counseling fbr the eZderZy.

-SPecial Needs: heZp fbr mentaZZy retarded or physically handi-
capped peopie; group homes for retarded aduZts; speciaZ training
programs for physically disabled people.

'Poison Control Center: 1) infbrmation about treatment fbr acci-
dental ;poisoning; 2) infbrmation about product hazards.

Drug Crisis Center: 1) rehabilitation; 2) counseling for drug
users and their families.

LegaZ Aid: low-cost ZegaZ advice.

* Refugees.must contact on arrival in the U.S.
Agencies are listed in the phone book.

go
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Planning
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Lesson 32
Education for Children

"I need to enroll my daughter in school."

Parents have some basic responsibilities related to their children's edu-
cation. In this lesson, students examine the parents' role in the educa-
tion of their children and become familiar with the U.S. educational system.

Objectives The students will be able:

- to describe some basic laws governing schools and education for
children.

- to describe patterns of education for children in the U.S., in-
cluding child care programs and primary and secondary schools.

- to identify parents' responsibilities regarding the education of
their children.

- to identify and suggest solutions for conflicts that may arise be-
tween parents, children and school personnel.
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Education for Children

Rationale
Great value is placed on the education of children. U.S. law states
every child aged 6 through 15 must attend school. It is important
for parents to understand the law and to be aware of their respon-
sibilities in terms of their children's education. It is also
helpful for them to be familiar with the basic structure of he
U.S. educational system in order to better understand and partici-
pate in the lives of their children.

Skills

clarifying information

clarifying attitudes

Materials

identifying problems

weighing options

solving problems

Item Quantity Activity

blank paper 1 per student 1

pictures: child care activities* 4-5 per class 3a
chart: primary and secondary school* 1 per class 3b
pictures: .various jobs* . 4-5,per class 3c
poster: school enrollment* 1 per class 3d
valuation situations* 4-6 per class 4a
case studies* 4 per class 5

* preparation needed before class

Language

I need to take my
child to school.

She is years old.
He

What grade is she in?
class

I am her
When can she start?
Who is her teacher?

Vocabulary

school parent
-teacher

(numbers)
son grade
daughter

class
child
children

mother
father

Literacy

(form language)

-24-
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32 Education for Children

Activities

1

Pre-Test
2

Cultural
Exploration

5
As-essment

3
Structure

4
Relationships

Estimated Time

all levels: 1 day

1 Pre-Test

My Family. Students identify their family members who must, by law,
attend school in the U.S.

- Ask the students who attends school in the U.S. Boys? Girls?
3-year-olds? Married adults? Who is legally required to attend
school?

- Distribute blank paper. Ask each student to draw pictures of his
or her family members. Instruct them to "circle" the pictures of
people who are 6 to 15 years old. Explain that children must go to
school in the U.S. or they and their parents will have legal problems.

- In classes in which most students do not have children of this age,
ask how many plan to have children someday.

2 Cultural Exploration

Home and Camp. Students compare and contrast attitudes and behavior
related to school in their native country and in the refugee camp.

- Have the students form two groups. One group will organize and per-
form a demonstration of a "typical" class in their homeland. The
other group will demonstrate a "typical" class in the refugee camp.
For guidance, list or discuss some points for the students to keep
in mind as they create their scenes (e.a. teacher/student relation-
ship, learning/teaching style, male/female interaction).

- After each group performs, lead a discussion to clarify the ideas
presented.

* How were the students seated? Why?
* What did the students do when the teacher entered

the classroom? Why?
* May a student ask to leave the room? How?
* Etc.
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32 Education for Children

Ask students to identify and describe reasons for the similarities
and differences between classes in their native country.and in the
camp. Explain that classes for children have some things in common
with the adult classes in the camp, but they also have some dif-
ferences that they will study about today.

Refer to the demonstration of a class in their homeland. Ask spe-
cific questions:

* How old are children when they start attending school?
* How do they get to school?
* What subjects do they study?
* How many subjects does one teacher teach?
* How many kinds of schools are there (e.g. religious,

government, private)?
* Do children have to wear uniforms?
* Can they wear make-up? Long hair?
* What leveling or grading system is used?
* What are the laws in their country about education?
* Do students stay in the same classroom all day?

3 Structure

a Child Care. Students discuss their attitudes about child care pro-
grams

- Present pictures of small children playing or being taken care
of by people other than their parents. Have the students des-
cribe what is happening in each picture. Explain that these are
scenes of the kinds of activities that happen at child care pro-
grams in the U.S.

- Explain further the purpose and function of child care programs
and the types of programs that are available in different places.

* Why might some people decide to take their
children to child care centers?

* What are the advantages and disadvantages of
taking children to these centers?

* Would you take your children to attend a child care
program? To a baby sitter? Why/why not?

b Primary and Secondary. Students describe some basic patterns of
education for children in the U.S.

- Post a chart that outlines the structure of primary and secondary
schools. Review the information as a class.
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- Refer students to the drawings they made of their family members.
Ask them to identify the school (e.g. elementary, middle or junior
high school, senior high school) where each school-age child might
enroll upon arrival in the U.S. At this point, emphasize that
each town may have its own system of organizing and labeling the
schools.

- Explain how children are placed in grades according to age, test
results, school background, etc.

c Study and Work. Students identify the relationship of particular
school subjects to specific jobs.

- List the school subjects commonly taught in U.S. secondary schools.
Show pictures of people at various jobs. Ask the students to
identify the subjects that each worker might have studied in order
to be able to do his or her job. Examples:

Mathematics
English
U.S. History
Biology
Physical Education

waitress

Its*H0
baker

(Mathematics: needs to
calculate totals, count
money and make change.)

(English, mathematics:
needs to read recipes and
measure exact amounts.)

- Ask the students to name all the advantages of a good basic educa-,
tion.

d Parents' Responsibilities. Students identify responsibilities that
'parents have concerning the education of their children.

Ask those students who are parents when they will finish studying
in the camp. When (in what month) might they get to the U.S.?
When should they enroll their children in school? What will they
need in order to enroll them?

Show a poster of a parent en-
rolling his or her child in
school. Explain--even though
sponsors and sponsoring agencies
usually assist in this process,
it is important for parents to
understand the procedure.

- Discuss some other areas of
responsibility for parents re-
lated to attendance, absence
or late notes, report cards,
lunch, conferences, etc.

ENROLLING IN SCHOOL

Papers to bring:

immunization record, 1-94
card, medical documents and
other documents from refugee
camp school.

4 Relationships

a Teacher/Student. Students choose an appropriate response to a ques-
tion regarding the teacher/student relationship.

- Conduct a Valuation Activity (see Techniques).
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32 Education for Children

- Have the students form groups of three. Ask each group to listen
to the situation and possible follow-up actions and then to select
an appropriate response.

A. Mr. Jones, a very serious and formal teacher during class,
started telling jokes with some students after school. .It
would be fine for the students to:

I. make jokes, too.
2. say good-bye and walk away because they shouldn't be

joking with their teacher.
3. tell jokes to Mr. Jones during class the next day.

(ans: I)

B. Many of the students in S's class were disrespectful to the
teacher. They explained to S that the teacher was lazy and
mean and not very smart. They talked back to the teacher and
often didn't do their assignments. It might be best for S to:

I. learn some bad words to say to the teacher.
2. tell the teacher what the students said about her.
3. complete her own assignments, regardless of what the

others do.

(ans: 3)

- Create other situations. Ask the groups to present their situa-
tions to the class and explain their responses.

b Student/Parent. Students identify ways in which they can or might
be asked to share in or assist with their children's education.

- Ask the students if parents were involved in their children's
education in their homeland. In what ways?

- On the blackboard, draw a picture of a "student" at school and
"parents" at work or home.

- Ask stu...ants to give an identity to the student in the picture
(e.g. name, age, length of time in the U.S.) and names to the
parents. Have students briefly describe the kinds of things the
child in the poster might do during a typical school day (e.g.
subjects studied, kind of lunch eaten, time he or she goes home,
hours spent on homework or working). Then ask them to briefly
describe the parents' activities.

- Review the child's activities mentioned, asking students to iden-
tify those which might be shared (even partially) between students
and their parents. How many ways can they think of for parents to
share in or assist with a child's education? Do they think that
would be helpful? Why or why not? Wh,-.31 might parents have time
to help their children? (Be sure to include parents' signatures
on report cards, late notes, excuses from P.E. class or early
dismissal from school for a doctor's appointment, conferences
with teachers, etc.)
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5 Assessment

Case Studies. Students identify potential conflicts between the
school's, the student's and the parents' expectations of each other
and identify possible solutions.

- Present Case Studies (see Techniques) about parent/child/sc.
conflicts. Have the whole class or small groups identify and des-
cribe the conflict(s) and possible solutions. Ask st9dehts to de-
fend their choice of solutions by discussing possible consequences.

* The S family has been id this town for 2 months.
One of Ms. S's neighbors invited her to a meeting
of the school's parent-teacher organization. The
children, C and N, were afraid they had done something
wrong. Their mother had never gone to their school
to meet with the teachers before.

* What is a parent-teacher organization?
* Why did Ms. S go to the meeting?
* What might have been discussed at the meeting?

did the children think their mother was
going to do at school?

* What were the conflicts here? How might they
have been avoided? How might they be resolved?

* K had always been an excellent student, both in his
native country and in the refugee camp. During his
first 3 months in a U.S. high school, he studie,.
very hard every day. It was a struggle to study in
English. When his first report card was sent to his
parents, he felt ashamed. His grades were not very
good. His family was upset with him. Why was the
smartest child in the family doing so poorly in
school? They demanded that he study even harder.
K stayed in his room trying to study, sometimes
crying.

* Where was K an excellent student?
* What caused him to be ashamed?
* Why was his family upset with him?
* What are the conflicts?
* How might they be resolved?

* L had been in school in the U.S. for only two
weeks when she started complaining of stomachaches
and headaches two or three days a week. She didn't
want to go to school. She couldn't concentrate on
her lessons. Finally, after ask-1dg many questions,
_'s parents discovered that she felt very shy about
wearing the school's required P.E. uniform--matching
top and shorts. She was uncomfortable wearing so
little in public, especially with boys around.
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* What physical problems (illnesses) did L have?
* What caused the illnesses?
* How did her parents find out the cause?
* How could L help herself feel better (more

comfortable) in this situation?
* How would you feel if you were L's parents?

What would you do?

* IA had been in school in the U.S. for one month
when his teacher asked M's mother to come for a
conference. The teacher reported that M never
followed directions. He just spoke his own language,
not English. He disturbed the other children by
looking at their papers and saying things they
couldn't understand. The teacher had been punishing
M each day by making him sit alone in a corner.
M's mother explained that M is deaf and the noises
he makes :.:re "his own" language. The school then
arranged for M to enroll in a special class for
disabled students.

* What was upsetting the teacher?
* How might M have felt when he was punished?
* How could this problem have been avoided?
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Notes

Preparatior

Refer to any personal background information you may have collected
from the students at the beginning of the course. Create case studies
that reflect the students' family situations in terms of numbers and
ages of children, single or married parents, etc.

Language

Advanced Vocabulary. enroll, immunization, law, child abuse, report
cards, names 15TiaTool subjects.

Advanced Structures. I need to enroll my children in school. Which
school will they attend? What do we need to do?

Variations

Organize a Field Trip (see Techniques) to a local primary or secondary
school. Give students instructions in advance concerning what to look
for or notice when touring the school.

Distribute sample school enrollment forms. Have students complete
the forms by listing personal background information about their
children.

Explain that though public education is free in the U.S., there are
costs involved in having children attend school. List or draw the
following items on the blackboard and discuss where people purchase
them: student activities card, gym suit, notebooks, pens and pencils,
tennis shoes, field trip expenses, library fines.

Concerns

This lesson covers a lot of information as well as attitudinal issues.
Depending on your student population and the amount of time you chooseto spend on this topic, you may need to pick out a few aspects of
children's education to introduce. These or related ideas can belooked at and reinforced in other lessons as well. See Lesson 23,"Family Structures," Lesson 28, "A Multi-Ethnic Society," and Lesson29, "Refugees in the U.S.," in Settling In, Book 1.
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Bits and Pieces
1 Education is a right of aZZ children in the
U.S. regardZess of their race, ethnic or

nationaZ background, physical or mentaZ handicap, or religion. Schools
in the U.S. aim, ideaZZy, to prepare students to be Zaw-2biding citi-
zens, to be able to think about and analyze their situations and the
world around them, to make responsible decisions and to be able to
put their academic and Ziving skiZZs to use in a job. It is the re-
sponsibility of all parents to see that their children attend school.

THE SCHOOL SYSTEM
2School systems and schools themselves vary from state-to-state and
town-to-town. SchooZs get their money from taxes paid by the ZocaZ

population. Below is a general description of the U.S. school system.

2Vpe Ages Grades Subjects Activities

Private or up to 5 pre-Ziteracy arts amicrafts,
community
ChiZd Care
(fees may
be high
or Low)

years
oZd

skiZZs physical exer-
cise, songs,
sometimes a
meal.

Primary
(eZementary
or grade
school)

5 or 6 to
10,11,12
or 13
years oZd

Kindergarten
through 5th,
6th, 7th or
8th grade.

reading, writing,
mathematics, so-
ciaZ studies,
sciences, art,
music, physical
education, etc.

choir, orches-
tra, student
government,
etc.

Secondary
(junior

10 to 13
or 14

6th or 7th
to 8th or

English, mathe-
matics, science,

choir, band,
orchestra,

high schooZ 9th sociaZ studies, drama, special
or middle physical educa- interest cZubs,

school) tion, foreign sports, cheer-
Language, etc. Zeading, etc.

(senior 14 or 15 9th or 10th English, mathe- same as above.

high
school)

,et

to 17 or
18

to 12th matics, bioZogy,
chemistry, his-
tory, economics,
physicaZ educa-
tion, foreign

-110

1, Languages, etc.

?"
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3
Education and the lao

* Public education is free. No uniforms are required. Textbooks
are provided, though people must purchase pencils and notebooks.

* Free transportation is usually provided to and from school.
Tokens may be given for students to use on pubZic buses or
subways.
All children in the U.S., aged 6 through 15, must attend school
regularly.
All chiZdren must have certain immunizations before being allow-
ed to enroZZ in school.

* Each state has requirements for the school subjects that must be
studied and passed in order to be able to graduate.

* Teachers are required to report suspected cases of child abuse
to the police.

*Parents' Participation
el.7)

Att.'
By sharing in their children's education to the extent they can,
parents benefit both themselves and the kids. FerhapS they can help
each other with English or mathematics or perhaps simply understand
each other's daily lives, happiness and frustration a little better.
Parents (or ZegaZ guardians) are required to make sure their children
attend school every day, sign absence and Late notes, review and sign
report cards and meet with teachers or school guidance counselors as
requested or needed. Parents moy also choose to join a parent/teacher
organization which allows partict.pants to discuss and 1,ry to improve
the schools.

SADJUSTMENT TO U.S. SCHOOLS Possibte Areas of Difficulty:

- co-ed gym classes.

- differences in name order.

- extreme shyness (bowing head; not
Looking teacher in the eye)

- reluctance to ask questions
(showing respect for the
teacher's authority)

- feeling insulted when caned
with a finger motion or when
touched on the head.

- feeling uncomfortable sitting
on the floor with feet showing.

- intense parentaZ pressure to
study more and "play" Less.

- sports or recreational activ-
ities (wearing shorts, dancing
together).

- prejudice from other students.

- incorrect grade placement.

- general confusion about the
U.S. school system.

- parents' opposition to sex
education classas in some
states.

- unidentified Zearning dis-
abilities and handicaps.

- use of traditional health
practices mistaken as child
abuse (coining, "burning"
with a heated glass).

- taking showers with others
after P.E. classes.

- different cultural roles at
home and at school.
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Planning
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Lesson 33
Education for Adults

"I plan to study welding at the community college."

Educational opportunities for adults in the U.S. are abundant and varied.
In this lesson, students become familiar with the diversity of educational
programs and determine some personal preferences and priorities.

Objectives The students will be able:

- to identify and describe opportunities for continuing adult educa-
tion in the U.S.

to prioritize and plan a daily work/study/home schedule in given
situations. .

- to identify ways to find out about educational opportunities in
their community.

- to set some personal goals in terms of life, school and work
situations.
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Rationale
There are many types of education and training programs available
to adult.refugees in the U.S. By understanding some of their
possible options and figuring out where to go to get information
about the opportunities in their communities, refugees will be
able to take the initiative to further their education in ways
they feel are important for them.

Skirls

clarifying information

clarifying attitudes

assessing needs

Materials

determining priorities

setting goals

budgeting time

Item Quantity Activity

puppets, maps as needed 1

map: students' native country 1 per class 2
newsprint, felt marker 3 each per class 2
letters from refugees: ESL in the U.S.* 3-5 per class 3a
letters from refugees: ESL in camp* 3-5 per class 3a
chart: adult education programs* 1 per class 3b
paper dolls* 6-10 per class 3b, 5b
flashcards: family situations* 5 per class 3c
map: Mulberry Bush* 1 per class 3c
chart: schools in Mulberry Bush* 1 per class 3c
posters: vocational training classes* 5-10 per class 4
chart: college and university* 1 per class 5a
blank paper 3 per class 5a, 6b
worksheet: getting information* 1 per student 6a

* preparation needed before class

Language

I can study at 9:00.

I want to study ESL
at night.

I am a student.

My husband works in
the morning.

Vocabulary

school
student
teacher

work
job

(family
members)

study
ESL

at night
in the
morning

in the
afternoon

Literacy

(time)

(days of the
week)
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Activities

1 Pre-Test

04q

Estimated Time
lower levels: 1 day

intermediate-
advanced levels:

1-2 days

One Family. Students assess the educational needs of a refugee family
in the U.S.

- Using maps, pictures and question words, elicit from the students a
story (see Techniques: Story Line) of a "typical" refugee family
(from the students' native country) including the family members'
backgrounds and ages.

- Have the students draw pictures or use puppets to explain the details
of this family's life related to their living, studying and working
backgrounds and experiences.

- Focus on this family upon arrival in the U.S. Considering each
family member's age and educational and employment background (and
length of time in camps or prison), what might they want or need to
do in terms of schooling in the U.S.? Examples:

50-year-old mother, farmer,
minimal English

ESL classes

12-year-old daughter public school

19-year-old son, high-level
English, 5 years of formal
education

vocational training
or

community college

* Who should study? Might some need/want to work instead?
* Might some be able to study and work?

- Review the students' suggestions, adding and clarifying information
as needed.

* What are some purposes of adult education?
* Why would adults want or need to study?

-37- 4 4
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2 Cultural Exploration

At Home And In Camp. Students describe educational and training op-
portunities for adults in their native country and in the refugee camp.

- Post a map of the students' native country. Have the students form
groups according to their former living situation (e.g. large city,
small town, rural'village).

- Ask each group to discuss and list on newsprint educational and
training opportunities for people older than sixteen in their home-
land, concentrating on people in their type of community setting.

* Does the government offer educational or training
programs? What kind? For whom?

* Are the programs open to both men and women?
* Are there private school programs for adults? Describe.
* Can everyone who qualifies attend university?
* Are teachers or professors friends with their students?

What is a "typical" teacher/student relationship?

- Have group representatives share the lists with the whole class.
Have them point out on a map where they used to live.

- As a class, discuss the adult programs offered in the refugee cimp.

* What are adults studying in camp?
:Tare those programs available?

*
-eare people attending those courses?

q do they study and learn? (Classroom environment.)
* WE chose what they will study?
* Why were these subjects chosen?

3 Adult School

a ESL. Students become familiar with some opportunities for studying
English as a Second Language in the U.S. and state the advantages
of studying ESL in the camps.

- Describe various English programs for adults, including community
college and high school courses, programs required for people re-
ceiving Refugee Cash Assistance and Community/Adult Center classes.

- Elicit from the students factors they will consider when deciding
whether or not to study English in the U.S., where and when. These
factors might include: job schedules, public assistance regulations,
vocational training schedules, child care needs, transportation
schedules, etc.

- Ask the students to name the factors they consider when they study
English in the camp (e.g. U.S. government requirements--they want
to go to the U.S.). What are some advantages of studying in the
camp?

- Share some Letters from refugees (see Techniques):
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"If you have to stay (in the camp) for six or seven
months you should try to learn as much as you can
about English and everything else."

Hmong man, California

"...try to learn as much English as possible. I spent
one year in the refugee camp. I enjoyed life there
very much. How happy I was! I indulged myself in
lounging about and spent more time having fun than
studying English so when I got to the U.S. I was in
a daze."

Vietnamese man, California

"You know, until now, my husband has not gotten a job.
I think that it is not easy for someone...who doesn't
speak English or have a skill, so I hope you use your
time wisely to learn English. Even if you have no
skill, English is better than nothing."

Khmer woman, Kansas

"When I got here I got a job after ore month. I work
in a cloth factory as a spinner ,. Since I left the
camp I didn't have time to study more English. I get
some practice speaking English at work."

Lao man, New York

- After each letter is presented, ask questions and elicit reactions
from the students. As an option, present some letters in which
refugees discuss ESL classes or programs (see Appendix). Then,
ask clarification questions about programs mentioned (e.g. loca-
tion, size, attendance requirements).

b Other Programs. Students identify and deccribe opportunities for
continuing adult education.

- Post a chart listing and illustrating adult education programs
including GED, vocational training and general interest classes
as well as programs for senior citizens, homebound women and
handicapped adults. Review the chart as a class.

Tv le P !Ace

i
.-1
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- Show a paper doll and explain its situation. For example:

* Thirty-year-old woman. Intermediate English
level. Wants to be a nurse's aide.

Ask the students to identify and describe her options in terms
of the programs and classes listed on the chart. Which course
should she choose? Why?

- Continue with several other paper dolls and stories.

* Twenty-year-old man. Mentally retarded.
* Twenty-seven-year-old man. Advanced English

level. Wants to enter a university eventually.
Doesn't have a high school diploma.

* Forty-eight-year-old woman. Wants to make
friends and improve her cooking skills.

c Planning. Students plan a daily school schedule.

- Have the students form six groups. Explain that each group is a
"family." Distribute a "family situation" card to each group which
states where they live, when they work and who is in the family.
Sample cards:

You have 7 child-
ren. You live in
Area E. You work
from 10 A.M. to 3
P.M. Mon. to Fri.
Your spouse works
from 9 A.M. to 5
P.M. Thurs. to
Mon.

You live in Area F
with 2 small child-
ren. You work from
7 A.M. to 4 P.M.
Your spouse is un-
employed.

You and your fam-
ily live in an
apartment in Area
A. Your 3 child-
ren are 2, 3 and
5 years old. You
and your spouse
both work 6 days
a week. You work
from 9 A.M. to 5
P.M. and your
spouse works from
8 A.M. to 4 P.M.

You are a single
parent with 2
small children.
You work from 3
P.M. to 11 P.M.
You live in Area
C.

You have 5 children.
You live with rela-
tives in Area D.
You work from 11
P.M. to 7 A.M. and
your spouse works
from 9 A.M. to 6
P.M.

You live in Area B.
You have two part-
time jobs, one is
from 7 A.M. to 11:30
A.M. and the other
is from 5:30 P.M.
to 10 P.M.

- Post a map of Mulberry Bush, U.S.A., the town in which all these
families live.
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- Also, post a chart describing schedules for each school or train-
ing program in the town.

- Point out the bus routes
on the map, explaining
that it takes fifteen
minutes to go from one
area to the next.

- Instruct the groups to
read their cards, study
the map and chart and
plan a daily schedule
for themselves. Ask
them what factors they
will need to consider
when thinking about
their schedules. An-
swers may include work
schedules, fatigue,
safety at night, child
care, transportation, ESL programs
What are their priorities?

Place English
Level

--L

Time
(M-F)

Child Care
Available?

Oak
Comm.
College

all 8:30-11:30
12:20-3:30
6:00-9:00

no

First beginning 10:00-12:00 yes
Church 2:00-4:00

Woods intermediate 9:00-10:00
Adult advanced 1:00-3:00 M3
Center 6:00-8:00

Valley beginning 9:00-11:30
Church intermediate yes

(women only)

Jet intermediate 8:00-12:00
Training Advanced i:00-5:00 yes
Center

available at their level, etc.

- After the groups have planned their schedules, ask them to share
and explain their decisions. Encourage questions and discussion.
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I4 Vocational Training

Variety. Students describe various vocational training programs in
the U.S.

Around the room, put posters of people studying job-specific skills.
Give students a few mihutes to walk around and "study" the pictures.

Ask them to explain what the people are doing in each picture. What
tasks are they performing? What type of job are they preparing for?

List their responses on the blackboard. Add or clarify as necessary.

Explain about the various vocational programs that offer the training
shown in the posters, including: government and private courses,
refugee specific training projrams, community college courses, etc.
Remind students that availability of programs and English ability
may determine entry into programs.

Ask specific clarification questions to check comprehension.

5 College and University

a Structure. Students explain the structure of higher education in
the U.S.

- Post a chart describing the structure of community and 4-year
colleges and univeesities in terms of funding (private vs. public)
programs offered, degrees awarded and cost/financial aid available.

- Review and discuss the information on the chart (see Appendix).

- Have the students form two teams. Distribute blank paper. Ask
the students to.write down any further questions they have about

-
-college and university programs or opportunities in the U.S. Have

-
the two groups exchange their questions.

- Take down the chart. Have one student from each team read a ques-
tion. The teammates try to answer it. Award one point for each
correct answer. Continue with the remaining questions. The team
with the highest number of points wins. (Be sure the teams have
the same number of questions.)

b 921142Ta. Students identify and describe opportunities for college
and university education in the U.S.

- Continue using paper dolls as in Activity 3b, "Other Programs."
For example:

--

* 37-year-old high school math teacher. Would like to
become an engineer. Very high level English ability.

* 22-year-old. 6 years of formal education. Uncertain
about career goals. High-intermediate level English
ability.

Ask the students to identify and describe each person's options
in terms of the programs and classes listed on the chart. Which
course should he or she choose? Why?

-42-
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6 Assessment

a Getting Information. Students identify ways to find out about
educational opportunities in their community.

- Distribute a worksheet to each of the students. They place an
"X" next to the names of places they might contact for informa-
tion about educational opportunities in their new community.

ADULT EDUCATION: GETTING INFORMATION

Which places might you contact to find out about educational opportunities
in your community? Place a check next to each.

Barber Shop

Local High School

Phanmacy

M.A.A. (Mutual Assistance Association)

Local Elementary School'

Dentist Office

Church

Community College

Restaurant

Welfare Department

Local Volag

Bus Station

Temple (Jewish

Yellow Pages

Newspaper Advertisements

Refugee Friends 21222

*EM

- Have students share their choices and reasons for those choices.
Add or clarify information as needed.

b Personal Goals. Students determine some personal goals and deter-
mine how they might meet those goals.

'-'Distribute blank paper. Ask the students to close their eyes for
a moment and "imagine" themselves and their families in the U.S.
one year after arrival. What do they look like? How do they
feel? What do they do each day?
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- Individually have students write or draw a description of them-
selves one year after their arrival in the U.S. Where would they
like to be livinn? What would they like to be doing? Etc.

- Have volunteers share their "dreams" with the class. Why do they
think they'll be doing "that?" What will they need to have or to
do in order to reach those goals (e.g. money, specific training)?

- Next, ask the students to turn their papers over and repeat the
exercise, this time focusing on their life and work situations
five years after arrival. Taking into consideration their lan-
guage ability, educational background and interests, skills,
family situations and desires, what would they like to be doing
then?

- Again, have volunteers share and explain their lists or drawings.
Ask the students to determine how they might meat those goals,
specifically in terms of education. Refer them to the possible
opportunities for continuing education they previously identified
in this lesson.

- Distribute a second piece of paper to each student. Ask the stu-
dents to write down ways in which they could try to meet the goals
they just set for themselves.

- Along with the classroom aide, circulate among the students to
help them clarify information.

- Allow some time for students to explain their choices to the class.

c The Real Thing. Students read and explain school catalogues.

- In very advanced classes, distribute real course cata.ogues from
various community colleges and four-year colleges and universities.
Assign each student one task, such as finding out about the admis-
sions requirements or application procedures, locating the school
calendar, figuring the cost of one year of education at that school,
etc.

- Ask the students to indicate the catalogues they wish to read at
home. Instruct them to do their research and report their findings
to the rest of the class the following day.
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Notes
Preparation

For Activities 3b and 5b, create "characters" who resemble your stu-
dents in terms of age, background and interests.

Language

Advanced Vocabulary. degree, qualifications, registration, entrance
requirements, graduation, vocational training, college, community
college, university, course, credit, financial aid.

Advanced Structures. I'd like to apply to . What are the
entrance requirements for

Variations

Many of the activities in Lesson 1, "Teacher/Student Relationship,"
in Settling In, Book 1, are relevant to this lesson as well. Expand
them to include an exploration of why adults might want or need to
study.

Appendix

letters from refugees: ESL, page 425

Concerns

We cannot predict the precise living, work and family situation of
each student. It is helpful, however, for them to practice assessing
their needs and setting some goals so that wben they see their true
situations, they will be better prepared tu make the decisions and
choices that are appropriate for them.
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Bits and Pieces 1 People of aZZ ages continue to learn. We learn
by observing, asking, Zistening and doing. In the U.S., great vaZue
is placed on continued Zearning by adults. People return to schooZ
in order to improve themseZves personaZZy, to give themseZves a chance
to move up in their careers or to change careers. AduZts of all ages
enroZZ in ESL, vocational training and university cZasses. The saying,
"You can't teach an oZd dog new tricks," is not true.

2
Adults find out about educational opportunities in their com-
munity by contacting a school, volag, MAA, church, community
center or empZoyment office. By reading newspaper ads or the
yeZZow pages in the phone book, and by asking reZatives or
friends, it's also possible to Zearn about jobs.

3 ESL

ESL cZasses are offered through aduZt school programs heZd at hig
schools in the evenings, community coZZeges, churches, MAA's and com-
munity or aduZt centers. AduZt ESL cZasses are usually free of charge
and are offered mornings, afternoons and evenings depending on the
area. PZaces with many refugees may have refitgee-specific classes.
Other areas offer classes to aZZ immigrants and refugees. Often a
pZacement test is a&ninistered at the time of registration. Many ESL
programs are open-entry/open-exit. People start cZasses at any time
instead of waiting fbr a new semester.

411
PUBLIC ASSISTANCE REGULATIONS LcHnli.1

While people are receiving pubZic assistance payments, they may need
to fbZZow ruZes regulating school and vocational training attendance.
In some states, people must attend ESL classes at least twenty hours
a week to receive their payments. Attendance is checked and reported.
In some places the kinds of vocational training available are limited.
Adults must study whatever is needed in their area. They may be sent
to vocationaZ training after some initiaZ EngZish courses.4
OVERVIEW

* Financial Aid. FinanciaZ aid (e.g. government or schooZ Zoans
scholarships, work-study programs) is sometimes available. Check
with a schooZ's financial aid office for details.

* PubZic Ve. Private. PUblic schons are Zess expensive than private
ones. To pay the lowest tuition possible at a public coZZege or
university you must quaZify as a resident of the state. (You must
Zive in some states without being a fUll-time student fbr one year
befbre you can qualify fbr Zowered tuition.)

* Re-certification. Check with a ZocaZ university, job deveZopment
agency or MAA for information about re-certification ofprofessionals
(e.g. doctors, engineers) from other countries.

* TOEFL. People who are not native Ehglish speakers must get an
acceptable score on the Test of EngZish as a Foreign Language to be
admitted to a four-year coZZege or university.
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5 CHART: AduZt Education Programs

1Wes of Program Description

General Education Development or
GED (through adult basic educa-
tion programs)

offers the equivalent of a high school diploma;
prepares people for test in mathematics, gram-
mar and reading in natural and social science.

.

.

Vocational Trainzng (through pub-
Zia and private schools and
colleges)

offers specialized training in a specific area
(e.g. industrial sewing, refrigerator repair,
electronics assembly, dental assisting, word
processing, landscape maintenance, carpentry,
engine repair).

General Interest (through can-
munity college and adult school
programs)

offers classes fbr personal improvement or
interest (e.g. ethnic cooking, home computers,
music appreciation, foreign Languages, paint-
ing).

Senior citizen programs
(through community or senior
citizen centers or adult school
programs)

offers recreational classes and skills training
fbr adults 65 and older; general interest
classes may include health and nutrition,
arts and support groups.

Program for Disabled Adults
(through community centers and
colleges or special education
programs)

offers basic skills (sign language, daily
living) vocational training or arts and recrea-
tion classes for adults with mental or physical
handicaps.

Homebound Women classes (through
adult school or refugee specific
programs)

offer.; ESL and/or cultural orientation or
vocational training to women who have small
children and haven't been able to leave home;
provides outreach services in people's homes or
offers child care during classes at school.

COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES (nore than 3,000 across the U.S.)

Type of school Entrance Requirements Number
of Years

Subjects offered Degrees
Granted

Junior or Com-
munity College

community resident; may
have age restriction.

2 English, foreign
language, history,
science, mathema-
tics, vocational
classes (nursing
auto mechanics,
accounting, etc.)

Assoczate
of Arts
(4.A.)

College or
University
(undergradu-
ate)

qualiAing scores on a
national entrance exam;
suitable previous edu-
cational experience;
English proficiency.

4 social sciences,
liberal arts,
nuturat scienaes,
business, etc.

Bachelor
of Arta
(B.A.)

Graduate. or
Professional
School, '

-----,
BAAdagree; high
quality-application.

1-7 specialized
courses in
certain fields

Master of
of Arts
(M.A.)
Doctor of
Philosophy
(Ph.D.)
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Lesson 34
Public Assistance

"How can I best help myself?"

"Welfare," "cash assistance," "food stamps" and other tenns connected
with public assistance programs often cause confusion, misunderstandings
or anxiety. This lesson helps students clear up some of the confusion
by letting them explore options and attitudes related to public assistance.

Objectives The students will be able:

- to identify the kinds of public assistance (cash assistance, food
stamps, medicaid) and describe common U.S. attitudes towards
them.

- to clarify their attitudes about giving and receiving public
assistance.

- to identify consequences of long-term dependency on public
assistance.



Public Assistance

Rationale
Public assistance is a highly controversial discussion topic both
in refugee camps and in the U.S. The issues surrounding public
assistance (e.g. policies, usage statistics, attitudes) are often
misinterpreted. These misinterpretations can lead to strong clashes
of opinion and to unrealistic expectations. By clarifying informa-
tion and attitudes, people can discuss the issues more realistically.

Skills

clarifying information determining priorities

clarifying attitudes weighing options

Materials

Item Quantity Activity

newsprint, marker
U.S. money
pictures: three characters*
toy cars, furniture
letters from refugees*

3 each per class
$25 per student
3 per class
as available
4-5 per class

2a
3a, 3b
3a
3b
4b

* preparation needed before class

Language

What is medicaid?
I need (help with) money.

f 00d
What do I need to do?
I want a job.:

Vocabulary

money
cash
food stamps
medicaid
month
job

Literacy

(money amounts)
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Activitiess
VIELFARE C> 1

Pre-Test/
Cultural
Exploration

2
Choices?

C

4
Assessment

3
Some

Situations Estimated Time

all levels: I day

I Pre-Test/Cultural Exploration

Finances. Students explain causes of financial difficulty and sources
T:IfsLTrifiort in their homeland and in the U.S.

- Ask students to name the things they needed money for in their home-
. land. Elicit from the students what kinds of situations might lead
to money problems in their native country. List these on the black-
board. 'In addition; ask students to name other circumstances that.
would make it difficult (or impossible) for people to support them-
selves (e.g. physical or mental disabilities, poor harvests).

- Review each item and ask how they would solve their problem in each
situation.. Responses might include: borrow money from a friend, rela-
tives or a bank; be taken care of by family; get a paying job; live
in a government-sponsored house, etc.

- Ask the students how they think people in the U.S. might solve the
same problems. Encourage them to share any information they have
received from friends or relatives. Clarify information as needed.

'. Explain that you will discuss specifics of government assistance
programs.

2 Choices?

a Camp: Students clarify their attitudes about how they meet their
survival needs in the refugee camp.

- Have the students form three groups. Distribute newsprint and
markers to each group. Ask them to identify and list or draw what
they need in order to survive in the refugee camp (e.g. housing,
food, protection from robbers). Instruct each group to discuss
how they satisfy each need.. Does someone help them? Do they help
themselves?.
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- Ask each group to present its findings. Continue this activity
with a discussion of the choices they have to meet each need.

* What options do they have in terms of housing
(e.g. space, location)?

* What options do they have in terms of food?
* What options do they have in terms of employment

and school?
* ry are there limits to their choices?
* ow do they feel about Lhe limits? Would they

rather receive something for free or work
for it and choose what they want?

b The U.S. Students describe how they might be able to meet their
survival needs in the U.S.

- Using the same newsprint lists or drawings created in the previous
activity, have students focus on how they will satisfy their needs
in the U.S. Are there things they will need in order to survive
that they don't need in the refugee camp? How will they meet those
needs?

- Post the following words:

public
assistance

jobs food stamps 1 community]
clinic

medicaid

Assign each group one word to discuss and explain to the rest of
the class. Ask clarification questions:

* For whom are public assistance programs designed?
* Are these programs available to all people in

the U.S. whenever they want them?
* What is Refugee Cash Assistance?
* What are food stamps? How do people use them? .

* What is medicaid? How do people use it?
* Why would refugees want to get a job rather

than take public assistance-for 18 months? --

- Remind the students that public assistance programs are to be used
in times of emergency need, as a temporary vehicle to help people
be able to help themselves as soon as possible. They are avai/able
as a "last resort"--people are expected and encouraged to find other
ways of satisfying their survival needs (e.g. finding paid employ-
ment, moving to a home with lower rent).

I3 Some Situations

a Three Characters. Students choose who should and who shouldn't re-
- ceive public assistance.

- Explain that all of the students are workers at O.K. Company where
they earn $4.00 an hour. They each worked eight hour.s. (How much
did they earn?) Distrioute $25.00 to each student, explaining that

-52-
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the government takes taxes from all workers to pay for community
and government services. (How much was taken in taxes?)

- Post or draw pictures of three characters. Describe each one's
situation.

in the hospital
for two months;
can't work; five
derandent child-
ren.

doesn't want to
work; feels he
suffered a long
time in his coun-
try and wants to
relax.

wants to study
English to be
able to get a
better job in the
future.

- Ask the students to vote on whether or not to give public assist-
ance money (collected from their taxes) to each of the characters.

* Where does the Dublic assistance money come from?
* Why should (or shouldn't) this person receive

assistance?
* What are this person's options for ways to support

himself/herself? His or her family?
* What does this person feel is most important

(e.g. independence, relaxation, food)?
* What do you feel is most important for you? Why?
* Why might some Americans resent the third character's

reason for wanting public assistance? (Because
studying instead of working is not an option for
them.)

b Drama. Students clarify their attitudes about public assistance.

- Expand the previous activity by having he class form two groups.
One group will act as Americans (people whose families have been
in the U.S. for two or three generations). The other group will
be refugees who have been in the U.S. six months. The Americans
work in a factory and make enough money to support their families.
The refugees don't have jobs yet. The Americans and the refugees
all live in the same apartment building.

The Americans:

- leave for work early
each morning.

- return home with pay-
checks and notice how
much tax money was taken
from their salaries.
see the refugees sitting
outside or watching T.V.
early in the morning and
in the afternoon.

-53-

The Refugees:

- visit each other often, and
also sit outside and talk a
lot.

- put money together from
several families to buy cars,
stereos, etc.

- attend ESL classes regularly.
- receive public assistance
payments, food stamps and
medicaid.
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- Provide props such as U.S. money and toy cars and furnishings to
help the students dramatize the situation.

- Ask the members of each group to express how they feel about the
fact that the Americans are working and paying taxes and the refu-
gees are receiving public assistance payments which come in part
from those taxes. Encourage the students to share their views.

- Then, have students imagine what people in the U.S. might think
about such a situation. In reality, how might the American neigh-
bors react? Why? How might the Americans' reaction affect the
refugees?

- Vary this by asking the students to observe a drama acted out by
a group of teachers and classroom afdii7--ghow the public assist-
ance recipients going to the welfare office, supermarket and to
pay their rent. Lead a discussion about the way the Americans
treat the people receiving public assistance.

c A Story. Students identify consequences of long-term dependency
on public assistance.

- Using puppets, pictures or drawings, present the story of two
cousins, B and C. They both arrived in the U.S. four months ago..
6 is working in a factory. Every six months he gets a raise in
pay. C doesn't have a job. He receives public assistance pay-
ments. These payments remain the same every month.

* After one year, what change will B have in his income?
* After one year, what change will C have in his income?
* What will each be able to do with his money?

- Vary this by providing specific salary, raise and public assis-
tance amounts. Have the students calculate the amount each person
will receive a year from now, two years from now, etc. What are
the consequences of dependency on public assistance? Add or
clarify as needed.

4 Assessment

a Debate. Students argue for and against receiving public assistance.

- Organize a Debate (see Techniques) in which one-third of the stu-
dents argue in favor of receiving public assistance and one-third
argue against. The remaining students are "judges" who listen to
the arguments and decide which team presents the strongest "case."

- Follow-up with a discussion of the students' personal feelings
for and against public assistance. Be sure they explain their
positions.

b More Stories. Students discuss refugees' experiences with and at-
titudes toward public assistance in the U.S.

- Present Letters from refugees (see Techniques and Appendix) which
state attitudes and outline experiences with public assistance.
Ask clarification and interpretation questions after each.
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Motes

Preparation

Before class, prepare a list of positive and negative coAsequences
of receiving public assistance. Use this as reference during class
to ensure that you address all the major issues.

Language

Advanced Vocabulary. emergency, temporary, refugee cash assistance,
eligibility, case worker, prejudice, resentment, dependence, indepen-
dent, pride, self-sufficient.

Advanced Structures. What should I do? Where shculd I go?

Variations

Give the students a quiz about U.S. public assistance programs as a
Pre-Test activity.

Organize a Simulation (see Techniques) in which students go through
the process of applying for and receiving public assistance. Set up
situations in which they encounter hostility from others (e.g. land-
lord, neighbor, public assistance case worker) because they receive
public assistance. Lead a discussion in which the students can dis-
cuss what happened and why. How did they feel when people were hos-
tile toward them?

Present a story about a refugee family that "cheated" while receiving
public assistance by not reporting that some of them had paying jobs.
Offer several possible consequences (e.g. going to jail, paying back
thousands of dollars, bad reputation for other refugees) and discuss.

Appendix

letters from refugees: public assistance, page 426
teacher information: "welfare" rights and responsibilities, page 427

Concerns

The attitudinal rather than the informational parts of this lesson
are particularly important to stress. Policies change. Individual
cases are handled differently. In class, the focus can be on iden-
tifying the realities of "life on welfare"--relationships with neigh-
bors, case workers, self-esteem, future options.

Refugees who have been in refugee camps for years have, in fact,
been living in a kind of "welfare society" in which many of their
survival needs have been provided by relief agencies. As a result,
their individual choices have Leen greatly restricted. They may
enter the cultural orientation program with the feeling that "every-
thing should and will be taken care of" for them in the U.S., just
as it is in the camps. They may also come to doubt their abilities
to make complex choices. It is important to help them keep their
expectations realistic and to help them build confidence in their
own decision-making abilities.
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Bits and Pieces
1
Freedom and independence are highly valued in U.S.
society. In fact, many refugees and Lmmigrants

say they came to the U.S. fbr "freedom." This freedom is reflected
in people's individual choices of what to study, where to live, what
career to aim toward, what to wear, what to eat, etc. An important
part of this freedom is self-reliance. By taking care of themselves
people have more opportunities to make choices fbr themselves. Self-
reliance requires hard work, which is also valued in the U.S. People
in the U.S. generally have more respect fbr those i'ho work hard and
support themselves than fbr those who reZy on the government for
money and food.

11PUBLIC ASSISTANCE programs are designed to aid individuals and
families who are unable to support themselves. These programs are
generally of a temporary, emergency nature. Money fbr these programs
comes from taxes collected by the government from people who work in
the U.S.

3Brief Explanations of Terms:

A. Refugee Cash Assistance (RCA). Financial aid and services to
refugee families and individuals who have wit been in the U.S. fbr
more than eighteen months.

B. Aid to Families With Dependent Children (AFDC). Financial aid and
services to families, with children, who meet the eligibility re-
quirements.

C. GeneraZ Relief (GR). Financial aid and services to families and
individuals who meet the eligibility requirements.

GWT
Once it has been determined that you are eligible fbr RCA,
AFDC or OR, you and/or your famiZy wiZZ receive a monthly
grant fbr as long as you are eligible. The monthly amount
of assistance will be determined by the numbers of eligible
members of your family and the amount, if any, of your
monthZy income. (In many situations, part of yowr income
may not be counted; there may be special deductions.)

D. Medicaid (caZZed Medi-Cal in Califbrnia). MedicaZ care and ser-
vices fbr individuals and families who meet the eligibility re-
quirements.

E. Food Stamps. Coupons which allow individuals and families to get
more fbod than they would be able to buy with onZy cash assistance
Also, help fbr families who are not eligible fbr cash assistance
but who can't affbrd -co buy all the fbod they need.

-56-
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4IPublic misistance programs vary from location-to-location. In places,
people are put in training or ESL programs according to availability.
In most places, assistance recipients must actively Zook fbr a job
and must accept any job offered to them, even if it is not in their
chosen field.

FOR MOST PEOPLE RECEIVING PUBLIC ASSISTANCE, THERE IS VERY LITTLE
CHOICE INVOLVED IN TERMS OF CLASSES TO ATTEND, TRAINING PROGRAMS TO
FOLLOW OR JOBS TO TAKE.

1141'When refugees live in Zow-income neighborhoods, many of their
lineighbors who are ineligible fbr special cash assistance may

A
resent the fact that the newcomers are receiving welfare and
not working. The nezghbors may not understand all the circum-
stances of the refitgeeef situation. When they see some refitgees
(who don't work) with new cars and televisions, they may become
quite conf4sed, frustrated or angry. (Note: refitgees with cars
and T.V.'s have probably saved fbr them and/or pooled money
with others.)

Difficultie..,: Refugees and Welfare

6

* It is not pleasant to be "on welfbre" in the U.S. Case workers,
landlords, neighbors and others sometimes look down on people
who are not supporting themselves. They may treat those who
receive pubiic assistance with very little respect.

* Future options are severely limited fbr people who continue to
receive public assistance over a Long period of time. When
people are working, they meet people everydby and become
involved in the community. They develop skills, get raises in
pay and may eventually be qualified fbr even higher-status and
higher-paying jobs. Those receiving welfare payments do not get
raises. They do not develop work-related skills. And, their
confidence 'in-their ability to support themselves becomes less
and less.

PUbUc Assistance is not a scholarship. Many refugees have expressed
the betief that welfare is given to them so that they can study more
or so that they can wait untiZ they feel ready to Look fbr a job.
This is not the purpose ofpublic assistance. Instead, pubZic assist-
ance is temporary heZp fbr those in true need at that time in their
lives.
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Planning
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Lesson 35
Law and Legal Services

"Hey! What are you doing? That's against the law!"

It's easy to make a mistake when a person is not familiar with local
laws. This lesson will help students identify some legal and illegal
activities in the U.S. and possible consequences of doing something
that is against the law.

Objectives The students will be able:

- to identify various legal and illegal activities.

- to identify the rights of U.S. residents regarding legal services.

- to identify the responsibilities of U.S. residents relating to the
consequences of illegal actions.

6 6
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Rationale
The U.S. is often referred to as the "land-of freedom." Within
that freedom, however, are various restrictions and regulations
governing people's actions. In fact, there are laws about every-
thing, and the laws are strictly enforced. Newcomers to the U.S.,
as well as long-time residents, are held responsiblt if they
break the law, even if they are unaware that their a:t is illeaal.
By identifying their rights and responsibilities, people can begin
to take responsibility for their own security.

Skills

observing

identifying problems

Mater lah

clarifying information

solving problems

Item Quantity Activity

large newsprint 4 per e9ass 3a
activity pictures as needed 3a, 3b
robber's disguise and weapon I each per class 4a
Cuisinaire rods I set per class 4b
handout: civil court cases* I per student 4b
handout: problem-solving situations* I per student 5a
letters from refugees as desired 5a
Concentration game* 1 per class 5b

.* preparation needed before class

Language

Help!

Is it O.K.?
That's O.K.
That's very bad!

Do I need a license?

Vocabulary

emergency
robber
thief
burglar

license

Literacy

POLICE
POLICE DEPARTMENT

(signs)

NO TRESPASSING
NO HUNTING
NO FISHING

-60-
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Activities

4
Legal

System and
Services

3
Identifying

Legal and Il-
legal Activ-

ites

I Pre-Test

Estimated Thne

all levels: I day

Definitions. Students define key words and concepts.

- Ask students why they want to live in the United States. Answers
will probably vary (e.g. "I want to escape from war.", "I want to
join my family.", "I want to continue my studies."). Focus on the
concept of "freedom" if mentioned. Have them define that word and
then define "law," "legal" and "illegal." Ask for an example of
one law in their native country or in the refugee camp. Ask who
makes the laws in their country or in the camp. (Refer to their
initial definitions of freedom and laws throughout the lesson.)

2 Cultural Exploration

Illegal Activities. Students identify activities which are illegal
in their native country.

- In groups of 4 or 5, have students sugaest acts which are illeaal
in their native country. Students present these to the class as
lists, drawings or role plays. Encourage discussion about the se-
riousness of each crime, and the probable consequences for the
guilty person.

3 Identifying Legal and Illegal Activities

a Consequences of Illegal Actions. Students determine the serious-
ness of crimes in the U.S.

- Tape four large pieces of
newsprint to the wall.
Label each with a dif-
ferent title and picture,
as in the example.

e AV SAD

awl $

-61 -
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Explain the difference between local and federal laws. Refer to
the illegal activities mentioned by students in Activity 2. Com-

pare those with the seriousness and consequences of these same
crimes if committed in the U.S. by drawing or listing the activ-
ities on the appropriate piece of newsprint. Add illegal activ-
ities not mentioned.

For variety, have students select the proper category for each
activity. Show through role play, drawing or discussion that
certain activities can change categories depending on the circum-
stances:

* It is O.K. to drink alcohol if you are of legal age.
* It is O.K. to be drunk at home.
* It is "bad" to drink and drive.
* It is "very, very bad" to be drunk, have a car

accident and hurt someone.

b Licenses/Regulations. Students identify regulations affecting
specific activities.

- List or show pictures of activities which require a license or
are regulated in the U.S. Draw a chart on the blackboard. Com-

plete the chart along with the students.

Activity
trftV..,.;- ,txlm." %...a.. .P.,,: ">"W.,:e

Regulations/Restrictions
4 : es -..W.,,,,,,,,,aesta"grawm,,,ziam.3

* season
* type
* amount
* location

License?
sur w,, , ,,,am.amMt

Yes

hunting, fishing

drinking alcohol * of legal age
* not while driving

No

getting married

'

* one spouse at a time
* age

Yes

- Discuss how people can find out about the regulations in their
communities.

c Bribery Role Play. Students identify possible consequcnces of
bribery in the U.S.

- Present a Role Play (see Techniques) with the aide, another
teacher or a guest.

Setting: Optional
Charecters: Public offici-', person offering a bribe.
Action: Person bribes public official (e.g. police officer

aiving a traffic ticket). Public official is shocked
and angry.
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- Ask the students to identify the "problem." Discuss the attitudes
toward and consequences of bribery in the students' native coun-
try and in the U.S.

4 "..egal System and Services

a Police Line-Up Role Play. Students identify rights of people
accused of a crime, and-identify legal services.

- Present a Role Play (see Techniques) with the aide, another
teacher or a guest.

Setting:
Characters:

Action:

Classroom (valuables in front of room).
Robber (in disguise), police officer, 4 other sus-
pects.
"Real" robbery takes place in front of students.
Police officer brings in 5 suspects. (Robber has
already distributed pieces of his or her disguise
to other suspects.) Students examine suspects and
vote for the one they believe is guilty. Real
robber steps forward.

- Discuss the feelings of the accused; the rights of the accused
(Innocent until proven guilty); what to do/who to contact if
accused of a crime; legal services in the U.S.

b Legal Rights/Court System. Students become familiar with the civil

- Using Cuisinaire rods, briefly des-
cribe a courtroom in the U.S. In-

troduce necessary key words.

- Explain the difference between crimi-
nal court and civil court.

- Have the class form 3 groups and give
each a handout describing a civil
court case (see Appendix). Each
group reviews its case and deter-
mines who won and why.

court system.

.7u lost. %Nal+ mess

[Coar4)%e;!00041]
41.

[DiefenLc."0-1
+

Obstervari 1

3
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- The groups present their cases to the class and discuss reasons
for their decisions. Afterwards, students vote in agreement or
disagreement with each group's decision, and state their reasons.

- Read the actual court verdicts and reasons for them.

- Introduce and discuss the notion that decisions are based on the
judge's interpretation of the law.

5 Assessment

a Problem-Solving. Students identify appropriate people to help
solve their problems.

- Present situations indicating the use of police and lawyers as
"problem-solvers," orally or in a handout. Cite circumstances
that relate to refugees' experiences in the U.S. (e.g. wife abuse
noticed by neighbors; a child getting lost on the street; being
accused of a crime; a tenant/landlord dispute).

- Compare and contrast what might happen in the students' native
country and in the U.S. Have the students identify the "problem-
solver" in each case, the rights of the people involved, and
indicate how to contact the appropriate helper.

- Share "real" stories (from personal letters or newspaper articles)
about refugees in the U.S.

b Concentration. Students review regulations affecting specific
activities and the seriousness of certain crimes.

- Play Concentration (see Techniques). Match crimes to consequences
or regulations to activities, or a combination of both.

If you try to
bribe a po-
lice officer

Hunting and
fishing are
regulated by

you will
go to
jail.

season, loca-
tion, type
and amount.
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Notes
Preparation

Civil court case stories can be found in newspapers, or in News For
You, a publication for ESL students (see Appendix, Reference Books
"ardl' Materials). Simplify the language, or have the cases translated
into the students' native language.

For the "Police Line-up Role Play," rehearse ahead of time with some
students or co-workers.

Availability of legal services for low-income people may change.
Check sources for the latest information before teaching this lesson.

Language

When stopped by the police, you can get into trouble if you talk
back or argue.

Advanced Vocabulary. freedom, law, legal, illegal, felony, misde-
meanor, infraction, bribery, rape, assault, abuse, lawyer, judge,
bail, court, legal clinic, Legal Aid, civil court, criminal court,
small claims court, traffic ticket, guilty, innocent.

Advanced Structures. robbed me. attacked me.
broke in. What are the regulations? Where can I get a license?

Variations

The legal status of refugees is referred to in Lesson 52, "Personal
Employment Data."

Contact a police officer to attend class and discuss local laws and
regulations.

With the aide and another teacher, present a short drama showing
a scene in small claims court. Ask the students to explain what
happens in the scene. Who is claiming what? What is the outcome
(or verdict)? Why?

Appendix

handout: civil court cases, pages 403-404

Concerns

In order to finish the lesson on a positive note, assure the students
. that they need not be afraid they will break the law all the time!
Americans accidentally break laws, too, and the consequence is often
just the payment of a fine. Society does not think a person is "bad"
for breaking minor laws accidentally. Becoming familiar with laws
will help ease this fear and help them become comfortable in their
new communities.
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Bits and Pieces 1
American citizens eZect government officials
who create the Laws. Laws are designed to

heZp the cour y run smoothly, and to protect the rights of aZZ the
people in the United States, incZuding citizens, refugees and other

residents.
,13pm.MeXiMWS1

AUWIllaUftWas,
Some laws are federalset by the nationaZ govern-
ment. Many Laws vary from state-to-state and
from one community to another. It is important
to find out about laws from sponsors, knowledge-
able friends or the ZocaZ authorities.

3 Consequances of breaking the Zaw
on the seriousness of the crime.
to the court, not to the poZice.

46riousness of IZZegaZ Activities

Felony (Very Serious/jail & fine)

* saZe or possession of most
iZtegaZ drugs

* carrying a concealed or
y\unlicensed

:7.17,.,rweapon
vr* murdern
V * kidnapping

* arson
'4-bribery of a pubZic

officiaZ
* steaZing a car
* rape
* armed robbery

Infraction (4 fine)

* breaking traffic Zaws
* jaywaZking
* Zittering
* smoking in "no smoking"
areas

* hunting or
a Zice e

vary depending
A fine is paid

Misdemeanor
(Serious/jail or
fine)

* shopZifting
* assauZt
* drunk driving
* buying Ziquor
for a person
under age

* soZiciting or
practicing
prostitution

* spouse or
chiZd abuse

0-K.

* pZaying cards
(without gambling)

* drinking aZcohoZ
* smoking

fishing without
***************
5

ft

Refugees have
had problems
with traffic
taws, drug
sale/use,
hunting,
fishing,
bribery,

and spouse/chiZ abuse.

fighti
gambZing
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6A Zicense is a document showing legal permission to do something
specified.

LICENSE AND REGULATIONS

ACTTVITY RESTRICTIONS/REGULATIONS LICENSE

Drinking Alcohol must be of Legal ages not in a car no

Hunting or Fishing season, amount, type, weight, Zocation yes

Driving must have insurance, size, nwnber, pZace yes

Slaughtering Animals type, weight need
to check

Selling Food check with PubZic HeaZth Departm,mt yes

Mdrriage onZy one spouse at a time yes

Practicing Medicine must pass specific examinations yes

7THE COURTS

* CiviZ Court: One goes to this
court for cases not deaZing
with crime. Landlord/Tenant
problems, car accidents, divorce
and chiZd support are aZZ types
ofeivil cases.

* Criminal Court: One goes to
criminal court if one is ac-
cused of a crime or is a wit-
ness. Most crimes are sub-
ject to jaiZ sentences.

* SMall Claims Court: This is
part of the Civil Court system.
It is fbr the "common people."
Lawyers are not allowed. TO
have a-hearing in'amall claims
court, a person must fill out
a claim fbrm and pay a filing
fee (very Zow). The fee can
be waived if the person doesn't
have enough money. A decision
is made about the case after
the judge hears both sides.

V.41.
trMM I

I

9

LegaZ Services incZude LegaZ Aid
(referral and heZp fbr Zow-income
people), Legal cZinics (assis-
tance by a group of Zawyers--Zess
expensive than a private Zawyer),
private lawyers and smaZZ cZaims
court.

More about Small Claims Cburt:

Advantages Disadvantages

1. Cheap 1. It's stiZZ
2. Mdny communities a "court"--

have a monthZy can make
or weekZy night people
session fbr nervous.
those who can't 2. Mdny forms
come during the need to be
day.

3. InfbrmaZ pro-
cedures.

4. Fees can be
waive!.

5. People protect
their own
rights.

filled out.
(Get heZp!)

3. TransZators
may need to
be provided
by person
filing the
cZaim.
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Planning
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Lesson 36
Safety in the City

"Help!" Emergency!"

It's important for people to know how to get the help they need in an emer-
gency situation. In this lesson, students practice making emergency phone
calls to the police. They also determine how to protect themselves from
crime both at home and in public.
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Oblectives The students will be able:

- to identify the rights of U.S. residents regarding personal safety.

- to describe or demonstrate crime prevention tactics.

- to practice providing information in an energency situation
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Rationale

Skills

Nobody is immune to criminal violence or unexpected emergency
situations. For that reason, people must be prepared to protect
themselves as much as possible from danger both at home and in
public. By determining and practicing prevention tactics, adults
can begin to take responsibility for their own safety.

observing

identifying problems

solving problems

Materials

Item Quantity Activity

newsprint and marker 1 each per group 2
open-ended story 1 per class 3a
robbers' disguise and weapon 1 each per class 3b
telephone 4 per class 3b, 3c
dol' house 1 per class 4
dolls 2 or 3 per class 4
cardboard sun and moor* 1 each per class 4
safety-in-the-city situations* 6 situations 4

* preparation needed before class

Language

Help!

What's the matter?
157.TIETim?

emergency?

Someone is in my house.

What's your name?
address?
telephone number?

My name is
My rdaFess is

Vocabulary

police
police department

emergency

someone

a robber
a thief
a burglar

Literacy

EMERGENCY
AhBULANCE
FIRE
POLICE
911
HOSPITAL

(telephone
numbers)

-70-
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1

Pre-Test

2
Cultural
Exploration

4
Assessment Estimated Time

1 Pre-Test

Crimes. Students state possible illegal acts at home or in public.

- Refer students to Lesson 34, "Law and Legal Services." Have them

name illegal activities that could take place at home or in public

in the U.S. List them (or show pictures). Review each and have

students determine which could make them victims. (Students are

unlikely to be victims of shoplifting, but could be victims of rape.)

- Have students identify the crimes mentioned above which they could

possibly prevent from happening to themselves. (All the crimes may,

in fact, be preventable.)

2 Cultural Exploration

Precautions. Students identify preventive measures they might take

in the refugee camp or in their native land against crime.

- Distribute newsprint and markers to groups of students. Ask each

to draw a picture of a house in their native country or in the re-

fugee camp. Allow each group time to explain the picture in terms

of possible crimes thd,: could happen at or around the home and sug-

gest ways to prevent nose crimes.

3 Preventing Crime/Contaciim3 Held

a Open-Ended Storx. St-ALntv,:. name c;-ime prevention tactics.

- Present an Open-Ended story (see Techniques). Story: Ms. B. lives

in a small apartment in a big city. She leaves home at 9 a.m. every-

day for work and usual'y comes back at 9 p.m. She rarely uses her

car. She parks it in a ouiet parking lot near home and takes the

bus to work. On Satwedays and Sundays she often stays home. If

people want to see her, they come on the weekend. When Ms. B. hears
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36 Safety in the City

the doorbell she usually opens the door to find out who is there.
Every other Saturday morning she cashes her paycheck at the bank.

Ask specific questions:

* When is Ms. B's house most vul-
nerable to a robbery?

* Is her car likely to te stolen?
If so, when?

* When is Ms. B. most likely to
be robbed?

- Have students suggest what Ms. B.
protection from possible crimes.

- Refer to crimes mentioned in Activity I and prevention tactics
mentioned in Activity 2. Which tactics would be useful in the
U.S.?

- Add any points the students may have missed (see Bits and Pieces)

b Robbery Role Play. Students determine crime prevention techniques
and identify types of emergency telephone numbers.

- Present a Role Play (see Techniques) with the classroom aide, an-
_ other teacher or a guest.

Possible responses:

Monday to Friday between 9:00
a.m. and 9:00 p.m.
Yes, almost any time.

On the Saturday mornings when
she goes to the bank.

can do to give herself more

.'

Setting:

Characters:
Action:

Victim's home--back door, front door, bedroom, living
room.
Victim, robber, police officer, emergency operator.
Robber enters bedroom by the back door, unseen by
victim in living room, and makes noise while stealing
valuables. Victim calls emergency number. Robber
sneaks out. Police officer arrives, checks house
and questions victim.

- Discuss the victim's actions and options; safety considerations
and the law; prevention; emergency phone calls and numbers.
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36 Safety In the City

c Emergency Phone Calls. Students practice making emergency phone
calls.

- Have the class form three groups. Assign an emergency situation
to each group (e.g. hearing a robber in the house; seeing a shop-
lifter run out of a store; being assaulted by someone on the
street).

- Each group prepares and performs a role play of its emergency
call for the rest of the class.

- Vary this by using "intercom" phones. Send the aide outside with
one phone. Ask a student to make an emergency phone call to the
aide using the other phone. Write an American address and emer-
gency situation on the blackboard which the student can use to
report the emergency. The aide records the student's information
and returns to class to compare this with the information on the
blackboard. Discuss the importance of clarity and correct pronun-
ciation.

- Sample addresses: 22 Due Drive 109 Ninth Ave.
16 13th St., Apt. 30 14 Good Ave.

4 Assessment

a Safety in the City. Students demonstrate safety precaution techniques
for life in the city.

- Prepare pictures, a dollhouse, dolls and a cardboard "sun" and
"moon." Present situations (e.g. It's 10 p.m. You have to walk
home from your friend's house. Your frielid just gave you the $50
he borrowed from you last month).

- Have the students use the props to recreate the scene and demon-
strate what they would do. Suggest situations that require pre-
cautions named in the list, "Safety in the City: Practical Tips"
(see Bits and Pieces).

b Picture Story. Students read a picture story, state the problem
and suggest possible responses.

- Present a oicture Story (see
Techniques) in which a woman
is alone at a bus stop at
night. A man arrives at
the bus stop, approaches
her and puts his arm around
her.

- Ask comprehension and inter-
pretation questions.

* What time does she
get off work?

* She walks to the
bus stop alone. What others options does she have?

* Is her situation dangerous? What might happen?
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36 Safety In the City

- Have the students suggest
what she should do next.
Responses might include:

* kick him, hit him.
* remain calm, try to ignore

him.
* move away.
* shout.
* run.
* try to get someone's

attention.

- Ask the students to discuss
and select the "best" re-
sponse. Point out some of
the variables that might
help determine the best
response--passing cars or
people, open stores near-
by, self-defense training,
etc.
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36 Safety in the City

Notes

Preparation

You may want to rehearse the "Robbery Role Play" ahead of time.

Language

It is extremely important to speak clearly when seeking emergency
help, particularly when giving addresses and telephone numbers.
Often it is also necessary to be able to spell one's name and ad-
dress orally.

Advanced Vocabulary. rape, assault

Advanced Structures, robbed me. atta-:ked me.
broke in.

Variations

Present Letters from refugees (see Techniques).

Present the Picture Story in Activity 4b as a role play or drama.

Conduct a Valuation activity (see Techniques) in which students
choose the most appropriate response to given situations and explain
the consequences of each choice.

Concerns

Negative information about criminal violence in the U.S. may frighten
newcomers. Be sure to remind students that while criminal violence
is a fact of life, it doesn't happen to everyone and preventive ac-
tions can be taken.
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2

3

Bits and Pieces 1
Police provide assistance in the fbrm of
emergency help (24 hours a day), infbrmation
about crime prevention and safety, and traffic
regulations. They do not make legaZ judgments.
That is fbr the court.

Personal information required in emergency
situations incZudes: name, type of emergency,
address and teZephone number. Remember--it
is very important to speak cZearZy on the
telephone, and to be able to speZZ one's
name and address.

911 is the emergency teZephone number for
many kinds of emergencies (e.g. heaZth,
fire, crime) in many cities. Same cities,
however, do not use 912. There may be a
generaZ emergency number or separate num-
bers fbr heaZth, fire and crime emergencies.
Numbers can be fbund in the front of the
ZocaZ teZephone book.

4/Attitudes toward poZice vary greatly from
one society to another. In generaZ,
police officers are regarded as helpers
in the U.S. They must not accept bribes
and are held responsible if they break
the law.

5
In areas where many
ref4gees Zive, police
departments mcy have
traneZators available.
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36 Safety in the City

PRACTICAL TIPS: SAFETY IN THE CITY

1. Whenever possible, walk with a friend.

2. Look behind you periodically as you walk
aZong.

3. Walk purposefullydon't stroll.

4. Limit your contact with strangers on the street.

5. At night, walk in open places or places that are weZZ-Zighted.
If you have to walk where there are no other people around, walk
in the street.

6. Avoid shortcuts through parks, tunnels, parking lots and alleys.

7. Don't carry a purse if you can avoid it. It's safer to carry
money in your front pockets, to avoid purse snatching.

8. Carry only small amounts ofcash.

9. Nave your keys in your hand when approaching your house or car.
You won't have to waste time looking for them.

10. In some situations, your voice can be a self-defense tool. Short
words such as Help!, Police! or Fire! can get people's attention
quickly.

11. Keep your doors Socked both during the day and at night.

12. Always lock your car or bicycle.

13. Try not to sleep while on public transportation.

14. When riding a bus or train, hold onto your purse, briefcase or
bag. Don't put it on the seat next to you.

15. Stand near the most-used entrance or ticket booth while waiting
for a subway.

16. Keep emergency phone numbers near the telephone.

17. Became friendly with your neighbore. Neighbors can be of assis-
tance when a person needs some heZp or is in trouble.

7A person does not have to be poZite
-to piciple who bother her/him on the
street.

GE-r
Los-r

LOSE
81yyou choose to use physical
force (or a weapon), be sure
you can stop the person Zong
enough for you to get away.
The attacker may be stronger
than you and couZd use your
weapon against you. Or, the
attacker may have his/her own
hidden weapon.

,.. tpM1t?M:4
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Lesson 37
Directions and Maps

"How do I get there from here?"

One step towards self-sufficiency for newcomers is being able to find
one's way around a new city. This lesson helps students develop map
reading skills. It also reinforces English necessary for requesting
and understanding oral directions.

Objectives The students will be able:

- to compare systems of giving and following directions.

- to identify compass directions.

- to request and follow oral directions.

- to identify types of maps and demonstrate how to use them.

- to identify common map symbols and abbreviations.



Directions and Maps

Rationale
Large cities with crowded streets and high.Lrise buildings may
confuse or frighten any newcomer. To get from one place to an-
other in a large city, it is necessary to know a few useful
phrases in English and how to use the local transportation sys-
tem. In addition, being able to locate (on a map) where one is
and where one wants to go increases a person's sense of confidence.
Americans stopped on the street are often too busy to give detailed
directions. And, it is not always possible to get directions from
friends or relatives. Being able to read a map can help a person
become more independent and self-assured.

Skills

literacy: reading

Materials

solvina problems
numeracy: reading

Item Quantity Activity

map: students' native country*
blindfolds
chalk
pencil, blank paper
map: refugee camp, schoól

grounds or local:area*
flashcards: map abbreviations*
simplified map: small town*
address cards

.

U.S. road map .

U.S. city map (with street index)
handout: cities on state map*
road map: ,one.state .

map: scavenger hunt -::.--

I per class
2 per class
I piece per class
I. each per 'student
-.1 large per class

. or I small each
I set per class

.

I per class .

5-7 per class . c.-_-

I per 3 students
I per 5 students
I per 5 students:
I per 5 students: .

I per student:

3a
3b
-3b

4
5a.
5b

.

5c
5c

:-5c
5c,
5d

. 5e
_ 5e

6

5f

* Preparation needed before class
.

Language

Where is the

Turn left.
TiTt.

Go st;aight.

Walk two blocks.
steps.

andGo to
turn

Vocabulary

city north
state south

east
westcorner

stoplight
intersection

Literacy

ROAD (RD.)
STREET (ST.)
AVENUE (AVE.)
DRIVE (DR.)
BOULEVARD (BLVD.)
HIGHWAY (HWY.)
LANE (LN.)

-80-
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37 Directions and Maps

Activities
2

Cultural
Exploration

1
Pre-Test

3
Directions

6
Assessment

Reading
a Map

4
Making a

Map Estimated Time

all leve.k: 1-2
days

1 Pre-Test

Floorplan. Students arrange the room following a floorplan to deter-
mine their understanding of the concept of a map.

- Draw a floorplar f the classroom on the blackboard. Include furni-
ture and other items in any arrangement you choose. Give students
2 minutes to arrange the classroom according to that plan. Ask the
students t3 explain what everything on the blackboard represents.
(If students understand *he concept of a map, you may want to skip
Activity 4.)

2 Cultural Exploration

Comparison. Students compare systems of giving and following directions.

- Have the students imagine they are in (a city in the students'
native country) and they must go to a Face just outside the city.
How would they proceed? Ask the following questions:

* What kind of transportation wculd be available?
* What kind of transportction would you use?
* How would you find the place?

- Ask questions about finding new c 'Infamili-.,r places. For students
from mountain and rural areas, ask how .chvy fJund ti,eir way from one
village to the next. How would a newcom e,... in tti: village find some-
one's house or village? How did they find their way to their coun-
try of asylum? For students from cities, ask how they located un-
familiar places within a city. If any students mentior maps, ask
these questions:

* What kinds of maps have you used?
* What other kinds of maps are there?
* Where can you find them in the U.S.?
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3 Directions

a Compass Directions. Students respond to verbal instructions by
turning to face different compass directions.

- Ask students to stand up and face in specific directions. Put
words or pictures on the classroom walls to assist the students.
Ask questions. For example, "Where does the sun rise?" In
response to the question, the students face east. Continue
asking other questions about the classroom environment (e.g.
"Which direction is your house?", "Where is the post office?").
Students face in the appropriate direction and state the direc-
tion aloud.

- Have advanced students examine a map of their native country.
Ask 0n2 student to point to the northern area of the count-y,
the southern, etc. Ask what countries lie to the east, west,
etc. Have students locate their hometowns on the map and state
the direction they would travel to each other's hometowns.

b Oral Directions. Students wlk along a route marked on the class-
room floor in response to oral directions.

- Clear a space in the classroom. Using chalk, draw a map on the
floor. Blindfold some students. Place them in a "road" on the
map and ask them to follow oral directions (e.g. "Turn right.
Walk three steps."). If they follow the directions correctly,
they will stay within the lines on the floor.

4 Making 'A Mad

\ \ \\ \
_\ \\
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/
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Classrom Map. Students draw a map of the classroom.

- Use the blackboard or place newsprint on the north.wall of the
classroom and tell the students to sit facinj north.. Have the
students pretend the classroom is without a roof and they are
looking down into it. What can they see? Explain that readina
a map is like a bird looking down on an area (a bird's eye view).
Have students draw a map of the classroom from this perspective.

- Pick out a few of the completed maps. Show them to the class or
place them on the floor for a "bird's eye view." Discuss what
makes the maps good.
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5 Reading a Map

a Local Area Map. Students work with a local area map (refugee camp,
school grounds), locating places and describing routes.

- Put up the map in front of the class. Allow students to examine
the map. Have students identify compass directions. Have them
locate familiar places on the map. Ask some students to show
the route from one place to another, in English, using a pointer.

- Have the students form two teams. Each team sends a representa-
tive to the blackboard, back turned to the map. Name a place
on the map. The first student to turn and locate the place
scores a point.

b Abbreviations. Students give full words for common map abbrevia-
tions.

- Show flashcards with printed abbreviations (e.g. NE, SW, Rd.,
St., Ave.). Elicit the full word for each abbreviation.

c Simple City Map. Students familiarize themselves with a simple
city map, locating streets, places and landmarks and describing
routes.

- Put up a map of the United States. Ask questions of the students:
Where will they be resettling? What other states do they know?
Ask students to locate several states and cities. Ask one stu-
-lent to locate a state and a city within that state.

- Prepare a large, sim-
plified map of that
city, showing 5=g--
blocks in each direc-
tion. Include infor-
mation appropriate to
the class ler.,q (e.g.
street names, block
numbers, directional
dividers, pictures of
landmarks). Explain
the features of this
map. Orient students
to the map by asking
questions ("What di- I

vides the city into
east and west?", "In which direction does
the students locate specific addresses.

ravl.

gliTtV;

i.7-x4 ,LM.

moiC

MAIN ST.

Street run?"). Have

- Have the students form three teams. Show a card with an address

or landmark on it. Students from the teams take turns locating
places of the map. Give oral directions (e.g. "Go two blocks.

Turn left."). Check to see that each student follows directions

correctly and can name his or her new location. Encourage help

from teammates.
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d The Real Thing. Students work with real city maps, street indices
and directories of places.

- Give real city maps to small groups. Ask students to locate a
major street. Ask how they found it. Refer them to the street
index.

- Write the names of 4-5 intersections or streets on the blackboard.
Have the groups compete to locate the streets first. Have the
students develop directions for moving from one place to another.

- Refer the students to the directory of places of interest to
locate parks, the zoo or the airport.

-e State Road Map. Students work with a state road map, locating
cities and computing distances.

- Prepare a handout with the names of cities on it. Have students
form groups of 4 or 5. Provide each group with one handout and
one state map. Ask the groups to locate each city and compute
distances between cities.

- Option: Present the activity as a competition between teams.

f U.S. Road Map. Students work with a state road map, locating cities
and computing distances.

- Distribute one map to each group of 3 students. Point out major
symbols on the road maps.

- Ask students to locate the city where they will live, where they
have relatives or where they would like to live. Each group con-
nects all three cities following the highways and roads on the map.

- Each group then reports to the whole class as the-other students.
follow the routes on their own maps. The class decides'whether
the grot:p chose the most direct or shortest possible route.

6 Assessment

Scavenger Hunt. Students make a tour of the local area, following
oral directions and a map.

- Plan a Scavenger Hunt (see Techniques) near the classroom (e.g. on
the school grounds, in the neighborhood, around, the refugee camp).
Distribute partially-completed maps (have some streets and landmarks
labeled with names or pictures).

- Nave students follow oral directions and proceed on foot to the
places indicated. Ask them to fill in the names'of streets or
buildings as they find them. Vary this by having them answer
questions about their discoveries.

- Set up stations ahead of tiMe. Have each student (or team) collect
a marker at each station before receiving directions to the next
station. The first student or.team to collect all the markers wins.
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Notes

37 Directions and Maps

Preparation

Design a classroom flcorplac; beforehand. Make it simple or compli-
cated, as appropriate for your class level.

Choose one real or fictitious city or small t-mn in the U.S. for
the "Simple City Map" activity. Prepare questions to orient students
to the map, and cards with addresses and landmarks on them.

For the "Scavenger Hunt," plan the route and set up stations in ad-
vance. Be sure to explain the objectives and rules before sending
the students on their way.

Language

It is important to thank someone after asking for and receiving
directions. It is also customary to thank someone even when the
person does not provide information (e.g. "OK, thanks anyway.").

Literacy: If you give your students city maps with a street index,
be sure they know how to read alpha-numeric codes.

Advanced Vocabulary. northeast, northwest, southeast, southwest.

Advanced Structures. Excuse me. How can I get to ? Which
direction should I go?

Variations

Prepare matching worksheets, each with the same simple city map.
Show some different landmarks on each of the two maps. Students
work in pairs giving directions and locating landmarks on their maps.

Prepare a puzzle map of the U.S., color-coded to reflect the sec-
tions of the country (e.g. the east, the northwest).

Play Concentration with students matching words with their abbrevia-
tions.

Concerns

Students who are at low levels of English proficiency may find great
difficulty in sorting out numbers, letters and words on a map.
Starting with very simple, clearly drawn maps and clear assignments
can help them build confidence in their map-reading skills.
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423

Bits and Pieces
1
A map is a scaled representa-
tion of an area which offers

and help onesel when going
a way to identify tf' anchtarks //m

from one place to another.
aq

111Wes of,Mqps:

a) road maps (city, sw
state or country)
b) subway or bus

maps
ci topographical maps (showing

geographical features)
d) political maps (showing

country boundaries)
e) navigational maps (show-

ing the course of ships
or aircraft)

Store or building
directories or
floor plans are
other types of
'Wraps."

Mdps can
usually be
found at gas
stations drug
stores and
tourist offices.
Sometimes a fee is

charged.

liThe three major types of highways
are designated by these symbols in
many states:

* state highway
* federal highway
* interstate highway

Odd-numbered highways usually run north
and south. EVen-numbered highways run east

cz)and west.

<0
O e.

6 Road
maps usually
include
distance
charta.
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7Most city maps incZude:

1. streets Labeled with a name
and sometimes a compass direction.

2. blocks numbered to make it
easier to find an adriwess.

3. an index of street names
and places.

Block numbers usually become
larger as they move away from
a directional divider.

"TIve
NAhLyt

9
Th.(
Eo-st-

Mhny Large cities are divided into
different sections according to com-
pass directions. Often the division
is determined by a particular street
or Landmark (e.g. Portland, Oregon is
divided into east and west by the
Willamette River, New York City is
divided by Central Park). Adthiesses
may include an indication of the sec-

tion of the city (e.g.
119 Park Avenue West).

AZice Rd. C3
Alice St. D6
Amer Ave. G2
po Blvd. E4
pplis rid. J3
iae Ln. Cl
rid Rd. C2

1 °City maps often
have an aZpha-
beticaZ index
of street names
and a code for
finding the
streets on a map.

People
who ask for

di....ections don't ez.-
pect to be guided to
their destinations. In some
societies it is considered im-
polite not to
offer to accom-
pany someone to
a pia° nearby.

(Not in
the U.S.
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Lesson 38
Geegraphy and Weather

"It's so cold out there. I'll never leave this house!"

Weather varies greatly across the United States. In this lesson, students
identify different weather patterns in the four seasons and specify ways
to keep warm in the winter.

Objectives The students will be able:

- to identify the four seasons in pictures.

- to locate familiar states and cities on a U.S. map.

- to compare the size, geography and weather of their
to that of the U.S.

- to state measures for keeping warm in the winter.

ed country
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Rationale

Skills

Geography and weather can greatly influence a person's.lifestyle

and environment. Extremely cold, or hot, weather may be a big
shock to some newcomers. By formulating an idea of the variety
of geographic and weather patterns in the U.S. and determining

concrete and appropriate steps to make themselves comfortable,
people help prepare themselves for necessary adjustments upon

arrival.

observing

numeracy: computing

Materials

literacy: reading

Item Quantity Activity

balloons 1 per student 1

felt markers 1 per student 1

world globe 1 per class 1

map of students' native country 1 per class 2

U.S. map 1 per class 3a

pictures: U.S. regions* 7-10 per class 3a

handout: Michael's Trip 1 per student 3b

pictures: state scenes* 5-6 per class 3c

flashcards: names of seasons* 1 set per class 4a

pictures: different seasons* as available 4a

cold-weather clothing as available 4b

handout: temperature conversion* 1 per student 4c

index cards: names of states* 50 cards per class 5a

jeopardy game questions* as needed 5b

* preparation needed before class

Language

hot
cold
cool
warm

snow
rain

Vocabulary Literacy

I'm going to city
state

west
east
north
south

(state names)
(city names)

summer
fall
autumn
winter
spring

(state
names)

(city
names)

(It's) next to

(It's) near

California is in the
west.
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Activities
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Pre-Test

Assessment

1 Pre-Test

2

Exploration
Cultural 15111k

4
Weather

3
U.S.

Geography
Estimated

Time

ail levels: 1 day

Balloons. Students show their concept of world geography by drawing
a wiTTEMap on a balloon.

- Enter the class holding balloons on strings, or distribute a balloon
to each student and have each blow up one balloon. Ask the students
to draw a map of the world--using magic markers--on their balloons.

- Ask students to describe their "globes" by pointing out their native
country, country of asylum and the U.S.

- Show a real globe and have students locate the same countries on
the globe. Ask students to compare the size of their native coun-
try to the size of the U.S. on the globe.

2 Cultural Exploration

Native Countny Map. Students identify the variety of geographical
and weather patterns in their native country.

- Present a map of the students' native country. Have some students
point out areas of the country that have mountains, areas that have
forests, areas that are dry, etc. Ask students to explain the va-
riety of weather in relation to the geography of the area.

* What is the weather like in the mountains?
* Does the weather change in the mountains/lowlands?
* What seasons are there?

- Vary this by having students draw and then describe their geographi-
cal surroundings and daily activities during different times of the
year in their homeland.

9 3
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38 Geography and Weather

* How does the geographical region affect people's
jobs and activities? What kinds of things do
people who live in the mountains do? In the
cities? Near the sea? Etc.

* How do the seasons affect people's clothing,
the food they eat or their activities?

HU. S . Geography

a U.S. Map. Students locate some states and cities on a map.

- Ask the students how long it would take them to travel by bus
from ohe ena of their native country to the other (east to west
or north to south). Ask for estimates of the time it would take
to travel by bus from one coast of the U.S. to the other (about
3i - 4 days non-stop on highways).

- Showing the U.S. map, anti pictures of different regions of the
country, describe various geographical patterns (e.g. mountain
ranges, farming areas, major rivers and lakes).

- Explain the organization of the U.S. into 50 states. Have indi-
vidual students locate familiar states and cities on the map.
Explain the terminology of the different regions (e.g. midwest,
east coast, New England).

- Distribute the pictures of different regions, each labeled with
a state or city name. Instruct students to tape the picture to
the corresponding location on the map. Encourage help from class-
mates.

b Michael's Trip. Students locate states and cities on a map and dis-
cuss differences between the various places.

- Post a U.S. map. Read the story about a journey around the U.S.
to the class. (See Appendix: "Michael's Trion.) Ask clarifica-
tion questions as you tell the story, and have some students go
to the map and point to the places mentioned in the story.

- Vary this by having advanced-level students read the story aloud
or silently at their desks, and then answer the questions on paper
before discussion in a large group.

c Variety. Students identify differences among re-ions and states
in the U.S.

- Distribute one picture--a scene from one state--to each group of
five or six students. (Choose states that are very different from
each other in terms of geography, climate, population, etc.) On
the back of each picture, list some of the above information about
that state.

- Post a U.S. map. Ask one student to show his or her picture to
the class and answer the following questions about the scene:
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* What state is
* In what part of the U.S. is it?

(east coast, midwest, soJth, etc.)
* What season is it in the picture?
* Is it cold?
* Is it hot?
* Are there many people in this state?
* Are there many refugees in this state?
* What kinds of jobs/industries are located here?

4

a Seasons. Students identify the four seasons ..Lures.

- Ask some students to share what they have heard from friends or
relatives about the weather in various parts of the U.S.

- Using pictures of seasons in the U.S., explain the four seasons
and the variety of weather patterns.

- Post flashcards with the names of the seasons written on them
around the room. Hand individual students pictures of scenes
in the U.S. and instruct them to stand by the card naming the
corresponding season. Have each explain his or her choice.

b It's So Cold: Role Play. Students state measures for keeping warm
in the winter.

- Present a Role Play (see Techniques) with the classroom aide,
another teacher or a guest.

Setting:
Characters:

Follow-u :

Refugee's kitchen in the U.S. during a cold winter.
Person at home and friend visiting from outside
(teacher and aide).
Person A at home, wearing lightweight clothing and
no shoes, opens the door for a friend B .iho is dressed
very warmly. A complains about the col, wondering
how B can even go outside. B complaink about the
heat inside the house, noting that the thermostat
is turned very high, the oven is on and open, and
there are cracks in the window. B then takes off
(piece-by-piece) seven layers of clothing plus hat,
scarf, gloves and closed shoes.
Discuss measures for keeping warm inside and outside
the home and ways to avoid wasting energy resources.
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38 Geography and Weather

5 Assessment

a Twenty Questions. Students identify specific characteristics of
states and compare the size, geography and weather of their native
country to that of the U.S.

- Put the names of states on index cards. Ask a student to take
a card and respond to yes-no questions from the others who
try to find out his or her "destination."

Ex: "Is it in the east?"
"Is it near Oregon?"
"Is it very cold in the winter?"
"Are there big mountains in the state?"

- Students may ask a total of twenty questions for each card. If,
after twenty questions have been asked, nobody guesses the cor-
rect state, the student holding the card is a "winner."

- Ask the students to describe the differences between their native
country and the U.S. in terms of size, geography and climate and
how this will affect their daily lives (e.g. housing, clothing,
food, transportation).

b Jeopardy Game. Students answer questions and perform tasks to dem-
onstrate their competence in meeting lesson objectives.

- Play Jeopardy (see Techniques). Design questions and tasks that
require students to identify different seasons in pictures, draw
or pick out clothing items to wear in the wintertime, convert from
centigrade to fahrenheit and locate states and cities on a map of
the U.S.
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Notes

Preparation

Pictures of different regions of the U.S. can be found in picture
calendars or magazines.

Rehearse the 'It's So Cold" role play with your aide ahead of time.

Language

Advanced Vocabulary. degrees, windy, cloudy, foggy, wind-chill fac-
tor, capital, region, area, midwest, northeast, southeast, northwest,
southwest, coast.

Advanced Structures. Does it snow a lot in

Variations

Show a slide show or videotape of different geographic regions in
different seasons.

Present Letters from refugees (see Techniques) about their experiences
with U.S. geography and weather.

For advanced students, show a videotape of a television weather re-
port or have them read newspaper weather forecasts.

Explain that in the U.S. people measure temperature using a Fahrenheit
scale. If students are familiar with centigrade measurements, distri-
bute conversion worksheets and have them correct the answers together.

Present a Picture Story (see Techniques) showing methods of staying
warm in the winter.

Appendix

handout: Michael's Trip, page 405

Concerns

Students should be able to read a map before beginning this lesson.

Resettlement service providers have noted that many refugees expect
all areas of the U.S. to provide the same opportunities and services
as all others. These unrealistic expectations caLr cic't-ation for
both the refugees and the service providers. It i important to
stress the great diversity of the U.S. from state-to-state and even
town-to-town.

Remember to include Alaska and Hawaii on your maps and in your dis-
cussions.
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2

Geography and Weather

Bits and Pieces The U.S. is a huge country.
Each state is different

in terms of geography, weather, population,
industries, etc. And, each pZace can Zook
different at different times of the year.

In most parts of the U.S. there are
four seasons:

Winter: coZd weather; no Zeaves cZ'CZ=Z2

on some trees; snow.

Spring: warm weather; flowers blossom.

Summer: hot weather.

FaZZ: cooZ weather; Zeavea change coZor on some trees and.
begin to fall; also known as autumn.

3 Temperature is usuaZZy measured in
Fahrenheit degrees.

u° Centigrade = 32° Fahrenheit
100° Centigrade = 212° Fahrenheit
37° Centigrade = 98.6 Fahrenheit

AIThe highest point in the country is
Mt. McKinZey in Alaska-20,320 feet.

The lowest point is Death VaZZey in
California.

5 The U.S. has mountains, forests, rivers, Zakes,
deserts, farmland, smaZZ towns and Zarge cities.

You can find:CRZ corn, tobacco, wheat, potatoes,9.co rice, fruits and vegetables.

A7

103
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38 Geography and Weather

6
U.S. is bordered on the north by Canada, on the south by

Mexico, on the east by the AtZantic Ocean and on the west by the
the Pacific Ocean.

* The distance from New
about 3,000 miles.

* The distance from the
border is about 1,600

7There are 50 states in the U.S.
48 are on the mainland; Alaska
is attached to the northwestern
part of Canada; Hawaii is a group
of islands in the Pacific Ocean.

York to California is

Canadian to the Mexican
miZes.

8
Washington., D.C. is the
capitaZ of the U.S.

Each state has its own
capital city.

9The States are: AZabama, AZaska, Arizona, California, Colorado,
Connecticut, DeZaware, Florida, Georgia, Hawaii, Idaho, Illinois,
Indiana, Iowa, Kansas, Kentucky, Louisiana, Maine, Maryland,
Massachusetts, Michigan, Minnesota, Mississippi, Missouri, Montana,
N-thraska, Nevada, New Hampshire, New Jersey, New Mexico, New York,
North CaroZina, North Dakota, Ohio, OkZahoma, Oregon, Pennsylvania,
Rhode IsZand, South CaroZina, South Dakota, Tennessee, Texas,
Utah, Vermont, Virginia, Washington, West Virginia, Wisconsin,
and Wyoming.

"The regions:

Ocemn

Po.C.AC-
Oceo.n
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Lesson 39
Transportation

"How can I get to the post office?"

As soon as people arrive, they need to know how to get around their new
community. In this lesson, students practice using bus schedules and
taking a simulated bus ride following American-style procedures to get
from one place to another.
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Objectives The students will be able:

- to describe common forms of transportation in terms of relative
cost, convenience and regulations.

- to use a bus schedule to determe the appropriate time and loca-
tion to take a bus from one specified place to another.

- to use a subway map to determine the route to take from one speci-
fied place to another.

- to demonstrate appropriate behavior while using public transporta-
tion in a simulated setting.
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Rationale
The United States is a large country with many cities, towns
and communities connected by a vast system of roadways, railways
and air routes. Within specific areas, there are local systems
of transportation. People travel by using ei4-er -privately-owned
or publicly-owned means of transportation. There are certain
responsibilities, regulations and expenses associated with each
form of transportation.

Skills
observing

literacy: reading

Materials

numeracy: computing

Item Quantity Activity

map: students' native country I per class I

map: U.S. I per class I

pictures: local transportation* 7-9 pe, ...lass 2a
bus signs, fare box* I set per class 2b
U.S. coins and bills as needed 2b
bus transfers* 5 per class 2b
city street plan, bus schedule* I each per class 3a
Cuisinaire rods 4 sets per class 3a, 5a
handout: bus map and schedule* I per student 3b
handout: real bus schedule* I per student 3c
handout: subway map I per class 3d
pictures: long distance* 3 per class 4a
simulation materials* 2 sets per class 4b, 5b
newsprint, marker 4 each per class 5a

* preparation needed before class

Language

Where are you going?
To the

Excuse me, where's the

Which bus goes to the
subway

How much is it?

Transfer, please.
Do I need a transfer?
Where do I transfer?

What time does the bus come?
When

Vocabulary

one-way
round-trip
transfer
adult
child
ticket (time)

bus train
subway taxi
car bicycle
motorcycle
boat
airplane

Literacy

(numbers)

(time)

(traffic
signs)

WALK
DON'T WALK
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Activities

39 Transportation

1
Pre-Test/
Cultural

Exploration

2
Local

Transportation

k`, i* ",

,

k. .,

5
Assessment

4
Long

Distance
Transportation

3
Using a
Schedule

Estimated Time

all levels: 1 day

1 Pre-Test/Cultural Exploration

- Types of Transportation. Students compare local and long distance
means oF transportation in their native country with forms of trans-
portation in the U.S. to determine differences in relative cost and
availability.

- Post a map of the students' native country. Ask two students to
point to their hometowns. Ask how they travelled around their towns
to the market, school or the doctor. (Were there any special rules
for riding a bus or bicycle, or for driving a car? Did they need
licenses? Etc.)

- Ask how the students would travel from nne town to another. (Which

way is the fastest? The cheapest?)

- Post a map of the U.S. Have two other students point to cities
where they will resettle or friends and family already live. Ask

specific questions:

* How do you think you will get around in that city?
* How do you think you could travel from one city or

state to another?
* Which ways might be cheapest? Fastest?

List responses on the blackboard and encourage other students to
add ideas. Add or correct information as needed.

2 Local Transportation

a Visuals. Students describe forms of local transportation.

- Distribute visuals of different means of local transportation in
the U.S. to small groups. Ask each group to explain as much as
possible about the type of transportation illustrated (e.g. con-
venience, availability, relative cost, regulations). Add or
correct information as needed.
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[public
bus

bicyci

[-

motorcycle

taxi

wal ki ng

subway

commuter
train

b Public Bus. Students demonstrate customary American etiquette while
using public transportation in a simulated situation.

- Present general information about riding a city bus in the U.S.
Include information about transfers, exact change, monthly
passes, student discounts, etc.

- Arrange the classroom for a simulation of a city bus. (Put chairs
or benches in rows. Post NO SMOKING, NO SPITTING and other signs.
Place a fare box next to the driver's seat, etc.) Assign roles
to different students (e.g. One lights a cigarette while on the
bus. One spits. One is elderly. One uses a $5.00 bill). Play
the role of the bus driver who insists on exact change, gives
out and collects transfers and stops the bus for passengers.

- Review each step with the students. Ask students how they knew
what to do on the bus in the simulation. Remind the students
that these are general guidelines for riding a city bus. Every
city bus company has its own set of procedures. Ask students
how they will find out what the proper procedure is for riding
a bus in their new homes.

3 Using a Schedule

a Bus Map and Schedule I. Students use a simple bus schedule to
determine the time and location to take a bus from one specified
place to another.

- Put a street plan of a city on poster board. Include pictures
of a hospital, school, supermarket, post office, etc. Use Cui-
sinaire rods to represent city buses. Give students destinations
and have them move the "buses" needed to reach there. Vary this
by having students give each other destinations and describe
routes to take (e.g. "Go west on Street two blocks. Turn
right.").

- Point out the bus stop locations and arrival times on the same
street plan. Use this as a basis for a question-answer exercise.

* What time does the bus going from west to
east on Main Street leave?

* What is the first stop after the Police
Station on route #2?

-102-
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b Bus Mavand Schedule II. Students use a bus schedule to determine
We time and location to take a bus from one specified place to
another.

- Distribute handouts of a bus map and schedule and related ques-
tions (see Appendix). Have students aniwer the questions orally
or in writing--individually or in small groups.

- Vary this by having groups design situations (including suggested
arrival time) using the bus schedule. One group gives a situation
to another group which must decide the appropriate time and place
to catch a bus.

c Real Bus Schedule. Students use a real bus schedule to determine
the time and location to take a bus from one specified place to
another.

- Distribute real bus schedules. (See Appendix for a sample.)

- Orient the class to the bus schedule by asking specific questions.

* What time does the first bus leave (from
on weekdays?

* What time does the first bus leave (from
on Sundays?

- Have groups make up situations using the bus schedule. One group
gives a situation to another group which must decide what time
and where to catch the bus in order to be on time.

d Subway Map. Students use a subway map to determine the routes to
take in given situations.

- Post or distribute a subway route map (see Appendix).

- Orient the class to the map by asking specific questions.

* How much is the fare?
* How long does the subway operate?
* What is the second stop on the Green Line eastbound:
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- Pose problem situations (as in the Bus Schedule activities).
Have pairs of students determine which route they rleed to take
to get from one specified place to another. (Be sure to include
situations that require transferring from one route to another.)

4 Long Distance Transportation

a Visuals. Students describe forms of long distance transportation.

- Distribute visuals of different means of long distance transpor-
tation in the U.S. Ask small groups to tell the class all they
know about the types of transportation in the visual regarding
convenience, availability, relative cost, regulations, etc. Add
or correct information as needed.

b Lon Distance Bus. Students practice purchasing bus tickets.

Divide students into two groups. Send each group to a corner of
the room (labeled Los Angeles and New York). Simulate a ticket
counter at each location where students have to purchase either
one-way or round-trip tickets to anotner city. With their tick-
ets, they can then "travel" from one corner to another.

Vary this by working with several classes and teachers and setting
up different "city bus terminals" in each classroom.

5 Assessment

a How Will I Get There? Students describe considerations that influ-
ence their decision regarding whatmeans of transportation to take.

Have the class form groups, each with marker, newsprint and a set
of rods. Ask each group to design a town--marking places for a
market, job site, home, hospital, etc.

Assign a different situation to each group, a situation requiring
travel from one place to another (e.g. a health emergency at home,
an appointment for a job interview right after school). Ask each
group to choose and defend a means of transportation by answering
some specific questions:

* Where do you need to go?
* How would you get from to
* What choice involves more time? Less time?
* Which way costs more? Costs less?
* What other considerations influenced your decision?

b Simulation. Studants use a bus schedule correctly and demonstrate
appropriate behavior while riding a simulated public bus.

- If you have access to a real bus, design a simulation'(see Tech-
niques) in which students read a bus schedule, stand at bus stops,
board, ride and exit the bus and process the experience afterwards.
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Notes
Preparation

For the "Bus Map and Schedule" and "Subway Map" activities, design
questions ahead of time. Make them simple or complex according to
your class level.

Language

It is polite to thank the bus or taxi driver as you get out of the
vehicle. Many people also use appropriate greetings or leavetakings
(e.j. Good afternoon. Take care.) as they enter or leave a bus.

Advanced Vocabulary. library, park, university, downtown, parking
lot, parking garage, car pool.

Advanced Structures. Where is the bus stop for ? Does this
bus go to the ? What subway stop is nearby?

Variations

Show a videotape or slide show about different means of transporta-
tion in the U.S.

Airplane travel is covered in Lesson 58, "The Transit Process." Also
see Optional Lesson 1, "Driving a Car," for related information and
activities.

Include traffic signs in the visuals showing means of transportation.
Ask students to explain their meaning (traffic lights, pedestrian
Xing, one way, etc.).

Appendix

handout: bus map and schedule, page 406
handout: real bus schedule, page 407
handout: subway map, page 408

Concerns

Transportation has been noted by U.S. resettlement agencies as an
area which gives many refugees difficulty. Whether from fear or
confusion or lack of familiarity with the system, newcomers tend
not to take advantage of the available services. Others aet cars
and start driving before they are familiar with the roads and/or
driving laws and still others live in areas where public transpor-
tation is unavailable or inadequate. It is important that refugees
be aware of all the options in their neighborhoods. Encourage the
students to ask friends, neighbors or resettlement workers about
local xransportation in their area.
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Bits and Pieces 1
Types of Transportation

'(11 (5111

tryi
CDIc1. Walking: Pedestrians should cross streets only-aT-FOTIners or at-crosswalks. Pedestrians must obey traffic lights. There are oftenWALK and DON'T WALK signals next to traffic Zights. It's against thelaw to cross the street when the DON'T WALK sign is Zit.

2. BicycZe: A Zock is very important to avoid theft.. Some t-Ins havespecial bike lanes on the streets. Bicycle riders must obey trafficregulations.

3. Private car: Maintenance, insurance, gas and parking fees make owningand driving a car very expensive.

4. MotocycZe: MotocycZes are usuaZZy Zess expensive than cars. Manystates require riders to wear safety heZmets.
5. Subway: Subways are ZocaZ, underground raiZway systems. Peopleoften pay for subways with speciaZ tokens or tickets. Passengerscan transfer to another subway route in the same station withoutpaying again. Multiple-entry fare cards are sometimes available.
6. Public Bus: The bus is the most common form of transportation in

cities. Every bus company has a different set of procedures forusing its service. Many bus companies require riders to pay with
exact changes the drivers carry no change on the buses.

7. Taxi: Taxis are relatively expensive. People often call the taxicompany ahead of time to reserve a taxi. Taxis can also be signaZed
by hand on the street. Riders usuaZly pay a tip to the driver.

8. Commuter Train: This is a ZocaZ train. Tickets are purchased at
stations or on the train. Trains are often more expensive thanZocaZ buses.

9. Long Distance Bus: Buses tend to be less expensive than trains andmuch cheaper than planes. They usuaZly operate at all hours of theday, every day of the year. Tickets can be purchased at the busstation. Buses are boarded at the bus station (or terminaZ), not
along the street.

10. Long Distance Train: Trains are similar in cost to Zong distance
buses. Service is often Zess frequent than bus service. Tickets canbe purchased at traveZ agencies or raiZway stations. Trains can beboarded onZy at stations.

11. AirpZane: Airplane service is fast and convenient (if you Ziveclose to an airport). Airplanes operate at alZ times of the day and
night, every day of the year. Tickets can be purchased at traveZagencies or at the airport. Usually, reservations need to be madein advance. Airplane travel is often very expensive, though there
may be "special fares" available at certain times.

.101E1.4 lie
wadi agma Roam Rob CIE 6.)
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Bus Etiquette

People must follow ruZes stated on signs
in the bus (e.g. NO SMOKING or NO FOOD
OR DRINK).

- In general, one person sits in each seat
on a bus. People start sitting next to
each other onZy when there are no empty
seats left.

- When signaZing to get off the bus, it
is onZy necessary to pull the cord or
push the strip or button once. If
someone eZse has aZready signaZed the
driver to stop at the place you want
to go, there is no need to signaZ again.

- There may be special sections for the
handicapped and the elderly (seats
near the front of the bus). It's
important to pay attention to the signs.

3 Monthly Passes

Some bus, subway and commuter train com-
panies offer monthZy passes. likrnthly

passes are cards, paid for in advance,
that aZlow the holder to traveZ on any
bus or train within the system anytime
during the month, without paying at
the time of the ride. The pass must
be shown to the driver each time the
card holder rides the bus or train.
Monthly passes help frequent riders
save money.

MAY

4ITransfers

A transfer is a ticket allowing
a passenger to change from one
bus to another. If a person
needs to take another bus that
connects with the one he/she is
on, the person asks the driver
for a transfer.

Transfers cannot be used to make
a round trip and there is
usuaZZy a time limit fbr when
they can be used. (The time
Zimit wiZZ be written on the
transfer.)

5Bus ScheduZes tell what time and where to catch a bus to get from one
specific Zocation to another. They usuaZZy incZude a smaZZ route map, a
Zisting of fares for children aduits and the eZderly and scheduZes for
weekdays, Saturdays and Sunda;ds and holidays. Bus scheduZes have the
bus company teZephone number and mczy be available at supermarkets,
public Zibraries, the bus company office, etc.

41Subway Maps show the routes that the subway trains follow. The routes are
often codedby Zetter or coZor.
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Lesson 40
Length and Height

"Make all the boards three and a half feet long."

Accurate and consistent measurement is essential in order to get a desired
result. In this lesson, students practice measuring length and height
using the U.S. standard system.

Objectives The students will be able:

-- to estimate height and length.

- to measure using a standard unit.

- to make linear measurements to the nearest eighth of an inch.

- to order objects or people according to height.

- to read abbreviations of standard measurements.

- to calculate approximate conversions from the metric system to the
U.S. standard system.
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Rationale
Americans measure things on the job and at home in order to build
or produce something and to use products or equipment correctly.
Being able to measure accurately using standard systems helps a
person function more easily in situations requiring specific and
exact measurements.

Skins

estimating

literacy: reading

Materials

numeracy: computing

numeracy: reading and writing

Item Quantity Activity

cardboard: 1 inch square* 1 per student 2a, 2b
cardboard strip: 16-20 inches* 1 per student 2b

scissors 3-5 per class 2b
ruler (standard) 1 per student 2c, 4b, 5
poster: ruler* : per class 2c
blank paper 3 per student 2c, 2d
cardboard strips: varying lengths* 10 per class 2c
tape measure 5 per class 2d, 3, 5
flashcards: abbreviations* 1 set per class 4a
flashcards: measurement words* 1 set per class 4a
worksheet: abbreviations* 1 per student 4a
ruler (metric) . 1 per class 4b
worksheet: conversion* 1 per student 4b
blank card 1 per student S

* preparation needed before class

Language

How tall are you?
I'm feet, inches tall.

How long is it?
It's inches long.

feet

Vocabulary

inch(es) short(er)
foot tall(er)
feet long(er)

ruler (numbers)
tape measure

1=12.1a
INCHES
(abbrevia-
tions)
IN.
FT.

(numbers)
(letters)
A-J
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Activities

1

Pre-Test/
Cultural
Exploration

2
Length

4
Abbreviations

and
Conversion

[1 Pre-Test/Cultural Exploration

Estimated
. Time

all levels: to 1
day

Further and Longer. Students demonstrate and explain systems of
measurement.

- Bring one student to the front of the class. Place two chairs in
different parts of the room. Ask the class which chair is further
from that student. How do they know? Have a student demonstrate
his or her system of determining distance.

- Encourage other students to demonstrate and explain alternative
systems of measurement (e.g. counting steps, timing, visual appear-
ance, using a ruler).

- Repeat the above using two tables or other objects for comparison.

2 Lengthl

a Estimating and Measuring Len th. Students estimate and measure the
length of o jects using a piece of cardboard as the unit of measure-
ment.

- Give each student a 1 inch square piece of cardboard. Distribute
an object (piece of wood, poster board, chalk, etc.) to groups of
3 students. Let students guess the length of their objects (in
terms of cardboard squares) and write down that guess. Have stu-
dents measure the object using the cardboard squares, and compare
this with their original estimate.

b A Ruler. Students make a ruler and use it to measure in standard
units.

- Distribute one cardboard strip to each student. Ask the students
to cut the strip so it is 12 cardboard squares long, and number
each mark. Have students measure objects and report the length
of each.
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(1
Li)

d
Z

1..

- Have students write INCHES at the end of the ruler they haVe just
made and measure their own feet with it. They then write down
the number and the word "inches" on a piece of paper.

- Draw a bar graph on the blackboard. Write the numbers 0-12 in a
column along one side. Write students' names in a row across
the bottom and record the length of each students' foot on the
bar graph. Compare lengths.

7

4
M; I; Je Sort Hers

c Standard Ruler. Students measure length accurately to the nearest
eighth of an inch.

- Have students take a standard ruler, place it next to their own
ruler (from Activity 2b above) and compare the two. Show a large
poster ruler. Name the parts from one-eighth of an inch to one
inch and the lengths from one inch to two inches. Be sure to ex-
plain that 12 inches equals I foot (not the same as the feet
they measured in the previous activity!)

- Distribute blank paper. Instruct students to write the letters
A through J in a column on the paper. Have pairs of students
take a strip of cardboard (each strip should have a letter and
be a different length), measure it and write the length next to
the appropriate letter on the paper. Students exchange strips
and repeat the procedure until each one has measured all 10
strips (A-J).

- Check the answers by having students read and write the correct
lengths on the blackboard.
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d A Tape Measure. Students measure classroom objects, using a tape
measure, and draw a simple picture in two dimensions.

- Distribute 2 pieces of paper to each student. Have students
measure the length and width of the top of a table using a tape
meazure, make a drawing and write the measuremonts on the drawing.

- Ask students to choose one object in the classroom tlat is square
or rectangular and draw a simple picture of it. They then measure
the dimensions of the object they chose and write them in the
correct place on the pi-ture.

3 Height

Estimating and Measuring Height. Students estimate and measure
people's heignt, and place them in order from shortest to tallest.

- Ask half the students to stand in order of height from shortest to
tallest. The other students correct any mistakes they see in the
order.

- Have some students guess the height of each standing student. After
recording the guesses on the blackboard, ask each standing student
to stand by a tape measure on the wall. Ask other students to
measure the height of each.

- Write the heights on the blackboard and compare with the original
guesses. Have the students in front rearrange themselves in the
correct order of height.

F4 Abbreviation_i and Conversion

a Reading and Writing Abbreviations. Students match abbreviations to
Ihi corresponding words, and write them correctly.

- Show flashcards with abbreviations. (This can be a review if you
have previously presented the abbreviations with each corre-
sponding activity.) Repeat the complete word after you show its
abbreviation.

- Prepare one set of cards with abbreviations and another with words.
Distribute the cards. Ask students to find their "match" and
stand together. Each pair then reports its matching word and
abbreviation to the class.

- Have students complete worksheet-, on which they match abbrevia-
tions to words, circle abbreviations given orally or write
abbreviations next to words.

YD.

YARD M.
FooT IN,

MILE. FT,

['INCHES

f RDs

FE.e'r

MA Le5
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b Conversion. Students convert standard measurement to metric, and
me FE to standard.

- Place two rulers on the table, one in standard and one in metric
units of measurement.

- Ask some students to measure objects using one system of measure-
ment. Students guess what the height and length would be in the
other system. Have (.)tudents measure the same object using the
other system and compare the results and guesses.

- Have students complete a conversion worksheet with conversion
tables attached (see Bits and Pieces).

5 Assessmnnt

1. How many inches in 1/3 foot?

2. How many inches in 1/4 foot?

3. How many feet equal one yard?

4. How many feet equal 2/3 yard?

1. 1 foot = centimeters

2. 1 yard = meters

3. 1mile = kilometers

C. 1. Which is longer? n 2 feet r-i 1 meter

2. Which is longer? Ei 10 inches 1-1 20 centimeters

D. 1. Which person is taller? nt 60 inches T 120 cm.

2. Which person is taller? 67 inches T 170.18 cm.

In This Corner. Students measure people and objects to specific units
and record the measurements using abbreviations.

- In one corner of the room put a ruler and some classroom objects.
In the other corner, put a tape measure.

- Distribute a blank card to each student. Ask students to choose a
partner, go to both stations and complete the tasks. (You may want
to stay at one station and have the aide stay at the other.) Tasks:

Station A Station B

measure object's length
(to nearest eighth inch)

measure partner's height
(to nearest half inch)

- Have students record the results on the cards using abbreviations.
They can read them to the class at the end of the lesson.
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Notes
Preparatiun

Many materials are required for this lesson. Be sure to order, make
or organize the materials ahead of time.

Language

It is considered impolite to make comments about a person's height
(e.g. "You're so short!").

Advanced Vocabulary. tallest, shortest, longest, yard, mile, length,
width, height, tape measure.

Advanced Structures. Who is the tallest?

Variations

Play Concentration (see Techniques), matching approximate metric
and standard equivalents or the terminology used to measPre specific
things (e.g. kilometer/mile or I meter/3 feet).

See Lesson 43, "Shopping for Clothing," for ihformation and activities
about clothing size.

Concerns

This lesson builds upon many skills. It may take a long time for
some students to master these skills.

Students should be abl..1 to count and use fractions before working
with measurements.
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Bits and Pleccl 1Accuracy and consistency are important aspects
of proper measurement. Whether at home or on-

the-job or elsewhere, correct measurement is important in attain-f:g
a desired result. Particularly at work, accurate and consistent
measurement is required in order to make products that are all of the
same quality and size. If some of the products (made in a factory,
for example) are different from others (e.g. a different size or
color; of lower quality) they may not be sold. The company will Zose
money. And the employee responsible fbr the "inefficient work" may
lose his or her job.

25bme Wasurement TooZs:

ruler tape measure

3Results:

One piece of wood that is cut too short can ruin book shelves.

If an office orders a cabinet that is too big, zt will not fit through
the doorway.

Alin the U.S., people use a standard system of measurement that is
different from the metric system.

1
3-AY'S
a rmt_v5

'IL IL

11
TRUCKS

MAXIMUM 'EXIT

50
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U.S. Standard System

Length

inch (in.)
12 in. = 1 foot (ft.)
3 feet (ft.) = 1 yard (yd.)

1 mite (mi.)

Height
,

inch (in.)

Length and Height

12 in. = 1 foot (ft.

Length

METRIC - U.S.

1 centimeter = 0.4 in.
1 meter = 3.3 feet
1 meter = 1.1 yards
1 kiZometer = 0.6 miles

HEIGHT

METRIC - U.S.

1 centimeter = 0.4 in.
1 meter = 3.3 ft.

°Conversion

U.S. - METRIC

1 inch = 2.5 centimeter
1 ft. = .30 meter
1 yd. = .9 meter
1 mile = 1.7 kiZometer

U.S. - METRIC

1 in. = 2.5 centimeter
1 ft. = .30 meter
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Planning
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Lesson 41
Volume and Weight

"Put one and a half cups of laundry dptergent in the washer."

A bit too much or a bit too little of something can change a result,
cause a machine to work inefficiently, or ruin a recipe. In this lesson,
students practice measuring weight and volume using the U.S. standard
system.

Objectives The students will be able:

- to estimate weight.

- to measure and weigh using a standard unit.

to make weight measurements to the nearest half ounce.

- to order objects or people according to weight.

- to read abbreviations of standard measurements.

- to calculate approximate conversions from the metric system of
measurement to the U.S. "standard" system.
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Rationale
In the U.S., people must weigh and measure things on the job, at
home, at the market and elsewhere. They may need to determine value,
build or produce something or use products and equipment correctly.
Knowing measurement systems and being able to use them accurately
helps a person function more easily in everyday situations.

Skills

estimating

literacy: reading

numeracy: reading and writing

Materials

numeracy: computing

sorting

Item Quantity Activity

blank paper 2 per student 1, 2c
felt marker 1 per student 1

produce scale: color-coded* 1 per class 2a

produce scale: standard 1 per class 2b, 4b, 5
8, 16 and 24-oz. bags of beans* 1 each per class 2c
plastic bags II per class 2c
bathroom scale 2-3 per class 2d, 5
2-3 gallon bucket 1 per class 3

gallon container 2 per class 3

quart container 2 per class 3

pint container 2 per class 3

measuring cup 4 per class 3, 5
water 2-21 gallons 3, 5
flashcards: abbreviations* I set per class 4a
flashcards: measurement words* 1 set per class 4a
worksheet: abbreviations* 1 set per class 4a
scale: metric 1 per class 4b
bowl of water 2 per class 5

empty bowl 1 per class 5

blank card 1 per student 5

* preparation needed before class

Language

How much does it weigh?
It weighs pounds.
I weigh pounds.
How much is there?
There's one gallon,

Vocabulary

ounce(s) cup
pound(s) pint

a
light(er)

gqu'T
heavy(ier)

i t
(numbers)

Iffey

Literacy

(abbrevia-
tions)

OZ.

LB.

(numbers)
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Activities

Les., 1

Pre-Test/
Cultural
Exploration

4
Abbreviations

and
Conversation

1 Pre-Test/Cultural Exploration

Determining Value. Students identify their traditional system of
determining an object's value in order to demonstrate their under-
standing of a standard unit of measurement.

- Ask the students to imagine they are at a market in their native
country. Have them draw items they might buy at the market. As
students show their drawings, have them explain how they determined
the value of each item. Be sure to discuss food as well as other
items (e.g. cloth, silver).

- If some students were farmers, ask them how they measured the amount
of rice or other crops they planted or harvested.

* How did you determine the size of the land belonging
to your family?

* If you had to buy or rent land, how did you determine
the price or value?

- For students used to-a barter-system economy, explain that bartering
is rare in the U.S. Most items are weighed and measured according
to a standard system.

2 Weight

a Estimating Weight and Weighing Objects. Students estimate weight
and weigh objects using a color-coded scale.

- Put a produce scale (one with areas of color instead of numbers)
on the table.

- Explain the purpose of a scale and the way it is used.

- Hold up an object (e.g. fruit, book, a bunch of pens) and allow
students to guess what color the arrow will point to when that
object is placed on the scale. Continue with other objects.
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41 Volume and Weight

- Discuss how to estimate an object's weight.

If possible, use some objects that are bia, but light (e.g. an
empty box) and some that are small but heavy (e.g. a hammer).

b A Real Scale. Students weigh objects using a scale.

- Explain that in the U.S., almost everything is weighed according
to a standard measurement. That makes it easy to compare amounts
and values.

- Show a produce scale to the class. Have students read the numbers
on the scale. Along with the class, count through the weight
amounts from 0 to 1 lb., and 1 lb. to 2 lbs. Count by half lbs.,
then quarter lbs. Count by ounces. Ask students to demonstrate
how to weigh things (e.g. fruit, books, bottles).

c Sorting by Weight. Students sort items by weight.

- Have students weigh and sort one 8-oz. bag of beans into four
2-oz. bags cf beans, sort one 16-oz. bag of beans into four 4-
oz. bags and sort one 24-oz. bag of beans into three 8-oz. bags.
(You may want to do this in three groups, each with a different
amount of beans.) Ask them to label each bag according to its
weight.

- Next, have each student record and classify the bags on paper:

weight # of bags total
weight

---

2 ounces 4 8 ounces

4 ounces 4 16 ounces

8 ounces 3 24 ounces

total 11 48 ounces

d Weighing People. Students estimate people's weight and place them
in order from lightest to heaviest.

- Ask half the students to stand in order of weight from lightest
to heaviest. Instruct the other students to correct any mistakes
in the order.

- Have some students guess the weight of each standing student.
After recording the guesses on the blackboard, ask each standing
student to stand on the scale. Ask other students to determine
the weight of each.

- Write the weights on the blackboard and compare with the original
guesses. Have the students rearrange themselves in the correct
order of weight.
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3 Volume

Liquid Measurement. Students measure liquid amounts using the U.S.
standard system.

- Place a 2-3 gallon bucket on the floor, containing 2-2i gallons of
water. Set two gallon-size, two quart-size, two pint-size containers
and four measuring cups on a table. Show one measuring cup and ask
how many cups of water equal one pint. Allow some students to
measure the amount by taking cups of water from the bucket and
putting them into the pint containers. Continue with quart and
gallon containers.

- Vary this by presenting the words and abbreviations for liquid
measurement. Have two groups figure out the correct equations.
The groups then write the equations on the blackboard. (e.g.
1 pint = 2 cups, 4 quarts = 1 gallon).

4 Abbreviations and Conversion

a Reading and Writing Abbreviations. Students match abbreviations to
the corresponding words, and write them correctly.

- Show flashcards with abbreviations. (This can be a review if you
presented the abbreviations previously with each corresponding
activity.) Repeat the complete word after showing the abbreviation.

- Prepare one set of cards with abbreviations and another with words.
Distribute the cards. Ask students to find their "match" and stand
together. Each pair then reports its matching word and abbreviation
to the class.

- Have students complete worksheets on which they match abbreviations
to words, circle abbreviations given orally or write abbreviations
next to words.

{A.$14CE GAL.

QuINP1-

cut, GVT.

GALLon5 cP.

POUNp OZ.

b Conversion. Students convert standard measurement to metric, and
metric to standard.

- Place two scales on a table, one in standard and one in metric
units of measurement.

- Ask some students to weigh objects using one system of measurement.
Students guess what the weight would be fiiThe other system. Have
students measure the same object using the other system and com-
pare the results and guesses.
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- Have students complete a conversion worksheet with conversion tables
attached (see Bits and Pieces).

A. 1. How many ounces in 1 cyp?

2. How many cups in 1 pint?

3. How many pints in 1 quart?

4. How many cups in 1 gallon?

B. 1. 1 ounce = grams

2. 1 quart = liters

C. 1. Which jar has more water?

Blue jar
3 cups

2. Which bottle has more cola?

Yellow Bottle
40 ounces

Red Jar
1 1 liter

Green Bottle
liters

0. 1. How many ounces in 1 pound?

2. How many ounces in 34 pounds?

E. 1. 1 pound = kilograms

F. I. Which is heavier? 160 pounds 77 kilograms

2. Which is heavier? 64 pounds ED 2.9 kilograms

Station-to-Station. Students weigh and measure people and objects to
specific units and record the measurements using abbreviations.

Condu-t a Station-to-Station activity (see Techniques).

- In one corner of the room put measuring cups, two big bowls of water
and an empty bowl. In the other corners, put a produce scale and
some fruit or vegetables and a bathroom scale.

- Distribute a blank card to each student. Ask students to choose a
partner, go to each station and complete the tasks. (You and the
classroom aide can monitor the stations.)

- Tasks:

Station A Station B

measure liquid amounts measure object's
weight (to nearest
i oz.)

Station C

measure partner's
weight

- Have students record the results on the cards using abbreviations.
They read them to the class at the end of the lesson.

- Vary this by involving several classes and teachers, and setting up
different stations in the different classrooms.
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Notes
Preparation

Many materials are required for this lesson. Be sure to order, make
or organize them in advance.

Language

It is considered impolite to ask people how much they weigh.

Advanced Vocabulary. lightest, heaviest, weight, teaspoon, table-
spoon, measuring cup.

Advanced Strocture. Which is the heaviest?

Variations

Play Concentration (see Techniques) matching approximate metric and
standard equivalents or the terminology used to measure specific
things (e.g. 2.2 kilograms/1 pound or liter/gallon).

Include t ,--s and tablespoons in the "Liquiu Measurement" activity.

As an asse _nt, have students read and follow a recipe to make a
drink. (Powdered drink mixes are available at supermarkets.)

See Lesson 38, "Geography and Weather," for activities and information
about temperature.

Concerns

'This lesson builds upon many skills. It may take a long time for
some students to master them.

Students should be able to count and use fractions before working
with weights and measures.
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5 U.S. Standard System

Volume

1 ounce (oz.)
8 oz. = 1 cup (cp.)
2 cps. = 1 pint (pt.)
2 pts. = 1 quart (qt.)
4 qts. = 1 gaZZon (gal.)

1 teaspoon (tsp.)
3 tsps. = 1 tablespoon (tbsp.)

Weight

1 ounce (oz.)
16 oz. = 1 pound (Zb.)
23000 lbs. = 1 ton

Volume

METRIC - U.S.

1 gram = .035 oz.
1 milliliter = .203 tsp.
1 milliliter = .067 tbsp.
1 Ziter = 4.23 cps.
1 Ziter = 2.1 pts.

Weight

METRIC --U.S.

1 gram = .035 oz.
1 kilogram = 2.2 Zbs.

diConversion

U.S. - METRIC

1 tsp. = 5 milliliters
1 tbsp. = 15 milliliters

t11.11 cp. = about (.24) Ziter
1 oz. = 30 grams (28.57)
1 pt. = .4732 liters
1 qt. = .9463 Ziters
1 gaZZon = 3.785 Ziters

U.S. - METRIC

1 lb. = 454 grams
1 Zb. = .45 kiZograms

f
6
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Planning
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Lesson 42
shopping Overview

"Please don't taste the fruit before you buy it!"

Being familiar with customary shopping etiquette can help a person feel
more confident and comfortable when going out to buy something. In this
lesson, students recognize differences between their traditional system
of buying and selling and the U.S. system, and learn where to buy what
they need in their new land.

Objectives The students will be able:

- to identify differences between buying and sering attitudes and
behavior in their native country and in the U.S.

- to demonstrate how to buy items using cash.

- to use a receipt correctly to return or exchanae items.

- to identify different kinds of stores in the U.S. and what one
might buy in each.
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42 Shopping Overview

Rationale
Immediately or soon after arrival, refugees need to be able to
buy food, clothing and various household furnishings and sup-
plies on their own. Buying and selling attitudes and behavior
may differ greatly between those in their traditional system
and those in the U.S. By being able to take care of their own
basic shopping needs, refugees can begin to help themselves be-
come independent as soon as possible.

Skills

observing

numeracy: reading

Materials

numeracy: computing

literacy: rea ing

Item Quantity Act.ivity

fruit, vegetables as available 2,3a,4a,4b
clothing as available 2,3b,4a,4b
U.S. bills $20 per student 3a,3b,4a,4b
U.S. coins $5 per class 3a,3b,4a,4b
receipt* 10 per class 3a,3b,4a,4b
poster: inside a store* 1 per class 3c
chart: places to shop* 1 per class 3d
worksheet: where to buy what* 1 per student 4a
calculator 2 per class 4b

* preparation needed before class

Language

Do you have

I want some
a

How much is it?
How much are they?

The isn't good.
The doesn't fit.

Vocabulary

shirt
skirt
dress
pants

receipt
tax

fruit

Literacy

(numbers)

PUSH
PULL
OPEN
CLOSED

(time)
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Activities

Estimated Time

all levels: 1 day

1 Pre-Test

Questions. Students answer questions and describe their experiences
with buying and selling.

- Ask a series of questions about the students' homeland:

* What did you do to obtain goods and services that
you needed? For example, if you needed rice
seed or baby pigs or a bicycle or a radio,
where did you go to get them?

* Did you ever trade or barter? What did you trade
and what did you get in return? How did you
determine what would be a fair exchange?

* Did you ever sell your crops or handiwork or your
labor for cash? To whom did you sell it? How
did you determine the price? What did you do
with the money?

* When you purchased things from a store in a town
or city, did you bargain for the price?

* Did you ever take things to the market to sell?
What? Did you set a fixed price or did you
bargain? How did you decide on the price?

* What have you heard about shopping in the U.S.?
(Students may refer to letters from relatives,
movies, magazines, etc.)

2 Cultural Exploration

Role Plays. Students demonstrate buyina and selling methods in their
native country and in the refugee camp.

- Have a few of the students present a Role Play using props you have
prepared and brought to class.
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Setting:

Characters:
Action:

Discussion:

A market in the students native country, with fruits
and vegetables, cloth and clothing.
Buyer and seller.
Buyer purchases fruit or vegetables and some clothing
from seller, perhaps tasting food first, if appropriate.
Interaction between buyer and seller; attitudes of
each; bargaining vs. fixed prices.

- Repeat this Roll Play, changing the setting to a market in the refu-
gee camp.

Discussion: Same as above. Discuss the similarities and differences
between shopping methods in the native country and in
the camp.

3 Shopping in the U.S.

a Role Play: Shopping for Food. Students identify similarities and
Ti-iferences between shopping attitudes and behavior in their native
country or refugee camp and in the U.S. that will affect them %%nen
they go shopping in the U.S.

- Present a Role Play (see Techniques) with the aide, another
teacher or a guest.

Setting:

Characters:
Action:

Discussion:

A U.S. supermarket with fruits and vegetables marked
with prices.
Cashier and customer (teacher and aide).
Customer buys fruit or vegetables, pays extra (be-
cause of tax) and collects a receipt. Cashier puts
purchases in a bag.
Interaction between buyer and seller; attitudes of
each, bargaining vs. fixed price; similarities and
differences between shopping in the native country
or in the camp and shopping in the U.S,

b Role Play: Shopping for Clothing. Students identify similarities
and differences between shopping attitudes and behavior in their
native country and in the U.S. that will affect them when they go
shopping after arrival.

- Present a Role Play (see Techniques) with the aide, another
teacher or a guest.

Setting: A U.S. department store with clothing marked with
sizes and prices.

Characters: Salesclerk and customer (teacher and aide).
Action: Customer picks out an article of clothing. Sales-

clerk directs customer to fitting room where he/
she tries it on. Customer pays for item with cash,
including tax, and collects a receipt.

Discussion: Interaction between buyer and seller; Ctting mom;
tax; similarities and differences between shopping
systems.
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c Etiquette. Students identify customary etiquette in U.S. stores.

- Show a poster of the inside of a food or clothing store (see Appen-
dix). Have students identify customers and sales people and what
they are doing. Elicit from the students the behavior displayed
in the picture (e.g. standing in an orderly line; paying with
cash, check or credit card; no bartering; collecting a receipt).

- Briefly explain the various systems of payment (e.g. cash, per-
sonal check, credit card, installment plan, lay-away.)

- Show a picture of the outside of that
same store. What information can they
get -rom the front of the Wilding?
What are the store hours? Should
you push or pull the door to open it?
Etc.

d Places to Shop. Students list common types of stores and typical
items to be purchased.

- Present a chart. Along with the students, place a "U" in a column
to show the types of stores that usually carry each item. Place
an "S" in a column to show the stores that sometimes carry that
item. The following is an example of a completed chart:

MON-Pal
-L.

PusH)

PhaYmaay ,SuPer--
market-

Appliance Depirtment, Garage/
Store Store Yard

Sale

towels/sheets

books &
magazines

clothing

cametics

diapers

pots, pans,
plates

medicine
(prescription)

electrical
appliances
(rice cookers)

food

furniture
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4 Returning or Exchanging Items

a Role Play. Students practice returning or exchang'ing items.

- Present a Role Play (see Techniques) with the aide, another
teacher or a guest.

Setting: A U.S. food, clothing or appliance store.
Characters: Customer and cashier or salesclerk (aide and teacher)
Action: Customer returns a broken appliance or a spoiled

food item, explaining the problem to the salesclerk.
Salesclerk asks for the receipt, checks it and offers
either a refund or an exchange.

Discussion: Contents and purpose of a receipt.

- Allow students to practice other scenes as customers and salesclerks.

5 /Assessment

a "Where to Buy What." Students identify stores in which they may pur-
chase specific items.

- Have students com-
plete worksheets by
writing the name of
the shop in which
they would find
each listed item.

- Review the work-
sheets as a class.
Remember, some
items can be found
in more than one
type of store.

b Mini-Simulation. Stu-
dents practice buying
items in an American-
style shop.

- Arrange the class-
room to include one
or two tables with
items to be pur-
chased and two cal-
culators, paper for
receipts and shop-
ping bags. (Be sure the items

Amin -) SUT AMAT

At which thop might you find

- magazines? - 4 rice cooker?

- candy? - children's shoes?

a dest? fruit?

- aspirin? - an eiectric hair dryer?

are clearly marked with prices.)

- Distribute $20 to each student. Students then "enter" the store,
choose and purchase items. Students should follow proper etiquette
(e.g. stand in line) and count their change.

- The teacher and aide can be the cashiers who add up the purchases,
write the receipts and give change.
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Notes

Preparation

Rehearse all the role plays with the classroom aide before class.

Gather fruits and vegetables (real or pl,-stic) and articles of
clothing and label some of them with prices for the U.S. store role
plays and simulation.

Language

Advanced Vocabulary. exchange, refund, charge, credit card.

Advanced Structures. Cash or charge? Can I have a receipt? I

want to return (exchange) this. Can you give me a refund?

Variations

Activities in Lesscn 43, "Shopping for Food," and Lesson 44, "Shopping
for Clothing," build on the activities in this lesson.

Show slides or a videotape of people shopping in a variety of stores
in the U.S.

Appendix

poster: inside a store, page 428

Concerns

Refugees may note the seemingly "impersonal" nature of shopping in
the U.S. and feel uneasy about it. Remind the students that while
most customer/salesperson contact is brief and businesslike, it is
also often cordial.
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Bits and Pieces 'Payment: There is no bargaining in stores;
prices are fixed. Sometimes, people bargain

at roadside stands or at garage saZes and flea markets.

In stores, people stand in an orderly Zine and wait iir turn to pay
the cashier. People buying only 1 or 2 items don't go to the head of
the line.

People can pay for things in a store with cash, a personal check and
sometimes a credit card. For large purchases, people may be able to
pay in installments, meaning one deposit followed by monthly payments.
In some food stores, food stamps are accepted.

51Tax: In addition to the total purchase amount, customers in most
states must pay a sales tax. Sales tax, on the average, is 2-6% of
the purchase amount. The money goes to the state government.

3 Change: I, is very important for people to count their change cor-
rectly after making a purchase and before leaving the store.

AllA person needs a receipt (2 proof ofpurchaRe) to return something
to a store for a refund or exchange. The customer shouZd receive a
sales receipt at the time payment is made.

"Will that be cash or c?Iarge?" "Charge."

5Credit Card: "Charge" means using a credit card. A credit card is a
plastic card with a person's name and special card number printed on
it. It can be used instead of cash in many stores. The customer pre-
sents the card to the cashier and signs his or her name on a special
receipt.

The credit card company (which issues a major credit card) or the
store (which issues a store card) will send a bill to the customer for
the purchase amuunt. Payment is then mode in the mail using a check
or money order.

It is difficult to obtain a credit card. A person has to prove (by
bank account or income or credit history) that he or she is able to
make payments on purchases.
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6Places to Shoe:

1. Department Store: Large store which sells a variety of non-food
items. Usually advertises in newspapers and often has sales.
It's usually in a Large building with more than one f7oor. May
have a bargain basement department which sells damaged or imper-
fect clothing for a cheaper priae.

2. Supermarket: Large store which sells food and household items.
Foods are arranged in certain groupings. A wide variety offbod
items are usually available.

3. Pharmacy: Prescription and non-prescription medicines are avail-
able here. Sells personal health care and hygiene items...some-
times candy, cigarettes, magazines, etc.

4. Appliance Store: Shop selling electrical and other household
appliances (e.g. refrigerators, rice cookers, washing machines).

5. Hardware Store: Shop selling tools and some construction and
electrical materials.

6. Jeweler: Jewelry shop that sells watches and jewelry (silver and
gold., real or imitation).

7. Bookstore: Shop that sells books and magazinek;, and sometimes
sells cards and stationery.

8. Discount Store: Similar to a department store, but less expen-
sive. Usually sells non-brandname clothing.

9. Garage/Yard Sale: A sale at the home of people who are moving or
who have extra clothing or household items. Usually the cheapest
prices available. Bargaining is often acceptable. Garage sales
are adVertised in newspapers or on signs posted in the neighbor-
hood.

10. Catalog (mail order): Listings of various consumer items in-
cluding a picture and information about each item (e.g. sizes,
colors, materiaZ, catalog number). Consumers fill out an order
farm and maiZ it along with a check or money order.

11. Telephone Sales: Offers made by teZephone from a particular busi-
ness. There may be hidden facts. It's important to understand
aZZ terms before an agreement is made.

I

HARDWARE
ToKE

Bociz
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Lesson 43
Shopping for Food

"It's 11:30 p.m. and I'm hungry. Where can I buy a snack?"

Taking care of their food needs is one of the first things refugees will
have to do. In this lesson, students identify different types of food
stores and demonstrate how to shop for food following customary American
procedures.

Objectives The students will be able:

to name places to buy food.

to describe or demonstrate at least one circumstance
items at each of the places identified.

to demonstrate how to shop in stores which.use fixed
receipts and require sales tax.

- to demonstrate how to return or exchange items.

- to define the word SALE as in reduced prices.
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43 Shopping for Food

Rationale
Food is available in a variety of types of stores in the U.S.
Newcomers may not be aware that many foods found in Asia, Africa
and Latin America can also be bought in the U.S. Once they find
the foods they want (whether familiar or new), they need to know
the appropriate etiquette involved in shopping for food in the
U.S. Being able to find and purchase foods they like helps people
feel more secure after arrival.

Skills

observing

numeracy: reading

numeracy: computing

Materials

identifying problems

solving problems

Item Quantity Activity

U.S. coins and bills
small papers for receipts
plastic fruits and vegetables
pictures of food stores*

$25 per student
30 per class
as available
1 set per class

1,

1,

1,

3a

5

5

5

shopping etiquette story* 1 per class 3b
poster: in a supermarket 1 per class 3c
supermarket section signs*
item name and picture cards*

1 set per class
1 card per student

3c,
3c

5

Concentration game cards* 1 set per class 4a
worksheet: prices* 1 per student 4a
food product cans, boxes, bottles
ncm-food product cans, boxes,

bottles

10 per class
5 per class

4b,
4c,

4c,
5

5

* preparation needed before class

Language

Where is the
meat?

On aisle 2b.
In the produce

section.

How much is it?

food
supermarket
store
shop
market
aisle

cart

Vocabulary

dozen
each

sale
discount

open -

closed

meat
chary
produce
frozen

foods

(names of
fruits and
vegetables)

Literacy

doz.
ea.
lb.
(numbers)

SALE
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Activities
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1 Pre-Test

1

Pre-Test

2
Cultural

Exploration

ISHECK-OUT

E
Assessment

Estimated Time

all levels: 1 day

Role Play. Students demonstrate how to shop in an American-style
market according to American customs.

- Set up a "mini-market" Role Play (see Techniques) with some fruits,
vegetables and canned goods, all labeled with prices. Distribute
$10 to each of three students. Ask them to shop at the U.S. "market,"
using the money.

- Have the classroom aide be the cashier.

- After the role play, ask specific quetions regarding food shops in
the U.S.:

* Do clerks take care of customers or do customers take
care of themselves?

* Would a clerk/cashier ever take care of more than one
customer at a time?

* Does each item in a store have a fixed price?
* Would a salesperson or store owner be likely to know

most of the customers?
* Do people grow most of their own food?
* Can food be returned if it is not fresh?
* Is shoplifting (stealing) a problem in U.S. stores?

2 Cultural Exploration

Questions. Students determine differences in customary systems of
shopping for food in their native country and in the U.S.

- Ask the same questions used in Activityl, "Pre-Test," focusing on
markets in the students' native country.

- Have students compare the two sets of answers. Elicit from the
students the differences that will affect the way they shop for food.
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3 At the Shop

a Where to Go. Students name places to buy food and describe at
least one circumstance for buying items at each of these places.

- Ask students to names places (types of stores) in which to buy
food in the U.S. Assist them by showing pictures of each type
of market or store.

- While showing each picture, explain what might typically be sold
in each place, relative cost, etc.

- Have the class form five pairs or groups. Distribute one pic-
ture (of a place to buy food) to each group. Each group then
creates a situation in which that group chooses to shop dt the
place in the picture.

- Have each group name the type of shop in the picture and explain
the situation and reasons leading to the group's choice of that
place to buy food.

(%0IIITZRGati'V't? aCC3C1G3ci? OBODIAll .5tR
i&GIOeigGaV

igoovauloomg)
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- Allow the other groups to ask questions and make comments about
each group's reasons for buying food at each of the places iden-
tified.

b Shopping Etiquette. Students identify customary etiquette in U.S.
stores.

- Tell a story about a refugee who goes to a food store in the U.S.,
sees the meat wrapped in plastic and unwraps the plastic to check
5nd compare the pieces of meat. A clerk or store manager speaks
to her, then yells at her in English. She is upset and doesn't
understand what he says to her.

- Ask students to retell the story and
identify the conflicts and what caused
the conflicts. Ask them how the conflicts
could have been avoided, and how they can
be resolved.

- Review other shopping etiquette points
(e.g. seating small children in the
cart, standing in line, not tasting
food before it's purchased).

-142-
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ri Shopping for Food

c Supermarket Sections. Students locate supermarket items by aisle
and section.

- Show a poster of the inside of a supermarket (see ppendix).
I viol; the division of supermarkets into aisles and sections.

- Using the desks, benches or tables to mark off aisles labeled
1A, IB, 2A, etc., set up the classroom as a supermarket. Label
each aisle with a section name (e.g. dairy, produce, household
products, frozen foods).

a b
!DAIRY

- Have the class form two teams. Distribute one card (labeled
with the name and picture of an item) to one person on each team.
Each must place the card in the proper supermarket section.
Continue until everyone has taken a turn.

4 Signs and Labels

11)(1R`-f

a Abbreviations and Pricing. Students read and explain pricing signs.

- Define the words "sale," "discount," "dozen" and "each." Show
the corresponding abbreviations (e.g. doz. and ea.). Play Con-
centration (see Techniques) with cards that match two ways of
stating the same price of an item.

- Distribute a worksheet (see Bits and Pieces) on which students
read and write prices for specific food items. Have students
complete and correct them as a class.

b Ingredients and Freshness. Students read and explain ingredients
lists and expiration dates.

- Distribute some real food product containers (e.g. boxes, cans)
to small groups. Ask each group to read aloud the ingredients
in their products. For each product ask: This is made mostly
from which ingredient? Is there more or in it? Ex-
plain that ingredients are listed in order of greatest amount.
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Shopping for Food

Allow them to walk around the room, reading the ingredients lists
and decide which foods they would like to eat and which they
wouldn't. Ask them to share their choices and reasons.

- Once they have selected some products they would like to try,
ask them how they can tell if a product in a package is still
fresh. Point out and explain the expiration date labeling.

c What Is It? Students demonstrate how to find information about
product contents and use.

- Distribute real food and non-food product containers (e.g. boxes,
bottles, cans) to small groups. Ask each group *'.:o describe every-
thing they know about their products from looking at the container
and the label. Have them place their products on one of two
tables: food or non-food items.

- Review the importance of understanding product contents, purposes,
directions and cautions.

gKUPPREZ
POTATO
CHIPS

CONTAwiSt
POTATees, SAL-T

5 Assessment

Mini-simulation. Students demonstrate how to shop in stores which
use fixed prices, issue receipts and require sales tax.

- Set up the classroom as a supermarket. Conduct a simulation (see
Techniques). Label the aisles and sections and put prices on the
items or on the shelf under them. Include food and non-food items.

- Have students write or draw shopping lists (with 5-7 items) before-
hand. Distribute $25 to each student. Ask them to purchase the

-Atems on their list (if available), count their change and check
their receipt.

- Show some students that their products are spoiled (expiration date
passed). Ask them to return or exchange those items.

- Enlist the aide as a cashier or vary this by joining with other
classes. Several teachers can be cashiers and others can check
the change and receipts as students finish.
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Notes

Preparation

Gather food and non-food items ahead of time. Select product con-
tainers that are labeled with ingredients and an expiration date.
Choose some that have pictures on the labels.

Language

Cashiers and customers often use greetings and leave-takings with
each other ("Hi, how ya doin' today?", "See you later.").

Advanced Vocabulary. a bottle of , a loaf of bread, a bag of
, grains and cereals.

Advanced Structures. Do you have ? Where can I find

Variations

Present a slide show of U.S. supermarkets, specialty shops and
restaurants.

See the "Restaurants" Optional Lesson for an alternative way of
shopping and paying for food.

Coupons, advertisements and unit pricing are covered in Lesson 45,
"Consumerism."

In Activity 3b, "Shopping Etiquette," use a picture story or present
the incident as an open-ended story.

Appendix

poster: in a supermarket, page 429

Concerns

Students should be able to read money and weight and measurement
amounts before starting this lesson.

152
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43 Shopping for Food

Bits arid Pieces
1
PZaces to Shop

A. Grocery Stores: These are smaZZ stores usually found in neighbor-
hoods of Zarge cities. They stock aZZ necessary items. Because
they don't seZZ a Zot of items, their prices are usually higher
than other types of food stores. They don't advertise too widely
--perhaps in a ZocaZ newspaper onZy.

B. Convenience Stores: These are small stores fbund anywhere and
around a city. They are often open 12-15 hours per day and some
are open :34 hours/day. They are "convenient," therefore, because
of their hours. Their prices are often higher than other fbod
stores. They stock necessities: eggs, bread, beverages, etc.

C. SpeciaZty Stores: These are smaZZ stores that deaZ with one type
offood (eg. butchers fbr meat/chicken or bakeries fbr bread).
There are also speciaZ ethnic stores that seZZ Asian, Middle
Eastern or other products. They might anZy be found where many
people from that ethnic group Zive. They are expensive.

D. Cooperatives: Cooperatives (often caZZed "co-ops") buy Zarge
quantities of fbod at Zow (wholesale) prices and seZZ them to
members at a Zow price. A co-op doesn't try tc make a profit.
You must be a member but it is easy to join, They do not always
have conven-4ent hours but they are cheap pZaces to shop.

E. Supermarkets: Supermakrets are where Americans db most of their
shopping. In generaZ, they are Zess expensive than grocery, con-
venience, or specialty stores, but more expensive than coopera-
tives. They sell practicaZZy everything. They advertise wideZy
(sometimes nationaZZy if they are a national supermarket) in
newspapers and magazines and on the radio and teZevision.

naicing

Store prices for items
can be written in a va-
riety of ways:

$ .79 = .79 = 79t

$1.50 =$1.50 = 150

5/61 ao4
e c1/4

1. How much are two bottles of Cola?

Z. How much are 36 eggs?

3. One head of lettuce casts

4. What is the regular pric for the fish?

COL -1.11.
GAI.BOTTIE)

ss c each
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431 Shopping tor Food

In the Supermarket

People pZace the items they wish to purchase in a cart or basket.
Large carts are on wheeZs and can be pushed around the store. Baskets
(usuaZZy pZastic or metaZ) are carried.

After selecting aZZ the items they want, customers go to the "check-
out" counter, stand in Zine and pay far their groceries after the
cashier has added the amount.

Products are organizbz7 on sheZves by 'category":

Dairy Section
Produce Section
Meat and Poultry
Bakery Goods
Beverages
Frozen Food
HousehoZd Items

(milk, eggs, butter, etc.)
(fresh fruits and vegetables)
(chicken, beef, pork)
(breads, cakes, rolls)
(canned or bottZed soft drinks, juice, etc.)
(ice cream, frozen vegetables, etc.)
(cooking utensiZs, etc.)

There are sections far laundry soap, toothpaste, magazines, Zight
buZbs, etc.

AllProduct LabeZs

It's important to be able to understand the information on a Label
in order to know what the product is and how to use, prepare and/or
store it safely.

Labels may have:

* a picture of the product (to make
it Look attractive or to inform
the buyer)

* a brand name
* weight and price of the item

(sometimes with the unit price
* suggestions far use and storage
* expiration date (date after which
it shouZd not be bought or used)

5 -EtIquette

Young children shouZd not be Zeft unattended in a supermarket. They
may tend to open containers and pull items off the sheZves. It is
not appropriate to taste foods or open packages before purchasing
them. SMall children should be seated in the seat provided in most
shopping carts. Shopping carts can someti4mes be taken to a cus-
tomer's car where the customer unloads the bags of groceries into the
car. At other stores,icarts may not be taken off the sidewalk in
front of the storeople waZk from the front of the store to their
cars (outside the supermarket). It is against the Zaw to take a cart
home with you. The cart beZongs to the store.
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Lesson 44
Shopping for Clothing

"What should I wear to the party?"

Knowing what is appropriate to wear for different occasions is an important
part of fitting into a new society. One must also know where to find the
clothing one needs. In this lesson, students will select appropriate
clothing for various occasions, choose places to buy clothing and practice
buying, returning and exchanging items.

Objectives The students will be able:

- to name different kinds of places to buy clothing.

- to demonstrate how to shop for clothing in a department store.

- to demonstrate how to exchange or return clothing items.

- to select appropriate clothing for different seasons and social
situations.
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1641 Shopping for Clothing

Rationale
Most people in the U.S. buy ready-to-wear clothing, though many
also sew some of their clothes. When people shop for ready-to-
wear clothes, they consider the type of clothing they want and
the type of store in which to find it. They also need to know
how to purchase, return and/or exchange clothing items.

Skills
observing literacy: reading numeracy: computing

weighing options numeracy: reading

Materials

Item Quantity Activity

real clothes (shirts, skirts,
pants, etc.)

blank paper

as available

1 per student

1, 7

2
chart: types of stores* 1 per class 3
flashcards: store departments* 1 set per class 4a
flashcards: purchasing directions* 1 per student 4a
department store floor plan map* 1 per class 4b
department store alphabetical

directory*
department store floor directory*

1 per class

1 per class

4c

4c
U.S. coins and bills $100 per class 5, 7
paper (or shopping) bags 3 per class 5, 7
small, medium and large t-shirts 2 each per class 6a
magazine pictures: different

outfits*
as available 6b

* preparation needed before class

Language

Do you have
Where are the

How much is it?
How much are they?

The doesn't fit.

Vocabulary

shirt receipt
skirt tax
dress

fitting
pants

room
dressing

room

department
store

Literacy

MEN'S
WOMEN'S
DEPARTMENT
BOY'S
GIRL'S
INFANT'S
FABRICS
SHOE(S)
SPORTING GOODS

(numbers)
(prices)
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1;;A\\VNU..:NWVW.

Re-
turning/

Exchanging
Clothing

1 Pre-Test

Modeling Clothes. Students match types of clothing to different so-
cial situations and name types of stores which sell the clothes, to
demonstrate their knowledge of "what to wear when" and "where to buy
what" in the U.S.

- Enter the classroom alono wi6d the aide, both dressed in "typical"
American outfits (e.g. one dressed for very cold weather; the other
dressed in a light, sporty outfit).

- Give students situations (e.g. a job interview, school, working in
the garden) and have them match the situation to the appropriate
outfit. Once they have have discussed the reasons for their choices,
ask where (what type of store) they might find that kind of clothing.

- Change outfits (e.g. a jacket and tie or overalls) and repeat the
process.

- Vary this by entering the classroom in an outfit and elicit from
the students appropriate situations in which to wear it.

2 Cultural Exploration

Drawing. Students identify factors they consider when choosing what
clothing to buy or wear in their native country or in the refugee
camp.

- Distribute blank paper to students. Ask them to draw a picture of
an outfit they might wear on a typical day in their native country
or in the camp. Ask them to show the pictures, explain why they
wore that style of clothing and where they got it.

- Have students discuss the factors they consider when they buy
clothing (or material) and choose what to wear each day.

158
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44 Shopping for Clothing

3 Types of StOT.Z-1

Chart. Students identify the differences among places to buy clothing.

- Refer to the previous discuss:on of what students considered when
purchasing clothing in their native land or in the camp.

Change the focus to the U.S. Elicit from Loe students additional
factors they may have to consider, if any (e.g. the weather, cost,
size)

- Post a chart listing or illustrating varibus kinds of clothing
stores and descriptiow: of each. (See Bits and Pieces.)

Depo,-imenk
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- Discuss the descriptions. Have students name or point out pictures
of particular types of stores. Ask:

* Where might you buy school clothes for your children?
Why there?

* Where could you find inexpensive earrings and bracelets?
* Ptc.

4 Department Store

a Department Store Sections. Students locate departments of a store
in which to find specific items.

- Have students list categories of goods sold in a department store.
Add any categories not listed by the students:

Women's Clothes
Men's Clothes
Boys' Clothes
Girls' Clothes
Children's Shoes
Toys

Jewelry
Fabrics
Budget Store
Accessories

(belts, hand-
bags, hats)

Furniture
Sporting Goods
Books
Lingerie/Intimate Apparel

(women's underwear and
nightgowns)

- Place large flashcards with the names or pictures of various de-
partments in front of the classroom. Distribute small flashcards
with directions about clothing items to be purchased. Students
match a small card to a large card by walking to the correct de-
partment sign.

Ex: Buy a pair of shoes for your 10-year-old son.
Match with: CHILDREN'S SHOES
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44 Shopping for Clothing

b Floor Directories. Students use a floor dire:tory to find the loca-
tion of the desired section of a store.

- Show a large floor plan of a department store.
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Place flashcards with different department names around the room
face down. Be sure that the position of the flashcards corre-
sponds to the floor plan.

- Give two students cards with instructions to buy a certain item
(see Activity 4a). The students look at the floor plan, find the
desired department and go to that section of the room. Students
then hold up the flashcard placed in that section. The other
students decide if the players chose and found appropriate de-
partments.

c Other store Directories. Students use store directories to locate
floors where particular items are sold.

- Show students charts of different kfnds of directories (e.g. al-
phabetically arranged, arranged by floor). Instruct students to
buy a particular item of clothing. Students look at the directory
and say the correct floor number.

I5 Returning/Exchanging Clothing

a Role Play. Students practice returning and exchanging clothing.

- Begin by performing a Role Play (see Techniques) with the aide.
After discussion, have students perform the role play again.

Setting: Clothing store
Characters: Salesclerk, Customer
Action: Customer enters and finds a pair of pants. Sales-

clerk asks if customer wants to try them on. Cus-
tomer is sure the pants will fit and says no. Cus-
tomer pays and leaves. Two days later customer
tries to return the pants because they are too big.
Salesclerk says no because there is no receipt.

Discuss the reasons why the salesclerk wouldn't take back the
pants; the mistakes of the customer.

Vary this by having a customer buy something "on sale" and then
try to return or exchange it.
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6 Appropriate Dress

a Size. Students identify their approximate t-shirt size.

- Ask some students to show how they determine whether something
fits them. (Do they try it on? Hold it up? Measure it?)

- Discuss different sizing systems in the U.S. Explain the use of
letters (S, M and L) and allow students to try on different sized
t-shirts to determine their size.

b Different Occasions. Students match pictures of clothing to descrip-
tions of specific situations or occasions.

- Have the class form two groups. On each of two tables, place
pictures (from magazines or catalogues) of people in several dif-
ferent outfits. Name a situation or an occasion (e.g. a job in-
terview for factory work; a cold, rainy day). Have students
choose a picture of the outfit that would be appropriate.

- Each group then defends its choice. As a class, decide which of
the choices are more appropriate. Consider the possible con-
sequences (e.g. health, social, job-related) of wearing inappro-
priate clothing.

7 Assessment

Do-It-Yourself. Students demonstrate how to purchase, return or ex-
change c ot ing items.

- Place a variety of clothing items on a table.

- Have the class form three groups. Ask each group to choose a num-
ber from 1-3. For each number, assign a task. Allow the groups
5 minutes to prepare and 5 minutes to perform each task.

Possible Tasks: * purchase a bathing suit.
* exchange a shirt.
* select or draw pictures of clothing you might
wear to an American friend's formal wedding.

44%
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- Follow-up with questions for each group from the other students.
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Notes

Preparation

Pictures from magazines or catalogues should be mounted on poster
buard to keep them in good condition.

Be sure to bring in a sufficient variety of "real" clothes when
students are choosing appropriate outfits.

Rehearse the role play with the classroom aide before class.

Language

AdvNiced Vocabulary, exchange, refund, department, fitting room.
AdvanccA Structures. Can I have a receipt? Where can I try this
on? I want to return (exchange) this. Where is the (Women's Clothes)
department?

Variations

As a Pre-Test, ask students to draw all the items of Aothing necessary
(or appropriate) for women and then to draw those necessary for men.
Have students describe their drawings and explain their choices. Ask
which articles of clothing would be appropriate to wear in the U.S.
Which others might be necessary? When? Why?

Appendix

teacher information: appropriate clothing, page 430

Concerns

With limited financial resources, many refugees may have limited
choices about what clothing to wear. In most cases, the clothing
they are wearing will be appropriate for many situations as is or
with minor changes (e.g. tucking in a shirt, buttoning a shirt cor-
rectly, wearing hair clips instead of curlers).
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Bits and Pieces 1
Types of Stores:

il

1. Department Stores: Large stores which seZZ a wide variety of non-
fbod and also some food items. UsuaZZy advertise in newspapers and
often have saZes. Are often Zarge buiZdings with severaZ floors.
May have a bargain basement which seZZs cZothing with slight damage
fbr a cheaper price.

2. Specialty Stores: Stores which speciaZize in one kind of clothing:
women's cZothes, maternity clothes, shoes, etc. UsuaZZy more expensive
thar department stores.

3. Discount Stores: Similar to department stores, but they usuaZZy seZZ
non-brand name cZothing. Less expensive than department stores.

4. Second Hand/Thrift Stores: Stores that seZZ used cZothing. Clothing
is in usable condition, but may need to be cZeaned befbre wearing.
Clothing in these stores (e.g. Goodwill, Salvation Army) is much
cheaper than in other kinds of stores.

5. Garage Sales/Rummage SaZes: A saZe at the home of people who are
moving or who have unneeded cZothing dr household items. UsuaZZy the
cheapest prices available. Bargaining is usuaZZy possible. Garage
saZes are often advertised in the newspaper or on signs posted in the
neighborhood.

6. TaiZors/Dressmakers: Custom-made clothing in America is very
expensive. Most timericans buy ready-made cZothes.

7. Shopping Malls: Indoor shopping centers with a variety of stores.
Payment is made separateZy at each store befbre going to another shop.

2Dep rtment stores and discount stores seZZ a variety of items. Items are
arranged by categories in different sections/departments to make shopping
easier. Each store wiZZ have a directory to heZp customers find items
and save time. There are 3 major kinds of directories:

a Items are in aZphabeticaZ order with
the floor number listed beside the item.

b. FZoor directory--each floor is Zisted
aZong with what can be fbund on that
floor.

Depoc4m4.n}*

Accessortes
Bo.ks

Mtn's cAolt

c. FZoor plan--a map of the store with the names
of items and departments where they can be
fbund.

IRecocs ',,A,4-cs
aoks

5+.+:oner

Floor

A

is F%oof floor

Acc.essoce3

ics

Rec.,

Ckatkes

3
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4

Before purchasing clothes, you should make sure you have the correct size

the quality is good, the price is
reasonable and you like the item.Dressing Rooms, Fitting Rooms: Most department

stores have small rooms

where you can try on clothing.
AZthough you may know your correct size,

different brands and styles of clothing may vary in fit. Also, some
clothes will shrink after washing. Ask the salesclerk if the item will
shrink. Sometimes a salesclerk will check the number of cZothes you
take in and out of a dressing

room. This is to prevent shoplifting.Not all clothing may be tried on (e.g.
underpants). Any item wrapped in

plastic usually cannot be opened. Bathing suits must be tried on top
of underpants.

Shoe departments often onZy have sawples of shoes for you to look at.

You must ask the
salesclerk for your size and he or she will bring you

a pair of shoes to try. Socks must be worn when tryir 1 shoes.

51T you need to return an item you purchase, you must have the sales
receipt. Most stores wiZZ exchange an item that is the wrong size or
defective, if you have the receipt. Some stores will exchange items,
but will not return your money.

N
41Many stores have special sales. items bought on sale sometimes

cannot
be

exchanged..or.-returned. The sale is final. Befbre buying an item on
sale, ask if it_can be exchanged. Also, be carefUl! just because an
item is on sale does not mean that it is a bargain. Many advertisements
says "REDUCED 25%" But, _ele sale price may still be very expensive.7Fabric 'is sold by measurement. You can buy material and other sewing
supplies at fabric storesi and department stores in the "Fabric" or
"Yardage" depaRWW;i:Tell the salesperson how much material you want.
She or he wiZZ measure and cut it for you.6
Commercial clothing patterns are sold with fabrics. These patterns are
available in different sizes. The package shows how much material you
need to' buy for that pattern.
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Lesson 45
Consumerism

"Wow! That looks great! I think I'll buy one."

Newspaper, radio and television advertising (along with billboards, maga-
zines, etc.) try to sell products. And, there is a wide variety of prod-
ucts available. This lesson introduces students to consumer advertising
and to the idea of comparison shopping.

Objectives The students will be able:

to explain the purpose of some "hidden messages" in specific
advertisements.

to calculate and compare unit prices.

to define the word SALE as in reduced prices.

to demrnstrate or describe the use of coupons.

to describe different types of advertisements.

to identify various ways to save money while shopping.



45 Consumerism

Rationale
Along with the variety of items available in the U.S. and the
frequency of advertising may come difficulties in making clear
choices about what a person really_ needs to buy. By figuring
out how to save money while shopping and how to'understand the
"messages" contained in advertisements, people begin to shop as
"wisely" as possible.

Skills

observing

literacy: reading

clarifying information

hiaterlals

clarifying attitudes

assessing needs

numeracy: computing

Item Quantity Activity

props: commercial drama
flashcards: measurements*
picture: storefront*"
newspaper advertisements
poster: comparison.shopping*
flashcards: item pictures*
worksheet: wise shopper*
real coupons -

sample coupons and products*
magazines, newspapers
store catalogues

as needed
12 per class
1 per class
as available
1 per class
6 per class
2 per student
as available
3-4 per class
as available
_3-5 per_ class

la
lb
2a

____2b,
2b
-2b

-2c

2d
2d
3a
4

4
:-

* preparation needed before class

Language
:

How much is it?
That's cheap.

It's on sale.

What do you need?
I need some

Vocabulary

price
sale
coupon !

cheap
expensive

-(food items)

(clothing items)

Literacy

DOZEN (doz) POUND (lb)
QUART (qt) EACH (ea)
GALLON (gal) PINT (pt)
SALE

(names of foods)

(names of clothing items)

(prices)
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Activities

45 Consumerhm

1

Pre-Test/
Cultural
Exploration

2
Shopping
Wisely G-AR G

OPENER.
SP'OKE
ALA(t..N\

I.
Assessment

3
Advertisements Estimated Time

all levels: 1 day

1 Pre-Test/Cultural Exploration

a A Commercial. Students explain the purpose and "hidden messages"
in a simulated television commercial.

- Explain that television programs (similar to videos you may have
shown in class), are interrupted by consumer advertisements--
commercials that sell products or sometimes "sell" ideas (e.g.
it's bad to litter), and that you will now show the students a
sample "TV commercial."

- Present a Drama (see Techniques) of an ad. A teenage boy and girl
are on their way home from school. As soon as they speak closely,
one notices the other's bad breath, turns to the audience and com-
plains about the odor. That person, confused and hurt, goes home
and tells a sister or brother. The relative suggests a new kind
of toothpaste. The "rejected" teenager agrees to try it. The
next scene is after school the following day. The one who used
the new toothpaste now approaches the one who walked away the day
before. They speak closely and walk home with their arms around
each other.

- Have students retell the story step-by-step. Ask clarification
questions. Why did he or she walk away? What did he or she
think would happen after using the new toothpaste? Etc.

- Ask students to explain the purpose of this commercial.

* Would you like to try this toothpaste? Why or why not?
* Do you think this situation would happen in real life?
* What does the toothpaste company want you to believe

about their product?

- Ask students how they decided which products to buy in their native
country. Did someone try to convince them to buy a certain item?
Who? How? Were there ever special discounts? How did they get
the "best price?"
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b Unit . Students review some weights and measures and calculate
prices.

- Place the following words and abbreviations on flashcards.

Fpound

qt.

lb. dozen doz. each ea.

quart pintl pt. gallon gal.

- Present each card, asking students to match the word and its
corresponding abbreviation 'and to state the measurement aloud
(e.g. "pound").

- Next, write sample price labels on the blackboard, including the
weight of the items.

Beef 1i lbs.
$3.50

Apples 3 lbs.
$1.20

Milk gal.
9(4

Ask the students to calculate the unit price of each item.

Beef: How much per pound?
Apples: How much per pound?
Milk: How much per quart?

- Limit the amount of reading for lower-level classes by concentrating
on only one or two measurement amounts.

2--Shopping Wisely

a Sales. Students define and explain the concept of a "sale."

- Show a picture of the front of a store with SALE signs in the
window. Ask students to define the word "sale."

- Explain that almost anything can be "on sale" at times--food,
clothing, appliances, records and tapes, books. How can people
-find out when something is on sale? (newspaper advertisements,
going in stores.)

- Post a sample newspaper advertisement for food or clothing.
Ask students to point to and name a sale item.

* What is the sale price?
* What was the original price?
* What is the name of the store?
* Is there is a special reason for this sale? What is it?

b Comparison Shopping I. Students calculate and compare unit prices.

- Present a large poster showing pictures of items for sale, th'
weight (or quantity) of the item and the price. Two of the same
item, in two different weights or amounts, should be included.
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- Have students form groups of two or three. Distribute one pic-
ture card to each group. Each card should match one of the items
on the poster. Instruct the groups to locate the information
about their item on the poster and decide which of the two sizes
shown is most economical. Have each group share and defend its
choice to the rest of the class.

(9RD
ofzeRnIcr4
4-o4/1.8

4Y2-t.rocZ

c Comparison Shopping II. Students determine th7. "best buy' between
items.

- Distribute the "Wise Shopper" worksheets (see Appendix) on which
students compare prices at two stores. Instruct students to com-
plete the worksheets. Correct them in a large group.

d Coupons. Students demonstrate and describe the appropriate use of
coupons.

- Distribute sample coupons from newspapers or magazines (see Appen-
dix). Explain the content, purpose and use of coupons.

- Ask individuals to clarify information about specific coupons.

* What is the product name?
* What kind of product is it?
* How much is the coupon worth?
* When does it expire?

- Set up a simple Role Play (see Techniques) in which students go
to a store and purchase items using coupons.

3 Advertisements

a Many Kinds. Students describe different types of advertisements.

- Have the students form three groups. Distribute magazines and
newspapers to each group. Instruct the groups to select 3 different
advertisements. They must decide what is being advertised and what
the company wants the consumer to YeTleve about the product being
advertised.

- Ask the groups to share their findings with each other. How are
the advertisements similar to each other? How are they different?

b And Now... Students design their own commercial advertisements.

- Keeping the same groups as in the previous activity, instruct the
students to create commercials that will sell a certain product
to the rest of the class. (They can select an item in the class-
room to advertise, or create their own product.)
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- Give them 10-15 minutes to design their commercials. Encourage
them to include information about the price--maybe a sa7e--and
a comparison with other similar products. Ask them to perform
the commercials for the class. Instruct the observers to deter-
mine what is being advertised.

* What does the product really do? What can you do with
the product?

* What does the company want you to believe the product
will do?

* Which ptoduct would you buy, if any? Why?

4 Assessment

Shopping Plan. Students assess their needs and find the "best buys"
to meet those needs.

- Have the students form small groups according to the following cate-
gories. (Students who fit into more than one category choose only
one.) Those families with:

* an adult man in the family
* an adult woman in the family
* a daughter (5-16 years old)
* a son (5-16 years old)
* a small baby

- In their groups, ask students to imagine that they will be arriving
in the U.S. next week and that they will want to purchase the items
they need. Distribute a department store catalogue or newspaper
advertisements to each group. Also, distribute newsprint and markers.
Allow them 10-15 minutes to look through the materials and decide
what clothing they will need initially. (Each group focuses on a
different family member.) Instruct them to list or draw their
choices on the newsprint. Sample:

What clothes will
the baby need?

How much will they
cost?

- Ask each group to explain what items are most important to have soon
after arrival and why they chose certain items and not others (e.g.
cost, sales, nice pictures).

- Vary this by asking some groups to select kitchen items or bathroom
items instead of clothing.
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Notes

Preparation

Gather the most recent newspapers, magazines and catalogues that you
can so that the prices are current and realistic.

For the Role Play in Activity 2d, "Coupons," prepare your own coupons
on small cards ahead of time to match whatever product containers you
have available. For example:

,§9 STORE COUPON

qK
SAVE 5e

" SOUTHERN COFFEE
1 lb SIZE

/,,d
'-i C=3-2 (ii'

15 t OFF
PURCHASE PRICE - ANY SIZE

DAYER ASPIRIN

EXPIRES DECEMBER 1986

Language

Advanced Vocabulary. cheaper, cheapest, more expensive, most expensive,
commercial, advertisement, consumer

Advanced Structures. Which one is cheapest? It's a bargain!

Variations

Show a video tape of U.S. television commercials. Have students
identify and describe the products for sale and any "hidden messages"
in the advertisemeots.

Appendix

worksheet: wise shopper, pages 409-410

Concerns

In this lesson, there are concepts that may seem complex to some

students. Be sure to proceed slowly enough to allow students to
feel successall in accomplishing a task. Some tasks (e.g. calculating
unit prices, identifying items on a coupon) may require additional
review and practice.

This lesson should be taught after the stud :s are familiar with
weights and measures and U.S. money.
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2

Bits and Pieces A CONSUMER is a person who uses goods (things)
or services for his or her own needs instead of
producing those goods.

The U.S. is often referred to as a CONSUMER SOCIETY. People are con-
stantZy purchasing goods and services. And the producers (companies
or individuals) often try to convince the pubZic to use their par-
ticular item or service. Sometimes, people feel excited about
buying a new product or trying a new service because they see (or
hear) other people enjoying it in an advertisement, even if they
don't reaZZy need it.

3 CONSUMERISM means the attempt to protect the consumer from bad prod-
ucts and false advertising. It also means the attempt to heZp the
buyer get the most economical or appropriate item or service.

4 .

Unut Pricing

Unit pricing helps the consumer determine the best (most economical)
purchase. Unit pricing means that items are ZabeZed with the total
cost and the cost per "unit"--pound, ounce. Unit pricing is es-
peciaZZy helpful to consumers as they figure out whether to buy a
Zarge or smaZZ quantity ofan item. They can see the unit price on
both tl,z-1- small container and the Zarge container and compare the two.

Example: A one-pound bag ofrice costs 500 at one store.
Its unit price (or price per pound) is 500.
At the same store, a five-pound bag of rice
costs $2.10. Its unit price is 420 per pound
This represents a difference of 80 a pound or
400 on a five-pound bag. If you save even
80 on severaZ items, you couZd save a Zot in
a week or a month!

A ZabeZ stating the totaZ price and the unit price may be attached
to the sheZf under the item.

5Coupons

Coupons are paper certificates entitling a person to a discount
or a gift. Coupons are fcr specific items and specific amounts of
money. They can not be redeemed for cash. Coupons are found in
newspapers and magazines and can be cut or torn out and brought to
the store. Sometimes, coupons are mailed to customer's homes as a
form of advertising. They shouZd be presented to the cashier before
the cashier starts totaZing the purchase price.

PRODUCT
COUPON:

FOREARO
co.

TI.1%53

jaef
______
.........,,.....

,,..........

STORE

COUPON: S
CeNver.1Qtwr

LOCA-Nams

SRI c.K °a0Coce .......r--
.....-.....". ....-:MEM.snow.MIMI
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°Shopping Wisely

Wise shopping invoZves knowing how to "get the most for your money"
and knowing how to purchase items that wiZZ be good (fesh, deli-
cious). Checking the unit price of an item is one way to be sure to
get the "best buy." Checking the expiration date can heZp you ensure
that the product is stiZZ good. Another way to shop wiseZy is to
shop during "sales."

SALE: When a product is 'bn saZe" it is being soZd at
a speciaZ reduced price. Sometimes, a store wilZ
have a saZe on just one brand or one kind of item
(e.g. ice cream). Other times, a store wiZZ have
a generaZ saZe in ceZebration of the store's
anniversary, or in ceZebration of springtime or
holidays.

SaZes are advertised in different ways. There may be advertisements
in the newspaper to inform the pubZic about a saZe. There may be
advertisements on the radio or teZevision. There may also be signs
posted in the store window or inside the store itself.

7Generic vs. Brand Names

Generic products are those that are Labeled as a category, not with
a specific trademark or brand name.

Generic

Generic products
are often cheaper
than brand name
items.

1

g FAST!

GJOPDCMA
1-A8t.G.1-5

Brand Name

°Advertisements

Companies advertise their products so that consumers are aware of
what is available. Through pictures, demonstrations, expZanations,
songs--whatever they choose to use--companies hope to show the pubZic
how good their product is, and encourage people to use it.

Someti:Pes oompanies include "extra messages" in their advertisements.
For instam.e, i,tatead ofjust showing or expZaining that one kind
of car (.fv exumple) fltel efficient and fast, the advertisement
may a:so Fkou, many ,:eautiful women attracted to the man who is driv-
ing that 7,ind crw. The "hidden message" may be that if you drive
that kind af cok,, Lccutiful people wiZZ be attracted to you, too.
It's imp,,,rtco.t, yor consumers to be aware of these "extra messages"
so they can make reasoncble and reaZistic decisions about what they
need and Nant t, buy or use.
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Lesson 46
Banking Services

"Do you need a savings or a checking account?"

The U.S. banking system in general, and the particular services available,
may be extremely confusing to newcomers. In this lesson, students become
familiar with some basic banking services and how to use them.

Objectives The students will be able:

to demonstrate how to cash a paycheck.

to identify parts of a paycheck.

to describe what to do if a check is lost or stolen.

to describe or demonstrate how to use basic banking services.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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46 Banking Services

Rationale

Once in the U.S., refugees will need to cash checks--whether from
government programs or from employers--and to keep their money in
a safe place. Banks provide both these basic services, along with
many more conveniences. Because of confusion or fear about the
banking system, many refugees keep their money at home or in their
pockets which makes them vulnerable to robbery. It is to the refu-
gees' advantage to recognize the positive aspects of using bank
services in the U.S. and to learn how to use them.

Skills

literacy: reading and writing
clarifying information
clarifying attitudes
numeracy: reading and writing

Materials

identifying problems
weighing options
solving problems
numeracy: computing
sequencing steps

Item Quantity Activity

proverbs 2-4 per class 2b
state ID card* 1 per student 3a
paycheck* 1 per student 3a
bank signs* 1 set per class 3a, 5

U.S. coins and bills
handout: picture lquence*

40-60 per student
1 per pair

3a,
3b

5

posters: banking iliorms*
handouts: banking forms*
concentration game*

1 set per class
2-3 per student
1 game per class

4a,
4a,
4b

5

4c, 5

envelope with assignment* 1 per four students 4c
case studies: safety* 2 per class 4d
stories: losing checks* 2 per class 4e

* preparation needed before class

Language

I'd like to cash this
check.

I want
Do you have identification?
Do you have an account

here?
Yes, I do.
Please sign here.
I'd like to open an

account.

Vocabulary

ID

driver's license

check
money order
bank
account
savings
checking

social security number

Literacy

(money
order and
check
items)

(deposit or
withdrawal
slips)



Banking Services

Activities

1 Pre-Test

Dialogue. Students name some advantages to using banking services.

- Present the following dialogue, along with the classroom aide,
supposedly between two refugees in the U.S. Mr. A and Mr. B work
at One Way Factory from 7:00 A.M. to 3:00 P.M. five days a week.
Mr. A has been working there for a long time. Mr. B is a new em-
ployee. Friday is his first payday. After work, Mr. B plans to
ride home with Mr. A as usual. Mr. A tells him that he has tc
stop at the bank on his way home.

A: On paydays, I cash my paycheck at the bank. I deposit some
of the money in my bank account and take only a small amount
of cash home. Don't you have an account at the bank?

B: No, I don't. I like to keep my money with me. What if the
bank burns down or is robbed? Then, I'd lose all my money.
Besides, I don't want to go to the bank. My English isn't
good enough to speak to the workers there.

A: Oh! That's not true! It's safer to keep your money in the
bank than it is to keep it arTioliiie. The U.S. government ggar-
antees the safety of your money. If anything happens to t e
bank, you can still get your money back. But, if your house
is robbed, there's no guarantee that anything will be returned.
And, English?! Just learn how to fill out the forms correctly
and you don't have to talk much. Or, you can use an automatic
machine just outside the bank that lets you put money in and
take out money from your account. If you use the machine, you
don't have to talk to anyone!

B: It sounds good, but, I'm new here. Maybe they won't let me
open an account.

A: Sure they will. I'll go with you and help you open a savings
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46 Banking Services

account. Besides, having an account makes it easier to cash
your paycheck.

B: Well, let me think about it. I'll let you know what I decide
to do.

- Ask the students to explain what information the two men shared.

* Why does Mr. A keep some of his money in the bank?
* Why didn't Mr. B want to put his money into the bank

at first?

- Have individuals each state one advantage to using banking services
in the U.S.

2 Cultural Exploration

Attitudes. Students describe their attitudes toward and experience
with saving and handling money in their native country and compare
these to some AmeriLan attitudes.

- Ask the students a series of questions.

* How are people paid for labor or products in your na-
tive country? (By gold, cash, barter/exchange, check?)

* What do people do with the payment (save it, spend
it immediately)?

* In what form and where do they keep it (gold, check,
silver, other valuable materials, land; buried,
under the bed, in a bank, in their pocket)? Why?

* If people save the payment, why do they save it? Do
they plan to use it someday? For what?

* Etc.

- If any students have had experience with banks, have them briefly
explain some banking services in their native country and the rea-
sons why people might (or might not) Usti those services.

- Repeat the questions above1. this time focusing on people in the
U.S. Clarify and add information as needed. Stress the future-
oriented characteristic of much of American society and the fact
that people in the U.S. tend to trust the "system"--they believe
their money is safe in a bank. Encourage the students to compare
the attitudes of people in their native codntry to those of people
in the U.S. in terms of money and banking. What are the similarities?
What are the differences? What might be some reasons for those
differences?
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3 Checks

a Cashing Checks. Students demonstrate how to cash a paycheck.

- Distribute one "state identification" card and one paycheck to
each student. (Both the card and the check should have one stu-
dent's name on them.)

- Set up part of the classroom to resemble a bank. Along with the
classroom aide, act as bank tellers sitting behind a counter.
Explain to the students that they have just received their pay-
checks and must go to the bank to cash the checks.

- Leave it up to the students to see if they know how to separate
the check from the check-stub. Make sure they stand in orderly
lines as they wait to see a teller. Have them show their identi-
fication cards, endorse the checks correctly, count their cash and
return to their seats.

- Follow-up with a review of the steps they followed in cashing the
checks. Why was each step necessary?

- Draw a large sample paycheck that matches the checks the students
cashed. Return the checks to them. Review each item on the pay-
check, asking them to circle the amount of pay, put a check next
to the social security tax, put an X on the date, etc.

b In the Bank. Students describe how to cash a check.

- Conduct a Picture Sequencing activity (see Techniques) in which
students order a series of pictures showing the steps to take
in order to cash a check (see Appendix for the pictures).

- Allow the students to work in groups or in pairs to determine the
sequence of events. Have the groups report their stories to the
rest of the class. Ask the students to name the important elements
involved in cashing a check. What kinds of checks might they need
to cash? (Paychecks, government benefit checks, personal checks
from someone else to them, personal checks they write to CASH for
themselves.)

4 Banking

a Drama. Students describe basic banking services.

- Present a Drama (see Techniques) that takes place in a bank. A
potential customer (classroom aide) applies to open a savings
account at a bank. The bank employee (teacher) proceeds to ex-
plain all the bank services, using large visuals of all forms
(e.g. passbook, personal check, deposit slip) to reinforce the
spoken information. The bank employee can also take the customer
through the application process, step-by-step, so that students
see what is involved in applying to open an account.
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46 Banking Services

- Instruct the students to listen
and observe carefully. Follow-
up by using a chart listing basic
bank services and have the stu-
dents describe the services and
procedute for opening a bank
account.

- Expand on ft-is by having students
complete sample forms at their
desks as the bank employee demon-
strates on the large visuals.

Ei VW N c: e s DeSCf 1p-i.e.:vs)/ el'oce),

I.
ct-,4 ck 5

a S....v.p....9 s

ACc.a....n4-

1
P. C. CO ...A. Arbr

L 00,.-..$

5.MoN4-1
orbArs,

b Terms. Students define terms related tc banking.

- Play Concentration (see Techniques). Have students match banking
vocabulary words to their derinitions.

- Clarify the definitions as needed.

c The Envelope, Please. Students perform specified tasks related to
banking in the U.S.

- Have the students form groups of four. Distribute one envelope
containing an assignment to each group. Place banking materials
(e.g. blank checks, money orders, withdrawl slips, deposit slips,
passbooks, check registers) on a table. Instruct the groJps to
open their envelopes, read and ccmplete the task written on the
card inside.

- Give the groups 7-10 minutes to complete the assignments. Ask
each group to explain its task and describe (and demonstrate)
what they did to complete the task. Encourage questions and dis-
cussion from classmates.

- Include assignments that are simple or complex, according to the
abilities of your students.

d Safety,: Students identify precautions they can take against loss
Tri-Uieir money.

- Present Case Studies (see Techniques) al'out refugees and their
money.

* Z gets a paycheck at the end of each month.
She always cashes her paycheck at the bank
on the day she gets the check. She takes all
of her mcney (in cash) home with her. One
day, as she walked home from the bank, a man
with a gun stopped her and demanded all her
money. She was shaking as she gave him all
her cash.

* The S family has eleven people living in one
house. They keep all their money in cash
hidden in a secret place at home. There was
a terrible fire in their neighbor's house,
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and it spread to the S' house as well. Only
part of their house burned down. Unfortunately,
that was the part where all the money was.kept.

- For each story, have students explain what happened, and identify
how the loss of money might have been avoided. Be sure to em-
phasize that in some areas with large refugee populations, people
realize that many refugees tend to keep all their cash with them,
on their person, or in their homes. This makes refugees particu-
larly vulnerable to assault and robbery.

e Reporting. Students describe what to do if a check is lost or
stolen

- Tell two Open-Ended Stories (see Techniques).

* D picked up her paycheck just before she left work.
She decided to do some shopping at the supermarket
on her way home. Just outside the supermarket, she
saw a public telephone. D called her family to tell
them she would be home after shopping. While she
was in the supermarket, she realized that she had
left her purse outside, by the telephone. She
rushed outside and saw that it was gone. Her pay-
check, driver's license and a little bit of cash
were all in the purse. She checked with the "lost
and found" section in the supermarket. Nobody had
turned anything in. So, she... What did she do next?

[Called the police to report the stolen purse;
called her employer to cancel the paycheck and
ask for a new one.]

* K has a checking account at her local bank.
She had borrowed $100.00 from her sister the
previous month. Because her sister lives across
town, K thought it would be easier to write a
personal check and send it to her sister than
it would be to take the cash to her as repayment.
K wrote the check, put it in an envelope and walked
down the street to the post office to mail it.
Somewhere along the way, she dropped the check.
She looked all over and couldn't find it anywhere.
So, she... What did she do?

[Called the bank to cancel the check she had written
by giving them her accoult number and that individual
check number; cancelled the check in her check
record book; wrote a new check to her sister.]

- After each story, have the students retell what happened and
decide upon the best action to take in those circumstances. What
would the consequences be of not reporting or canceling lost or
stolen checks?
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146 Banking Services

5 Assessment

tact(

Mini-Simulation. Students demonstrate how to use basic banking ser-
vices.

- Set up the classroom as a bank with counters for the tellers to
sit behind, signs, and tables holding all necessary forms.

- Distribute paychecks, checkbooks, check registers and passbooks to
all the students. Give them a series of instructions. When all
students have completed the first task, move on to the second.
Suggested series of assignments:

* Cash the paycheck.
* Choose a friend and give some money to him or her.

(Every student must receive some money.)
* Deposit some of the money you receive in your checkina

account. (Record this in your check register.)
* Write a check to another friend. (Record this in your

check register.)
* For one student only: You lost the check you just received.

Tell your friend (the one who wrote the check) so he
or she can tell the bank.

* Deposit the check you have just received in your savings
account.

* Withdraw some money from your savings account.

- Enlist the assistance of another aide or teacher to act as a teller
and to help you check the students' work at each step. If time
permits, review each procedure as a class, using the large visuals
as examples.
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46 Banking Seirvic.1

Notes

Preparation

A series of banxing forms--check books, deposit slips, passbooks--
need to be created. (Handouts and posters should correspond.) Ex:

DEPOSIT SLIP

DEEPOSIT

Name

List checks
by bank
number

Dollars Cents

Cjrrency

Account Numper Date
Cain
Lhecks

Signature ror Casn Received

SAVINGS OEPOSIT

Suototal
from
reverse
Less Casn

Total
Deposit S

$210 OCOO G67CD96685

WITHDRAWAL SLIP

NNIE

AMOUNT
WITHDRAWN

OOLL1RS

ihis urter For Counter Use.

Retain this receipt until your
statement is received and reconciled.

WITHDRAWAL
Dace

Account !lumber

Signature

Account No:

Date Withdrawal Deposit Interest Balance

Decide ahead of time wi'at services are most important for your stu-
dents to be able to use. Concentrate on those aspects of banking.

Language

Advanced Vocabulary. deposit, withdrawal, automatic teller machine,
traveller's check, international money order, endorse.

Advanced Structures. I'd like to send a check to Thailand. I want
a money order for $ . Can you help me (fill it nut)?

Variations

Instruct the students to present their refagee camp ID instead of
a sample state ID card in the check-cashing activity.

Teach this lesson immediately followinz? *le ediployment unit. (Just
after a workplace simulation would bk. DeAgn paychecks with
the company name and write in the exact hours and days the students
actually worked. Review the information found on a paycheck (e.g.
gross pay, net pay, deductian).

Appendix

handout: paycheck, page 411
handout: picture sequence, page 412
teacher information: using checks, page 431
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416 Banking Services

Bits and Pieces 1
Banks provide a safe and convenient place
where people can take care of many of their

financial needs. At a bank, customers can cash checks, keep their
money safe in a personaZ account, purchase internationaZ money orders
and use automatic teZZer machinee for quick withdrawal of their money.

'People in the U.S. generaZZy "Zook to the fitture" with hopes that
their Zives, and their children's Zives, wiZZ improve over time.
Much of this "improvement" involves materiaZ and financial gain.
For instance, if they wouZd Zike to buy a house or send their chiZd-
ren to college, they wiZZ need MONEY. Many people, therefore,
deposit money in a bank and leave it there to collect interest.

3 People are also concerned about the SAFETY of their money. Refitgees
and other newcomers unfamiliar with the banking system may tend to
carry Zarge amounts of cash with them (especially after cashing a
check) or to keep money at home. This makes them easy tar-,ets for
muggers and robbers. The saf'ety of the money kept in the 4.,,Ank is
gurranteed by -he U.S. government. Even if the bank burns down or
is robbed, the amoL4t of money you have deposited can stiZZ be re-
turned to you.

4 Cashing a Check

BANK

.noDo

* Take the check to a bank (where you have an account or to the bank
named on the check).

Take the check to a supermarket (where you have a "courtesy card"
which allows you to cash checks at that store).

Show the check and personal identification (savings passbook,
credit card, drivers' license, state ID card, courtesy card) to
the teZZer or cZerk.

* Endorse the check (sign your name as it appears on the check) on
the back.

* Collect and count your cash.

P G MRRKET
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46 Banking Services

STERMS AND SERVI:ES

Drive-Up TeZZer: a 'Wndow" on the side or back of the bank through
which you can take care ofmost of your banking needs; drive your

car up to the window and speak into the microphone; limited operating
hours.

Automatic TeZZer Machine: a computerized machine usuaZZy attached to

an outside waZZ of a bank (though one may be elsewhere) at which you
can deposit and withdraw money from your account, sometimes 24 hours
a day; appZy for a card and a speciaZ code number at the bank; banks
train their customers in the use of the machine.

Savings Account: arrangement in which the bank keeps the money you
deposit; your money gains interest whiZe in the bank; each account
hoZder has an individual account number and passbook (record offinan-
cial transactions at the bank); safe--guaranteed up to many thousands

ofdollars.

Checking Account: arrangement in which the bank hoZds the money you
deposit until you write a check; the bank sends the money from your
account to the person/company to whom you wrote the check; safe--if
checks (which can be used aZong with ID instead of cash) are lost or

stolen, they can be cancelledyou won't Zose the money.

Safety Deposit Box: a Zocked box for storage of vaZuable articZes
(jewelry) and important documents; kept in a safe; you keep a key to

the box.

Trc.eller's Checks: checks to be used instead of cash when travel-
-Mg; safe--if Zost or stolen they can be canceZZed and your money
returned.

Loans: money given to people who qualify to heZp them buy a house, a

car or major appliance, or to make household repairs, etc.; interest
is charged--you must pay back more than you borrow.

Check Cashing: service to give cash for checks written from that
bank or for pecr,Ze who have accounts at that bank.

Money Orders: forms to send money through the mail either within the

U.S. or overseas, without sending cash; safe--if Zost or stolen they

can be cancelled.

6 OPENING AN ACCOUNT

Different banks have different requirements for opening a

bank account. GeneraZZy, it is easier to open a savings
account than a checking account. For a savings account,
a person needs to show ID (driver's Zicense, I-94, state
identification card) and have a social security number.
The applicant must list a permanent address and make an
initial deposit (from $5 up depending on the bank). To
open a checking account, a person may need to show proof
of abil-i.ty to repay by having a steady job or a good
"credit rating"--a record of paying bills and rent on time.
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1.6 Banking Services

Planning
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Lesson 47
Pay 1ng Bills

"The electric bill is $200. T 4,hould send a check today."

Once they are established in their homes, refugees will be responsible
for paying their own bills. In this lesson, students learn to identify
important elements of a bill and practice making payments.

Objectives The students will be able:

- to explain the pur-ose of bi'ls.

- to recognize a bill and explain its different parts.

- to explain the consequences of late payment of bills.

- to demonstrate procedures for paying bills.
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47 Paying Bilis

Rationale

Skills

Paying bills is another of the many responsibilities refugees
face in the U.S. The entire process, from receiving and reading
the bills to making the proper payment to understanding the con-
sequences of late or missed payments can become clearer with some
practice and explanation.

observing literacy: reading and writing

numeracy: reading numeracy: computing

Materials

Item Quantity Activity

"mail" packet*
U.S. currency
poster: gas bill*
handout: gas bill*
picture story: Bill*
handout: money order*
open-ended story*
quiz: paying bills*
blank envelope
postage stamp*
handout: electric bill*

6-10 per class
$40 per pair
1 per class
2 per student
1 per student
2 per student
1 per class
1 per class
1 per pair
1 per pair
1 per pair

* preparation needed before class

Language

1, 3, 5b
1, 5b
3
3, 4b, 5b
4a
4b, 5b
4c
5a
5b
5b
5b

When do I pay?

How much do I payt

Where do I pay?
How

Vocabulary

bill
money
cash
money order
check

Literacy

(money amounts)

DUE DATE

(dates)

(addresses)

TOTAL AMOUNT
DUE
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47 Paying Bills

Activities

1 Pre-Test

Payments. Students state types of expenses they may have and types
of bills they may have to pay in the U.S.

- Present a Drama (see Techniques) in which one person receives a bill
(among other mail) at home. That person tells a friend that the
electric bill must be paid by the end of the week and asks the friend
to accompany him or her to the electric company office. In the next
scene, the person is at the office paying the bill in cash and col-
lecting a receipt.

- Ask students to retell the story, step-by-step. What is an elec-
tric bill? When did it have to be paid? What would have happened
if the customer had not paid on time?

- Follow-up with questions about bills in general:

* What types of expenses might you have in the U.S.?
* For which of these might you receive bills?
* How will you receive them?
* How often?

2 Cultural Exploration

Questions. Students describe forms of payment for products or ser-
vices in their homeland.

- Ask the students a series of questions. Have them dramatize their
answers if appropriate (see Techniques: nramatization).

* What kinds of expenses did you have in your oative
country? (Health care, food, electricity, gas
or water, rent, etc.)

4 How did you pay for these things?
* Did you usually pay at the time of purchase or use,

or later?
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Paying 11111:

1

3 The Bill

Find The Bill. Students separate bills from other "mail" and explain
the contents of a bill.

- Have the students form four groups. Distribute "mail" to each group.
Ask the groups to sort through it, separating bills from other types
of mail. How did they know which were bills? What should they do
if they are unsure about their mail in the U.S.?

- Instruct each group to find the "gas" bill. Post a large sample
of that bill (see Bits and Pieces). Read through the bill, allowing
students to explain the various sections.

* To what person was this sent?
* What is the name of the gas company?
* What time period does the bill cover?
* What is the bill's due date?
* What is the total amount due?
* Where should the payment be sent?

4 Paying

a Through the Mail. Students state different ways of paying bills.

- Present a Picture Story (see
Techniques) in which a person
receives a bill, goes to the
Post Office, purchases a money
order and pays the bill using
the money order.

- Ask comprehension and inter-
pretation questions:

* Why doesn't the person send
cash with the bill?

* Why doesn't the person pay
the bill at the company?

* Is the money order free?

- Have students describe other
ways of paying bills (e.g.
by mailing a personal check,
in person by cash).

b Money Orders. Students practice
purchasing ana filling out a
money order.

- On the blackboard, draw a
simple electric bill.

- Review the parts of the bill
with the students.
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47 Paying Bills

- Then, draw a large sample money order on the blackboard. Ask one
student to complete the money order properly referring to the in-
formation on the electric bill.

- Correct and clarify as necessary.

- Distribitte a sample electric bill and money order (see Appendix)
to each student. Instruct the students to fill out the money
order appropriately in order to pay that bill. Review the com-
pleted money orders in a large group.

- Vary this by distributing several different types of bills so
that students work independently.

c Late. Students explain the consequences of late or missed payments.

- Present an Open-Ended Story (see Techniques) about a refugee who
forgets to pay a bill on time. Sample story:

Leng has been in the U.S. four months.
He and his family receive a lot of mail
at homeletters from relatives, adver-
tisements from stores and bills. Last
month, Leng noticed that his telephone
bill was quite high. He also read that
he had to pay the bill by the 25th of
the month. On the 25th he went tc the
Post Office to buy a money order. He
mailed the payment on the 28th. On the
29th, Leng received a notice from the
telephone company saying...

- In a follow-up discussion, ask:

* What do ylu think the letter said?
* What do you think will happen next?
* What did Leng do wrong?
* What will Leng have to do to avoid thi- situation

in the future?

5 Assessment

a Quiz. Students answer questions to demonstrate their understanding
of the topic.

- Conduct a quiz in which students answer yes-no questions.

* Are gas, electricity, telephone and water (YES)
bills all utility bills?

* Does your telephone bill include tax? (YES)
* Do most people r2ceive a bill for rent in (NO)

the mail?
* Should you send cash by mail as a (NO)
* Can you find out when the gas comp_ will (YES)

send someone to read your meter?
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I 47 Paying Bills

* Does a gas bill show how much gas you have (YES)

used?
* Should you mail your payment on the date it (NO)

is due?

- Correct and clarify as needed.

b Putting It All Together. Students demonstrate how to pay bills.

- Have the students form pairs. Distribute a packet of mail, in-
cluding "junk mail," bills and regular letters. Also, distribute
blank envelopes and U.S. currency.

- Set up a Post Office counter where students practice purchasing
money orders and stamps. (The classroom aide can be the postal

clerk.)

- Instruct students to sort their mail and locate the bills. Have
them read the bill in their packet and demonstrate the proper
procedure for payment--purchasing, filling out and sending the
money order along with the proper portion of the bill.

- Have students write the postage date on the outside of the envelope.

- Ask them to put their payments on a table in the middle of the
room. Check each envelope for the correct address, stamp place-
ment and postage date. Check inside for the correct amount of
money and the proper part of the bill.

- Point out incorrect procedures and review if necessary.
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47 Paying Bills

Motes

Preparation

Real bills, U.S. stamps and money orders should be used as examples,
if available. Prepare "homemade" samples to be used in the activities.

Language

Advanced Vocabulary. payment, installment, penalty fee, disconnect,
overdue.

Advanced Structures. They might disconnect my . How much
do I owe?

Variations

For advanced classes, distribute blank checks and a check register
to pairs of students in the Assessment activity, "Putting It All
Together." Have them write a personal check as payment for the bill
and record the appropriate information in the check register.

Vary Activity 4c, "Late," by presenting the same story as a Case
Study ending in the following way:

...that his phone service would be cut off if
he didn't pay his bill immediately. Leng was
upset and confused. He said to himself, "I
bought the money order on the 25th. What's
the problem?"

Follow-up the presentation of the Case Study with comprehension and
interpretation questions.

Appendix

handout: money order, page 413

Concerns

There may be confusion between the word "bill" which means paper
currency (dollar) and the word "bill" which means a statement of

charges (costs). Be sure to clarify this.

The students should be familiar with Lesson 46, "Banking Services,"
before studying this topic.
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471 Paying Bills

BM
1

and Pieces A BILL is a statement of charges for prod-
ucts or services. A biZZ may be presented

at the time of use or purchase or it may be sent Zater. If a bill is
sent through the maiZ, it is the customer's responsibility to pay the
correct amount to the appropriate person by the stated deadline.

2
Some Conmcn Types of Bills:

Utility BiZZs - charges fbr gas, water, elect.L.,:it_ and tele-
phone service.

FZight to U.S. - payments owed by refugees for their flight
to the U.S.A.

Mechcal BiZZs - charges for medicaZ services not covered by
insurance.

Insufrnce regular payments charged for insurance
service.

Charge Account - charges fbr purchases made using a credit
Bills card which aZZows payment after the product

is taken home or the service used.

Installment/Loan - charges fbr purchases made on an "install-
ment plan" or charges fbr repayment of a Zoan
(e.g. fbr schooZ, a car).

Rent Payments

GAS BILL

- L4.1ls are not usually sent. Tenants are
expected to remember to pay thr -o-nt each
month.

PLEASE RETURN THIS PART WITH YOUR PAYMENT
70 SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA GAS COMPANY

r1
SERVICE ADDRESS

OS

SANTA ANA CA 92706

DATE MAILED
APR 15

IPLEASE PAY THIS AMOUNT

THIS BILL IS DUE BY MAY 1.
DEDUCT RECENT PAYMENTS NOT CREDITED.

CHHOEY HOULNG
61 MAIN STREET
SANTA ANA CA 9.306

$ 24.30

08 3706 845 6573 00002430 12 0837063456570000243012

Phase bring entire bill if payment
is made in person.

SCGC
962 GROVE STREET

SANTA ANA CA 92706

DETACH HERE

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA GAS COMPANY
TELEPHONE (714) 835-0221
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I 47 Paying Bills

3BiZZs may be sent monthZy, quarterZy (four times a year) or as needed]
It depends on the agency or company. BiZZs usually arrive at consis-
tent intervals. For example, you can ask when the gas company em-
ployee wiZZ come to read your gas meter.

ELECTRIC BILL

SERVICE ADDRESS

Lti'
61
SANTA N. CA 92706

KEEP THIS PORTION FOR YOUR RECORDS

FOR BUSINESS
OFFICE CALL

YOUR ACCOUNT
NUMBER

714-835-5200 52-29-710--
000-

TYPE OF SERVICE RATE SCHEDULE

ELECTRIC
METER NUMBER

307-239107

uOMESTIC
SERVICE PERIOD

FROM I TO

04-01 104-30

LIFELINE AVERAGE
ALWCATION DAILY COST

240 KUM $1.85
METER READING EMERGENCY

FROM TO USAGE

0961 11701 740 KUM

DATE BILL
PREPARED
05-06-85

AMOUNT

SANTA ANA CITY TAX 3.0%

*ENERGY (FUEL) CHARGES INCLUDED IN THIS BILL TOTAL $28.67

RECENT PAYMENTS MAY NOT HAVE BEEN DEDUCTED FROM THIS BEI

53
1

59*
61

$55;30

SBills can naid by personaZ check or money opder if sent by
The:. can L id by cash in person only. The customer must be ;:tre

to get a 1..ceipt when paying with cash.

6RESPONSIBILITY
People are held legally responsible for payment of their biZZs. They

may have financill penaZties fbr late payment in the form of interest
or an extra fee -?harged. They may Zose a utilities service (e.g. a
disconnected telephone) or Zose the item purchased on an instaZZment
pZan or by credit card. (4 company can ZegaZZy demand the return of
such an item: car, T.V., etc.) And, the person who consistently
pays biZZs Late (or doesn't pay them at aZZ) will have a poor credit
rating. When the person wants to rent or buy a home or take out a
ank lo an or get a credit card, his or her credit rating wiZZ be

checked by computer. If he or she seems unreliable in making pay-
ments, the company or bank may refuse to give the product or service.
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Planning
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Lesson 48
Budgeting

"I hope I have enough money left to buy a winter coat."

Planning a budget is helpful in order to make sure people have enough
money for the things that are essential to them. In this lesson, students
learn how to plan their personal finances.

Objectives The students will be able:

- to describe common household expenses.

- to state what a budget is and its purpose.

- to differentiate between necessities and luxuries in terms of
expenses.

- to determine priorities and state their personal goals in terms
of desired expenses.

- to plan a simple budget for one month.
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48 Budgeting

Rationale
Refugees' income is limited during initial resettlement and per-
haps for a long time thereafter. Their expenses might seem end-
less as they have things they must pay for and they discover other
things they would like to buy in addition to the necessitie It

is essential that expenses do not outweigh income so that there
is enough money for basic needs and for emergencies. By deter-
mining some long and short-term goals and by calculating income
and expenses, refugees can help themselves feel more secure in
their finances.

Skills

assessing needs

determining priorities

Materials

numeracy: computing

setting goals

Item Quantity Activity

map: students' native country 1 per class la

pictures: expense items* I set per class lb, 4a

familiar items as available 3b

letters from refugees* 3-4 per class 3b

pictures: people* 3 per class 4a

worksheet: family budget* 1 per 2 students 4b

sample bills* 3-4 per class 4b

U.S. money $500 per group 5a

envelopes 9 per class 5a

worksheet: budget form* 4 per class 5b

* preparation needed before class

4.411 r visage

How much is the rent?
electricity

How much do I have?

What do you need?
want

I need
I want

Vocuuuldry

rent bill
food want
clothing need
telephone
water income
electricity expense
gas budget
transportation

Literacy

(numbers)

(money
amounts)



48 Budgeting

Activities

1

Pre-Test

5
Assessment

1 Pre-Test

2
Cultural
Exploration

3
Why Budget?

4
Where the

Money Goes

Food

G.0.S SPI
Estimated Time

all levels: 1 day

a Story Line. Students "create" a refugee family story and determine
the family's immediate financial needs.

- Using maps, pictures and question words, elicit from the students
a story (see Techniques: Story Lire) of a "typical" family from
the students' native country, including the family members' back-
grounds and ages. Students indicate how the family moved from
their homeland to a border camp and, finally, to a refugee pro-
cessing center.

- Have the students draw pictures
or use puppets to explain the
details of this family's life,
keeping the story moving until
the family lands in the U.S.
(Each student should create at
least one part of the story.)

- At this point, stop the narrative and ask, "What does this family
need for its first month in the U.S ?"

- r Pcsicta-ce, show 4---'iv°4u- , -Ice ilouses, furnishings,
clothing, .1,ear oi tr )rtation, food, medical

,upplies, etc.

- List (or post pictul 's of) the students' suggestions on the black-
board. Encourage them to be as specific as possible. Review each
suggestion as a class to determine which are necessities for the
family and which are extra.

- Ask students why it might be important to separate the "needed"
items from those just "wanted."

b Terms. Students define terms related to personal finances.
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48 Budgeting

- Write the words on the blackboard (or have the classroom
write them in the native language). Ask students to defir _h.

Mo 1
Surplus

Iincome

Deficit

Need*

Expense

Want*

* Use only these words for lower-level classes.

- Have some students explain the purpose of a budget.

2 Cultural Exploration

My Own Experience. Students explain their systems of financial
planning.

- Ask which students have jobs in the refugee camp. Have one volun-
teer (or the classroom aide) come to the blackboard and list his or
her daily, weekly and monthly income. Ask the student to also list
approximate monthly expenses.

- Instruct the rest of the class to calculate all the expenses and
subtract that amount from the monthly income.

- Have other students who have (or had) incomes in camp or in their
homeland explain if they kept tl'ack of their income and expenses.
How? Was it important to them? Why or why not?

3 Why Budget?

a Goals. Student,: establish ,o11-,e personal goals in financia

te "gcrIl." Refer to the refugee f. ly's expenses
,itioned in the "Story Line" activity. Ask the students to
think of their personal and family si+Aations. What short-term
goals do they have for themselves? What might they need money
for during their initial resettlement?

- Distribute blank paper. Have students list or draw their responses
on ore side of the paper. When they have finished, ask them to
review the items and determine their priorities by circling those
that are most important to them.

- Repeat the process focusing on long-term goals (related to fi-
nances). Instruct the students to use the other side of the
paper for this list.

- Vary this by conducting the activity as a large group.

- Ask the students how they can try to have enough money to pay
for the things they feel are important.



49 Budgeting

b Cost of Living. Students begin to recognize the high cost of living
in the U.S. and its consequences related to financial planning.

- Display various items familiar to the students (e.g. cigarette
pack, t-shirt). Have individuals choose items, state the cost
in the camp (or homeland) and guess how much each would cost in
the U.S. Tell them the actual current prices.

- Also offer samples of daily necessities (e.g. toothpaste, soap, eggs).
- Elicit from students ways in which they can help themselves meet
their goals when the cost of living is so high (e.g. get a job,
plan and follow a budget). Remind students that salaries in the
U.S. are higher than the salaries for refugee workers in the camp!

- Present some Letters from refugees (see Appendix and Techniques)
that mention expenses and budgeting.

4 Where the Money Goes I

a A Simple Budget. Students calculate income and expenses.

- Review the purpose--and importance--of planning a budget.

- Post pictures of three people, perhaps three of the characters
from the Pre-Test activity, on the blackboard. Under the first,
write $500 income. Leave space and then list: $250 for apartment
rent; $150 for food; $35 for a bus pass; $100 for a TV.

4,5oo

A?o,ctene.t itaso

Foo

Su5
-T, v.

4s3s500
=4;.. 35

I So
35

I 00

#535

- With the students, calculate Person A's expenses for this month
($535). Subtract from the income ($500) and ask whether Person A
has enough money or not. How much is still needed? What can he
do about it? Answers may include: borrow money; pay the rent
late; eliminate or reduce one of the expenses.

- Ask students to explain the consequences of any action they sug-
gest (e.g. borrowing money requires paying interest). Have stu-
dents identify the things Person A needs and the things Person A
wants. Elicit other ideas for eliw- Iting the deficit.

- Continue with the two other pictures. Create complex or simple
budgets according to the ability of your students. If B or C have
extra money--a surplus--ask what the person might do with that money.

- Point out the general portion of a monthly income that should be
given to each budget item.
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1481 Budgeting

b One Family. Students complete a simple family budget.

- Have the s:udents form pairs. Distribute one family budget work-
sheet (see Appendix) to each pair.

- With the students, complete the budget step-by-step, beginning
with INCOME ($1,000 for two working people, for example) and con-
tinuing with EXPENSES. Allow students to explain each expense
category. Have them guess amounts for each or read sample bills
and record those amounts. (Remember to state how many people are
in the family beforehand.) Help the students keep the expense
estimates realistic.

- When the worksheets are complete, ask the students to total the
expenses and to subtract the expenses from the income. Ask:

* How much will you have left over?
* What will you do with that?
* How could you lower your expenses?
* What expenses will be higher in the winter?
* What could you do to minimize this?
* Why is it wise to plan your family budget?

5 Assessment

a Financial Planning. Students plan a budget for one month.

- Have students form groups of four. Distribute a month's salary
for one working person ($500 in twenty and hundred dollar bills)
to each group. Explain that this person's budget should have fixed
expenses each month (e.g. sharing rent for an apartment, repayment
of the resettlement flight ticket, food).

- Distribute a set of pictures to each group showing major budget
areas. (Each picture has an envelope attached.) Have students
plan a budget for this person and place the appropriate amounts
of money in each envelope to cover costs for one month.

- Ask group representatives to explain their budgets and their pri-
orities. Encourage questions and discussion from classmates.

b Looking Ahead. Students plan a budget for one month.

- Have the students form four groups representing families. Dis-
tribute one budget form to each group. Assign each group a monthly
income and a "family identity" (e.g. 2 adults, 3 children, single
adult male).
-itsicomG LY

Instruct the groups to complete
S

their budget, listing necessities
in one column and luxuries in the
other, and calculating the balance.

- Have the groups share their budget
items and expenses and explain
their priorities. Encourage ques-
tions and discussion.

snc,arne
Tote.I txreraSc,
Surp4.. s
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Notes

Preparation

Check in recent U.S. newspapers (housing and other advertisements)
and store catalogs for up-to-date prices. If possible gather recent
gas, electricity and telephone bills, too, to help keep budgeting
estimates realistic.

Design all the budgeting activities (samples, worksheets) according
to the abilities of your students.

Language

It is considered impolite to ask people how much they pay for rent,
for their clothing, for their car, etc.

Advanced Vocabulary. balance, surplus, deficit, necessity, luxury,
goal, priority, cost of living, payments, installments, future.

Advanced Structures. I plam to buy a car (go to college, etc.).
I'd like to someday.

Variations

Include installment payments in one of the sample budgets in Activity
4a, "A Simple Budget." Also, encourage students to include some
installment payments in the expenses when they create their own
budgets in Activity 5a, " Financial Planning."

In Activity 4a, "A Simple Budget," use pictures of budget items instead
of words when working with beginning level students. For example, use
a picture of a bus to represent transportation and a house with a
dollar sign to represent rent.

Appendix

letters from refugees: budgeting, page 432
worksheet: family budget, page 414

Concerns

It is impossible to predict what someone's financial situation will
be. Many factors (e.g. state or city of residence, job salary,
season) influence a person's income and expenses. Remind students
that the amounts quoted in class are estimates. The skill that they
are developing--financial planning--will be helpful to them in any
case.

You may want to teach Lesson 45, "Consumerism," before this one so
that the students are familiar with the temptations of buying many
produces and can relate that to the importance of budgeting.
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REtl E.,rid Pieces

Inc s)rint of m, ley earned or acquired

Espc4, payment of money; money needed for purchases

, , remainder; difference between income and expenses

extra; more income than expenses

Deficit: more expenses than income

Necessity: a requirement; something needed

Luxury: comething special for enjoyment rather than
necessity

Budget: a summary of expected financiaZ expenses and in-
come over a specified time period; a plan for
earning and use of money

Priority: something of importance

Goal: an end, a goaZ vhat one tries to reach or attain

Cost of Living: the price of everything you need to buy to live

2Why Plan a Budget?

FinanciaZ pZanning is an important skiZZ that heZps people throuah-
out their Zives, personally and perhaps on vhe job az weZZ.

With limited income and basic survival needr to take care of (e.g.
housing, fbod, cZothing, heaZth care, transportation), many people
plan how they wiZZ spend their money to be sure they wiZZ have enough
fbr necessities. Once they have their pZan --their BUDGET- -they can
see how much extra money they wiZZ have for Zururies (e.g. going to
the movies, eating at restaurants, paying fbr dates).

1
TE'RMS

3 PERSO"ALIFAMTLYPIOUSEHOLD EXPENSES
......, rynk g
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In one month, people generaZZy pZan
to spend money in these areas and in
these proportions: A reminder--these
are general estimates. If a person's
income is very Zow, a higher percentage
of the income will go fbr necessities
such as housing and transportation.

41INCOME is usuaZly fixed. People receive a set hourly,
weekZy or monthZy saiary. (An exception would be jobs
which pay by the piece or amount produced or coZZected,
such as farm Zabor, some sewing jobs, etc.).
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EXPENSES

Fixed Expenses
(stay the same month-to-month)

* Rent
* TeZephone (monthly service charge)

* HeaZth Insurance

* Transportation

* Laundry
* ICM plane ticket repayment

+ Savings (in the bank)

Changing EXpenses (vary from month-to-month)

* CZothing (new clothes
needed at times; seasonal clothes)

* Gas, Electricity (use may vary depending on the season)

+ Personal (haircuts, cigarettes, make-up, etc.)

+ Entertainment
(movies, books, eating in restaurants, etc.)

* FUrniture (including kitchen utensiZs, appliances)

+ Long Distance Telephone Calls

+ Postage
* Household Items (toilet paper, dishwashing

detergent, etc.)

* EMergencies

+ These items axe not considered necessities.

6THE FUTURE

Many Americans are "future oriented." They think about and plan

their future careers, family situations, homes, etc. An important

aspect of planning for the future involves financial planning?

Since the cost of living in the U.S. is very high, people find it

necessary to plan in advance to make sure they can afford what they

need and want. They must first of all determine what they need and

want, establish their priorities and set goals for themselves.

Refugees may also find it helpfill to begin setting some realistic

goals for themselves.

- buy winter.

- purchase a
- furnish an

clothing

bus pass
apartment

- send children to the

university
- buy a car
- send money to relatives

in the refugee camp and

native country
- travel to other states

to visit relatives
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Lessc9 49
Skills Assessment

"I can use a saber saw, measure accurately and lift more than 50 pounds."

Though it may be difficult, it is helpful to be able to identify one's
specific abilities. In this lesson, students name their skills and deter-
mine how they can gain new skills.

Objectives The students will be able:

- to identify their personal skills.

- to define "skill" as something one is able to do.

- to identify some of the jobs they have had, and skills and work
habits they have demonstrated for each job.

- to demonstrate some skills related to jobs in the U.S.
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49 Skills Assessment

Rationale
Being able to get and keep a job involves a lot of time, hard work
and a positive attitude. Some aspects of that positive attitude
are eagerness to work and learn new things, confidence in one's
ability to learn and willingness to identify and tell employers
about one's skills. By being able to name one's personal skills,
a refugee takes the first step in being able to determine what
jobs might be suitable for him or herself in the U.S.

Skills

clarifying information

clarifying attitudes

literacy: reading and writing

Materials

Item Quantity Activity

bilingual skills list*
newsprint, marker
pictures: occupations*
pictures: specific skills*
worksheet: skills*
skill activity materials*

I per class
I each per group
I per group
as needed
I per student
as needed

3a
3a
3b
3b
3c
4

* preparation needed before class

Language

Can you
I can

I know how to

Excuse me. I don't understand.
Like this?

Vocabulary

learn can
teach do
farm
cook
sew
wash
build

Literacy

(occupations)

(skill verbs)
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49 Skills Aisessment

Activities

1 Pre-Test

I Can... Students name or demonstrate one thing they can do well.

- Place the chairs or benches in a circle. Ask everyone to sit facing
the center of the circle. Explain that the class will be discussina
things that different people are able to do so that later they can
relate these abilities to possible jobs in the U.S.

- -Instruct the students to close their eyes and think about what they
know how to do. After a few moments of silent thought, ask each
person to share one thing that he or she can do well, either by
completing the statement, "I can..." or by demonstrating. (You and
the classroom aide may choose to begin so the students have a clear
idea of the instructions.)

- Try to encourage people to be specific (e.g. "I can use a hoe. I

can measure seed amounts"--instead of--"I car, grow vegetables.").

- List their abilities on the blackboard. Keep the list there as ref-
erence for the remainder of the class.

2 Caltural Exploration

Discussion. Students define "skill" and dicuss how they learned skills
in their homeland.

- Refer the students to the list of things they can do (elicited in the
Pre-Test activity). Ask what word describes these things. Write the
word SKILL on the blackboard and ask the students to define it. Clarify
if necessary.

- Again, review the list of skills. For each skill, allow the students
to explain how they learned that skill. Did someone teach them? Did
they learn by observation? Did they study in formal classes? Did
they learn by trying on their own? Was it difficult or easy to learn?
Etc.
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49 SUM Assessment

- Ask why it is important to identify one's skills.

- Explain that some of these skills can be directly transferred from
one culture to the next (e.g. gardening or sewing).while others will
need to be developed or adapted (e.g. skill in using one's hands to
repair a plow or build a house could be adapted to carpentry, con-
struction or mechanics). How do they think they might be able to
develop or adapt skills that are relevant for jobs in the U.S.?
(Suggest the following ways: formal training, observation, self-
teaching, following instructions, etc.--often the same ways they
learned how to do things in their native country.)

3 Work Skills

a Employment Groups. Students state specific skills they have related
to the type of work they have done.

- Have the class form groups according to the type of employment they
had in their native country or the refugee camp.

Goldsmiths
Welders

Soldlers
Police Officers

Students Farmers

Seamstresses
Embroiderers

Auto Mechanics
Drivers

Homemakers Sales people
Business people

- Post a bilingual skills list (see Bits and Pieces for English list).
Instruct the group members to discuss the specifics of what they
did and to pick out skill items from the posted list. Ask them to
identify tools they used as well. Give the groups about ten minutes
to talk and record their specific skills (and tools) on newsprint.
Along with the classroom aide, circulate to be sure everyone is
participating.

- Ask each group to present its findings to the rest of the class.
Encourage questions and discussion from classmates.

b Visuals. Students state specific skills they have related to the
type of work they have done.

- As a simplified version of the above activity, use visuals instead
of a skills list. Post pictures and names of types of occupations
around the room. Have students gather in front of the picture de-
picting the type of work they have done.
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4 9 Skills Assessment

- On a table in the center of the class, place pictures of people
performing a variety of specific tasks or skills. Ask one person
from each group to go to the table and select one picture that
illustrates a skill that the people in that group possess. (Dis-
tribute tape so that the students can post the pictures they se-
lect on their section of the wall.)

SKILL VISUALS
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- Continue with other group members selecting relevant pictures
until all the pictures are chosen. Or, ask the students to draw

pictures of themselves performing specific skills.

- Have each group explain the specific skills the group members
possess. Encourage questions and discussion from classmates.
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49 Skills Assessment

c The Chart. Students identify the jobs they have had and the skills
they have demonstrated for each job.

- Distribute a SKILLS IDENTIFICATION worksheet (see Appendix) to
each student. Instruct the students to list the jobs they have
had in the top section of the paper. They then read the skills
listed on the left and check the boxes indicating jobs which used
those skills.

- You may need to draw a large sample of the worksheet on the black-
board and review it as a class before having the students work
individually.

- Circulate around the room to check each student's progress. After
the worksheets are completed, ask volunteers to share some of
their skills with the rest of the class by explaining what they
were able to do in certain jobs. Encourage students to keep these
skills worksheets as reference for completing job applications.
(You may want to collect them and return them to the students
during Lesson 52, "Personal Employment Data.")

4 Assessment

Skill Activity. Students demonstrate some skills related to jobs in
the U.S.

- Instruct the students to return to the same emp.oyment groups they
formed in Activities 3a and 3b, and participate in mini-simulations
of job experiences in the U.S. Assign each group a job based on
the skills the group members possess. (You may want students to
form larger groups for this activity.)

- Some suggested activities:

Ifarmers
plant flowers/
trim bushes
outside classroom

fseamstresses

!students

use a power
sewing machine

file cards
by letter

- Give directions in English. Encourage students to ask for clarifi-
cation (in English) when necessary.

- Combine with other classes and teachers to make this most effective.

- After the activities are finished, ask students to identify the
skills they just used. How did they learn them? How else might
they learn new skills? Why is it helpful or important to identify
one's skills?



49 I Skills Assessment

Notes
Preparation

Prepare "visual resumes" for Activity 3b, "Visuals," and cut them up
into individual pictures to be selected by the students.

The Assessment activity will take a lot of preparation. From back-
ground surveys of your students (taken early in the course), deter-
mine which employment groupings you will need to have and some kinds
of jobs in the U.S. that use similar or related skills. Gather ma-
terials as appropriate.

Language

Advanced Vocabulary. skill, sell/sold, study/studied, experience,
planning, measuring, using tools.

Advanced Structures. I enjoy . I'm good at
to learn how to

. I'd like

Variation

Distribute a simplified skills worksheet that lists a variety of
specific skills (e.g. I can cook. I can plan a menu. I can chop
trees. I can ...). Instruct the students to circle or check each
ability that they have.

Appendix

worksheet: skills identification, page 415

Concerns

Throughout this lesson, encourage the students to identify their
more "abstract" skills (e.g. planning, organizing, decision-making,
etc.) as well as their more "concrete" skills. Also, remind them of
the importance of identifying one's skills in order to be better able
to find suitable employment in the U.S.



49 Skins Assessment

Bits and Pieces A SKILL is an ability to do something, gained
through knowledge, practice and training. It
may be "concrete" (e.g. sewing clothes, repair-
ing bicycles, calculating expenses) or "concep-
tual" (e.g. observing, solving problems) deter-
mining priorities).

2In order to get a job in the U.S., people must prove to potential
employers that they will be valuable emrloyees--that they have the
necessary skills or the ability and desire to learn new skills.

3Identifying their skills, then, must come first. The next step is to
figure out how those skills can be transfrrred to the U.S. job market.
After deciding what job to apply for, people have to explain their
experience and skills (along with their positive personality charac-
teristics) to the person who may hire them. It may seem lik3 a long
and complicated process, but a SKILES ASSESSMENT as step number one
will help people get going.

4 EVeryone has skills. Sometimes it
is difficult to define them clearly. People

"What can you do?" by saying, "I can't do anything.
.40may be frustrated and want to answer the question,

I have no skills." RefUgee adults, in fact, use many
survival and adjustment skills to get to their country of
asylum, to live in the refugee camps and to get to the U.S.
They, of course, have Zearned, developed and used many other

specific skills during their time in their native country,
whether they were dealing with people, working, taking care

of things around the house, using money, etc., etc., etc.

5 People learn new skills and develop
skills they already have by getting formal
training, observing others, teaching them-
selves and following instructions.

c. 0
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A SKILLS INVENTORY:

A Using Hands or Body

Odrive (a truck, a car)

F-1 cook

r-1 paint (a house, a picture)

F-1 dance

F-1 plant (crops, f7owers)

0 harvest
0 lift heavy objects

0 build (a house, a table)

F-1 repair Cbicycles, radios, watches)

F-1 work outdoors

Elsew (by hand)
(with a power sewing machine)

Ouse a saw

El make jewelry

0solder
Oembroider

Ocare for children

1-1 play (soccer, Lasketball)

0 type

0 take pictures

0 weave

0 carve wood

B Using Mind/Thinking

F-1 organize

E.:analyze

follow directions

E:iclassify objects or information

presearch

0 plan
Epteach

Ican...

care for children

solve problems

Using Words

read (English)

write

communicate (in English)

convince others

counseZ others

seZZ

direct others

Using Numbers

count

compute numbers

manage money

Using Artistic or Performing
Abilities

act

dance

sing

design jewelry

embroider

play a musicaZ instrument

design weavings

design wood carvings

7sing Cultural Adjustment

observe

assess needs

set goals

determine priorities

o o

Note: Simplify or expand this Zist as appropriate
fbr each particular audience.
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Planning
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Lesson SO
Attitudes Toward Work

"I plan to stay with this job because I might be promot2d soon."

People often choose to take, keep or leave jobs because of their attitudes
toward work in general or toward a particular job or jobs. This lesson helps
students compare some common American attitudes toward work with their own
and to understand possible consequences of the actions they take related
to work.

Objectives The students will be able:

to identify some common American attitudes about people and their
work.

to determine priorities in aspects of their work and work environ-
ment.

to name at least three factors which may determine what jobs they
take.

- to describe the concept of job mobility.

to identify and suggest solutions for conflicts resulting from
differing attitudes toward work.
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50 Atthudes Toward Work

Rationale
All refugees who are able are expected to work after resettling
in the U.S. That expectation is based on a commonly-held American
belief that everyone who can work should. Refugees who choose not
to meet this or other expectatiuns may experience the consequences
of people having a negative attitude toward them.

;kills
determining priorities

clarifying attitudes

Materials

identifying problems

solving problems

weighing options

Item Quantity Activity

blank paper 1 per student 2a
paper doll 1 per class 3a
cube (or die) 1 per group 3b
board game: job mobility* I per class 3b
playing pieces* 4 per class 3b
worksheet: attitudes* I per student 3c
case studies* 2-3 per class 4a

* preparation needed before class

Language

Should I

Is it O.K. to

Vocabulary

work try
job ask

late
on time

Literacy



SO Attitudes Toward Work

Activities

1

Pre-Test/
Cultural
Exploration

2
Work

Choices

You,s 5o3?

4
Assessment

3

American
Attitudes Estimated Time

all levels: 1 day

1 Pre-Test/Cultural Exploration

Concept of Work. Students compare their personal concept of "work"
anu some general American concepts.

- Pose questions for the students to answer. Encourage each student
to answer some questions. Focus the.questions on the students'
native country.

* How do people define "work?" (Do they think people
are working if they are harvesting rice, singing,
selling noodles, selling something for money, sewing,
raising animals, giving advice to friends, etc.?)

* At what age do people usually start working?
* Do people work specific hours in each day?
* Do people get paid with money? Do they get paid

IV the hour/day/week/month or by the amount
they produce?

* What would happen if a person didn't show up for
work one day?

* What would be reasons for firing someone?
* Do people take breaks while working? How often?

How long? How do they decide when to take a
break?

* Are people with physical handicaps supposed to
work?

* Are women expected to work inside or outside
the home? Men?

* How do people decide what job to do (heredity,
personal decision, family or government
decision, etc.)?

* Do people usually stay with one job (or one
employer) for their whole life?



SO Attitudes Toward Work

- Repeat the questions, this time focusing on life and work in the
U.S. Be sure to include the questions, "Why?" or "Why not?" as
appropriate to help them understand the reasons for the situations
to be as they are.

- Compare the two sets of answers. What are some of the differences
and similarities in terms of concepts of and attitudes toward work?
What might be some reasons for the differences?

2 Work Choices

a Priorities. Students determine the aspects of a job they think Are
most important.

- Lead a Values Inventory (see Techniques) activity in which the
students name some things they think are important in a job. Give
some examples of possibilities (e.g. safe working environment,
possibility of improving English). List their responses on the
blackboard.

- Review the list as a class. Ask students to work individually to
place these suggestions in order of importance to them. What are
their priorities in terms of work or a workplace environment? En-
courage them to share their ideas with the whole class and to ex-
plain why they think one aspect of a job is more important than
another.
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b Diversity and Limitations. Students name factors which may deter-
mine what jobs they take.

- Ask the students if they think that all jobs are important. Why
or why not? What would happen if nolTay did certain jobs (e.g.
collecting the garbage or making clothes) or if everyone did the
same kilid of work?

- In the students' native country, were there any factors that
limited their choice of an occupation? What were they? Ask
the students to think of some things that may limit people's
choices in the U.S. and to name at least three. Add or clarify
information as needed. Explain that while there is great diversity
in the kinds of work people do, there are also factors which in-
fluence and limit job opportunities (e.g. personal talents and
education, job openings, geographical location, season of the
year, amployment/unemployment situations).

c Quitting. Students explain reasons for which they would quit a job.

- Have each student state one thing that would make him or her want
to quit a job. List each suggestion on the blackboard.
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50 Attitudes Toward Work

- Review the items listed. For each item, ask the class to vote on
whether they also would want to quit for the same reason. Compute
the voting scores to determine which reasons seem most appropriate
to the majority Of the students.

- Go over the reasons with the highest number of votes. Along with
the students, determine which reasor would be considered most
reasonable and appropriate in the u.S. and why.

3 American Attitudes

a Ladder. Students determine a possible time line for schooling,
finding a job, getting a raise, etc. in the U.S.

- Draw a ladder on the blackboard,
with the headings EDUCATION and
JOB on either side.

- Using a paper doll character as
a refugee, ask the students when
this person will start ESL
classes after arrival in the
U.S. (Maybe one to six months
later.) Label the ladder with
their response.

- Keep moving up the ladder of
this refugee's life, deter-
mining along with the students
how long it might take to
reach each new step.

- Ask the students how they
feel about taking five or
ten or more years to reach
certain goals.

b Moving Up. Students describe
the concept of job mobility.

- Introduce 'd explain the "Job
Mobility" board game. Have students form five groups, with each
group choosing a colored playing piec.2. Begin by placing all the
markers on the START square. Instruct the first group to roll a
cube and move the marker the indicated number of spaces, counting
the START square as "one." (This space identifies the job held
by members of that group.) Ask each group to follow in turn.
They should all then place their markers on the first SALARY square
and wait to take their turn throwing the cube.

- The next squares on which they land will identify their work atti-
tudes and habits. Each group must follow the instructions written
on their "square."

- Continue until the first group reaches the last square--the Big
Promotion.

EDUCATION

graduate

vocational
training:
electronic
technician

graduate

vocational
training:
electronic
assembly

ESL class

ear

JOB

raise:
$5.75/hr.

promoted:
$5.25/hr.

raise:
$4.00

2nd job:
$3.75/hr.
assembler

raise:
$4.00/hr.

1st job:
$3.50/hr.
busboy
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Job Mobility Board Game

START

sewing
machine
operator

$4.25/hr.

motel
maintenance
worker

$3.75/hr.

hospital
orderly

$4.00/hr.

restaurant
dishwasher

$3.50/hr.

factory
assembly
worker

$5.00/hr.

Land on or
pass this
square:
collect weekly
salary.

SALARY

You attend
special training
classes after
work.

Move ahead 3
squares.

It is Sunday.
Rest here
until your
next turn.

You are late You are very
to work 5 sick and call
days. Lose to tell your
job. boss.

Back to START. Move ahead 3
squares.

Land on or pass
this square:
collect weekly
salary.

SALARY

You have stayed
with this job
6 months.

Move ahead.2
squares.

You are on You always ask
vacation, for clarifica-
Stay here tion when you
until next don't understand
turn. instructions.

Move ahead 4
squares.

You refuse to
change to an-
other position
in the same
company. Lose
job.
Back to START.

Land on or pass
this square:
collect weekly
salary.

SALARY

You are making
some friends at
work. You invite
them to a movie
with you.
Move ahead 2
squares.

Good worker:
You receive a
New Year bonus
of $50.00.

It's Sunday.
Rest here
until your
next turn.

Your boss yells
at you. You
are angry and
quit job.

Back to START.

BIG PROMOTION

Add $2.00 to
hourly wage.
Collect new
weekly salary.

- Review the game with the students. How did they feel when they
received their salary? How did they feel when they were promoted?
How did they feel if they never got promoted? What attitudes and
habits led to promotions? Why?

Ask the students to explain different aspects of "job mobility" in
terms of how and why people may change jobF, (e.g. same job with
salary raise; promotion within the same organization; movement to
a high-level job in another company).
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c Society's View. Students identify some common American attitudes
about people and their work.

- Distribute a worksheet to the students on which they must fill in
the blank spaces with the word or phrase that is most appropriate.
(Have the worksheet translated into the students' native lanauage,
if necessary. For non-literate classes, present this activity
orally.)

ATTITUDES TOWARD WORK

The people you work for expect you to 1) on time.
They expect you to come 2) unless you are very 3) .

You should take time off only when you have 4) . You are
expected to work as 5) as you can durina the time you are
at 6) . The people you work for 7) a day's 8)
for a day's 9) .

If you are 10) , you may be expected to work if you
are able. There are special 11) programs available in
many areas.

People miaht not pay attention to what job your 12)
had, or to your family 13 . Instead, people care more
about the position that you hold now. When people meet each
other for the first time, they may ask, "14) ?" Almost
everyone agrees it is important to do some kind of work.

Many people believe it is fine to start with a 15)
job and through hard work and a positive 16) to move-up
to a 17) job. It is important to have a good 18)
to show employers that you are reliable and perhaps deserve a
19)

(1) -

everyday
work
handicapped
pay
arrive
permission

(11)

expect
training
sick
hard
work

(12) - (19)

what kind of work do you do?
low-paying
work record
parents
promotion
better
name
how much money do you make?
attitude
(one extra answer is listed)

- Review and correct the worksheets as a class. Have students iden-
tify and discuss the American attitudes toward work that are men-
tioned on the worksheet. Why do they think many Americans believe
these things about people and their work? Do the students share
some of these attitudes?
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4 Assessment

Refugees in the U.S. Students identify and suggest solutions for con-
flicts resulting from differing attitudes toward work.

- Present Case Studies (see Techniques) of refugees who are experiencing
conflicts related to work. Follow each case with questions.

Soon after resettling in the U.S., T.J. and S., a
married couple, got jobs in factories. T.J. worked
in a furniture factory and S. worked in a garment
factory making clothes. Both worked from 8:00 a.m.
to 5:30 p.m. They have two children, four and five
years old, who stayed at a child care center while
the parents worked. S. received her first check
from the garment factory. She earned the same
amount of money that it cost to keep her children
in the child care center. T.J. told S. that she
had to stay home and take care of the children her-
self because it was not worthwhile for her to work.
S. dian't want to quit the job.

* What was the conflict? How might it be resolved?
* Why did T.J. think his wife shouldn't work?
* Do you agree or disagree with him? Why?
* Would you change your answer if you knew that S.

would get a pay raise every six months?
* Who do you think should make the decision about

whether S. should continue to work or not?
* Can people find jobs easily in the U.S.?

Can people change jobs? Might they get promoted?
* What benefits might there be if S. continues working?

Y. arrived in the U.S. with her three children.
Y. had worked as a nurse in her country. On
arrival, her sponsor offered her a job in the
supply room at a local hospital. Y. refused the
job offer. Her sponsor was angry.

* Why do you think Y. might have refused the job?
* Do you agree with those reasons? Why/why not?
* What benefits might there be for Y. if she took the job?
* How might this conflict between Y. and her sponsor be

resolved?

- Present additional cases about work-related problems, including
someone who leaves a job because it is of lower status than his
job in his native country, someone who is told to transfer to an-
other section of a company and refuses because she wants to stay
where she is comfortable, etc.
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iotes

Preparation

Draw the board game for Activity 3b, "Moving Up," on large poster-
board. Make the words and pictures large and clear enough so that
everyone can see them. Paint bottlecaps or use different colored
paper as playing pieces.

Language

Advanced Vocabulary. attitude, promotion, work record, handicapped,
training, upward mobility, opportunity, quit, raise, child care.

Advanced Structure. How soon might I get a promotion?

Variations

In the "Pre-Test/Cultural Exploration" activity, ask students to draw
pictures showing themselves at work in their native country. Use the
pictures for reference as you pose questions about their concepts of
work.

Lead a discussion by asking the questions, "Would you work if you
didn't have to? Why or why not?"

Present Letters from refugees (see Techniques) in which refugees tell
of their attitudes toward work in the U.S.

See Lesson 24, "Roles of Women and Men" and Lesson 27, "Marriage and
Divorce," in Settling In, Book 1, for related information and activities.

Concerns

Many ideas in this lesson may be new for students from a rural back-
ground with limited contact with urban or western concepts of work.
Limit the scope of the lesson to suit your students' needs.



Attitudes Toward Work
Bits and Pieces 1

Attitudes
view things. A person's attitudes
infZuence that person's chances

12The U.S. was founded by people
their own initiative to work

are the ways people feeZ about or
toward finding and keeping a job

of succeeding in the U.S. job market.

with an independent spirit who took
hard and establish a new country. In-

dependence, initiative and hard work are stiZZ highly valued qualities
in American society. Those qualities infZuence attitudes and beliefs
heZd by many people in the U.S.

3

'Many Americans believe: Possible work-related effe ts:

Individuals can influence Individual jobs within a company are im-
the future and change or portant. Each position may be related to
improve the environment, and affected by others. People shouZd

always do the best they can.

People must be realistic in A high unemployment rate is a reality in
their goals. many regions of the U.S. Job opportun-

ities vary. EMployers want people with
skills relevant to the job. A person's
experience, education and abilities may
limit possibilities.

People should be motivated-- Interviewers Zook for people who are gen-
take individual initiative. uinely interested in having that job and

who deronstrate initiative.

People should use their time Many jobs in the U.S. pay by the hour.
efficiently, not waste it. EMployers expect to get the most far

their money by having employees work
steady and hard during working hours.

EVeryone who is clile should Those who are able to work but depend on
work. the government far support may be con-

sidered a burden on society. This may
damage a person's work record.

The best qualified people Family relations or status in the com-
should be given the avail- munity should not infTuence employers'
able positions. hiring practices.

An employee can be fired if EMployers worry more about the success
he or she does not perfonm and productivity of their company than
well, they do about an employee's "Zoss of

face."

Anyone can start at the EVeryone is supposed to have the chance
bottom and cZimb to the to succeed through a system of equal op-
"top" by working hard. port,..::ties. This isn't always the case,

but the belief is that even a busboy,
through hard work, can rise to be a
manager one day.
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M4ny Americans believe: Possible work-related effects:

An employee can quit if he or
she so chooses.

An empZoyee shouZd be

Change Zeads to improvements
change is a reaZity.

People and systems n be
evaZuated.

It is heaZthy to use free
time fbr relaxation and
having p.m.

Status is achieved, not
inherited.

Anyone leaving a job must give notice
with vaZid reasons. FaiZure to do so
may make it difficuZt to get good refer-
ences and estabZish a good work record.
VaZid reasons may include: finding a
more chaZZenging or better-paying job,
suffering discrimination on the job or
returning to schooZ for more training.

People may be asked to do whatever is
necessary to get the job done, incZuding
things that were not mentioned originally
as specific duties.

The employee is part of an organization
or company, a resource to be moved when
necessary. If one position is no Zonger
needed, an empZoyer may ask a worker to
change to another position.

Rewards and promotions are based on
evaluation of job performance. People
are held responsible for their work.

Work is hard and the pace of Zife in the
U.S. may seem fast. Time fbr work is
strictZy regulated. It is good to r
aside time fbr reZaxation outside of
work hours.

A person's Vizwily name" usuaZZy has
ZittZe influence on a person's individuaZ
status. It is a person's work and per-
fbrmance on the job that influence how
others view him or her.

4
jobs (at any ZeveZ) provide opportunities to earn a Ziving, to Zearn
from experience, to establish a good work record (to help 'inove up"
the career Ladder), to improve one's English, to be a positive role
model fbr the family.and to prevent isolation in the community.

SEducation reZated to employment (e.g. vocational programs, aduZt
schooZ, college courses) also provides many of the same types of
opportunities.
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Lesson 51
Jobs in the U.S.

"I used to be a student. Now, I want to be a file clerk or typist."

Refugees usually cannot find employment in the U.S. to match their
previous occupations. This lesson familiarizes students with types of
jobs available and helps them determine realistic short-term employment
goals.

Objectives The students will be able:

- to name at least five entry-level jobs and identify skills that
can apply to those jobs.

- to describe basic characteristics of entry-level, advanced-skilled
and professional jobs.

- to describe some types of targeted employment programs.

- to identify jobs which utilize their personal skills.

- to set realistic goals in terms of likely employment.
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Rationale
Before people can realistically determine what jobs they might be
able to do, tney must be familiar with what kinds of jobs are
generally available for refugees with their background and experi-
ence and skills. It is also helpful for them ta be aware of the
diversity of jobs available based on region of the U.S., season
or other factors. By recoanizing how the skills and experiences
they possess can be related to the U.S. job market, the refugees
can gain confidence in their ability to find and keep a job.

Skills
observing

assessing needs

Materials

setting goals

Item Quantity Activity

letters from refugees: jobs* 3-5 per class 1

flashcards: newcomers* 3-4 per class 2

video or slides: entry-level work* as available 3a

chart: job characteristics I* 1 per class 3a

video or slides: other work* as available 3b

chart: job characteristics II* 1 per class 3b

chart: work fields* 1 per class 3b

case studies: job attitudes* 3 per class 3c

map: students' native country 1 per class 4

map: U.S. 1 per class 4

flashcards: employment programs* 4-5 per class 4

pictures: people at work* 10-12 per class 5

* preparation needed before class

Language

I can

I know how to

I was a

I can be a

Vocabulary

nights job
days work
hours

(names
inside of
outside entry-

level
cook food
fix jobs)

clean speak
make clothes English

Literacy

(occupations)



Fobs in the U.S.

Activities

1

Pre-Test

5
Assessment

/111111111.

1

I Pre-Test

Jobs For Us. Students name jobs they minht get after arrival in the
U.S.

- Lead a Brainstorming session (see Techniques) in which students
state various jobs they think they might be able to get in the U.S.
Ask them to share information they received from friends and rela-
tives already in the U.S. What jobs are refugees getting?

- Present some Letters from refugees (see Techniques) ic! which people
describe their first jobs in the U.S.

* "I've worked in the restaurant for one week...I'm
a dishwasher. I get paid $3.50 an hour and I work
eight hours per day. I don't like it at all, but
you know I have to work and earn some money...I
don't want to work in the restaurant my whole life;
I have to study more, and then I will get a better
job."

Khmer woman (Muskoelee, Oklahoma)

* "We felt ashamed to write you when we couldn't tell
you about a job. I got my job on the 23rd of
November working in the factory to put something
together that is part of the airplane motor. They
pay me $4 an hour. I work in the night shift from
3:30 until midnight...Now that I have my job we like
to be optimistic people."

Khmer man (Provo, Utah)

* "I've gotten a full-time job as a dressmaker. I

don't like this job at all, but as I told you before.
I don't want welfare or people to underestimate me."

Vietnam0se woman (Bethlehem, Pennsylvania)

2
Cultural
Exploration

0

4
The Job
Market

11

,I14

NNW
Estimated Time

all levels: I day
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- Why do the students think these people took these particular jobs?
What other jobs might be available for them in the U.S.?

2 Cultural Exploration

Jobs for Others. Students match the backgrounds o people to possible
jobs in their native country.

- Pass a card with an illustration and
description of a person to one stu-
dent. Ask the student to hold the
card facing the class so that every-
one can see it. Explain that the
person described on the card is a
newcomer to the students native
country. How will this person
survive? What kinds of jobs would
be available for him or her con-
sidering the person's background
(as shown on the card)?

- Continue with two or three other examples. Lead a discussion about
the kinds of jobs that newcomers, with little or no ability in the
language, might bu able to find in their country. Are the jobs
limited? In what way? 6hy?

3 Kinds of Jobs

a Entry-Level. Students describe basic characteristics of entry-level
jobs and identify some skills needid for particular jobs.

- Show Video Tapes or Slides (see Tech-
niques) of people working at entry-
level positions in the U.S. Stop the
presentation frequently to check if
students understand what is happening
in each scene. What is the person
doing? What is the job title? Where
is the job being performed (inside,
outside, in a school or factory, etc.)?

- For each job presented, ask the students what skills thc worker
must possess in order to do the job well. ShOUTaUlTe worker have
had a certain amount of training or related education? How much
English must this person use at work?

- Post a blank chart of jobs, characteristics and related skills.
As students offer ideas, complete the chart. (See chart on
following page.)
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JOB ENGLISH
NEEDED?

PAY? TRAINING
NEEDED?

EDUCATION
NEEDED?

SKILLS?

Janitor

Agricultural
Worker

Food Service
Worker

- Review the chart as a class.

* What general statements can you make about entry-
level jobs in terms of salary and previous
training, education or skills needed?

* What are other characteristics of many entry-level jobs?

- Explain that most refugees who work initially have entry-level jobs
in the U.S. Why might that be the case?

b Skilled and Professional. Students describe the differences between
entry-level skilled, advanced-skilled and professional jobs.

- If available, show Video Tapes or Slides as in the.previous activity.
Vary this by showing photographs or drawings of people performing
different tasks at various jobs. Proceed as above.

- Post a second chart, similar to the one describing entry-level
jobs, but with an additional section for certificates or licenses.
Complete it as students offer ideas.

IFIELD ENGLISH
NEEDED?

PAY? TRAINING
NEEDED?

EDUCATION
NEEDED?

SKILLS? LICENSE
OR CER-
TIFIrATE?

ADVANCED
SKILLED

WELDER

HAIR DRESSER

PROFESSIONAL

PHARMACIST
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- Correct and add information as needed.

- With the students, compare the two charts in terms of job charac-
teristics (e.g. salary level, previous training or education re-
quired, types of skills, licenses). Elicit from the students the
differences between these types of jobs.

- Remina the students that for all jobs in the U.S., motivation and
a desire to do well are important. Also, a person working in one
type of job doesn't necessarily have to work in that type of job
permanently. It's possible to advance within a field of work by
gaining additional skills or experience. Present the following
chart and discuss:

WORK FIELDS

FIELD
1

ENTRY-LEVEL :ADDITIONAL
SKILLED +SKILLS/EX-

:LICENSE
%

PERIENCE

OR
CERTIFI- +EXPERIENCE/
CATE

ADDITIONAL

EDUCATION

Food
Service

* bus boy/girl
* dishwasher
* cannery/

packaging
worker

chef
food
caterer

restaurant/
food plant
manager

Medicine/
Hospitals

* maintenance
worker

* hospital
orderly

* "candy striper"
(nurse/file
clerk aide)

medical
secretary

laboratory
technician

nurse
doctor

Automotive * service station
attendant

* assistant auto
mechanic

auto
mechanic

.

local
truck
driver

c Attitudes. Students clarify their attitudes toward the jobs they
may get initially in the U.S.

- Present three Case Studies (see Techniques) of refugees whose
fi.st jobs in the U.S. were very different from their jobs in
their homeland.

- For each story, have students answer clarification questions:

* What was 's previous job?
* What is current job?

Also, ask some interpretation questions:
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* How do you think feels about his or her present job?
* Why might have taken that job?
* How might community members regard now? Why?

CASE STUDIES

0 was a successful business person in his native
country. He was well-known in his community. He
had a lot of money and a large family to spend it
on. In the U.S., 0 tried to find a job in a small
business, even though he didn't like the idea of
working for someone else. After months, the only
job he found was as a night janitor in a bank.
During the day he studied English and hoped he
would later get a better job.

M was a village leader in his homeland. Highly re-
spected for his wisdom and his skill at playing tra-
ditional instruments, M was always asked to make
important decisions for others. After being in the
U.S. for awhile, M took a job in a food cannery.
He complained that the work was boring, but he
didn't have to use much English so that was OK.

T had been a medical student in her native country.
Several years had passed since she was in school.
With her experience and her English ability she was
able to get a part-time job as a nurse's aide in a
nursing home. She also went to school to take some
basic science courses, hoping that she could enter
a nurse training program. Though she originally
wanted to become a doctor, she felt that the English
and the education required would be too much forher,
so she decided to become a nurse.

- Ask students to identify the benefits these people might get from
their jobs (e.g. job experience, steady income, feeling of self-
reliance).

- How would the students feel if they were these people? What jobs
do they expect to get? How would they feel if they couldn't get
the jobs they wanted?

4 The Job Mar;;;]

What's Available? Students describe some targeted employment programs
and identify reasons for differences in job availability.
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- Post a map of the students' native country. Ask them to point out
different regions of the country (e.g. mountains, deserts, urban
centers). Have them identify types of job's in the various regions.
Are most of the people in one area rice farmers? Do other regions
have different main crops? Is industry just in one area? Etc.

- Ask the students to explain the reasons for differences and simi-
larities among available jobs in the various regions.

- Show a U.S. map. Review with the.students the diversity of geography
and weather in the U.S. How might this affect job availability? Clar-
ify and add information as needed--including job choices in small towns .
rural areas and large cities. Offer further inforuetion about fields
concentrated in certain areas (e.g. electronics work in California).

- Refer to the U.S. map. Ask questions: Where have most refugees
settied? Which states (and parts of those states) have the majority
of refugees? Which other states have large refugee populations?
What might this mean for refugee-specific employment programs?

- Explain the programs that are available in some locations. Remind
students that this is a brief overview and some programs may change
or may not be available in their area. Other programs may be.

- Discuss non-refugee employment programs designed for special-need
groups (e.g. youths, summer employment, women, low-income). How
might people find out about the programs in their area?

- Post flashcards naming some specific employment programs that would
be relevant for your students.

- Instruct each student to choose one program and explain why he/she
would contact it and suggest what might be gained.

5 Assessment

What's Good for Me? Students identify jobs which utilize their personal
skills and set goals in terms of likely employment.

- Refer students to Lesson 49, "Skills Assessment," in which skills are
identified. Ask students to list or name personal skills and interests
What do they know how to do? What do they enjoy doing?

- In advanced classes, have students individually list interests, skill3
they have, and skills they could develop once in the U.S. In beginning
classes, do this in a large group--recording ideas on the blackboard
in words or pictures.

- Post pictures of people at work in the U.S. Have the students match
their skills and interests to the jobs pictured. Point to one of the
pictures and ask all students who selected that job to stand and ex-
plain why they think they would be able to do that job. Continue
with all the pictures.

- Ask students to identify jobs they are not interested in and to ex-
plain why. Clarify or add information as needed to help them deter-
mine realistic and practical reasons for their preferences.
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Notes

Preparation

For many of the activities, you need to design materials and questions
suitable to your students' abilities, interests and backgrounds ahead
of time.

Language

Advanced Vocabulary. shift, skill, entry-level, professional, repair,
cut hair, draw, type, training, experience, education, license, cer-
tificate, minimum wage.

Advanced Structures. Which job is better? Which job takes more ex-
perience? I've studied . I haven't had any job training. I'd
like to study . I'd like to be a

Variations

When discussing skills needed in various entry-level jobs, demonstrate
how to operate some job-specific tools or machines (e.g. soldering
iron, mop and pail, power sewing machine, vacuum cleaner). Give stu-
dents the opportunity to practice using the equipment, too. Ask them
to identify the skills involved.

Elicit from the students how their personal hobbies might be helpful
in their future employment. What are some possibilities of developing
the hobbies into income-earning employment? (Help them keep their
expectations realistic.)

Concerns

Students unfamiliar with common types of jobs in the U.S. need to
take the process of identifying specific activities and skills step-
by-step. Be sure that all students have identified at least one or
two jobs which they feel they could do in the U.S. Students from
professional or high-ranking employment backgrounds may find the
adjustment to entry-level work humiliating or frustrating. It is
especially important to help them understand the reasons for the
usual pattern of starting in one field or positiollTriafhe possi-
bilities for moving to another.
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Bits and Pieces 1
Refugees and iwwigrants do not usuaZZy get

the kinds of jobs they had in their native country because:

* some of those jobs are not available in the U.S.
* specific skills or Zanguage required for certain jobs
* Zicenses or certificates may be needed
* unempZoyment is very high in certain areas
* newcomers need to first estabZish a work history

TYPES OF JOBS RECENTLY ARRIVED REFUGEES HAVE BEEN GETTING IN THE U.S.:

food service (dishwasher, busperson, or work in food preparation,
packaging, catering service)

maintenance (janitor, hoteZ or hospital maidhotel work may be
seasonaljanitorial work "on caZZ" with a service that sends people
to different places as needed)

Zight assembZy work (electronics, children's toys, etc.)

gardening/Zandscaping

sewing (power sewing--sometimes piecework--some c.ompanies train
aPP1icants to use industrial machines)

Zi ht machine o eration (cutting pZastic bags, stamping metaZ parts,
etc.)

shipping and receiving or packagLag

work in smaZZ companies (owned or managed by people of' their same
ethnic group)

welding (for people with training and/or experience)

advanced elec.tronics assembZy (f9r people with training and/or
experience)

3SKILLS RETRAINING AND CERTIFICATION

*** If a refugee enters the U.S. with a high Zevel of education or
experience in a certain fieZd, he or she might be able to take
a job in that fieZd on a probationary period. In some states,
re-certification in professionaZ fieZds is possible through
official examinations. Check this out with a locaZ job deveZop-
ment agency or VOLAG.

There are many advantages to taking an entry ZeveZ.job: People can
earn a Ziving, Zearn from experience, establish a good work history,
Zearr about U.S. society, improve English and meet potential friends.

Even part-time or "on caZZ" jobs have advantages. They get people in
the employment "system" sc they are familiar with work. They heZp
people gain some experience and perhaps make contacts for other
positions.
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4 JOB CLASSIFICATION:

Entry-Level Skilled Advanced Skilled PY,ofessional

- low or minimum wage
- maybe piecework
- can be repetitive
- often no experience
needed

- sometimes little
English needed

- need specific skills
gained through trainings

- may need a license cr
certificate

- usually need previous
experience or training

- wage higher than fbr
entry-level work

- level of English needed
varies

- usually a high
salary

- requires years
of specialized
education

- can be prestigious
- requires a license
or certificate

- requires a lot of
English

Examples:

motel maid, gas
station attendant,
light assembly
worker

Examples:

welder, secretary,
laboratory technician

Examples:

pharmacist, teacher,
lawyer, doctor

50nee people have identified their skills, they need to figure out how
to transfer them to jobs available in the U.S. Specific skills (e.g.
cutting rattan, designing and making baskets) and qualities (e.g.
attention to detail, fast worker) can be generalizedmeasuring,
using tools, working Long hours, good with handsand then applied to
a variety of jobs in the U.S.--detailed assembly work, fbod prepara-
tion work, etc.

6A11 across the U.S. there are programs to heZp people train fbr or
find employment that will put their skills to use. The programs are
considered "targeted" if they aim to assist a specific part of the
general population. Pliograms and their availability differ from place
to place. People can find out about programs in their area from their
ZocaZ State EMployment Office, volag or MAA.

7SOAE TYPES OF PROGRAMS:
Refugee-Spdcific

usually available in
areas with Zarge
ref4gee populations

Homebound Women

may provide chiZd care
facilities during job
training or on-the-job;
special training classes

Youth

fbcus an youth (age
16-21) from Zow-income
families; part-time or
seasonaZ work

Older Worker

job placement fbr
people 50 or 55 and
older

Adult, Low-Income

temporary or perma-
nent jobs or train-
ing fbr people age
18 or oZder

PROGRPMS
len

=
fill),ALT)

:We
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Lesson 52
Personal Employment Data

"I had six years of formal education in my native country and volunteered
as a nurse's assistant in the refugee camp."

Specific details of a person's education and work background are important
for prospective employers to know. In this lesson, students place their
employment data on sample forms.

Objectives The students will be able:

- to provide the following basic personal employment data:

* name and address
* social security number (once obtained

in the U.S.)
* immigration status
* previous job(s) held
* level of education attained

- to complete a job application form.
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Rationale
Refugees will be required to fill out a seemingly endless variety
of forms once they are in the U.S. Many of those forms will be
related to employment. It is important for them to gain practice
in reading and completing forms and for them to understand the
reasons employers will want to know so much detailed information
about them and their background.

Skills

literacy: reading and writing

numeracy: computing

clarifying information

Materials

Item Quantity Activity

poster: 1-94 card* 1 per class 3a
signs: immigration status* 3 per class 3a
poster: social security appl.* 1 per class 3b
worksheet: social security appl.* 1 per student 3b
handout: social security card* 1 per student 3b
poster: simple application* 1 per class 4a
worksheet: simple application* 1 per student 4a
worksheet: advanced application* 1 per student 4b
handout: sample resume* 1 per student 4c
signs: employment places* 4 per class 5

worksheet: applications* 1 per student 5

* preparation needed before class

Language

I was a in

I went to school
years.

Vocabulary

(names of occupations)
school
work
job
date
(numbers)

refugee
1-94
social security number

Literacy

(application
forms)

(dates)
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Activities

1

Pre-Test

z;;Ct

-- 3

Forms and
Numbers /7.7,27

Estiniated Time

1 Pre-Test

all levels: 1-2
days

Terms. Students define terms found on application forms.

- Present vocabulary words, one at a time. Ask students to define the
words. Give examples and clarify as necessary.

Last Name First Name Citizen Address

Telephone Education Employment
Record

References

- Choose terms appropriate for your class level.

2 Cultural Exploration

In Order to Work. Students explain requirements and regulations gov-
erning work in their native country or the refugee camp.

Ask a series of guided questions:

* In your homeland can anyone work? Are people
who are not citizens allowed to work?

* Does the government require any formal
registration in order to work?

* When people are too old or too ill to work,
how can they support themselves or get
the medical care they need?

* In the refugee camp, can anyone work? Are
people who are not refugees allowed to
have a job?
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* Is there special permission or registration
required for people who want to work? What
documents do they need to have?

* Etc.

- Lead a discussion about the answers to these questions. Explain
that this lesson will help the students prepare themselves to get
and/or complete the documents they will need in order to get a job
in the U.S.

3 Forms and Numbers

a 1-94. Students explain the purpose of the 1-94 card.

- Ask the students if they think refugees can work legally in the
U.S. immediately upon arrival. What will be their proof of this
status?

- Show a large sample 1-94 card (see Appendix). Review the informa-
tion included with the students.

- Explain the differences between refugee, permanent resident alien
and citizen status by calling three people to the front of the
room. One person holds a REFUGEE sign, another holds a PERMANENT
RESIDENT ALIEN sign and the third, a CITIZEN sign. Ask questions
about what these people can and cannot do in the U.S.

* Who can buy a car? (ALL)
* Who can own land? (ALL)
* Who can vote in government elections? (CITIZENS)
* Who can travel outside the U.S.? (ALL)
What documents does each need?

* Who can marry a U.S. citizen? (ALL)
* Who uses a "green card" as identification? (PRA)
* Etc.

- Clarify or correct information as needed.

- Ask the students to explain the function of the 1-94 card and its
importance.

b Social Security. Students complete a sample application for a so-
cial security number.

- Refer the students to the Cultural Exploration activity in which
they discussed regulations governing work. Explain the functions
of the Social Security Administration in the U.S. and how these
will affect their lives.

- Post a large sample social security application. Go over each
section as a class, using one student's personal data in order to
complete the sample together.

- Distribute sample applications for a social security number (see
Appendix) and ask the students to complete them. Circulate around
the room to help where needed.
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- Show a large sample social security card. Then, distribute a

small card to each student (see Appendix).
Have the students

practice memorizing
their numbers. Note: Remind them that these

are not their official numbers!

4 The Job Applicatial

a Sample Form I. Students provide basic personal employment data.

- Using a large sample application form, demonstrate how to complete

it neatly and thoroughly. Ask a volunteer to offer his or her

personal background
information to be included on the sample form.

For each section (e.g. educational background, work history)

explain the reasons employers are interested in this information.

How will it help them select a person to hire?

In small classes, figure out each student's information and write

it on newsprint in front of the whole class.
Ask the students to

copy their personal data onto their own applications (see Appendix).

In large classes, instruct
students to fill out their forms indi-

vidually. Along with the classroom aide, circulate to assist as

needed.

b Sample Form II. Students provide basic personal employment data.

- Proceed as in the previous activiLy. Use a "real" application

form, obtained from a company that hires many refugees, if possible,

or an advanced sample form (see Appendix).

- Collect the completed forms. Check and correct them after class

and return them the next day for students to keep for reference

when filling out employment
applications in the U.S.

c Resume. ,Students write a simple resume.

- Distribute a sample resume. Review the contents and purpose with

the students.

- Ask the students to use their application forms as the basis for

creating their own resumes. Instruct them to work on them at home

and return them to you for correcting and editing in a few days.

In lower-level classes, vary this by simply familiarizing the stu-

dents with the contents and purpose of a resume. Collect their

application forms and, outside of class, design a simple resume

for each student.

If possible, type each resume (after it has been edited by a native

English speaker)
and return it to the student.

Encourage the stu-

dents to keep these for use when job-hunting in the U.S. (Reminder:

They will have to add their address and telephone number in the U.S.,

after arrival.)
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(SAMPLE STUDENT RESUME)

Name: Thai Keo Address:

Educational Experience:

Panat Nikom Refugee Processing Center, Thailand.

- Intensive English as a Second Language/Cultural Orientation Program.

During this 16-week program students attend 3 hours of ESL and 1.5 hours of CO on
a daily basis, five days per week. The curricula are competency-based, fccusing
upon linguistic and cultural tasks that refugees will need to perform upon arrival
in the United States.

- Pre-Employment Training Program.

Concurrently with the above classes, students attend 1.5 hours of Pre-Employment
Training per day. The curriculum focuses upon the use of standard American sys-
tems of weights and measures, an introduction to various electric and hand tools,
the reading and use of diagrams, the study of attitudinal and behavioral aspects
o' functioning in the workplace and the uses of clarification and social language.

- Six years of formal education in Cambodia.

Work Experience:

- Maintenance Assistant, Consortium School, Panat Nikom, 1984-1985. Repaired class-
room buildings and furniture. Cleaned school grounds.

- Able to drive a car and truck. Can perform routine maintenance.

- Able to pTant and grow vegetables and rice.

- Able to cut men's and women's hair.

Language Proficiency:

- Khmer: fluent - Chinese: functional - English: functional

5 Assessment

One More Form. Students complete a job application form.

- Post signs for four different places of employment in different
corners of the room.

Glen's East West Oakwood Garden
Market Chinese Textile Hotel

Restaurant Company

- Give students a few minutes to read the signs, choose the place to
which.they want to apply for work and move to that area of the room.

- Distribute a job application form to each student. (You will need
four different versions of an application form.) Ask the students
to fill out the forms completely, using their original forms as
reference.

- Check each student's form for neatness and accuracy of data.
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Notes

Preparation

Several different versions of applications need to be prepared. You
can find various samples ih job-hunting books in a library. If no
examples are available, change items on the sample in the Appendix
to design new versions.

If you conducted a survey of your students in an earlier lesson, bring
that information to class to help them with the accuracy of their
data. (You might also bring the completed skills identification
worksheets from Lesson 49, "Skills Assessment.")

It may be helpful to coordinate planning, preparation and teaching
of this lesson with the students' ESL teachers because of all the
reading and writing involved.

Language

Advanced Vocabulary. references, application form, resume, permanent
resident alien, citizen.

Advanced Structures. Do you want to contact my references? Here is
my resume.

Variations

Provide personal employment data for one fictional character. Have
the students put that character's information in the correct places
on a sample application form.

Present "visual resumes" to clarify the content and purpose of written
resumes. Have students draw their own visual resumes.

Appendix

poster: 1-94 card, page 433
-worksheet: Social Security application, page 416
handout: Social Security card, page 416
worksheet: simple application form, page 417
worksheet: advanced application form, page 418
teacher information: refugee immigration status, page 434

Concerns

This lesson requires a lot of reading and writing. Be sure to take
each step slowly, particularly in lower-level classes. Limit the
amount of reading and writing involved according to your students'
needs and abilities.
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Bits and Pieces

11SOCIAL SECURITY

I Two essential items reZated to employment fbr
refugees are a SOCIAL SECURITY CARD and an
1-94 CARD. 4.

SociaZ Security is the basic way that the U.S. provides continuing
income fbr families whose earnings are reduced or stopped because of
retirement, disability or death. SociaZ Security benefits (payments)
are fbr people who: 1) are unable to work because of an iZZness or
injury that is expecced to Last a year or Zonger; 2) are ratired;
3) have a family member who had a job and died. The SociaZ Security
Administration also offers a Medicare program that heZps pay fbr
medicaZ care fbr people aged 65 and over, whether or not they are
retired.

SociaZ Security works this way: During working years, empZoyees,
their employers and self-employed people pay.Social Security taxes.
(Wbrkers' taxes are deducted from their paychecks. The check stubs
provide a receipt of how much is deducted.) This money is used to
make payments to the people receiving benefits and to pay administra-
tive costs of the program. When today's workers retire or become
disabled or die, benefits wiZZ be paid to them or their dependents
from taxes paid by people working at that time.

A person needs a Social Security number in order to open a bank
account, get a job, register fbr coZZege or university classes, etc.

3
APPLYING FOR A SOCIAL SECURITY CARD

Refugees must appZy in person at a Local SociaZ Security Office.
AppZicants must provide proof of immigrant status (1-94 Card), name
at birth, present name, date and pZace of birth, mother and father's
names at birth, mailing arlWress and signature. The actuaZ SociaZ
Security card, showing a person's name and individual SociaZ Security
number is maiZed to the appZicant severaZ weeks Later. Befbre Zeaving
the office, a person shouZd receive a receipt showing that he or she
appZied for a card.

j4I-94 CARD

The document that aZZows refugees to ZegaZZy enter and Zive and work
in the U.S. is caZZed an 1-94 Card. It is an official paper issued
by the Immigration and NaturaZization Service. Each refugee receives
a separate 1-94 card with an identifying number on it. The 1-94 card
is very important as it proves that the person is authorized to be in
and to be employed in the U.S. It also serves as identification when
refUgees appZy fbr jobs, training programs or other programs or bene-
fits. It is essential to keep the 1-94 card in the bag ofdocuments
given to each refugee by the Intergovernmental Committee for Migration
(ICM) upon their departure to the U.S.
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THE JOB APPLICATION

The work appZication is one of the most important fbrms a person wiZZ
complete. It may be the only tooZ employers have to heZp them decide
if the job appZicant has the qualifications they are Zooking for and
whether or not the appZicant wiZZ be interviewed.

It is important to be fully prepared when going to appZy fbr a job.
p_y_bringing a sample completed fact sheet or applical,Lon form along,
a person has the important infbrmation available to copy onto a new
application fbrm. Same items to be incZuded on the fact sheet or
sample appZication fbrm:

* SociaZ Security Number.
* Reliable teZephone numbers where the employer can reach you.
* The names, addresses, phone numbers and occupations of three good
personaZ references. Be sure to ask their permission before
Zisting them as references. Good references might be your spon-
sor, teachers, counseZors or other aduZt friends.

* Education. A Zist of names, addresses, dates attended and
degrees earned from schooZs you have attended.

* Activities you participated in at school or in the refugee camp.
This may incZude athZetics, camp committees, religious activities,
etc. Volunteer work experience is important, too.

* Work EXperience. A Zist of exact dates, job titZes, job duties
and responsibilities and reasons fbr leaving each job. Offer
cZear, reasonable explanations of why you Zeft previous jobs.

6HINTS FOR FILLING OUT THE FORM
The job appZication is a method of evaZuating an appZicant's ability
to fbllow directions, neatness, organizationaZ ability, spelling,
truthficZness, interest and experience.

Some suggestions to keep in mind when filling out a work appZication:

Look ouer the entire appZication form to get a generaZ picture of the
information wanted and how it is to be arranged.

Read instructions carefUlly befbre starting and fbllow them carefully
when writing the necessary information. (Note whether you shouZd use
ink or penciZ, print or write, etc.)

Be neat and complete each question as best you can. Don't Zeave
blanks. If an answer does not appZy to you, put a dash (-) in the
space or write N/A.

Be sure your spelling and grammar are correct.

List former employers in the order requested on the appZication.

Note any special training that you have had.

Be honest. If you Zie on the application and the employer finds out
you may be fired.

NO )(ES
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Lesson 53
Looking for a Job

"I'd like to Find a part-time job in the evenings."

Refugees will be looking for employment soon after arrival. This lesson
helps equip the students with the knowledge and skills necessary to begin
a job search.

Objectives .The students will be able:

- to identify several ways of finding a job and state which are
most effective.

- to read selected help wanted advertisements.

to answer and ask questions appropriately in a simulated con-
ference with a job counselor.

to identify and prioritize factors to consider when looking for
a job--available transportation, home and family responsibil-
ities, school schedule.
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Rationale

Skills

It is important for people to take the initiative in finding
suitable employment for themselves. Jobs don't just "appear"
people must search for them. Knowing what one's personal needs
are in terms of employment (e.g. salary requirement to support
the family, transportation situation, work hours not conflicting
with school or home responsibilities) and figuring out what steps
to take to find a job are essential so that a person has a chance
of getting a job he or she will keep.

literacy: reading and writing communicating in English

clarifying information

Materials

assessing needs

Item Quantity Activity

letters: looking for a job* 3-4 per class 3a
puppets 3 per class 3b
handout: simplified ads* 1 per student 4
handout: advertisement abbreviaticns* 1 per student 4

worksheet: real help wanted ads* 1 per student 4
handout: sample letter* 1 per student 5a
blank paper 2 per student 5a, 5b
telephone books 5 per class 5b
telephones 2 per class 5b
cards: job factors* 3 sets per class 6a
posters: job announcements* 7-10 per class 6b
handout: intake form* 1 per student 6b

* preparation needed before class

Language

What kind of job do you want?
I want to be a
Do you have a job now?
No, but I want to work.
Do you want a full-time

or a part-time job?
I want a full-time job.

part-time
Do you know how to
Can you

Vocabulary

farmer maid
homemaker janitor
soldier factory
seamstress worker
(dressmaker)

cookcarpenter
student sew

wcook ash
buildsalesperson

tailor part-time
dishwasher full-time

Literacy

(time)
(occupa-
tions)

NAME
ADDRESS

(money
amounts)
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Activities
2

Cultural
Exploration

1

Pre-Test
3

The Search

6 4
Assessment Job Ads

1 Pre-Test

Estimated Tinie

all levels: 1 day

Quiz. Students label statements as true or false.

- Conduct a quiz to determine the students' understanding of issues
related to finding employment in the U.S. Make statements and ask
the students to say whether they are true or false.

- Vary this by having students complete a worksheet labeling written
statements true or false. Sample statements:

* All people in the U.S. find jobs by answering
newspaper job advertisements. (FALSE)

* Refugees are not legally allowed to apply for
jobs on their own. They must get help from
their sponsors or resettlement agencies. (FALSE)

* It is helpful to ask friends and relatives for
assistance in finding a job. (TRUE)

2 Cultural Exploration

Jobs at Home/Jobs in Camp. Students explain how people find employ-
ment in their homeland and in the refugee camp.

- Identify a student who had a job before coming to the camp. Ask
that person to explain what the job was and how he or she found
it (e.g. through relatives, friends, advertisements). Ask other
students. If no students had jobs, ask them questions about their
parents or other people. Ex:

* What was it necessary to do to find a job?
* How did people know they were qualified for

a specific job?

- Repeat the above with people who have jobs in the camp.

* What different kinds of jobs are available?
* How do people find out about them?
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3 The Search

a Letters. Students explore refugees' personal job-hunting experi-
ences and identify several ways of finding a job.

- Present some Letters from refugees (see Techniques). Include
stories involving different ways to look for employment.

- Have the students explain various means of findillg a job and
state which are most effective.

-Clarify and add information as needed.

b Job Developer. Students identify the purpose and function of a
job development agency.

- Stage a Puppet Show (see Techniques) in which a refugee goes to
a job development agency, completes an "intake" form and has an
initial meeting with a jOb counselor. (See Bits and Pieces for
information about procee.._:7es followed at a job development agency.

- Ask the students to explain what the refugee did at the agency.
Why is each step--filling out an "intake" form, assessing personal
skills, answering and asking questions--important? Would the stu-
dents choose to go to a job counselor? Why or why not?

4 Job Ads

Reading Advertisements. Students read help wanted ads.

- Distribute handouts of illustrated and simplified help wanted ads
(see'Appendix). Review each advertisement as a class. Explain the
key terms used in job announcements (e.g. full-time, part-time,
$ /hr., [no] experience needed, days, nights, shift, call or
contact).

- In advanced classes, distribute handouts of common advertisement
abbreviations (see Appendix) and explain the meanings. Then, give
each student a worksheet with real newspaper employment ads (see
Appendix). Allow them to read through the ads, using the abbrevia-
tions list for reference.

- ,Ask the students to answer the questions related to the advertise-
ments. Review the answers as a class.

5 On Your Own

a Letters. Students write letters in response to job advertisements.

- Present a sample letter that is answering an advertisement for a
job. Read and review the letter along with the students, explaini
the format and identifying the essential information.

- Write sample help wanted ads on the blackboard.
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- Distribute blank paper.

- Instruct the students to choose
one ad and respond to it by
writing a letter.

- Collect the letters, correct
them and return them to the
students on the following
day.

- One option is to write follow-
up letters to students request-
ing additional information.

2889 Sunnyside Street
Longwood. GA. 34492
August 10. 1985

H. Lois Penn
Collins Elementary School
19 Northridge Road
Easton. GA. 39616

To Ks. Penn:

I OM writing in response to your advertisement
in the Easton Journal for a teacher's aide at Collins
Elementary School. f am interested in applying for
thet position.

My resume is enclosed. It describes my ex-
perience i I translator nd teachel's aide in a
refugee camp in Southeast Asia.

I would like to meet with you to talk about
the jot. Please contact e at the .elephone number
listed on my resume.

I look forward to hearing frt..: you.

Sincerely.

b The Telephone Book. Students locate possible places of employment
in the yellow pages.

- In advanced classes, distribute one telephone book to each of five
groups, Ask them to open the books to the yellow pages.

- Instruct them to identify places (e.g. stores, restaurants, schools)
where they might like to work. Give them about ten minutes to
choose some places and design questions they would ask on the tele-
phone about job responsibilities there.

- Place two telephones on a table. Ask a volunteer from each group
to use the telephone to call and inquire about jobs at one of the
places the group chose. Act as a worker or manager at each place
the students call, answering and asking questions as appropriate.

6 Assessment

a Prioritizing. Students assess their needs and determine their
priorities in terms of characteristics of the job they want to have.

- Distribute one set of ten cards to each of three groups. The
cards should depict factors which affect the type of job the stu-
dents might take.

close to
home

overtime
available

high
salary_

provides
training

day
shift

Imust speak
[Znglish

meals
provided

Eng is
not neede

on bus
route

American
boss

- Ask each group to select seven cards mentioning the factors they
feel are important and to share their choices with the rest of
the class. They then should choose only four cards and then just
the one card showing the factor they feel they should consider
most.

- Lead a discussion focusing on the similarities and differences
among the groups' priorities.
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b Job Hunting. Students practice meeting with a job counselor.

- Conduct a Station-to-Station activity (see Techniques) in which
students read job advertisements, select a job they would like
and meet with a job counselor to discuss their skills, qualifica-
tions and needs.

- Station One. Distributt blank paper. Ask students what factors
they want to consider when looking for a job (e.g. wife's work
schedule, distance of job from home, on-the-job training oppor-
tunities). Write their responses on the blackboard. Instruct
them to list their personal considerations on the blank paper.
What is important to each of them? They can carry this list
throughout the simulation.

Station Two. Post 7-10 job announcements. Instruct students to
read them and choose one for which they would like to apply.

- Station Three. Have the aide or another teacher be the recep-
tionist who instructs the students to complete a simple intake
form listing name, address, telephone number and job desired.

- Station Four. Along with other teachers, play the part of job
counselors. Ask the students the following questions:

* May I have your form, please?
* What jobs did you have in your native country?

In the camp?
* What is your minimum salary requirement?

(Consider the number of people in the family.)
* What times/days are you available to work?
* Do you have transportation?
* Do you know how to cook? Use a power sewing machine?

Use a washing machine? Repair car engines?
* What job would you prefer? Why?
* Would you be willing to take a job?
* Do you have any questions?

- Explain to each student that you will keep their information on
file and contact them when you have arranged an appropriate in-
terview for them. Remind them to call or stop by often to check
for new job openings.

- As a class, review the steps they took and the questions they
answered and asked. Ask them to explain what further steps they
would need to take to be more certain of getting a job.

- Have students restate several ways of looking for employment
and the advantages and disadvantages of each.
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Notes

Preparation

For the Station-to-Station (Assessment) activity, design job announce-
ments appropriate for your class level and write them on 81" x 11"
paper or poster-board. It would be best to rehearse this activity
along with the aide and other teachers ahead of time.

Language

Advanced Vocabulary. mechanic, baker, repairman, repairwoman,
teacher, doctor, nurse, government employee.

Advanced Structures. Do you have any openings for a ? Is there
a bus stop nearby? I want to work in the evening. I studied/taught/
farmed

Variation

Who Gets The Job? Post two detailed job descriptions (for a section
supervisor or teaching assistant, for ?xample). Present pictures of
three people applying for each job. Also, list each applicant's
background information (e.g. sex, race, ethnic group, education, job
experience, age, training) on the blackboard. Ask students to read
the qualifications of each and the two job descriptions. Have the
class form small groups to discuss the information and decide who
should get each job. Ask students to explain their choice and the
factors they consider important in determining if an applicant is
qualified or not. Point out that different companies have different
priorities. (Some would prefer to hire people with more work ex-
perience and some think academic education or training is more
important.) Remind the students that discrimination based on race,
sex, age, ethnic or religious background is against the law.

Appendix

handout: simplified ads, page 419
handout: advertisement abbreviations, page 420
worksheet: help wanted advertisements, page 421

Concerns

It is important and very helpful for refugees to understand and assume
the attitude that individual initiative and a desire to find and keep
a job are essential in order to locate employment. While there may
be some people to help in their new community e.g., friends, relatives,
sponsors, job developers, agencies, it is up to the refugees them-
selves to make and keep contact with those who can assist them or to
make contact directly with possible employers.
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2
.;

Bits and Pieces 'Finding a job in the U.S. involves a variety
of steps that require knowledge and skiZZs. Job seekers must figure
out how and where to start and continue their job hunt. They need to
set realistic goals for themselves in terms of their needs (e.g. time
scheduZes, saZary, transportation), abilities and experience. Atti-
tudes toward finding ernploynent, such as a sincere desire to have a
job, are extremely helpful for job hunters to possess.

Various ways to find
work:: . ..

.- Advantages:
-

.-:.--N .- -.,.:--;,-1

Disadvantagei _

Friends, relatives,
volag, sponsor

(communicating a goaZ)

feeZ comfrtable asking
someone you know; maybe
get a job that hasn't
been advertised; find
work with friends,

contacts may onZy know
about jobs in their
organization; may have
wrong infbrmation
about openings or
quaZifications.

Job deveZopment ser-
vices

(refugee-specific,
generaZ, State DrIploy-
ment Departments or
Mutual Assistance
Associations)

opportunity to cZarify
goals; use one centraZ
pZace to find out about
a variety of' job open-
ings; get counseling
and assistance with job
appZications and inter-
views.

no guarantee that you
wiZZ find a job.

Going to job sites or
using the teZephone

(showing individuaZ
initiative)

shows desire to find
work; gives empZayers a
good impression; good
practice fbr EngZish
skiZZs.

can be uncertain of
where to begin to
Zook; may be diffCult
to find pZaces with
job openings.

Vocational training
programs that offer job
pZacement asistance

deveZop job skint.; can
find out about jobs re-
Zated to those specific
skiZZs.

no guarantee you wiZZ
find a job.

Newspapers, bulletin
boards, heZp wanted ads
or heZp wanted signs

can choose from a var-
iety; can contact ern-
pZoyers directZy; get
information about
specific job openings.

i.aw percentage of jobs
advertised; many
people may read the
ads and appZy.

SeZf-empZoyment

(check out ZegaZ ruZes
or regulations)

independence; can turn
interests and hobbies
into money-making
activities.

doesn't qualify fbr
unempZoyment compensa-
tion; no guarantee of
success; the job might
not Zast Zong.

Private empZoyment
agencies

use one centraZ pZace
to find out about a
varvety of job openings.

can be very expensive.
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33 Looking for a job
3JOB DEVELOPMENT AGENCIES

Job development services are available in most areas. Same are refu-
gee specific and some are more general. Sometimes people who receive
Public Assistance benefits are required to report to a job developer
on a regular basis.

A job development agency might:

* offer counseling about available training programs and jobs.
* offer job "readiness" classesattitude clarification, skit/
building.

* help make skills assessment.
* assist in filling out applications and making a resume.
* arrange for interviews with potential employers.
* translate during interviews.
* help prepare for job interviews.
* act as a reference.
* give assistance and advice for problems that arise on the job.
* accompany to work on first day to translate explanation of duties.

A job developer (the one who contacts the employers) and a job coz,
selor (the one who works with the applicants) expect that those w;
contact them really want a job. It is important for the applicants to
contact the counselor at least once a week because new jobs become
available every day. 1:f a person moves, he or she should give the
agency the new telephone number. The agency expects that a person
will keep a job for at least 90 days. They may represent at/ refugees
in that area fbr many employers and the reputation of refugee workers
can be enhanced or hurt by the actions of* a few people.
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liescsePt.01.

erS.14:e0.
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91141).
parteRs
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5HELP WANTED

An adVertisement for a job will include
all or some of the following infbrmation:

Job Title
Job Duties
Company Name
Company Locatwn
Desired Qualifications

Starting Salary
Starting Date
Name or Number to

Contact
Instructions fbr

Applying

Job Advertisements in newspapers are often
classified into special categories: PART-
TIME WORK, CLERICAL WORK, TEMPORARY WORK,
GENERAL EMPLOYMENT, ETC.

It is against the taw to discriminate in
advertising by asking for only men or
women or by restricting positions based
on age, race or physical appearance.
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Lesson 54
Job Interviewing

"What questions will they ask me? What questions should I ask them?"

The job interview can be intimidating. This lesson acquaints students
with what they will be expected to do in preparation for and during a
job interview.

Objectives The students will be able:

- to make an appointment for a job interview.

- to identify questions commonly asked at job interviews and appro-
priate answers.

- to ask for clarification when needed.

- to complete a job interview or observe and analyze job interviews
for an applicant's preparedness and behavior.
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Rationale
Refugees are expected to look for employment soon after they arrive
in the U.S. Even though some may have assistance from friends, vol-
untary agencies or job developers, it is at the meeting with the po-
tential employer--the job interview--that the refugees may "clinch"
or lose a job. By being as prepared as possible for the interview
situation, refugees improve their chances of finding employment.

Skills

observing

clarifying attitudes

clarifying information

Materials

literacy: reading

seauencing steps

communicating in English

Item Quantity Activity

self-advertising signs* 2 per class lb
job advertisements* 3 per class 3
model telephones 2 per class 3
open-ended story* 1 per class 4a
3" X 5" cards 2 per student 4b
bucket 1 per class 4b
flashcards: questions and answers* 15 per class 4b
handout: interview evaluation* 1 per student 5
social security cards 2-3 per class 5
1-94 cards 2-3 per class 5
completed applications 2-3 ?er class 5

* preparation needed before class

Language

What's your name?
Tail name?

Spell it, please.

What was your job in
Can you

What can you do?
I can

What do you do now?
How much do you pay?

Vocabulary

farm
cook
wash
sew
build
make

morning
afternoon
night

part-time
full-time

farmer
homemaker
soldier
seamstress
carpenter
teacher
student
nurse
doctor

Literacy

(names of
jobs)

(telephone
numbers)

(help wanted
ads)

(interview
evaluation
sheet)
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54 Job interviewing

1

Pre-Test
2

Cultural
Exploration

Assessment
3

Appoint-
ments

4
The

Interview

Estimated Time

I Pre-Test

a Sample Interviews. Students identify appropriate and inappropriate
behavior and attitudes exhibited during a job interview.

- Present a "model" interview with you as the applicant and the
classroom aide as the interviewer. Act inappropriately (e.g.
smoke, put your feet on the table, wear unclean dr untidy clothes,
look down instead of looking at the employer's eyes).

- Ask the students to identify what is appropriate and inappropriate.
They should explain why: some things are not acceptable.

- Perform another model interview, this time acting polite, pro-
fessional and confident.

- Repeat the processing as above and list the students' observations
on the blackboard.

b Self-Advertising. Students identify the importance of "selling one-
self" in an interview.

- Explain that there is an opening for a cook and there are two ap-
plicants. The students must decide which person should get the job.

- Invite one guest to enter the
room displaying an advertisement
with his or her background and
qualifications for the job. In-
vite another to enter displaying
a sign listing only his or her
name.

- Instruct the applicants to remain silent. (Facial expressions,
however, can be changed to suggest each person's attitude.)

- Ask students to choose one of the "applicants" and give their rea-
sons. What factors did they consider in making their decisions?
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54 Job Interviewing

* ihat do you know about this applicant?
About the other?

* How do you know those things?
* Was it helpful for you to have more information

about an applicant?

- Lead a discussion focusing on the value of communicating about
one's experience, background and qualifications to a potential
employer. What are some ways to share this with an interviewer?

2 Cultural Exploration

Attitudes. Students compare their attitudes to common American atti-
tudes about the interviewer/interviewee relationship.

- Present yes-no questions related to meeting with people in authority.

* Should you lower your eyes when talking to the
interviewer? Why or why not?

* Is it polite to bow or place your palms together
in greeting as a sign of respect?

Is it appropriate to offer the interviewer a
cigarette during the interview?

* Is it OK to ask questions about job responsibilities
and working hours? Why or why not?

* Should you shake hands with a woman if you're a man?
Should you shake hands' with a man if you're a woman?

- Clarify or add information as needed.

- Ask the students what differences there are between their traditional
attitudes and behaviors and American ones in terms of meeting people
in authority. Might some of these differences cause adjustment dif-
ficulties for them? Which ones? How?

3 Appointments

Telephone. Students practice making an appointment over the telephone
for a job interview.

- Post three job advertisements. Review each with the students.

- Have them form three groups, each group choosing one job for which
they will apply. Write some possible questions for them to ask and
information for them to give in order to arrange a job interview.
Give them a few minutes to choose which questions they will ask.

- Place two telephones on different tables. You be the receptionist
as a representative from the first group calls you on the telephone
to set up an interview. (Keep a list of information exchanged during
the phone call.)

- Ask the two other groups to identify the information that was ex-
changed. Who asked what? Why?

- Repeat the telephoning process with the other two groups and follow-
up each with questions about the conversation.
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- Review the important information to share when arranging an interview.

4 The Interview

a Preparation. Students describe steps they can take to prepare for
a job interview.

- Present an Open-Ended Story (see Techniques) about a refugee who
has an appointment for a job interview tomorrow.

* Rany's sister has a job as a sewing machine operator
in a large company. She arranged for Rany to have
an interview for the same job at her company. Rany
wants to get the job. She needs the money, she wants
job experience and she feels she would do the job
well. Today, Rany set out the clothes she will wear
to the interview tomorrow. After that,

- How else should she prepare for the interview? Ask the students
to explain other preparation steps Rany should take (e.g. thinking
of important questions and answers, collecting her documents). Why
is it important to prepare for an interview?

b On the Spot. Students practice answering and asking common job in-
terview questions.

- Lead a Brainstorming session (see Techniques) in which students
state questions that an employer would probably ask during a job
interview. Write these and others on 3" X 5" cards.

- Place all the cards in a bucket and pass it around the room. Allow
each student to choose a card and offer an appropriate answer to
the question on the card. Encourage other answers from classmates.
Discuss why some answers may be more appropriate than others.

- Vary this by posting about fifteen questions around the room, each
on a separate card. Distribute flashcards with the answers. In-
struct the students to tape the appropriate answer under each
question.

- Repeat the above focusing on questions that an interviewee should
ask during the interview.

- Finish the activity by discussing the nonverbal communication
(e.g. eye contact, strong handshake, confident attitude) that is
important during an interview.

5 Assessment

An Interview. Students complete an interview for a job and/or observe
and analyze a job interview for an applicant's preparedness and be-
havior.

- Give an Interview Evaluation Sheet to each student.
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- Review the sheet
with the class. Applicant's Name
Explain that the
students will ob-
serve a model in-
terview and mark
the paper indicat-
ing whether the
interviewee is
prepared or be-
haves appropriate-
ly. The aide
should take 2 or
3 volunteers out
of the class and
help them prepare
for their inter-
views by giving
them Social
Security cards,
1-94 cards and
copies of appli-
cations they com-
pleted during
Lesson 52, "Per-
sonal Employment
Data." Each
should also
choose the job
they will apply
for.

- Follow-up the
interview, con-
ducted by you or an American guest, by allowing students several
minutes to complete their sheets.

INTERVIEW EVALUATION FORM

Oid the applicant: YES NO

t
have a good handshake? V.,,

11

'114t1,

keep eye contact with the interviewer?

introduce himself/herself? IP * 1
.A.Agli, 1111AIIMIU.,

come alone to the interview?
/ , h -- ..0.

sit and stand with good posture?
sol."
f-.1

1!4

Limo

smile during the interview? tA It
speak clearly enough?

"..m....
w.....mpf

fic

w,......-- . I

bring the right documents?
,,....., \ -. A

wear appropriate clothing? 7 0
0 0

ask for clarification when he/she
didn't understand?

pIxAma
%Ay Ii.

ofi

describe his/her skills?
p.

..11
ask questions about the Joh?

.....7..,:,.f.

remember to say thank you at the
end of the interview?

YUAN K YOJ

It
1

- Continue with the other two interviews. (The interviewer might change
his or her style--friendly one time, disinterested the next.) Be sure
to allow enough time for students to fal in the form.

- When all three interviews are completed, review each one focusing on
the observations students noted on the evaluation sheet.

* What were the strengths of each applicant?
* What might they want to improve the next time?
* How would you respond if the interviewer had said/

done to you?

- lower-level classes you may want to make a large illustrated inter-
view evaluation chart on newprint and review each category in a large
group after each interview.

- As a variation, conduct a full Simulation (see Techniques) on a separate
day. Teachers at each station complete feedback/evaluation sheets to be
used in processing the simulation with the students.
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Notes
Preparation

Rehearse the model interviews (in the first Pre-Test activity) with
the classroom aide or another teacher ahead of time.

Collect comple:.ed applications from Lesson 52, "Personal Employment
Data," and bring them to class to use in the Assessment activity.

Language

Advanced Vocabulary. self-confidence, handshake, eye contact, shift,
benefits, insurance.

Advanced Structures. How long have you worked/studied there? What
is your salary? I haven't had any job training. I have years
experience as a . I would like to work as a because I

Do you have any openings for ? I'd like to have an
interview. I'm calling about the

Variations

Present a Picture Story (see Tech-
niques) depicting a job interview.
Review with the students what ques-
tions an interviewer is likely to
ask and the appropriate answers.

Show a Video (see Techniques) of
a real or simulated job interview
in the U.S. Ask students to
analyze the applicant's behavior
in terms of preparedness, atti-
tude and nonverbal communication.
Also, focus on questions asked
and answered.

Conduct the Assessment activity
on the following day to give the
volunteers plenty of preparation
time.

Appendix

job.
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teacher information: interview questions, page 435

Concerns

The idea of having a conversation, in English, with a stranger may
be frightening to some students. Encourage them to use the class
activities as an opportunity to practice some sim 1 verbal exchanges
and to build their sense of self-confidence.
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Bits and Pieces j
1 A ob interview is a face-to-face meeting with
an empZoyer about a job. The interview gives

the empZoyer a chance to find out what kind of person you are and
whether you are qualified fbr the job. It also gives you a chance to
convince the employer that you wouZd be a valuable empZoyee and it
gives you the opportunity to find out more about that company and
about the specific job duties and work environment.

2
Arranging an Interview

a. GO to the company or orcanization office. TeZZ the recep-
tionist (or the person in the company personneZ office) that
you would like to appZy fbr a job. FoZZow that company's
procedure (e.g. completing an appZication, making an appoint-
ment fbr an interview).

. Call the company or organization and ask for the name of the
person who does the hiring. Ask to speak to that person.
Ask fbr an interview. (You may be asked "interview" ques-
tions on the telephone.)

. Follow the instructions in help wanted advertisements or on
heZp wanted signs in company windows. If the ad says to caZZ
fbr an interview, calZ and say that you wouZd like to arrange
an interview fbr the job you saw adVertised. (You may be
askel some "interview" questions on the phone.)

d. Go to a job developmenT; agency. After preliminary inter-
views, they will arrange officiaZ interviews fbr you with
employers.

3
GETTING READY

Collect aZZ neces-
sary documents
(e.g. Social Secu-
rity number, I-94
card).

Be sure you know
where to go and
how to get thelie.

Prepare a personal
data sheet or ap-
pZication with your
employment and edu-
cation infbrmation.

Learn as much as
you can about the
position fbr which
you appZy.

Arrive 5-10
minutes earZy.
Relax whiZe you
wait.
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j6DURING THE INTERVIEW

* Go to the interview alone. (Don't bring babies, children, a friend.)

* Look the employer straight in the eye. Direct eye contact shows
that you are interested in the conversation.

* Be enthusiasticsell the employer on your ability. The job he or
she is taZking about is important to him or her. An employee should
be interested in the company and in that job.

* Pay attention to aZZ that is being said.

* Be sure you understand each question. If not, ask fbr clarification.

* Don't smoke. Even if a cigarette is offered, refuse pleasantZy.

* Don't try to give the answer the employer wants. Be honest.

* Make sure you use a firm handshake.

* Maintain good posture. Sit up straight.

* niy to be as confident and relaxed as possible. Don't show that
you're overly nervous.

* When asked, point out the vaZue derived from your training and past
experience that wiZZ carry over to the new job.

* Don't taZk too much, but give more than simple "yes" or "no"
answers, if possible.

* Avoid mentioning personaZ or financiaZ troubles.

* Speak cZearZy and Zoud enough to be heard.

* Ask some questions about the company and the job's specific duties.

* Be certain that you like and can do the work you are applying fbr.

* Never criticize your former empZoyers. State the reasons fbr
leaving your Last job briefly and truthfidly.

* If possible, Zet the empZoyer bring up the salary.

* Be sure what the follow-up wiZZ be. Should you caZZ the employer or
will he or she contact bou?

* Whether the int..r*iew has been successful or not, thank the employer
for his or hcr
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Planning
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Lesson 55
Workplace Rules and Policies

"Wear your safety goggles at all times."

Safety rules are just some of the regulations people are expected to follow
while at work. In this lesson, students become familiar with different
kinds of rules on-the-job and explain the importance of following them.

Objectives The students will be able:

- to identify the types of rules followed in U.S. workplaces and
suggest the reasons for those rules.

- to describe or demonstrate common responsibilities of lmployees.

- to r'..Itermine which behaviors follow or break rules a. regulations
stated in a sample job contract.

- to explain consequences of breaking workplace rules and the import-
ance of understanding the rules.
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55 Workplace Rules and Policies

Rationale

SkiHs

Every workplace has its own rules and policies for its employees.
When people agree to accept a job they also agree to abide by the
regulations the employer has established. If they fail to follow
those rules, they will probably lose their jobs. it is necessary
for people to recognize the importance of understanding the poli-
cies of their place of employment so they will be able to follow
them as best they can and keep their jobs.

literacy: reading

observina

Materials

identifying problems

solving problems

sequencing steps

Item Quantity Activity

bucket, mop 1 each per class 3a

electrical appliance I per class 3a

pictures: people at work* 7-10 per class 3a

puppets 3-4 per class 3b

situations: regulations* 3-5 per class 3b

picture story: strike* I per student 3c

handout: paycheck* I per student 4a, 4b
poster: paycheck* I per class 4a
concentration game* I per class 4a
U.S. coins and bills $25 per student 4b
handout: job contract* I per student 5

situations: contract* 4-7 per class 3

* preparation needed before class

Language

Hello. This is

I can't work toady
because

Can I have Friday off?

Vocabulary

sick (family

late
members)

time clock (days of
time card the week)

paycheck

break

Literacy

(money)
(dates)
(time)

DANGER
DO NOT ENTER

NO SMOKING

ON
OFF



Activities

55 Workplace Rules and Policies

1

Pre-Test/
Cultural

Exploration

I Pre-Test/Cultural Exploration

Why Have Rules? Students describe the need for rules in work or school
situations.

- Ask students to name one rule they are supposed to follow in this
class and why they must obey that rule. What would the consequences
be (for the student, the teacher or others in the class) if one stu-
dent breaks th.at rule? Continue with two or three more class rules.

- Have volunteers with jobs in camp (or who had jobs in their homeland)
briefly describe their jobs and name a few on-the-job rules, including
an explanation of why those rules are important.

- Elicit some basic reasons for establishing and following rules at
school or in a workplace (e.g. safety; to get something accomplished
quickly or efficiently; to give credit in school leading to graduation).

2 Rules

a Terms. Students clarify terms related to job rules and contracts.

- Introduce the following words orally or in writing, in English
and/or in the students' native language.

contract time
clock

sick
leave

time
sheet

1 maternity
leave

break
time

benefits

- Ask students to define the terms. Clarify as needed.

- Use pictures as reinforcement during your explanation.
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- Ask the students to define the terms. Clarify as needed.

- Use pictures as reinforcement during your explanation.

b What's Regulated? Students identify the types of rules found in
U.S. workplaces.

- Lead a Brainstorming session (see Techniques). Elicit from stu-
dents various kinds of rules and policies they may have to follow
while working in the U.S.

- List their suggestions on the board. Review the list as a class,
adding, eliminating or clarifying as necessary. Be sure they
have included safety, time (schedule), use of equipment and work
habits (e.g. type of clothing to wear, not eating or smoking in
certain areas) as types of rules.

3 Responsibilities

a Safety. Students describe or demonstrate common safety precautions
--riiejilWees must take and explain their importance.

- Conduct a very short workplace Dramatization (see Techniques).
Ask 3 students to come to the front of the room. Explain that
the students are workers at a job site. Instruct one worker to
mop the floor. (Provide a bucket and mop.) Ask another to walk
across the "wet" floor and pretend to fall down. The third (or
the classroom aide) can remark aloud that the floor is wet, reach
to turn on a radio or plug something in and act as if he or she
gets an electric shock. Ask the students to rxplain what safety
precautions these people should have taken ana why.

- Present pictures of people at various jobs, performing various
tasks. For each picture, have students explain what the job is
and what the person is doing.

- Have the class form five groups. Distribute one picture to each
group. Give them a few minutes to decide what possible rules and
regulations the worker in the picture should follow and why. Ask
them to share their ideas with the class as a whole.

- Encourage questions and discussion. Clarify or add information
as needed.

b More Regulations. Students describe common responsibilities of
employees and explain their importance.

- Using Puppets (see Techniques), present situations dealing with
responsibilities of employees.

* K slipped and injured his knee at work. He was afraid
to report it and worked the rest of the day. The injury
got worse and he had to go to the hospital that night.
Because he did not report his injury at work, he had
to pay the hospital bill himself.
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* G asked her employer for two days off to visit newly-
arrived relatives. Since G had two vacation days saved,
the employer said OK. She stayed aWay from work for
five days without calling the employer. When G returned
to work, she was fired.

* W was working in a restaurant. He didn't take the re-
quired tuberculosis (TB) medication as directed by his
doctor. His TB became active and he exposed many res-
taurant customers to his disease. He lost his job and
now the restaurant owner will not hire another refugee
employee.

- For each situation, ask what the employee's responsibility was.
What were the consequences of the employees' actions? How might
such problems be avoided in the future?

c Unions. Students explain the purpose and function of unions.

- Offer an explanation of unions (see Bits and Pieces). Present
information about the types of jobs that may require union member-
ship, responsibilities of members and relationship to management.

- Present a Picture Story (see Techniques) in which a person sees
a HELP WANTED sign in a company
window. There are many people
marching around outside the com-
pany, holding signs that say
STRIKE. The passer-by decides
to go in to apply for a job at
that company. The striking workers
get angry and try to stop him
from going in.
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Ask students to explain the word
STRIKE and to explain what the
workers are doing and why. Clar-
ify and add information as needed,
including the role of the union
in a strike.

Elicit from the students why the
workerc wanted to stop the man
from applying for a job. How
would the students act in such
a situation?

- Along with the students, review the purpose and functions of unions.

4 Payment

a A Paycheck. Students read and define the different sections and
amount on a sample paycheck.

- Distribute a sample paycheck (see Appendix) to each student. Post
a large replica to use as reference. Explain each part of the
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paycheck, including gross pay, deductions, check number, salary
period, etc. Be sure to explain the full terms for any abbrevia-
tions.

- Play Concentration (see Techniques) by having students match pay-
check terms (e.g. state w/h tax, net pay) with simple definitions.

b Cashing. Students practice cashing paychecks.

- Place a sign in the room with a bank name. Also, label one desk
or table as WINDOW # I. Instruct the students to cash the pay-
checks they received in the previous activity at the bank. The
classroom aide caA be a second bank teller, if necessary. Be sure
the students stand in line, separate the check stub from the check,
endorse the check properly, show ID and count their cash.

- Review the check-cashing procedure, step-by-step. Why is each
step important? What should people do with their check stubs?
Why?

5 Assessment

Sample Contract. Students determine which behaviors follow or break
rules and regulations stated in a sample job contract.

- Ask the students to imagine that they have just been hired to work
at the Dream World Garment Company as power sewing machine operators.
Distribute a copy of the job contract (see Appendix) to each student.
Read through and review each section :rf the contract as a class.
Vary this by showing pictures to reinforce the meaning of each rule
and regulation listed.

- Explain that X, a newly-arrived refugee, was hired by Dream World
two months ago. She signed the same contract. Present situations
that relate to the contract they just signed. Instruct the students
to decide if X's behavior in each situation follows or breaks the
rules named in the contract.

* At the end of her first month, X got sick one morning
at home. She telephoned her supervisor by 7:00 A.M.
to let her know that she felt too sick to go to work.

* X went to the pharmacy to buy some medicine during the
lunch break. When she realized that she would be late
getting back to work, she asked her friend (a co-worker)
to go back to work first and punch-in her time card for
her.

* In one room with a DANGER: NO SMOKING sign, X lit her
cigarette. When a co-worker told her to put out her
cigarette because of the sign, X said it didn't matter
because she couldn't read the sign.

- For each situation, have students locate the section of the contract
that relates to the behavior described. Ask students to explain how
X's behavior follows or breaks the rules and what the consequences
of her actions might be.
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Notes

Preparation

Write each students' name on a sample paycheck ahead of timb so they
receive a personal check for the related activities.

Language

Advanced Vocabulary. benefits, maternity leave, sick leave, insurance,
workman's compensation, unemployment compensation, endorse, check
stub, income tax, gross pay, net pay, state withholding tax, social
security, union, dues, contract, safety.

Advanced Structures. Do I have to wear a uniform? What should I
wear? I will leave in two weeks.

Variations

Use visual cues on the blackboard to help students prepare and de-
liver short "talks" on their job situations.

An 64 Lw fl I
Teach this lesson after Lesson 54, "Job Interviewing." During the
interviews, have students apply for jobs with the Dream World Garment
Company. Once they are hired, review the employment contract with
them (in this lesson) and ask them to sign it. You may choose to
expand this by continuing with a simulation in which students work
at Dream World where they get on-the-job training. Process the simu-
lation afterwards to include the objectives in Lesson 56, "On-the-
Job Relationships."

Appendix

handout: paycheck, page 411
handout: job contract, page 422

Concerns

The variety of possible rules and policies at any job may seem endless
to the students. Emphasize the more common types o? regulations found
at U.S. workplaces. Encourage students to be sum to ask for clarifi-
cation of rules and instructions whenever they are uncertain.
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2

Bits and Pieces 1RUles and policies are designed to help keep
people safe, to help them get along with their

co-workers and produce a good product, and often, to make work easier.

There are different specific rules for every job. It is very import-
ant to learn company ruZes and policies. People can lose their jobs
by breaking some of the rules.

Sometimes specific rules and general policies are listed in a company
handbook or contract that both the ..raployee and the empZoyer must oign.

* safety (protecting employees, products and buiZding from potential
hazards)

* attendance
* working hours
* dress, appearance
* communication lines (who to contact for instructions or complaints)
* salary (how often and how much employees are'paid)
* resignation (how much notice should be given)
* dismissal (valid reasons fbr firing or laying off a worker)
* company benefits

3
EXAMPLES OF COMMON TYPES OF BENEFITS:

Benefits may be limited with entry-level jobs. However, most full-
time jobs offer some benefits.

Sick Leave: When you are sick you can take the day off and still get
paid. The number of sick days allowed per month or year is limited.

Paid Vacation: Time off from work must be arranged in advance with
your boss. You must earn the time by working fbr a specified time.

Holidays: You may be paid when not working on some national holidays.

Hralth Insurance: Some money is provided by the company and some may
be taken from workers' paychecks to furnish employees with medical
insurance. Sometimes, an employee's dependents (spouse, children) can
receie health insurance through the same program.

Union Membership: EMployees may apply to join the local union. In
some jobs, union membership is required.

Maternity Leave: This time off from work must be arranged with the
employer ahead of time. The amount of time off will vary. Some em-
pZoyers offer paid leave immediately before and after childbirth.

Pension or Retirement Plan: When you retire from the job, you receive
payments or savings you have accumulated.

Worker's Compensation: Some companies pay money to an empZoyee who is
injured on the 4ob and is not able to work fbr awhile.

Unemployment Cbmpensation: Those on-the-job fbr awhile and laid off
can collect payments fbr a time to find another job.
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4 PAYCHECK

EMployees can deposit their salaries in a bank or cash their paychecks
at a bank (where they have an account or where the company has an ac-
count) or at a supermarket (where they have a special "courtesy card").

They must separate the check from the check stub and, in front of the
teller or clerk, endorse (sign) the back of the check with their name
as it appears on the front of the check. They should always count
their cash to be sure they receive the correct amount.

It is important for workers to keep their check
be used when completing income tax forms.

5 GLOSSARY OF TERMS

benefits: advantages offered to employees.

break time: scheduled, limited time to rest and/or socialir..e during
the workday.

check stub: portion of the paycheck detachable from the check, that
provides a record of income and deductions.

deductions: amount of money taken out of the salary fbr government
taxes or to help pay for company benefits.

gross pay: salary amour 'oefbre deductions.

income taxes: money taken from wages and given to the government
(local, state and federal) to fund administration and services.

net pay: salary amount after deductions.

paycheck: check with salary payment (daily, weekly, month:7y, etc.)

probationaxy period: initial time of employment during which an em-
ployee's perfbrmance is evaluated. The employee may then be fired
if he or she hasn't done the job well enough.

shift: time period of scheduled work. The three common shifts are
Day (8 AM to 5 PM), evening (3 PM to 12 midnight) and night or grave-
yard (midnight to 8 AA). Shifts vaxy froo job-to-job.

time card: the paper that lists daily starting and stopping times at
work. In places with time cards, each emp!oyee has a card and is
responsible fbr "punching in" if there's a machine, or signing in.

union: a group of employees who share wit'. phe empla!,er the respon-
sibility fbr establishing procedures for deverrini,g age,,, hours of
work, promotion and layoff policies, etc. Peopi:c musl: ruip4 to become
members and pay regular dues. Teachers, construction workers, fire
fighters, carpenters, steel workers and others have all formed unions.
Some jobs require union membership. In other field's, it is optional.

W-2 orm: the paper stating how much a person earned and how much tax
was deducted during the previous year; used for income tax filing.

stubs as reference to

W-4 fbrm: the paper an employee fills out stating the number ofdeduc-
tions he or she claims; completed when an employee first starts a job.
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Lesson 56
On-the-Job Relationships

"What should I do if I don't understand the instructions?"

Once people have a job they need to be able to keep the job. In this
lesson, students identify positive work habits and practice "getting
along" on-the-job.

Objectives The students will be able:

- to ask for clarification when needed.

- to name at least three work habits for successful employment.

- to describe factors affecting on-the-job relations and demonstrate
appropriate related behavior.
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Rationale

Skills

Keeping a job may take as much (or more) effort than finding a
job. Employers in the U.S. have reported particular difficulties
for refugee workers because of cultural and linouisticsdifferences.
By identifying and suggesting solutions for potential difficulties
on-the-job, refugees help prepare themselves to meet the challenges
ahead and keep the job they try so hard to find.

clarifying information

clarifying attitudes

observing

Materials

identifying problems

solving problems

weighing options

communicating in English

Item Quantity Activity

bucket with tools 1 per class 1

handout: picture story* 1 per student 3a
open-ended story: food* 1 per class 3b
situations: on-the-job* 4-5 per class 3c
time clock ' 1 per class 4a
time cards* 1 per student 4a
simulation materials* as needed 4a

* preparation needed before class

Language

Are you finished?
Yrs. No. Not yet.
Take a break.

Bring me the
Pick up the and bring it

here.

What should I do?
What do you want me to do?
Is this right?
Excuse me. I don't understand.

Vocabulary

office ask
cafeteria tell
lunch room bring
store room get

over here
give
open

over there
close

Literacy

(time)

(time card)
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Aztivities

1_56 On-the- Job Relationships

q 0
. ....

Pre-Test Cultural
Exploration

4
Assessment

3
Person-to-
Person Estimated Time

all levels: 1-2
days

L11re-Test

I Don't Understand. Students identify the need to ask for clarifica-
tion of instructions at work.

- Enter the class holding a bucket of tools which may or may not be
familiar to the students (e.g. ruler, c-clamp, drill bit, sandpaper,
file). Begin by assigning tasks to individual students. Vary the
tasks and th speed or clarity of your commands.

* A, take the drill bit and put it on C's desk.
* J, show me the sandpaper.
* E, give the ruler to him and attach the c-clamp

over there.

- Continue for about five minutes. Make a mental note of whether
people understood the commands and if they asked for clarification
when needed.

- Ask students how they felt when you told them to do something. Did
they understand? Were they nervous or confused? Did anyone ask for
clarification? How? What did he or she say? Is it O.K. to ask a
supervisor to repeat something?
What happened when people didn't
understand? What might the con-
sequences be on-the-job if
people don't understand their ASI4FD

instructions? You TO Gt1"
Mt A

- Go around the class, allowing
each student the chance to prac-
tice asking for clarification
(in English).
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2 Cultural Exploration

Comparison. Students describe and compare at least three work habits
for successful employment in thLir native country, in the camp and in
the U.S.

- Have the students form three groups. Instruct one group to think
of three work habits considered very important in their native coun-
try, another to focus on work habits in the camp and the third to
think of wort, in the U.S.

- Have each group present and explain its suggestions. List these on
the blackboard.

- Ask students to compare the work habits that lead to successful em-
ployment in each place. What are the differences? Why might these
specific differences exist? What are the similarities?

3 Person-to-Person

a Co-Workers. Students describe factors affecting on-the-job rela-
tionships with their peers.

- Present a Picture Story (see
Techniques) in which a new
employee works more than his
co-workers, refusing to take
scheduled breaks.

- Elicit from the students the
feelings of the co-workers.
What did they think the new
employee was trying to do or
show? Why did they react
the way they did?

- How might this situation be
resolved? How might it have
been avoided?

- Ask some students to role
play the scenes in the story.
Encourage them to use real-
istic language in their
dialogues.

- What other factors may af-
fect relatienships amorg
co-workers?

b Food. Students identify and
suggest solutions for a
cross-cultural conflict at
work.

- Present a Case Study (see Techniques) involving on-the-job rela-
tionships.
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B is a 19-year-old refugee. After looking
for work for 4 months, B found a job as a
machine operator in a plastics factory. B
and his friend (from the same country) always
brought their lunch to work. Every day, the
American workers stared at the two refugee
men as they ate their food and made comments
about the "strange" smells. This made B
and his friend feel uncomfortable. One
day they saw a food truck come to the gates
of the factory. B and his friend decided to
try the American food that was served on the
truck. They did, but they did not like it.

- Follow-up with questions about what happened to cause the conflict
and about how the conflict might be resolved.

c Employee/Employer. Students describe factors affecting on-the-job
relationships with their employers or supervisors.

- Have the class form four or five groups. Assign each group a
Critical Incident (see Techniques). Sample incidents:

* A co-worker curses at several people, inciuding a
recently-hired refugee. Nobody else seems upset.
Instead, they.laugh and continue working. Only
the refugee is angry and tells the supervisor to
fire that co-worker.

* X has been working at one place for two months.
Her daughter is very sick one morning, so she
takes her to the doctor. The next day, her
supervisor is annoyed because X didn't call in
to say she would be late or absent. X says
she didn't have the company t3lephone number.

* J was recently moved to another section in his
factory. His new supervisor is a woman, twenty
years younger than he is. He tells his co-workers
that he will complain to the company boss about
having to follow instructions from a "young girl."

* M's on-the-job training lasted one week. At the
beginning of the second week, he was on his own.
He forgot some details, but felt pressured to
work quickly and not ask for help again. All of
a sudden, he heard some loud noises. The machine
was broken and everyone in that room had to stop
working for a while. The boss was very angry at
M for breaking the machine.

* At Wonder Burger fast-food restaurant, most of the
employees are refugees. One was just promoted to
be P. supervisor. He has to supervise refugees from
ethnic groups other than his own. The other workers
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now complain to the manager about their supervisor's
poor English and often pretend not to understand him.

- Ask each group to discuss the situation, identify the conflict(s)
and their causes and suggest possible solutions. Have the groups
present their stories and their findings to the whole class.

- Clarify or add information as needed. Encourage questions and
discussion from classmates. Be sure that students identify a
variety of factors that may affect on-the-job relationships.

- In lower-level classes, vary this by presenting the situations as
role plays along with the aide or another teacher.

4 Assessment

a Mini-Simulation. Students demonstrate appropriate on-the-job be-
havior in a simulated work setting.

- Set up a simulated workplace. Offer on-the-job training to the
students to be certain they can do their assigned tasks.

- Explain the rules and regulations of this workplace. Instruct
students to punch in and out using the time clock.

- Conduct the activity for 20 minutes or so, including a short
"break" if possible. Suggested activities:

* collate, fold, stack newspapers.
* fold papers; place them in envelopes (with

different color marks); sort the envelopes
by mark; box 20 envelopes together.

* assemble a simple bookshelf.

- Follow-up by having students describe their individual tasks and
how the tasks relate to each other. What rules were there at this
job site? Why dc they have those rules? Were any of the rules
broken? How? What were the consequences? Ask students to des-
cribe appropriate behavior during break time. Did any conflicts
arise between people on the job? What conflicts? How were they
caused? How might they have been avoided?

- Vary this by designing a mini-simulation in which three students
("workers") cut as many paper circles as they can in two minutes.
Have the other students assess the quantity and quality of the
work. Next, ask those same workers to repeat the task, this time
copying a model circle. After two minutes, have the rest of the
class again assess the quantity and quality of the work. Lead a
discussion focusing on the importance of balancing both quantity
and quality in assembly or production jobs.

b Conversations. Students practice starting conversations with co-
workers.

- Elicit from students ways in which they might try to make the ac-
quaintance of a co-worker. Ask students (in pairs) to practice
initiating simple conversations. Lead a discussion about appro-
priate and inappropriate topics of conversation for people who
are just getting to know one another.
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Motes

Preparation

The "Mini-Simulation" should be planned well in advance. Choose a
project, gather the materials and "rehearse" the job scene with the
classroom aide and/or other teachers beforehand. You may want to
draw a floor plan of the students' work stations and post it for
reference when introducing the activity.

Language

Advanced Vocabulary. faster, better, more accurate, operate, manager's
office, supervisor's office, payroll office, time clock.

Advanced Structures. How long is the break? I can't right now. I'd
rather not. Tell me when you're finished. Let me know when you're
finished.

Variations

Present the story in the "Co-Workers" activity (3a) one frame at a
time letting students guess the action in the scene ahead.

Vary the Assessment, "Mini Simulation," by expanding it into a full-
scale Simulation (see Techniques) covering three to four days. Pro-
vide training and orientation the first day followed by one or two
days of actual work. Process the simulation on the final day.

See Lesson 25, "Relationships," in Settling In, Book 1 for information
and activities related to initiating conversations and making friends.

Concerns

Remind students of the areas lf concern to refugee employers in tne
U.S. (e.g. not asking for clarification, being oversensitive, not
reporting or explaining directly to their immediate supervisor).
Help them discover ways to avoid causing these and other c-Inflicts
at work.
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Bits and Pieces 1SUGGESTIONS FOR DEVELOPING POSITIVE

ON-THE-JOB RELATIONSHIPS

Get to work on time. (Get to
work 5 or 10 minutes early to
be sure you start on time.)

Be sure your work is neat,
complete and consistent.
EMployers want products and
services that are consistently
good.

Be willing to train for the
job. Pay attention to instruc-
tions and show interest in
Learning the necessary skills.

Attempt to communicate in
English whenever possible.

Respect your boss' position
regardZess of that person's
sex, age, race, religion or
national origin.

Notify your supervisor your-
self if you will be Late or
you are sick.

Find out the name of your
immediate supervisor so you
know who to report to for
help or advice or special
permission to do something.

Learn and follow the company
rules and policies.

Be flexible. Be ready to do
extra or different tasks when
needed in order to et the
job done.

Take care of personal business on
your own time. If you need time
for an urgent matter, get your
boss' permission first.

Ask for clarification whenever
you don't understand instructions
or requests. Etployers expect
their employees to do the job
well and that includes being sure
of the task before doing it.

Observe what other workers do and
how they reZate to each other.

Interact with both refugee and
non-refugee employees.

Take breaks r'417h the other
workers. Thi,s provides a chance
to get to know them better. If
you never take breaks and just
keep working, your co-workers may
think you are anti-social or that
you want the boss to Zike you
more than he or sha likes them.

Try to be friendly to the other
workers. Making "small talk" is
a good idea. You don't need to
expect to become close friends
with your co-workers, but it is
important for you and your peers
to get along on the job.

sk GEO

:7\4
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9 Strategies fbr making friends with co-workers:

Observe how your co-workers interact with each other.

Initiate and respond to greetings.
- Introduce yourself.
TaZk about the job or about the things you or they wiZZ do on the

weekend, during sour vacation, etc.
Choose one American co-worker to be your "cuZturaZ infbrmant,"

someone with whom you can begin to develop a friendship and who

will answer your questions and offer suggestions and explanations.

3Refugees have had particular difficulty in the foZZowing areas:

1. Asking Fcr Clarification: saying "yes" even when they don't

understand; not telling the supervisor when prcblems arise on

the job.

2. Interpreting Behavior of Others CorrectZy: being oversensitive

to yelling or to swearing (feeling hurt or wanting to quit because

the boss yeZZs once or a co-worker uses curse words).

3. Eating Habits or Preferences: eating fbods that have smeZZs

consIdered offensive by their co-workers (e.g. garZic, fish sauce)

4. Accepting Cbmpatriots as Supervisors: not respecting the author-

ity of a supervisor who had Zess "status" or lower "rank" in

society than he or she in their native country.

5. Changing Jobs: quitting without good reasons; leaving because

a frTen4rdoes or because they're tired of that job.

6. Following Sanitation Procedures: not flushing the toil:et;

throwing papers Into t e toilet; spitting or hawking.

7. Giving Gifts: giving gifts to supervisors as a way of asking fbr

favors.
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Planning
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Lesson 57

Resettlement and Sponsorship

"How soon
will I fly to the U.S. after graduation?

How soon after arrival

will my children go to school?"

Refugees are
usually very curious about their cases while they are stud%,,ing

an6 -1-mto- their initial resettlement.
They want to know about their po-

tent v. periences and responsibilities.
This lesson familiarizes

the

student:,
with the processing of refugees in general,

and gives
them a

chance to practice dealing
with some of the tasks they

face upon

arrival.

CID

Oblectivei
The students

will be able:

- to assess and predict some of their immediate
needs during initial

resettlement.

- to identify survival
skills they possess.

- to explain the
roles of various agencies processing

refugee cases.

- to practice completing
forms and simulated

interviews
with U.S.

agencies.

- to identify some responsibilities
of refugees, sponsors and volun-

tary agencies to each other in terms of resettlement.

- to set goals for their first month in the U.S.

292
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Rationale
The resettlement process is complex and details vary from case-to-
case. Because the refugees are affected at each step of the pro-
cess it is important for them to understand not only the sequence
of steps and some of the possibilities involved, but also to under-
stand their own responsibilities along the way, too. The respon-
sibilities of and relationship with a sponsor or sponsoring agency
are particularly uraent concerns of refugees. The refugee/sponsor
relationship is an urgent concern of resettlement agencies as well.
Misinformation on either part can lead to unrealistic expectations
and can create disappointment. By clarifying information and
setting realistic expectations, refugees can help themselves deal
effectively with the tasks and experiences that lie aheaa.

Skills

assessing needs
sequencing steps
clarifying information

Materials

identifying problems
weighing options
solving problems
setting goals

Item Quantity Activity

newsprint, marker
pictures: refugees in camp*
flashcards: refugee processing*
pictures: refugee cases*
stories: upon arrival*
posters: agencies*
flash cards: expectations*
pictures: sponsorship*
letters from refugees: sponsorship*
situations: refugee/sponsor*
blank paper

3 each per class
as available
1-2 sets per class
3 per class
5-10 per class
5-7 per class
4 sets per class
3 per class
4-6 per class
5-7 per class
1 per student

1, 4a
2
3a
3b
3c
3c, 5b
4b
4c
4c
5a
5b

* preparation needed before class

Language

I'm happy to meet you.
My name is

This is my son,

I feel fine.

I need to go to the
doctor.

Vocabulary

wife
husband
son
daughter
mother
father
cousin
aunt
uncle

fine
tired
sick
happy
hungry
thirsty

Social Security
school
doctor
sponsor
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Activities

Pre-Test

2
Cultural

Exploration

3
Resettle-
ment

1 Pre-Test

40,,

t Estimated Time
' ' 9

all levels: 2 days

Guide's View/Traveller's View. Students describe knowledge and skills
needed to survive in their native country and in the U.S.

- Have the students form groups according to their living situation
in their native country (e.g. rural village, small town, large city).
Distribute newsprint and a marker to each group.

- Ask them to imagine that you--a stranger to their culture--are going
to move to the students' hometown or village. The students will
serve as guides and must list or draw the important things you should
be able to do so that you can survive in the new environment. They
should identify how you will learn those things. Will they teach
you? Will they ask you to observe and try it yourcelf? Will you
have to do most things alone and figure them out yourself?

- Have the groups present their ideas as a role play or list. Encour-
age questions and discussion.

- When the presentations are completed, change the focus to what the
students think they need in order to survive in the U.S. What have
they heard about living in the U.S. (from letters, movies, etc.)?
What else do they need to know or know how to do? Draw or list
their ideas on newsprint and save for use later in V-

- Review each suggestion listed, having students explain how they might
meet those needs. How will they learn the things they need to learn?
Will someone teach them? Who? Will they try to find out by them-
selves? How? Etc. Help them keep their expectations realistic.

2 Cultural Exploration

Cultural Adjustment. Students identify survival skills they have used
or deveToped in adjusting to life in the refugee camp and how they
might apply these skills to living in the U.S.
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- Explain that the class will focus on life in the refugee camp for
awhile. If available, post or distribute some pictures of refugees
performing daily routines in the refugee camp. Allow them to examine
the pictures and identify the activities in each.

- Ask the students to compare their daily lives in the camp and in
their native country. What are they required to do in the camp that
they didn't have to do before? What do they choose to do in the camp
that they didn't do in their homeland?

- Instruct each student to state at least one thing he or she has
learned to do in order to "survive" in the camp. (Answers will vary
according to background, sex, age, etc.) Possible responses:

* speak a foreign language
* use different currency
* pick up food and supplies on

scheduled days and at
scheduled times

* go to school/study

* cash money orders
* wash own clothes/cook own food
* shop at the market
* interact with foreigners
* find out where to go for

different services

- List their responses on the blackboard. Review each answer and ask
students to explain how they learned to do these things. Did some-
one teach them? Who? How? Did they have a guide? Did they learn
by themselves? How?

- Refer to the items they mentioned in the Pre-Test activity--the things
they think they will need to know and know how to do in the U.S. How
will they learn these things? Might they be able to learn how to do
some things the way they learned to do other things in the camp? En-
courage them to develop realistic expectations of themselves and of
others who might be able to help them.

3 Resettlement

a Processing. Students explain the roles of various agencies in refu-
gee case processing and sequence the processing steps,.

- Show large flashcards, one at a time, naming the agencies that
deal with the processing of refugee cases. Ask the students to
describe their experiences with each agency (e.g. questions asked
at an interview, movement from one camp to another). Comment on
their explanations as needed to clar'c' information about the
functions of the agencies.

Astribute the cards to ind. duae tudents. Ask them to stand in
front of the class in the order in which the agencies process a
refugee's case. Encourage classmates to decide if the sequencing
is correct. Have the students holding cards explain the role of
the agency mentioned on their card.

295
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- Vary this by beginning the activity with a contest. Have the stu-
dents form two groups. To each group give a set of cards with
the names and/or abbreviations of all the agencies involved in
refugee processing. Allow the groups to meet together to decide
upon the order in which the agencies process a refugee's case.
Then, have the groups post the cards in the proper sequence.
(Set a time limit for this.)

- As a class, compare the two sequences. Ask the groups to defend
their ordering and explain what each agency does. Clarify in-
formation as needed in order to produce a final sequence.

b Getting Resettled. Students identify some considerations madE in
refugee placement and resettlement site selection.

- Present pictures and descriptions of three different refugee "cases."

Husband and Wife

The wife's sister
lives in New York
and wants to spon-
sor them.

Single Man

A distant cousin
lives in Los Angeles
and wants to sponsor
him.

Family of Eight

They have no rela-
tives in the U.S.

- Ask the students to decide where each will initially resettle in
the U.S. and why. Who deciAT;here refugees will go? What do
the agencies consider in determining where to place refugees for
initial resettlement?

- Add or clarify information as needed:

* The husband and wife can go to New York as
reunification with close relatives is permitted.

* The single man might not be resettled in Los
Angeles. That area is "impacted"--there are
many refugees there and support services are
overburdened. His cousin is not a close rela-
tive so this man will probably be resettled in
a non-impacted area where a sponsor can be located.

* The family of eight will also be resettled in any
ron-impacted community where a sponsor can be located.

c Upon Arriva). Students explain sine ,-,- rsponsibil-
it jr t .

A_Are some accounts of refugees' ina .al experience in the U.S.
These quotes are taken from questionnaires completed by refugee
students after their arrival.)

* "The first day I went to the volag agency to
ask for money. Second, I went to the Social
Security Office to get a Social Security card.
After that I waited for it two weeks...I went
to the doctor because they doubted about my
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skin test...I went to X-ray again. Maybe I
All take medicine for one year." (California)

* "1 stay with my relatives and didn't go to any
offices, vet." 'Montana)

Jon'L -dye any problem with my health, but
my wife has problems with her eyes. We went
to the doctor. I went to the Social Security
office the first week I was in the U.S."
(Minnesota)

* "I arrived in the U.S. on May 24th. The next
day, my father picked me up and took me to
the volag office and to the Social Security
office later." (California)

* "Everyone that is new in the U.S. must see the
doctor. They need to check." (California)

* "When I arrived in the U.S.A. I went to the
volag office because (the volag) takes care
of me and I looked for a school. There are
two schools: Seattle Center and Griffin Busi-
ness College. I go to Griffin Business College."
(Washington)

* "I had to enroll my children in the local school."
(Georgia)

- Ask the students to identify the agencies the refugees visited
and why they went to each place. Was it important for them to
contact those agencies? Why or why not? -

- Distribute posters showing some activities of refugees who have
just arrived in the U.S. The posters should show refugc-;

I Voluntary I r Public t4ealth Social Secur-
gerc,, Jer ,Doctor) ity Office

Children's
School

Adult
School;

Job Develop-
ment Office

- Have students explain what is happening in each picture. Ask them
to identify some of their initial responsibilities upon arrival in
the U.S.

- Expand this activity by conducting a mini-simulation in which stu-
dents go to various agencies and complete necessary forms and in-
terviews. Demonstrate with the classroom aide first.

4 Sponsorship

a Responsibilities. Students identify responsibilities of refugees
and sponsors to each other in terms of initial resettlement.
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57 Resettlement and Sponsorship

- Have the class form two groups. Distribute newsprint and a marker
to each group. Ask one group to be the refugees and the other to
be the sponsors. Instruct each group to list what they expect of
the people in the other group. What responsibilit4.1s do they have?
What should they do or try to do?

- Have the groups share their lists. Encourage questions and discussion.
(One group may want to challenge the other about their expectations.)

- Review the two lists as a class, and eliminate those suggestions
which are unrealistic. Clarify information as needed.

- Vary this by having students determine responsibilities separately
for each type of sponsorship (e.g. relative, volag, group).

b Expectations. Students determine realistic expectations about sponsor
responsibilities.

- Vary the previous activity by preparing sets of twenty cards each.
On each card, list or draw items a sponsor might provide for refu-
gees (e.g. furniture, food, car) or do (e.g. take shopping, enroll
in school, take to the beach).

- Distribute one set to each of four groups. Ask the groups to choose
ten cards that show the important things sponsors should do or pro-
vide for newcomers_ Next, ask them to choose only the five must
important things. !hen, ask them to select the one thing they feel
is the sponsor's number one responsibility to do or provide.

- Compare the groups' choices. Ask them to explain their reasonin.
Review the expectations and, along with the students, determine
which are realistic and which are not and why.

c Letters. Students describe the basic types of sponsorship.

- Present some Letters from refugees (see Techniques and Appendix)
describing their experiences with and impressions of their sponsors
or sponsoring agencies.

- Follow-up each letter with questions to help the students identify
the diversity of refugee/sponsor relationships. In each example,
how did the refugee feel about the sponsor? How might the sponsor
have felt about the refugee? What did they do for each other?
What did the refugee do for himself or herself?

- Ask students to share what they have heard from friends and rela-
tives about sponsors and voluntary agencies.

- Post three pictures, each depicting one model of sponsorship (e.g.
voluntary agency case management, s^onsorship by a relative, group
or individual sponsorship). Revier, and explain each picture.
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- Referring to the information in the letters, elicit from the stu-
dents the similarities and differences between these models of
sponsorship. What are the advantages and disadvantages of each?
Be sure to remind the studeas that these are just examples.
Everyone's experiences are unique.

5 Assessment

a Perspectives. Students identify and suggest solutions to conflicts
that may arise between refugees and sponsors or sponsoring agencies.

- Have the students form groups of two, three or four. Distribute
one situation card to each group (see Appendix). Instruct the
groups to read their situation, identify the conflict(s) and de-
vise solutions to the problems. Ask them to do a Dramatization
(see Techniques) of their story and its solution. Have them ex-
plain why the problems arose and how they might have been avoided.

- Vary this by presenting the situations using drawings or puppets.

- Encourage classmates to offer alternative explanations of the
problems and solutions.

b Goals for the First Month. Students set goals for themselves in
terms of meeting their needs and responsibilities upon resettlement.

- Post the initial list of "needs" generated in the Pre-Test activity.
Also, display the posters of refugees visiting different agencies
in the U.S. Distribute blank paper to each student.

- Instruct the students to walk around and review the list and the
pictures. Along with the classroom aide, circulate to clarify
information if the students ask questions about the list or pictures.

- Ask the students to sit down and write some goals for themselves
for their first month in the U.S. What will they need to do?
Where will they need to go? What would they like to do? (Goals
will vary depending on their family, sponsorship and resettlement
situations.)

- Vary this by setting some goals as a class. Draw a picture on
the blackboard to indicate "school" and ask students to identify
what they will do about education (for themselves or for their
children) soon after they arrive in the U.S. List their responses
on the blackboard. Continue with drawings to indicate "employment,"
"health," "housing," etc.

- Review the goals. Help them keep their initial goals realistic.

29;)
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Notes

Preparation

If possible, check ahead of time to see where the students will be
resettling and what type of sponsorship they will have. (This in-
formation might be available from JVA or the refugees themselves.)
Adjust the focus of the activities accordingly. (For instance, if
all the students will be sponsored by relatives you could concentrate
on the experiences and responsibilities involved in that model of
sponsorship.)

Language

Advanced Vocabulary. resettlement, agency, JVA, volag, UNHCR, ICM,
sponsorship, unhappy, afraid, homesick, lonely, worried about

Advanced Structures.
as a /played
like to go to the
tell me where the

In (native country or refugee camp), I worked
/taught /studied /was a . I'd
. My needs to go to . Can you
is?

Variations

Have the students form four groups. Ask each group to compose three
questions about sponsorship or resettlement. Have group members read
their questions to the other groups who then answer to the best of
their ability. Clarify or add information as needed.

Along with the students, add to a Story Line (see Techniques) so that
a fictional refugee family goes from the native country to the country
of asylum, studies in the refugee camp and arrives in the U.S. Present
some 'experiences" of that family concerning resettlement and sponsorship.

Appendix

letters from refugees: sponsorship, page 436
teacher information: resettlement questions and answers, page 437
teacher information: sponsorship questions and answers, page 438
situations: resettlement, page 439

Concerns

Refugees' resettlement and sponsorship cases and experiences are all
individual. Be sure to emphasize the fact that situations and ex-
periences vary a lot and that they should prepare themselves to meet
whatever arises.

Ifstuclents ask for information about their own resettlement, it is
important to refer them to the agency responsible for a given task
or type of information. It is not the duty of tilt. cultural orienta-
tion component to explain details of the students' individual cases.
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Bits and Pieces The U.S. Rpfugee Act of 1980 states a refugse
:s a person compelled to lis/her country because of persecution
on political, religious or t,,,hnic grounds, or reasonable fear of such
LA;recuion if th., person w,re to return to his/her country.

11ReIu -z,72 "first asylum" countries must follow a series of steps to
,7et from the country of first asylum to the U.S. Presented beZow is

,,ossible scenario for the processing of a refugee:

UNITED NATIONS HIGH COMMICSIONER FOR REFUGEES

[

Entrance to
Camp/Regis-
tration with
UNHCR

conducts initial interview with new arrivals.
refugee also registers with appropriate government
authorities.

JOINT VOLUNTARY AGENCY/ETHNIC AFFAIRS OFFICER

FRegt.stratton
with the U.S.

rJVIn+ervtew/Casework by
A/EAO

under contract with U.S. Department of State to do initial
interviewing for the U.S.
caseworkers are refugee adVocates who try to get as much
information as possible from the refugees in order to
present a strong case to the Immigration (INS) officer.

- classifies reftAgees as to their eligibility status. Note:
JVA makes no subjective decisions. In order to be eligible
for U.S. program, tha person must fit into one of several
categories.
EAO verifies information related to refugee's U.S. or
native country government connections.

IMMIGRATION AND NATURALIZATION SERVICE

- makes final acceptance/rejection decision in each case.
acceptance depends on taigibility categories, whether the
person fits the definition of a reftgee (age above) and
the honesty of the applicant.

- notifies the person of accAptance or rejection.
- JVA contacts reftigeas again to find out where and with
whom they want to live in the U.S. They update biogra-
phical data, relatives' addresses, etc.

Interview
with INS

Move to heft-
gee Process-
in Site

JVA

INTERACTION

Cade Assign-
ment by
INTERACTION

- consists of many voluntary agencies responsible for helping
resettle refugees in the U.S.

- JVA sends information to the "Refugee Data Center."
- holds regular allocation meetings in New York.
- distributes refugee cases among the various agencies.

ENGLISH AS SECOND LANGUAGE/CULTURAL ORIENTATION/PRE-EMPLOYMENT TRAINING

ttendance in
1 ESL/CO/PET
Program and

; Final assur6.
Lgnce

- prepares refVgees for successful resettlement.
attendance is mandatory for refugees between certain ages, who
will be going to the U.S.
a Voluntar Agency (Volag) gives a guarantee to INTERACTION
that it urill sponsor a certain refugee.

INTERGOVERNMENTAL COMITTEE FOR MIGRATION

Me 7,ca Exam
by ICV/

De arture

- provides medical examinations amd chest X-rays in camps to
ensure U.S. health regulations are met.

- arranges for transportation to the U.S.
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3
Three Types of Sponsorship

Refugees are sponsored by:

* individual relatives or friends
* a church, synagogue, civic club
or other group; an individual;
a family

* a local voluntary agency (per-
haps an affiliate of a national
volag) which may assign refugees
to a case worker, sometimes bi-
lingual.

4

WELCOfl E 1-7

The natsonal offices of the
Voluntary Agencies locate each
type of sponsor. It is onZy
through agreement with a na-
tional Volag that any perscn,
group or agency can sponsor a
refugee.

5The major aim of the U.S. resettlement system, overseas and in the
U.S., is to get eligible refugees to the U.S. and help them become
self-sufficient as soon as possible. The training programs in the
Refugee Frocessing Centers and the sponsors--ideally--serve to bridge
the gap for new arrivals, to set them on the path to be able to take
care of their own needs and become comfortable and confident in their
new surroundings.
6For refugees coming from a background of years in refugee camps,
prisons or 'living under totalitarian governments, tile expectation of
making decisions and using one's own initiative may be difficult.
Confidence in their ability to take care of their own needs, particu-
larly in an unfamiliar environment, may be Zacking.

7Potential Areas ofConflict

The differences in expectations and experiences may lead to conflict
between refugees and their sponsors.

A refugee might:

* expect a sponsor to take him/her
everywhere as long as he/she feels
uncomfbrtable or afraid.

* insist on studying while being
supported by the sponsor.

* feel obZigated to attend a spon-
sor's religious services.

* expect a sponsor to provide ma-
terial goods (e.g. pots. pans,
T.V., car).

* compare sponsoring agencies or
sponsors and accuse some of
cheating or not being fair.

* expect relatives who are sponsors
to be "the same" as before and
spend a lot of time with them.

A sponsor might:

* expect a ref4gee to shop, take
buses, etc. alone after being
shown once.

* expect a refugee to try to
find a job as soon as possible
or take any job offered.

* want the refugee to attend
the sponsor's religious
services.

* want the refugee to earn his/
her own money and make his/her
own purchases.

* expect a refugee to understand
that each agency uses its re-
sources differently.

* be busy and not have time or
money to take the refiigee
everywhere and buy everything.
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Lesson 50
The Transit Process

"We're on our way!"

Refugees will be curious about the procedures they must follow in transit
from the refugee camp to the U.S. This lesson makes the students familiar
with basic procedures and gives them an introduction to airplane regulations
and services.

Objectives The students will be able:

- to explain the series of steps they must follow to get from the
refugee camp to the U.S.

- to explain their obligation to repay the ICM loan.

- to_identify and sort appropriate and inappropriate articles to in-
-clude in their baggage to the U.S.

- to describe the basic procedures they will follow at the airport.

- to identify and suggest solutions for problems they may encounter
on the airplane.
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Ratlonale
The transit process is the link between life in the refugee camp
and initial resettlement in the U.S. The process may be long
(transit camps, medical exams, bus or boat rides, airplane journey)
and seem complicated (various forms to sign or carry, instructions
to follow). It is to the refugees' advantage to understand what
their responsibilities are throughout the process and to be familia
with some situations they may encounter along the way.

Skills
sequencing steps

weighing options

determining priorities

Materials

identifying problems

solving problems

clarifying information

communicating in English

Item Quantity Activity

flashcards: transit process* 1 set per class 1

handout: Promissory Note* 1 per student 2a
baggage items as available 2b
large and small suitcase 1 each per class 2b
slides, video or pictures: airport* as available 3a
ICM bag and contents* 1 per class- 3a
pictures: on the airplane* as available 3b
cards: problem situations* 6-7 per class 3b
chart: flight times* 1 per class 3c
yes-no questions* 20 per class 4

* preparation needed before class

Language

I'm (cold).
My (son) has a (head-

ache). Do you
-h",/e any aspirin?

Can I have some water?

Where is the toilet?
Can you help me?

Vocabulary

airplane
airport
ICM bag

water
diaper
blanket

(family
members)

toilet
cold
hot
hungry
thirsty

headache

(final
destination)

Literacy

TOILET
OCCUPIED
VACANT
FASTEN SEAT

BELT
NO SMOKING
EMERGENCY
EXIT
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Activities

1

Pre-Test/
Cultural
Exploration

II Pre-Test/Cultural Exploration

Estimated Time

all levels: 2 days

Step-By-Itep. Students explain the series of steps they must follow
to get fraW-the refugee camp to the U.S.

- Distribute flashcards to individual students, each card indicating
(in words or pictures) one step in the transit process.

Graduation Final Sign Pack
from Medical Promissory -Your

ESL/CO/PET Exam Note Baggage

(Asylum
Country)
Airport

Flight
to U.S.

Flight to
Final

Destination

- Instruct the students to post the cards on the blackboard in the
correct order of events.

- Review each card, having the students explain what each procedure
involves. Re-order the cards as necessary. (Sometimes the order
will vary with individual cases.)

- Ask the students how they knew what to do to get from their first
asylum camp to their present location. Did they get there on their

.own? Did they follow instructions? Who gave the instructions?

7,Explain that this lesson will make them familiar with the basic steps
involved in the transit process and with their responsibilities re-
lated to the trip. They must, however, be prepared to follow the
instructions of camp, ICM and airline authorities.



The Transit Process

[2 Preparation]

a Promissory Note. Students explain their obligation to repay the
ICM loan.

- Ask students who pays for refugees' flights to the U.S. Have
those who mention ICM explain the purpose of the Promissory Note.
Add or clarify information as needed.

- Distribute handouts of the Promissory Note in English or the stu-
dents' native language (see Appendix). Review the contents item-
by-item as a class.

- Present descriptions of several refugee families. Instruct the
students to calculate the total amount of each family's ICM loan.

father:
30 years old

sons:
7 and 13
years old

mother:
42 years old

father:
40 years old

sons:
13,16,20 years old

daughters:
1, 10 years old

mother:
24 years old

grandmother:
50 years old

Jaughters:
5 and 6 years old

son:
1i years old

- Explain the consequences of not repaying the loan. How will that
affect their families? How might that affect future refugee appli
cants for admission to the U.S.?

b Baggage. Students identify appropriate and inappropriate articles
in baggage bound for the U.S.

- Set up and label three tables A, B and C. On Table A, place items
that people might consider taking with them to the U.S. Suggested
items:

clothes
cigarettes
pots and pans
guitar
gun

herbal medicine
long, sharp knife
school worksheets
handicrafts
umbrella

blanket
money
scissors
watch
whisky

toilet paper
cooking gas
casette player
fresh fruit
mosquito net

- Explain that the U.S. has rules governing what can and what cannot
be brought into the country. Invite volunteers to choose one item
each and place it on Table B if it is allowed to be taken into the
U.S. or on Table C if people should not bring it. After all ob-
jects have been sorted, review the choices and discuss.

- Show a large suitcase (or box) and a small carry-on bag. Explain
that each passenger is allowed to bring a small piece of luggage
on the airplane with him or her. The rest of the belongings must
go in the baggage compartment of the plane.

- Recruit two volunteer "families" (four or five people each). Ask
the first family to sort the items on Table B into the large suit-
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case and the smaller bag. Then, let the next "family" change any-
thing they feel is packed in the wrong place. Have the two families
explain and defend their choices. Encourage comments ana questions
from classmates. Add or clarify information as needed.

- Elicit what items students will take and what they might leave be-
hind. List their suggestions on the blackboard. Ask which item
they would bring if they could bring only one thing. Why? Which
would they bring if they were allowed only two things? Continue
prioritizing the list. Discuss weight restrictions and the fact
that some things are not necessary in the U.S. (e.g. mosquito net).

- Review the situations and responses as a class.
practice explanations and requests in English.

c In the U.S. Students explain the function of U.S.
tice reading domestic flight schedules.

Have the students

customs and prac-

- Refer students to the baggage sorting activity. Ask them who will
check to see if they brought anything inappropriate into the U.S.
When will their baggage be checked?

- Explain that ICM or resettlement offices will help newly-arriving
refugees transfer to flights to their final destination after they
have been cleared through customs.

- In advanced classes, post a
chart of domestic flight
times. Review the termi-
nology and the information
on the chart. Have the
students form four groups.
Give each group a question
Ask them to answer the
questions using the chart
for reference.

* Your plane has
arrived in San
Francisco from
Hong Kong at
8:00 AM. You
have a reservation on Flight 119. How much
time do you have before the flight leaves?
From what gate will it depart?

DEPARTURES FROM SAN FRANCISCO

Destination Departure
Time

Flight
Number

Gate
Number

Denver 9:25 AM 807 16

Kansas City 10:40 AM 119 14B

Los Angeles 11:55 AM 064 18

Houston 1:10 PM 223 9

Chicago 3:35 PM 096 20

* Your final destination is Chicago. What is
your flight number?

* An official told you to get on the plane forty-
five minutes before departure. You are going
to Los Angeles. What time should you get on
the plane? At what gate?

* Which flight will definitely leave in the
morning and arrive in the afternoon?
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I3 Airport, Airplane, Arrival]

a Taking Care of Business. Students describe the basic procedures
they will follow at the airport.

- Show slides, a video (see Techniques) or pictures of the steps
refugees follow at the airport. Have students identify what people
are doing in each scene. Clarify information as needed. Remind
the students of the importance of Following ICM and airport in-
structions.

- Hold up a sample ICM bag. One-by-one, take out its contents and
explain each item's function.

b The Flight. Students identify and suggest solutions for problems
they may encounter on the airplane.

- Make the students familiar with some airplane rules and services
by showing pictures, explaining and demonstrating. Include safety
regulations (e.g. fastening seat belts, emergency exits) and features
(e.g. food and beverages; aircraft toilets; availability of blankets,
diapers, aspirin).

- Arrange the seats in rows as they might be in an airplane. Explain
that you and the classroom aide are flight attendants. Distribute
situation cards to various students. Instruct them to read the
cards and take the appropriate action. Sample situations:

* Your son is cold. He has no blanket.
* You just finished lunch, but you're still very thirsty.
* You forgot to bring diapers for your baby.
* You don't know how to lock the bathroom door.

4 Assessment

To Do Or Not To Do. Students demonstrate their understanding of the
topics in this lesson by answering questions.

- Present a quiz, either as a written test or as a competition between
two teams. Ask questions that must be answered YES or NO.

* Should you pack your ICM bag in your checked-
in baggage for safety? (NO)

* Will ICM officials give you instructions at
the airport? (YES)

* If nobody meets you %hen you reach final
destination, should you go on another
airplane to a different city? (NO)

* Are you allowed to ask for soft drinks at
most times during the flight? (YES)

* Do airlines often have magazines available
to read and decks of cards for the passengers? (YES)

* If you can't afford a monthly payment for your
ICM loan, should you write to your national
volag and explain the situation? (YES)
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t4otes
Preparation

For the exact steps in the transit process and the procedures they
will go through at the airport, check with your local ICM officials.
Regulations and procedures may vary from site-to-site, and they may
change, too.

Language

Advanced Vocabulary. boarding pass, ticket, gate, departure, arrival,
s4tcase, customs, promissory note.

Advanced Structures. Is it OK to bring this? How should I pack this?
Where is gate

Variations

In advanced classes, distribute sample airline tickets and boarding
passes. Ask the students to find the following information on the
tickets: passenger name, destination, flight number, departure date
and time. Have them locate information on the boarding pass as well
(e.g. gate number, seat number, smoking or non-smoking section).

Present the last step of Activity 2b, "Baggage," as a Dilemma. (See
Techniques.)

Have the students read a Picture Story about a refugee family arriving
at the airport. (See Techniques.)

Share Letters from refugees (see Techniques) writing about their
"transit" experiences.

Expand Activity 3b, "The Flight," into a full-scale simulation. See
the simulation, "An Airplane Trip," in this handbook.

Appendix

handout promissory note, page 423

Concerns

Hundreds of thousands of refugees have flown to the U.S. They are
given instructions and are usually met at their final destination.
There is no reason to fear that "things will go wrong" if people
learn how to ask for information or for things they need.

Be sure to stress the importance of repaying the ICM loan.

If students have questions about individual cases (e.g. administra-
tive or medical holds), refer them to the appropriate agency.
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Bits and Pieces 1
GETTING READY

Refugees are given medical screenings and x-rays throughout the time
they are studying ESL/CO/PET. They are also given a pre-embarkation
check-up befbre they depart. A "medical hold" (postponing departure
fbr medical reasons) may be given because of x-ray results, skin
diseases, pregnancy (30-33 weeks or more, etc.). For any serious con-
dition that will need fbllow-up in the U.S., a medical guarantee from
the U.S. is required.

120N THE WAY

Each refugee camp site has specific
procedures that refugees must fbllow
Generally, it is OK to bring snacks
on the bus to the airport and to
have in the airport as well. Some
food may be served --!t the airport.
ICH stall' people assist refugees
with luggage check-in and immigra-
tion procedures. While in the
airport, they may have a chance to
change money to U.S. dollars. The
head ofhousehold wilZ receive an
ICM BAG--a VERY IMPORTANT bag of
documents. Contents:

* medical documents
* x-ray film
* family sheet

(biographical data
and photo)

* promissory note
* 1-94 cards
* airline tickets
* boarding passes

4ARRIVAL

3
THE AIRPLANE

Refugees
together
airplane.

are free
Airlines

are usually seated
in the back of the
Food and drinks
Alcoholic beverages

on some flights.
usually have diapers

aboard.

Refugees have had particular
trouble with:

* Dehydration. (They don't
drink enough. They should
ask fbr more drinks and take
water from the self-serve
area near the toiZets.)

* ToiZets. (They don't know
how to use them properly.)

* Storing Luggage. (It must
fit overhead or under the
seat.)

* Babies. (Diapers are re-
quired.)

All international travellers go through CUSTOMS, where their baggage
is inspected. Some refugees are met by their relatives or sponsors
at their first arrival point. Others stay briefly at a transit center
or hotel. Others board another plane and fly on to their final des-
tination. ICM officials heZp refugees make connections to other
flights.
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5

Promissory Note

The promissory note signifies an agreement between the Intergovern-
mental Committee fbr Migration (ICM) and the refugee that he or she
will repay tha cost of his or her family's flight to the U.S. The
refUgee is obligated to pay back the Loan by sending monthZy payments
of specified amounts to his or her nationaZ volag office. FaiZure to
paaarill hurt a person's credit rating, and eligibility fbr certain
government jobs. It may also hurt other refugees' chances of going
to the U.S. if many people do not repay their loans. If a person
cannot affbrd to pay the amount due each month, that person shouZd
contact the volag by Letter or telephone and agree to pay whatever
he or she can affbrd.

AGE COST OF FLIGHT

infant $ 48
2-12 years oZd $240
13-aduZt $480

Repayment scheduZes are specified on the promissory note. Payments
usuaZZy begin by the sixth month the refUgee has been in the U.S.
One sample repayment scheduZe:

Family Members Payment

TWo aduZts; three children $47/month

BAGGAGE

Time

36 months

Total

$1,680

7As refUgees pack their belongings, they should remember not to bring
anything they won't really need in the U.S. There are various re-
strictions on what and how much each person (adult or chiZd) can take.

Weight

Each checked piece
must not weigh more
than 23 kiZograms/
50 pounds.

8

mk,
Other Restrictions:

Don't take fresh or prepared fbod. (Airline and customs
Don't bring things you intend to seZZ.
Don't bring guns or other weapons.
Don't bring iZZegaZ drugs. (Customs checks with dogs.)
Don't bring flammable items (gas, aZcohoZ, etc.).
Don't bring whiskey, beer or wine.

.1cgsilefiAlsgm

TWo pieces alLowed
per person. Infants
under two years oZd
are allowed one
piece. Knives or
scissors should be
wrapped and packed.
Don't pack valuables
in checked baggage.

Carry-On

Baggage must fit under the
seat in front ofyou or in
the overhead bin on the
airplane. The sum of
length, width and height
can not exceed 115 centi-
meters/45 inches. Bring
valuables to be sure they
aren't Lost (jewelry,
money, etc.).

regulations.)
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Lesson 59
Culture Shock

"I'm totally confwaed."

Refugees often experience confusion on or after arrival in the U.S. This
lesson introduces students to some general phases of emotional adjustment
to a new culture and aims to help them build skills to deal with that ad-
justment.

OblectIves The students will be able:

- to define "culture shock" in general terms and to explain its re-
current nature.

- to identify areas of adjustment to life in the U.S. that may cause
them some confusion, disillusionment or difficulty.

- to determine ways in which to deal effectively with the emotional
effects of "culture shock."



Culture Shock

Rationale

As refugees attempt to "settle in" in their new community and their
new country, they meet a variety of circumstances that are untri,d
and different for them. Some of these experiences may be exciting.
Others may be confusing, upsetting or frightening. By being aware
of the fact that it is normal and common to experience a variety
of emotions related to adjustment to a new society--sometimes over
the course of years--refugees can be better able to cope with those
emotional "ups and downs."

Skills
identifying problems

solving problems

Meter leis

Item Quantity Activity

stories: Americans abroad*
chart: emotions*
pictures: emotions*
blank paper
letters from refugees*
pictures: difficult situations*

3-4 per class
1 per class
as needed
1 per student
4-5 per class
as needed

I

3a
3b
3b
3c
4

* preparation needed before class

Language

I feel

I was

I miss my

Vocabulary

happy
sad
angry
scared
excited

homesick
lonely

(family
members)

friend

Literacy
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Activities

2
Cultural
Exploration

Ll_pre-Test]

Estimated ime

all levels: I day

Anecdotes. Students identify problems created by cultural differences,
and determine constructive solutions to those problems.

Share a few stories of difficulties faced by an American who went
to live in another country. (If you are from the U.S., tell some
of your own "humorous" tales of adjustment. If you are not from
the U.S., gather some stories from friends or co-workers). Also,
add a story about a refugee's experience in the U.S. Sample anecdotes:

* Henry went overseas to work as a doctor. -_His
wife was planning to join him in the new-place
in one month. Henry said to one of hivco-workers,

."When my wife arrives, we'll have to share the
'same bath water. Only one of us will be Clean!"
His co-worker didn't understand and asked Henry
to explain. Henry described how he stood in the
small water container to wash himself. There was
not enough water to refill it completely after he
took a bath and drained it. His co-worker laughed
and laughed. "Henry," he said, "you're not supposed
to stand in the water container. You're supposed
to use a bowl to dip into the container and splash
the water over you!" Henry f2lt very.embarrased.

* Sue wanted to mail a letter to her family back in
the U.S. She asked someone how to get to the post
office, but she didn't understand the directions
very well. When she tried to find it, she saw a
big building with a national flag outside. She
couldn't read the name of the building. She was
nervous, but she walked inside anyway. To her
surprise, she discovered it 4as a school! She
walked out quickly and continued down the road

-309-
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where she finally found the post office. Once
inside, she was nervous again. She didn't know
how to ask for a stamp! She felt stupid. "I'll
never be able to take care of myself in this
country," she thought.

* Vang had just arrived in the U.S. He was excited
about trying everything new. His sponsor took
him out to a restaurant with a group of American
friends. They all ordered big sandwiches. Vang
saw everyone pick up the sandwiches, open their
mouth wide and take a bite. He didn't think he
could take such a big bite so he tried to use his
fork. Then he started to pull the bread apart
into little pieces with his hands. The others
at the table started to laugh.

- Ask the students to pick out the problems. What caused them? How
did Henry feel? How did Sue feel? What would be a good thing for
Sue to do in her situation? What might Henry do?

- As you share the stories (through reading, pictures, drawing, etc.)
be sure to keep the mood optimistic. By being able to laugh at
their own embarrassment or mistakes, people might be more likely to
learn from those mistakes and be willing to try again.

- Briefly define culture shock (in general terms). Point out how a
variety of little or big situations can cause discomfort in a new
culture and that there are constructive ways of dealing with that
discomfort.

2 Cultural Exploration

Communication Game. Students identify areas of adjustment to a new
culture that may cause confusion, frustration or difficulty.

- Conduct a Structured Experience (see Techniques) in which the stu-
dents explore-relations and communication between newcomers and
residents in a community. Have the students*form two groups. Send
one group out of the room. Along with the classroom aide, explain
that ech of them will be a newcomer to country X. Their assignment
is to enter the new community and to ask the people there any ques-
tions they want in order to find out about their new place (e.g. to
locate the market or school, to ask about the weather).

- To the group remaining in the classroom, explain that they are resi-
dents of country X. In that country, people always put their right
hand into a fist while speaking to others. If the person they talk
to doesn't make a fist, they must walk away. Instruct students
not to explain this communication system to the newcomers. Those
peop12 must figure it out for themselves. The residents of country
X shculd, however, be very friendly and greet the newcomers when
they first arrive. (Communication can be in the students' native
language.)

-310- 3 7
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- After the activity has continued for awhile, have the students sit
down again as a class. Review the experience as a group.

* How did you feel when you entered the new community?
* How did you feel a few minutes after that? Why?
* What happened (from your perspective)?
* How did the people in country X communicate? How

did you figure it out?
* How did you feel after you learned the signal and

were able to communicate with the residents?
* How did you, the residents, feel about the newcomers

who didn't know how to communicate properly with
you?

- Ask some guided questions about the students experiences when they
first entered their country of asylum. Did they ever feel frustrated
or angry? Why? What did they do to help solve their problems?

3 Emotions

?.A Chart. Students identify situations that make them happy or sad
and ways to deal with their sadness.

- Post a chart that lists or illustrates various emotions along one
side and places on the other side.

angry scared excited

previous camp

present camp

the U.S.

- Review and explain the "emotions" as a class. Next, ask students
to share some things that made them happy in their previous refu-
gee camp (or in their hometown). List or draw their responses in
the appropriate place on the chart. Continuing to focus on that
place, ask students to explain what made them sad, angry, scared
and excited while there. Move on to discussing life at their
present camp.

-311- 318
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- Refer the students to various topics they have studied during their
cultural orientation course. Ask them to identify situations they
think might make them happy, sad, etc. in the U.S. (They could
also use stories they have heard through letters from friends and
relatives in the U.S.)

- When the chart is complete, ask the students to explain how they
"coped" with their sad or angry or scared feelings in each place.
Did their behavior change when they felt that way? How did they
act? How did they try to help themselves feel better? How might
they be able to help themselves feel better in the U.S.? Offer
suggestions as needed.

- Vary this activity by having students complete charts individually
and then share their experiences and thoughts with their class-
mates

b Ups and Downs. Students identify a range of emotions and explain
some of their emotional "ups and downs" since leaving their country.

- Facilitate a Brainstorming session (see Techniques) in which the
students name as many kinds of emotions as they can. List the
suggestions on the blackboard. (Use pictures of people displaying
various emotions as cues, if needed.)

- Draw a large box on the blackboard with a straight line through
it horizontally. Explain that this line represents a Time Line
(see Techniques) of your life since leaving your country or your
hometown or since coming to work with refugees. With the class
watching and listening, mark points along your time line to re-
present special events or strong feelings and label those points
with a date and a short description. For any feelings that were
positive, place the point above the horizontal line. For those
events or feelings that were negative, place the point below the
line. An example:

r e- web-
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- Explain each event on your time line and the emotions involved.
(Use emotion words elicited from the students at the beginning of
this activity.) Give the students a chance to see that even their
teacher has experienced happiness and sadness over the course of a
short time.
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- Distribute blank paper to each student. Instruct everyone to draw
an individual time line and label it with their own events and
emotions since leaving their homeland.

- When they have completed their graphs, ask them to share their
"stories" with another student. Have a few volunteers share their
time lines with the entire class, explaining why they felt the way
they did at each point and how they handled their situations. How
did they help themselves feel better?

- Explain that it is normal to have a range of emotions, both positive
and negative, wherever a person is.

* Do you think you might have emotional "ups and downs"
in the U.S.?

* What might cause you to feel happy? Sad? Scared?
* What might you be able to do to help yourself feel

better?

c Phases. Students define "culture shock" in general terms and explain
its recurrent nature.

- Present a series of Letters from one refugee that shows a variety
of experiences and emotions since settling in the U.S. (See Appen-
dix for a sample series and Techniques.)

- Ask students to define culture shock in general terms, using this
refugee's experiences as a guide.

* When does culture shock happen (e.g. once, after three
months, after one year)?

* How can a person know that he or she is experiencing
culture shock?

* How can a person know if another person is experiencing
culture shock?

* What did the refugee who wrote these letters do to
start feeling better?

- Explain the stages of culture shock, reminding the students that
everyone's experiences are unique.

C.

4 Assessment

Coping. Students determine ways in which to avoid or lessen the emotional
effects of "culture shock."

- Draw the following chart on the blackboard, leaving the spaces blank:
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sitilltiOri ..jait1picie4;dn '4te1iiiid-liponie

Yo.)'re yelled at
by your boss.

Refuse to talk to
the bnss again.
Quit the job.

Listen carefully. Try to
improve. Explain your rea-
sons for doing what you did.

You accidentally
break your neigh-
bor's window with
a soccer ball.

Laugh or giggle.
Run away.

Apologize. Offer to pay for
a new window.

- Show pictures and/or tell stories of refugees in the U.S. who en-

counter difficulties. Ask the students to restate the situations
to be sure they understand them. Then, ask them to suggest a re-
sponse that might complicate each situation--a response that would
be inappropriate or unhelpful.

- Next, have them suggest a response that would improve each situation--
a response that would be appropriate or helpful. Complete the chart

by listing or drawing their suggestious.

- For each situation, ask the students to explain why and how certain
responses or actions might cause further trouble for the refugees
and to explain how other responses would be more constructive in

avoiding or lessening the effects of culture shock.

- Vary this by presenting the students with two responses to each
situation. Allow them to determine the unhelpful and the helpful
response. Be sure to remind them that there is not one right and
one wrong way to respond to each of these circumstances.

- Explain that there are community service agencies (see Lesson 31)
that can offer help to refugees who encounter trouble.

-314-
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Notes

Preparation

Review the information about professional mental health services in
the U.S., explained in Settling In, Book I.

Prepare a chart or graph of your own "emotional" experiences to use
as an example for the class.

Language

Advanced Vocabulary. More "emotion" words: curious, frustrated,
hopeful, depressed, etc.

Advanced Structures. I felt because I

Variations

Along with the students, create a Story Line (see Techniques). Pre-
sent the story of one family's adjustment tcrliving in the U.S. over
a period of months or years. Have the students identify the general
phases of culture shock the members of the family are experiencing
at each point in the story and ask them tu suggest ways to cope with
their culture shock.

Related activities and information regarding mental health and emotional
well-being can be found in Lesson 19, "Maintaining Good Health," in
Settling In, Book 1.

Appendix

letters from refugees: culture shock, pages 440-441

Concerns

In some languages, the term "mental health" is frequently used and
understood as "mental illness." There is so much negative feeling
about mental illness that people are not.willing to admit they have
a problem or seek help.

People have varying degrees of difficulty sharing their emotions with
others. Some may attempt to suppress their feelings instead of show-
ing their unhappiness. In this lesson, you may want to reinforce the
positive results of sharing feelings with others who can offer advice
or support.

-315-
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Bits and Pieces

2

1 CULTURE SHOCK is the fbrm of complex
emotional stress that happens when
people move from one culture to another.

There is no definite pattern to people's experiences.
Each person's situation is unique. A person may ex-
perience a range of emotions, sometimes repeating oZd
reactions and feelings over and over again. Some
mental health experts have noted the following general
phases of culture shock that many people experience:

First Phase: Fascination. When you move to a new culture it is often
very exciting and fascinating at first. You see mostly the good
and ignore some of the problems. Everything seems interesting.
You may be very curious about aZZ that is new around you.

Second Phase: Disenchantment. At some point, you begin to encounter
problems. There are difficulties and misunderstandings caused by
Language and behavior differences. You increasingly discover your-
self to be a stranger and an outsider. The fdscination wears off
and is replaced by missing the old and the familiar. You might
begin to dislike the new sights, people, language and food. In
extreme culture shock, a person will avoid any contact with the
new environment, and will spend ail of his or her time with his or
her own ethnic group, dreaming constantly about "home" and remem-
bering only the "good" things.

Third Phase: Recovery. Finally, somehow, you begin to get better.
For most people it is easier to adjust to the new than to keep
suffering. Language is one key. Usually a person who Learns the
Language quickly moves through culture shock more rapidly. As
you learn how to function you have increasingZy more positive and
satisfying experiences which reinfbrce your adjustment and weZZ-
being in the new society.

Fourth Phase: Acculturation. There is no precise moment in time that
can be predicted, but at Zast the stranger feels at home in the
new cuZture. You can never fbrget your otd life, but you have reaZ
interest and excitement in your new life, too. There are connec-
tions and involvements in the new environment.which sustain you and
woutd make it very difficult to leave and go back.

3Some signs of depression or emotionaZ upset:

- constant crying

- feeling Zike beating your
spouse or your chiZd

* constant headaches

* inability to sleep when no
physical cause can be fbund
by a doctor

- eating disorders (not eating
enough or eating all the time)

- Lack of energy; no interest in
anything

* constant stomach upset

-316- 3 23
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AISOME AREAS THAT .4AY CAUSE DIFFICULTIES
AND EMOTIONAL STRESS FOR REFUGEES:

- unreaZistic expectations in terms of jobs and money.
- memories of traumatic escape experiences from the homeland.
- uncertainty about the future.
- changing expectations of women and men and parents and children.
- inability to find a job.
- homesickness, loneliness, being separated from family and

friends.
- Lack of English Zanguage ability.
- poor housing conditions (dangerous neighborhoods).
- misunderstandings of cultural behavior.
- Loss of social status.
- guiZt feelings for leaving loved ones in homeZand or camps.

5Coping Strategies:
How to HeZp Yourself Feel Better

By re that you are experiencing cui.ture shock,
you ta ne first step in "getting over it."

* There is no need to feel ashamed or guilty for being
depressed. Many people go through periods of depression.

* Don't isolate yourself% It's important to seek out
friends or relatives or community service providers
who can be supportive.

fr* A change in attitude can help you get better. It heZps
to believe that you will be more comfortable and Zess
Lonely eventually.

4 Talking with a mentat health counselor can help you
figure out ways to heZp yourself feel better.

Mental Health Counselors:

When family and friends are busy with their own problems, they might
not have the time to help others who are in need. In the U.S., mental
health professionals (counselors) are avaitable to listen to other's
experiences and feelings and to offer some advice. A counselor is
seen as a helper. Going to a counselor is not punishment for doing
something wrong. Rather, it is a positive step in learning how to
improve one's situation. Mental health clinics, hospitals, schools
and Mutual Assistance Associations at/ may offer counseling services.

* ne use of mental health bicultural/bilingual
interpreters and paraprofessionals has become
more common in certain areas of the U.S.

110-4105
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Planning
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Lesson 60
Secondary Migration

"I heard there are more job possibilities over there."

For a variety of reasons, many refugees move from their initial place of
resettlement within the first six months or year in the U.S. This lesson
makes students familiar with patterns of refugee migration in the U.S.
and with possible consequences of that movement.

Objectives The students will be able:

- to describe patte-ms of refugee migration in the U.S.

- to identify and explain some reasons for secondary migration and
the possible consequences.

- to identify factors to consider when thinking about moving from
one place to another.

-319-
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Rationale
Secondary migration of refugees is a common phenonenon in the U.S.
While this movement may have some positive consequences for the
refugees, it may also bring about some negative results for the
people who move and for government and resettlement service pro-
viders who are straining to meet the needs of all the people seek-
ing assistance. By identifying various options (and possible con-
sequences of those options) in given situations, refugees can pre-
pare themselves to be able to make educated and responsible deci-
sions regarding their own migration within in the U.S.

Skills
clarifying attitudes

identifying problems

Materiah

weighing options

solving problems

Item Quantity Activity

handout: U.S. map* 1 per student 1

poster: U.S. map 1 per class 1

poster: map of students' native 1 per class 2

countrY
case study: one family* 1 per class

,

pictures: story characters* 7 per class 3

role cards* 4 per class 3

chart: reasons and consequences* 1 per class 3, 4
critical incidents* 4-6 per class 4

* preparation needed before class

Language

I live in (state).

I want to live in (state).-

I need a job.
money

I want to go to school.
I have a job.

It's too cold.

I'm happy here.

Vocabulary

(family members)

job money
school sponsor

hot
cold

happy
lonely

Literacy,

(names of
states)

_320_
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Activities

1 Pre-Test

Refugees in the U.S. Students answer questions about the refugee
population in the United States.

- Distribute a handout of a U.S. map to each student. Ask everyone
to darken (with a pencil or pen) the states where most refugees
from their region of the world live. Have some students point to
those states on a large U.S. map.

- Next, ask each student to put an "X" indicating states where many
refugees migrate. Use the large map to clarify for those who have
difficulty locating the states on their own maps. Ask the students
if they have friends or relatives in the U.S. who have moved from
one state to another.

* Where did they move from? To?
* Why did they move to the new place?
* Do they plan to move again?

2 Cultural Exploration]

Movement. Students explain patterns of movement in their native country.

- Post a map of the students' native country. Ask the students to
point to the area where they used to live.

- Ask several students to share their personal history.

* Where were you born?
* Where did you grow up?
* How often did you move?
* How far from your first home did you move?
* Why did you move?
* What are some other reasons why people move?
* WhP' do people consider as they decide whether

or not to move?
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3 Here and There

One Family. Students identify reasons for secondary migration and
the possible consequences.

- Present a Case Study (see Techniques) of one refugee family in the
U.S. (Post pictures as you mention each new character.)

* M and L settled in St. Paul, Minnesota, two months ago.
They came from (student's native country). They have
five school-age children and their mother-in-law in
their house. In (native country) they were farmers.
They plan to move to California where they have cousins.

* Bob and Ann are M and L's sponsors in St. Paul, Minnesota.
Bob is a salesman and Ann is a school teacher. They both
work full-time. They were excited about sponsoring a
refugee family and contacted a voluntary agency who
helped them throughout the process.

* X and Y are M's and L's cousins. They live in Fresno,
California. There are ten people in their house--M, L,
a brother and sister-in-law and six children. The land-
lord said they can't have more than ten people in their
house.

* Maria is a resettlement worker in Fresno, California.
X and Y recently contacted her to tell her that their
cousins would be arriving soon and would come to her
for help with employment, school registration and housing.

- Distribute one "role" card to each of four groups who will act as
M and L, X and Y, the sponsors and the resettlement worker. Give
them several minutes to read the role cards and think about their
reaction to this family's planned move

- Invite group representatives to stand in front of the room and act
as their assigned characters. Each can express his or her opinion
about the move. From their perspective, do they think it's a good
idea to move? Why or why not?

- Encourage questions and discussion from other classmates.
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M and L

"The weather is so cold in St.
Paul. And we haven't found
jobs, yet. It is so expen-
sive to pay for the heat in
the house. We have nice,
helpful sponsors. But, they
don't really understand our
situation. We have heard
from our cousins in Califor-
nia about the good life out
there. They have nice
weather, too. We miss our
cousins very much. And,
our cousin has a job al-
ready."

X and Y

"We miss our relatives in the
east. We wish we could be
cjoser to them. We feel
good here in California. My
husband is proud that he has
a job, even though it's just
part-timeHHe:works as a
parking lot attendant. We
have many (students' ethnic
group)-friends here. We are
excited about seeing our
cousins again. .Maybe they
will have a house and be
able to go to school soon."

BOB and ANN

"When we met M and L and their
family we were so excited.
They spoke just a little Dig-
lish, but we managed to com-
municate. We understood how
they felt--confused, nervous.
But, they were taking English
classes and seemed very happy.
They had an apartment and
were close to a bus stop.
What more could they want?
We told them to call us if
they needed anything, but
they rarely called because
they were happy. Then, they
left without saying thank you
or good-bye or even asking
for our advice."

.MARIA

"Unemployment is already high
in this area. Refugee unem-
ployment is especially high.
We know people come here be-
cause this is an agricultural
region, and they hope they
can get farm jobs, but it
just isn't possible most of
the time. don't have
enough.resettlement counselors
to handle our initial case
loads, so these secondary mi-
grants are an extra burdeil.
Housing in this area is dif-
ficult to find. ESL classes
are full right now. These
new arrivals will have to get
on a waiting list."

Place a blank chart on the blackboard. Elicit from the students
the specific reasons that led this family to leave their place of
initial resettlement. Write their ideas on the chart.

Reasons for Moving

-323-
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- Ask the students to consider the possible consequences of the family's
move. What effects will this have right away? What long-term effects
might they or the other characters in the story feel later? Which re-
sults will be positive? Which will be negative? Complete the chart
as students offer suggestions.

4 Assessment

To Go or Not To Go. Students identify and suggest solutions for con-
flicts refugees may encounter in the U.S.

- Present brief Critical Incidents (see Techniques). For each situa-
tion, ask the students, in small groups or a whole class, to iden-
tify the problem and determine the appropriate action. What options
do the characters have? What might the.) decide to do in each in-
stance? Why? What factors might they have to consider when think-
ing about what to do (e.g. money, support services, family respon-
sibilities)?

* B received a letter from a vriend in another
state saying he got a job in a factory. B
had been unemployed and bored for several months.
He thought he would like to work in a factory.

* K's family was resettled in a small town in the
southern part'of the U.S. There were no other
refugees from their ethnic group in that town.
Their sponsors had been friendly and nice, but
K and the family wanted to move to a larger town
in a different state where there'were more people
from their hc,meland.

* L knew her parents didn't like her boyfriend.
They said he wasn't "good enough" for her. Her
boyfriend asked her to rAn away with him across
the country. He said they could live with his
brother there.

* M's sponsor took him for a driving test three
times in order for M to get a driver's license.
M laughed after he failed the test the third time.
His sponsor got angry and yelled at him. M thought
he should move far away from kis sponsor, but he
wasn't sure where to go.

- After the conflicts and solutions have been identified, refer to
the chart the students completed in the previous activity. Add
additional reasons for secondary migration based on these incidents.

- Ask the students to identify the advantages and disadvantages of
living in a region where many other refugees live.

- Review the list once more as a class. Elicit individual feelings
or concerns about refugee secondary migration in the U.S.

-324-
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Notes

Preparation

Create a family for the Case Study that resembles your students in
terms of nationality and educational or occupational backgrounds.

In lower and intermediate level classes, have the Case Study "role
cards" translated into the students' native language ahead of time.

Language

Advanced Vocabulary. transportation, finances, responsibilities,
education, employment, housing, migration.

Advanced Structures. I'm thinking about moving. I need to consider
. I need to talk with

Variations

Stage a Debate (see Techniques) in which one third of the students
argues in favor of secondary migration and one third argues against.
The other students can be the judges who determine which side's argu-
ments seem strongest and most reasonable.

Present the Critical Incidents as role plays or by using rods or drawings.

Concerns

Be sure to explain that refugees have the legal right to move wherever
they want in the U.S. Americans move, too, for a variety of reasons.
It is important to have enough money to move from one place to another
and to have some sources of immediate support (either self or others)
at the new location.

Remind the students that they have an obligation to repay their ICM
plane ticket loan. They must notify their national or local volun-
tary agency when they decide to move so that they can continue re-
ceiving the bills for repayment.

It is also good to encourage people not to make major decisions--
-moving across the country--as an immediate reaction to some personal
difficulties (e.g. loneliness, conflict with sponsor). It is often
helpful to wait awhile, until a person feels calmer and more comfort-
able, before making a big decision to change his or her place of re-
settlement.
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Bits and Pieces Refivees have been resettZed in every state
in the United States. While there are stiZZ

some refugees Ziving in each state, very Zarge refur.c populations do
exist in certain states, especially California and Texas.

,-

51Srome concentrations of people came about as a resuZt of initiaZ re-
settZement. In other places, the refugee population has grown--and
continues to growas a resuZt of secondary migraticn.

3SECONDARY MIGRATION is a term used to describe the movement of refu-
gees from their originaZ pZace of resettZement to a new Zocation.
The term generaZZy covers any number of times a refugee might move.

41The Refitgee Perspective: Some Reasons for Movina On

FamiZy Reunification. Normally, refugees are initially pZaced with or
near famiZy members they have in the U.S. There may be other family
members in other parts of the U.S. These reunifications may come
after many years of separation.

Ethnic Reunification. Some refi4gees who resettZe in pZaces where
there are few or no other members of their ethnic group wiZZ move to
areas where there are. Peop1e who come from "clan" socie*ies may
choose to move closer to others in their clan.

Social Services. Parts of the U.S. where generaZ or emergency relief
programs exist have received a high number of secondary migrants,
particularly since the eighteen-month cut-off for Refugee Cash Assis-
tance went into effect.

Jobs. Some areas of the U.S. attract secondary migrants because of
the availability ofjobs there compared with other areas of the coun-
try. Sometimes it is mereZy a rumor of job possibilities that brings
people to a new pZace.

Climate. A cZimate closer to the one in their native country is
attractive to some people.

PersonaZ Difficulties. There have been cases noted of refugees who
Zeft towns because ofmisunderstandings with their sponsors over
religion, housing or money, or because of family difficuZties (e.g.
wanting to marry someone the parents don't Zike).

The Grass is Always Greener on the Other Side of the Fence. This
common American saying expresses the feeling that "anything is better
than what I have now."
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60 Secondary Migration

SDIFFERENT PERSPECTIVES

At the Place of Initial ResettZement

Sponsors, social service or government agencies, neighbors
and relatives may feel that the refugees don't give their
first community a "fair chance" if they Zeave within the first
six months or year. They may feeZ the refugees aren't grate-
ful fbr the time, attention and assistance they received.
Having people Zeave the area unexpectedZy makes it difficuZt
to plan fbr necessary staff and support services.

ARh41.4

6

At the PZace of Secondary Migration

GeneraZZy, resettZement funding grants are given by the fed-
eral government to agencies at the refugee's pZace of initial
resettZement. Agencies in the second, third or fburth town
where refugees move are often not prepared or able to assist
those refttgees with same basic services such as Zocating
housing, training programs, transZation assistance, etc.
Social service agencies and state and local governments pre-
pare fbr a certain number of newcomers based on official
statistics. The unexpected new arrivals may put a burden on
their resources.

In areas with many refugees, there may be more people seeking
services than there are service workers. As more refitgees
arrive, these agenciestheir money and their personneZ--are
strained even further.

Relatives and friends who have been separated from each other
for months or years may rejoice at the opportunity to be to-
gether againperhaps to create a family or "community" again.
They may also feel some pressure tc provide necessities fbr
those who wiZZ join themnecessities that take time and money
they don't necessariZy have.

=la MOM

Considerations

When peopie think about moving to a new rlace in the U.S., it is
heZpfitZ fbr them to be realistic about why they are going and what
they wiZZ need in order to be able to move.

* Do they reaZZy know what the employment, education
or housing situation is in their new Zocation?

* Are they reasonabZy sure they can pursue their goals
better if they move than if they stay where they are?

* Do they have enough money for the journey? (rt
takes fbur or five days to drive across the U.S.)

* Who will they be Leaving behind? Are there support
services that will not be available in the new place?
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An Airplane Trip
Simulation

This simulation requires a large room which can be divided into four sta-
tions. Students follow directions in order to check-in at the airport
and board the airplane. The simulation familiarizes the students with
general procedures and facilities in an airport and an airplane and allows
them to practice problem-solving and clarification skills.

Objectives The students will be able:

to follow oral directions in simulated airport and airplane situatibns.

to read and locate seat numbers.

to respond appropriately to airplane signs and symbols.

to demonstrate appropriate use of airplane seats, seat belts and
toilets.

to demonstrate appropriate safety precautions for air travel.

to solve problems that arise on board an airplane in a simulated
setting.



An Airplane Trip

Materials

Station 1

check-in desk or counter
ICM bags* (1 per family)
boarding passes* (1 per student)

Station 2

X-ray box*
security doorway*
hand-held metal detector*
plastic knives, guns
keys, cameras
cooking gas
baby dolls
sign: X-RAY*

Station 3

chairs or benches (for 20-60
students)

doorway
announcer's microphone and

speakers (if available)
sign: GATE

Station 4

doorway
chairs (labeled with seat

numbers)*
airsick bags* (1 per student)
aircraft familiarization

cards* (1 per student)
real airplane seat, seatbelt,

oxygen mask, lifevest,
toilet (if available)

trays and food (1 per student)
problem situation cards*

(10-15 per class)
blankets, diapers, aspirin
flight attendant caps, apron
microphone and speakers

(if available)
cassette tape and players:

. airplane take-off and
landing sounds

signs: NO SMOKING
FASTEN SEAT BELT
EXIT
TOILET
LAVATORY
OCCUPIED
VACANT
WATER

* preparation needed before class

Preparations

You may wish to conduct this simulation together with English as a
Second Language teachers who have prepared students to ask for clari-
fication and assistance.

An introduction to airplane travel taught as part of Lesson'58, "The
Transit Process," would be a good preparation for this simulation.

The day before the simulation, divide the students into family
groupings of 1, 2 or 3 people. Choose one person in each group to
be the head of household for the simulation. .(Not always male!)

With the team of teachers who will conduct this simulation, assign
roles (e.g. flight attendant, pilot, announcer). Also plan any
interactions or variations you will try.
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An Airplane Trip

Interactions

Unexpected Event. As students line up for the security check, place
"metal weapons"--knives or guns--in the carry-on bags of.a few stu-
dents. (Without being noticed, if possible.) When they pass
through the check-point, activate the "buzzer" and have those stu-
dents who are carrying prohibited items step aside and be "searchee

Distribute cards that illustrate or describe problem situations on
board the airplane. Instruct students with cards to pretend they
have the same problem and GO what is appropriate in order to solve
it. Sample problem situations:

* You are very thirsty.
* You feel cold.
* You don't have diapers for your baby.
* You aren't sure whether or not someone is inside

the toilet.
* You can't fasten your seat belt.
* Your child feels like throwing up.

In advance, instruct some students to smoke in the lavatory or the
aisle. Have others take uff their seat belts as the plane is
landing. Have flight attendants correct them.

Have one teacher or classroom aide act as a passenger who has
problems or responds inappropriately in certain situations.

Follow-up "

Follow-up aCtivities can be done the following day in class.

Slepl. Have students explain the steps they went through in the
s mu ation and the reasons for each activity (e.g. collecting the
ICM bag, going through a security check, learning to use the air-
plane toilet). Ask them how they flgured out what to do at each
point, and hoW they will figure out what to do in the real situation.

N

Presentation. ;Show a video or slide show of refugees during their
transit process, at the airport and in the airplane. Have students
identify what the people are doing in each scene and what is the
same as or different from the events in the simulation.

Problem-Solving.. Review the problem situations that were assigned
to-VdTaaralstudents during the simulation. Ask those students
to explain how they responded. Were their actions appropriate?
Now else might they have gotten the information or assistance they
needed?

Interactions. Elicit students' reactions to any of the interactions
suggested 15ove and discuss.



An Airplane Trip

Station 1

Instructions

Stand in line.
Enter the airport.
Please wait to be called.

Official

number
family. Case

Here is your ICM bag.
Keep it with you.
Your tickets and boarding

passes are in the bag.
Please go to the security

check with your family.

Student
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An Airp!zne Trip

Station 2

Instructions

Stand in line.
Wait your turn to pass

through the gate
(metal detector).

Official

Put your bags here, please.
Do you have any knives or

scissors with you?
Do you have any film?

Any
Step through, please.
Step over here.
Take everything out of

your pockets.
What's this?
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An Airplane Trip

Station 3

Instructions

Proceed to the waiting
area by gate number

Announcer

Flight from to
San FranciscoWM be
ready for boarding in
a few moments.

Flight to San
Francisco is now ready
for boarding.

Please have your boarding
passes ready.

Step this way.

FuGwr 64-

FRAN Ct Sco

34-

Literacy

GATE (number)

Student

When will we get on the
airplane?

Where should we go?
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An Airplane Trip

Station 4

Instructions

Neabii taer IA airplane.
Find your seat.
Listen to the instructions.

Flight Attendant

May I see your boarding pass?
Your seat is over there.
On the right (left).

Student

Excuse me.
Where is my seat?

seat 3A?
Announcer

Welcome aboard flight to
San Francisco.

Please notice that the NO
SMOKING sign is on. Smoking
is not permitted on the air-
rplane until the captain has
turned off the sign.

Please be sure your carry-on
luggage is stored beneath
the seat in front of you or
in the overhead bin.

There are emergency exits in
the front, middle and back
of the airplane. The
toilets are in the back of

, the plane. There is no
smoking in the aisles or in

(Mt/

the lavatory.
We are preparing for take-off.

Put your seat backs in the
the upright position and
fasten your seat belts.
(Demonstrate and explain the
use of oxygen masks and life-
vests.)

During the flight we will be
- . serving a meal.

( ------) L_ ) We hope you enjoy the flight.

I) U O Ple%7' ::t4tfaInCelfattrn::d
anything.

Literacy

(seat numbers and
letters) 3A, 19F

NO SMOKING
FASTEN SEAT BELT
TOILET, LAVATORY
EXIT Li
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An Airplane Trip

Station . core!

Instructions

Read the "problem"
situation on the
card (or create your
own).

Respond appropriately.

Practice using the real
airplane seats aRieat
belts.

Go to the airplane toilet
for an orientation.

r------

Student

Thank you.
I'd like some

Excuse me, how do you
unfasten the seatbelt/
lock the toilet door?

Do you have any
(diapers, aspirin, blankets)?

I feel

Flight Attendant

Here is your meal, sir/madam.
Would you like something else

to drink?

Please step over here for a
demonstration.

Over here.
Like this.

We are ready for our landing.
Please put your seats in the

upright position and fasten
your seat belts. (Review
the importance of the ICM
bag and its documents, in-
cluding the promissory
note.)

My baby feels

How do you use the

Literacy

VACANT
OCCUPIED
LOCK
UNLOCK

FLUSH
WATER

10Ccuretttol



An Airplane Trip

Notes

Preparation

Space. A large auditorium-sized room is the optimum place to hold
this simulation. Several rooms adjacent to each other would also
be acceptable.

Classroom Aides. Rehearse the simulation steps and language with
the aides ahead of time.

In Class. Introduce the idea, purpose and structure of the simula-
tion a day or two before the activity. Show the students a floor-
plan of the simulation and explain what will be expected of them.

Problems. Design problem'situations (for the airplane ride) and
illustrate or write them on cards.

Materials. Set up and la5el the seats (in the airplane). Be sure
you have enough boarding passes and they match the seat numbers.
Order the food ahead of time. If a real airplane toilet is not
available, draw one on large posterboard.

ID. Remind the students to bring some form of identification to
use when checking-in with the ICM officials at the "airport."

Language

Informal. With advanced-level classes, introduce more informal Eng-
lish. How's it goin? Here you go. Howdy! How ya doin'?

Variations

Station 5: "Arrival." Arrange another "airport" scene in which the
students arrive in the U.S. Some students can be met at the airport
by relatives or sponsors. Others can be assisted by ICM staff in
transferring to another flight. (Post flight schedules at a check-
in desk.)

Movie. If available, bring a video player into the simulation room
and show an in-flight movie to the students. Explain about the head-
phones that are distributed to passengers.

Appendix

teacher information: boarding pass/ticket, page 442.



An Airplane Trip

Planning
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Driving a Car

This lesson gives students the chance to explore the responsibilities
and possible difficulties involved in owning and/or driving a car in the
U.S.

Rationale

In areas of the U.S. with l.:ttle or no public transportation available,
many peorle find it necessary to own and drive a car. Refugees have
been noted to have a number of problems related to cars and driving
in the U.S., including understanding or obeying the traffic laws, not
following insurance regulations and, sometimes, having fellow refugees
take their written driving test for them. All of these actions have
negative consequences for the refugees. By identifying some types of
laws and regulations governing cars and driving, and identifying the
consequences of not following those rules, people can begin to prepare
themselves to 1):: responsible car owners and drivers.

4/Assess- Activ-

\\\N,
ment ities

Cul-
tural
Explora-
tion 2

3

Objectives: Skills:

Activities
- Have students list the responsibilities of drivers in the U.S.

- Explain the general procedures for obtaining a driver's license
and learning how to drive.

- Discuss the importance of obtaining insurance.

- Present Case Studies about refugees who encounter problems related
to driving (e.g. driving without a license and getting caught;
driving without insurance and having an accident; driving while
drunk and having an accident; disobeying traffic laws and claiming
innocence because "I didn't know."). Have students identify problems
and possible solutions.

- Distribute copies of real U.S. state driving manuals. Have students
study them and take a sample test.

- Distribute copies of a real U.S. state driver's license or identifica-
tion card applications. Ask students to complete them.

-340-
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BEST COPY AVAILABLE

Driving a Car

1
THE PARTS OF A CAR
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The ZegaZ age fbr driving a car in most states is sixteen. In some
places it is Zower or higher (15, 17, 18).

People need a separate Zicense or endorsement to drive a motorcycZe,
truck or bus.

In some states it is illegal to drive without owning car or collision
insurance. It is a serious crime.

It is iZZegaZ to drive whiZe drunk or whiZe drinking aZcohoZic beverages.
The punIshment might be an expensive fine and time in jaiZ. A person's
driver's Zicense might also be revoked. It is a very serious crime.

It is -21EsEcA to drive without a driver's license or learner's permit.

People are held responsible for obeying ali traffic laws, even ifthey
are new arrivals to the U.S.

Each state has different traffic Lava and a separate driving test. If
a person passes the test in one state, he or she wiZZ get a Zicense from
that state. The person is allowed to drive in any state, hawever.

The test fOr a driver's Zicense may include an oraZ test, a written test,
an actual driving test and a test of one's eyesight.
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Reading the Newspaper

This lesson familiarizes students with the variety of information that
can be found in a U.S. newspaper.

Rationale

The daily newspaper can be a resource for people who want to know about
events in their town or state, across the country or around the world.
It can also be useful for those who want ideas about what to buy, where
to shop, what entertainment is available in town, what the weather will
be like tomorrow, etc. Refugees, at any level of English language
ability, may find certain features of the newspaper helpful, whether
it be supermarket "sale" advertisements, classified housing ads or news
about events in their native country.

Pre-
Test

4
Assess-
ment

1

Cul-
tural
Explora-
tion 2

ities

3

Objectives: Skills:

Activities
- Distribute real U.S. newspapers (or newspapers especially written
for English as a Second language students). Explain and have stu-
dents find the various "sections" of a newspaper (e.g. international/
national news; major local events; sports, business, or classified).

- Give the students practice reading headlines an-.; deciding which in-
dicate present, past or future events.

- Conduct a matching game in which students must match pictures with
their corresponding captions.

- Instruct the students to find out the recent temperatures in several
cities, both U.S. and foreign.

- Have a contest in which teams compete to find the correct pages for
apartment advertisements, people's opinions, movies in town, death
notices, the weather report, etc. Review the use of the Index.

- Ask students to locate different categories of classified advertise-
ments and to write an advertisement of their cr(n.

- Discuss the g-ortance of using a "critical mind" when reading the
newspaper.
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1
NEWSPAPER SECTIONS

Reading the Newspaper

Bits and Pieces

2Headlines

* Past tense may be indicated by the use of the present tense:
"Army Buys More Weapons"

* Future tense is indicated by the use of the infinitive:
"Heavy Rain Likely To Continue"

3
AR Weather section may include
temperature and weather reports
for the ZocaZ area and the nation
and/or other countries.

Forecast fbr tomorrow:

Widespread rainshowers in the
morning, cloudy in the after-
noon; minimum temperature 68F,
maximum temperature 75F.

Around the Country:

Atlanta 82
Boston 64
Chicago 72
Dallas 89
Los Angeles 85
Minneapolis 62
New York 70
Phoenix 93
St. Louis 70
Seattle 6

4
The Index is usually on the
first page. The newspaper's
different sections (and page
numbers) are listed alphabeti-
cally.

5

business news
classified
editorial page
entertainment
international news
ZocaZ news
sports

Bl, 3-4
DI-4
B2
C6-8
Al, 4-6
A2-3
C9-10

The Classified section may in-
clude the following (and other)
categories:

houses fbr sale or rent
apartments fbr sale or rent
automobiles fbr sale
employment opportunities
jobs
garage or yard sales
other articles for sale or wanted
educational programs
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3
Restaurants

This lesson introduces students to proceures and etiquette followed in
restaurants in the U.S.

Rationale

Many refugees find employment in food service jobs, including positions
in restaurants. Others may be invited or go on their own to inexpensive
restaurants near their schools, homes or places of work. It is helpful
for them to be able to identify the basic duties of restaurant personnel
and to practice appropriate restaurant etiquette.

1

Pre-
Test

Cul-
tural
Explora-
tion 2

4 Assess-
ment

3

Activ-
ities

Objectives: Skills:

Activities

- Show a poster of the inside of a restaurant in the U.S. Have stu-
dents identify the jobs of the enployees (e.g. cashier, waitress,
busboy, customer, hostess) and what each is doing.

- Practice restaurant-related language, both for employees and customers.

- Conduct a role play of people ordering food at a fast-food restaurant.
Involve several students in the role play. Compare fast-food restaur-
ants to other kinds of restaurants.

- Demonstrate "typical" American place settings at a table and ask the
students to practice using the utensils appropriately.

- Take the students to a restaurant. Instruct each student to order
and pay for at least one item. Arrange the trip ahead of time with
local restaurant staff.

*** Note: Restaurants could be covered as part of Lesson 43, "Shopping fir
Food."



Restaurants

2

1
INSIDE A RESTAURANT Bits and Pieces

In most restaurants, it is
expected you wiZl:

* Leave a 15-20% tip for the
waitress or waiter.

* get the waitress' or waiter's
attention by raising a hand,
catching his or her eye or
saying, "Exclusc'me."

* Tips fbrm part of a restaurant
worker's salary. Leave it on
the table after you pay the biZZ.

* Snapping one's fingers, pasting,
hitting the side of a gZass with
a knift, or other means or getting
a worker's attention are considered * Foods sold at these restaurants
rude. tend to be high in calories, saZt

and oiZ--in other words, not very
nutritious.

3
Fast Food Restaurants

* These restaurants serve a limited
variety offbod. People usuaZZy
order at a counter, receive their
food right then or a minute or so
later, pay fbr it and take it to
a table to eat.

* People can also order their food
"to go" and take it home in a bag.

* Some fbods commonZy eoZd in fast-
fbod restaurants are hamburgers,
french fried potatoes, soft drinks,
fish or chicken sandioiches, fried
chicken or pizza.

PAeWt.t
BEltfLINGES

I

5
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4
Sports and Recreation

In this lesson, students learn about sports and recreation opportunities
available in the U.S. and practice some American games.

Rationale
Sports and other recreational activities offer people a means of keep-
ing physically fit, learning or developing skills and meeting potential
friends. For refugees, participation in school or community sports ac-
tivities can provide contact with their new cultural surroundings and
with their new classmates and neighbors. It is helpful for them to be
able to identify the opportunities for involvement in recreational ac-
tivities and also to be able to play some common American sports and
games.

1

Pre-
Test

Cul-
tural
Explora-
tion 2

Assess- Activ-
ment ities

Activities
3

Objectives: Skills:

- Present videos or slides of a variety of sports and recreation activ-
ities in the U.S.

- Ask students to identify opportunities for involvement in sports or
recreation activities at school or in the community.

- Conduct some "American" games such as frisbee, baseball or touch
football.

- Present stories of some "typical days" of an American family. Ask
the students to explain the concept of "leisure time" and the role
it plays in U.S. society.

- Have the students identify possible opportunities for continuing
activities they already enjoy (e.g. playing soccer, playing cards).

- Discuss the students' attitude toward men and women (or boys andgirls) participating in recreational activities together.
- Distribute Parks and Recreation Department brochures and have stu-dents choose activities they would like to try.
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Sports and Recreation
1
SchooZ Activities (High SchooZ, CoZZege, University)

2

* sports teams

* sociaZ, hobby cZubs (drama, photography, dance, etc.)

* musical organizations (choir, band, orchestra)

Community Activities (offered at Community Centers
o or Parks and Recreation Depart-
0 ment; activities are for child-

ren and aduZts; brochures des-
cribing programs are often sent
to community residents.)

* arts and crafts cZasses (ceramics, photography,
painting, etc.)

* sports teams

* dance classes

* exercise classes

* cooking cZasses TA1
* martiaZ arts cZubs (Karate, Tdi Chi, etc.)

* senior citizens activities (classes, tours,
social meetings, etc.)

3Adjustment

Tdking part in recreational activities can heZp people
adjust to their new community by offering them contact
with others and something enjoyable to do.

SWIMMING

BICYCLING

J-3zid

FISHING

SKATING
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JOGGING

GOLF

354

Bits and Pieces

FOOTBALL

VOLLEYBALL

BASKETBALL

FRISBEE

TENNIS

CANOEING



Holidays in the U.S.

This lesson familiarizes students with some common holidays celebrated
in the U.S.

Rationale
Holidays affect people's work and vacation schedules. They determine
when certain offices or businesses will be open to the public. Holi-
days also can bring people together to share in a celebration or special
ceremony. By becoming familiar with some commonly-celebrated American
holidays, refugees can gain a better understanding of their new society
and can perhaps identify how they can continue some of their holiday
traditions in the U.S.

Pre-
Test

Cul-
tural
Explora-
tion 2

Assess-
ment

Activ-
ities

3

Objectives: Skills:

Activities
- Tell stories of the lives of famous people who are honored on certain
holidays (e.g. Susan B. Anthony; Martin Luther King, Jr.; George
Washington; Christopher Columbus; Abraham Lincoln).

- Focus on the multi-cultural aspect of the origins of American holidays
(Mardi Gras, Cinco de Mayo, St. Patrick's Day, etc.) by having stu-

-dents locate the country.of origin on a globe or map. Explain or
show pictures of how various holidays are celebrated.

- Introduce the holidays as part of other lessons (e.g. "A Multi-Ethnic
Society," "Preserving Your Culture," "Roles of Women and Men," school
holidays in "Education for Children," Valentine's Day in "Relation-
ships").

- If a U.S. holiday comes around during the C.O. course, explain the
holiday and related celebrations to the class. Allow students to
practice making holiday cards or ornaments.

*** Note: Holiday celebrations and explanations mean a lot wore when
they are connected to a current event or a broader topic.



Holidays In the U.S.
1
On nationaZ holidays, banks, public schools
and government offices are usuaZZy closed.
On other "holidays" (e.g. Halloween), celebrations are held but
schools and places of work remain open. Sometimes students and em-
ployees are permitted to take a day off in order to celebrate holidays
important to them because of their ethnic, religious or nationaZ back-
ground.

Bits and Pleces

2
SOME MAJOR AMERICAN HOLIDAYS:

JANUARY

New Year's
Day

Martin Luther
King, Jr.'s
Birthday

May Day

Cinco de Mayo

Mother's Day

Memorial Day

FEBRUARY

Mardi Gras
Chinese New

Year
Valentine's
Day.

Linclon's
Birthday

Washington's
Birthdrry

Susan B.
Anthony's
Birthday

JUNE

Father's Day

MARCH

St. Patrick's
Day

JULY

U.S. Indepen-
dence Day

APRIL

April Fool's
Day

Passover

Easter

AUGUST

SEPTEMBER OCTOBER NOVEMBER DECEMBER

Labor Day

Columbus Day

Halloween

Election Day

Veteran's Day

Thanksgiving
Day

Hanukkah

Christmas

New Year's Eve
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Techniques*
How do you teach? What are the exercises, activities and procedures

that you use in class to make it easier for the students to learn? Every
teacher collects a number of techniques which fit his/her personality and
which reflect his/her beliefs about learning and about how people learn
best. This section contains a selection of basic teaching techniques that
many teachers have found useful and effective.

These techniques are presented as a resource list, not as the answers
to all your teaching challenges. It is not a comprehensive list; there
are many other techniques and activities that you can also use. The
techniques do not reflect or "belong to" any particular methodology or
teaching approach. The main thing that they have in common is that
they emphasize students' participation in class.

The techniques are arranged in categories, which correspond to dif-
ferent jobs in teaching. These categories show that techniques can be
used for a particular purpose, e.g. for presentation or for class man-
agement. Many techniques, however, can be used for more than one purpose.
Picture Story, for example, is listed as a technique for exploration, but
it can also be used as a structured exercise--even for language reinforce-
ment. The categories are:

1. Pre-Test
2. Presentation
3. Class Management
4. Structured Exercises
5. Discussion Starters
6. Discussion
7. Exploration
8. Language Reinforcement
9. Literacy Reinforcement

10. Assessment

The descriptions of the techniques are brief and are intended to
give you the basic information about how and why to use them. You will
need to adapt them to fit he subject matter and the students you are
teaching. You will also have to choose when to use them and how to in-
corporate them into your lesson plans.

Of course, knowing which techniques you want to use is only part of
the answer to the question of how to teach. You need to be able to carry
out the techniques--you need to be able to do them. It is not always
techniques that make a teacher effective; more often it is the teacher
who makes techniques effective.

* Some of the techniques appearing here were first presented by Patrick
Moran as part of the Techniques sections of Opening Lines and Shifting
Gears. Adaptations and new entries were written by Fred Ligon.
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Techniques

Pre-Test

1. Demonstration
2. Definition
3. Interview
4. Video Tape
5. Puppet Show

Presentation

1. Role Play
2. Drama
3. Dramatization
4. Slide Show
5. Story Line
6. Cliff Hanger

Class Management

1. Large Group
2. Small Groups
3. Pairs
4. Individuals
5. Seating Arrangement
6. Instructions
7. Blackboard Use

Structured Exercises

1. Survey
2. Charts
3. Spinners
4. Darts
5. Field Trip
6. Scavenger Hunt
7. Concentration
8. Picture Sequencing
9. Skits

10. Time Line

Discussion Starters

1. Brainstorming
2. Critical Incidents
3. Case Study
4. Open-Ended Story
5. Picture Interpretation
6. Unexpected Event
7. Dilemma
8. Artifact
9. Values Inventory

10. Structured Experience

Discussion

1. Questioning
2. Active Listening
3. Commenting
4. Summarizing

Exploration

1. Proverbs
2. Depictions
3. Songs
4. Picture Story
5. Letters
6. Journals
7. Debate
8. Panel Discussion

Langua.ge Reinforcement

1. Dialogues
2. Action Sequence
3. Jazz Chants

Literacy Reinforcement

1. Sight Word Reading
2. Cubes
3. Bingo
4. Cloze
5. Snakes and Ladders

Assessment

1. Feedback
2. Matching
3. Open-Ended Task
4. Valuation
5. Tic-Tac-Toe
6. Simulation
7. Picture Charades
8. Jeopardy
9. Station-To-Station

10. Picture Description



Techniques : Pre-Test

The purpose of these techniques is to give students the opportunity to dem-
onstrate what they already know or know how to do.

DEMONSTRATION

Students show skill at performing a specific task.

Procedure

1. State the task.

2. Students perform the action.

Sample Demonstrations 111:2
Students demonstrate: 1) how to use a telephone; 2) measure

something; 3) compute numbers; 4) operate an appliance.

DEFINITION

Students offer meanings for terms or key words.

Procedure

1. Say or write the word.

2. Students give the definition.

Option

Students give the definition in English
or by translation through the classroom aide.

INTERVIEW

Students respond to a series of questions.

Procedure

1. Interview individual students.

2. Students make notes or observations
on their ability to answer questions.

Options

Record the interview and have the students listen and comment.

Focus on nonverbal communication.

Students complete a worksheet during each interview.

As a follow-up, students discuss what they observe.

Note
Prepare the interview questions in advance.



Techniques: Pre-Test

VIDEO TAPE

Students obser a video tape of an aspect of life in the culture,
and make observations and interpretations.

-

Procedure

1. Present the video tape.

2. Students observe and in-
terpret what they see.

Follow-up

Students compare the aspect
of culture with their own.

Students identify potential areas of conflict cr difficulty.

Options

Provide a transcript of what is said.

Introduce the video tape with a story. Ask how it will end.

Show part of the video tape, turn it off and ask students
how it will continue.

Students complete a worksheet (illustrated or not) as they
watch the video tape. Students may circle, check or write.

Before playing the tape, give students the questions you will
ask them afterwards.

Have the students tell you when to stop the video tape to dis-
cuss a point of interest.

PUPPET SHOW

Students perform a show illustrating an aspect of life in the culture.

Procedure

1. Identify the situation.

2. Students present the play.

Follow-up

Ask questions about the perfor-
mance.

Options

The teacher and/or guests present the play.

The students prepare the plays in small groups--then perform.

Note

[14(6P1TAL

Puppets can often perform actions or behavior that people may
feel shy to demonstrate themselves.
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Techniques: Presentation

The purpose of these techniques is to give students an opportunity to
get information about the cultvoe, to acquire appropriate behavior or
to learn about the val.;es that people of the culture hold. They also
allow students to make comparisons with their own culture.

ROLE PLAY

Students take un certain roles and act out specific situations that
they might encounter in the culture.

Procedure

1, Present the situation.

2. Assign rolez to students.

3. Students role play the
situation

Follow-u

Students comment on the role play.

Students perform the role play again.

pflos

Include appropriate nonverbal behavior (gestures, eye
contact, facial expressions, etc.).

Record the role play. Write a transcript of what was said/done.

CAZiNtER

DRAMA

Students take on certain roles and act out a specific situation
using dialogue from a script.

Procedure

I. Present the situation.

2. Assign roles.

3. Review the language.

4. Allow time for memorization
and practice.

5. Students perform the drama.

Follow-up

Students comment on the drama.

Options

Groups of students perform more than one drama.

Guests perform the drama. Students observe.



Techniques: Presentation

DRAMATIZATICN

Students act out specific words, behavior or emotions nonverbally.

Procedure

I. Identify what is to be expressed.

2. Prepare the setting, the props
and materials.

3. Students perform.
)0I.IIRC WORRIEDFollow-up Apoirr A pEreruiT
APPOINTMeNT

Students discuss their observations
and reactions.

Students perform again. C-41)
Students make comparis.ms to their own culture.

Option I: Gestures

Ask students to demonstrate the gesture for specific occasions.

Samples: say yes, say no, come here, hello or good-bye; offer
congratulations; flirt; show anger, worry or relief.

Option 2: Charades

Have the students form two groups. In turns, a member of
each group performs an action.

Give performers the suggested action orally (by whispering)
or written on a card.

Samples: "You're a taxi driver," "You're fishing," "You're
worried about a dentist appointment."

Option 3: Mime

The teacher (or a student) acts out a story nonverbally.

Sample: A woman loses the key to her car. She walks to the
bus station, tries to get on the bus but doesn't have exact
change. She goes to a telephone booth to call a taxi.

Ask students to interpret what they see.

Note

How people express themselves varies from culture to culture.
Drama and improvizations can help your students identify and
practice appropriate behavior.



Techniques: Presentation

;UDE SHOW

Students observe a sequence of sli
the cultur

des depicting an aspect of life in
e. They make statements or ask and answer questions based

on their observations.

Procedure

1. Present the slides.

2. Students watch.

3. Students obserVe and inter-
pret what they see.

Follow-up

Students compare the aspect
of culture with their own.

Students identify potential
areas of conflict or difficulty.

Options

Provide a worksheet (written and/or illustrated). Ask students
to look for and circle specific items as they watch.

Show the slides twice; the first time quickly, the second time
slowly to allow for connents.

Show the slides once without comment. Then, ask questions.
Show the slides again to allow students to check their answers.
Before beginning the slides, indicate what you want the students
to look for. Mention the questions you will ask later.

Use a pointer to indicate what you want: students to note.

Note

There are different types of slide projectors. Some are easy
to operate; some are not. Check your machine before class.Is it operating correctly? Do you know how to-iiiiit?
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Techniques: Presentation

STORY LINE

Students identify with fictional characters and study events as they
happen to the characters in an on-going story.

Procedure

1. Identify the sex, age and ethnic
identity of several characters.

2. Students create names and biogra-
phical information for the characters.

3. Relate the cultural topic and specific
situations to the characters.

Follow-up

Indicate what is happening to the characters as each new topic
is introduced.

Options

Make a chart to record what happens to the characters as their
story progresses or make a "family tree."

Draw pictures of the characters and post in the classroom.

Discuss the implications of directions the story takes.

Stu.jents assume roles and role play encounters between the
characters.

Note

Students may not feel personally involved when discussing
problems set in the future. Following a story line allows
students to react to problems affecting people they "know."

CLIFF HANGER

Students suggest the next step in a sequence or series of events.

Procedure

1. End a class with an unfinished event in an on-going story
involving fictional characters (see Story Line above).

2. Begin the following class with questions and the result.

Sample Qurlstions

What do you think happened to as we left them yesterday?
What do you think will happen to them today?



Techniques : Class Management

The purpose of these techniques is to help students work on specific
tasks. They accompany other techniques as ways of relating to students
and involving them in class.

LARGE GROUP

Students work on tasks together, as a class.

Procedure

1. Set the task.

2. Students participate.

Options

Students work together.

Half the students participate;
the others observe.

Work with a small group,
with the rest of the students
as observers.

Work with one student, with
the rest of the students as
observers.

Notes

Choose a seating arrangement
which allows students to work
together.

Set clear tasks for large
groups to avoid confusion.

Consider time when setting
meaningful goals for large
group work.



Techniques : Class Management

SMALL GROUPS

Students work on tasks in groups of three, four or five.

Procedure

I. Set the task.

2. Students participate.

Follow-up

Students report on their tasks
to the large group.

Options

Set a task which asks students to prepare one result.

Set a task which asks students to share individual results.

Students work alone before working in small groups.

Notes

Choose a seating arrangement which allows students to work
together.

Working together in small groups calls for students to
cooperate with each other.

PAIRS

Students work on tasks in pairs.

Procedure

I. Set the task.

2. Students participate.

Follow-up

Students report on their tasks
to the large group.

Sample Pairs Activities

- Dyads
- Concentration
- Card or board games

Notes

Working together in pairs calls for a clear understanding of
the task.

The teacher serves as monitor in a pair activity.
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Techniques : Class Management

INDIVIDUALS

Students work alone on tasks.

Procedure

I. Set the task.

2. Students work individually.

Follow-Up

Students report on their tasks.

Options

Work with one student, with
the rest of the students as
observers.

Set different tasks for indi-
vidual students, based on their
needs and abilities.

Set different tasks for indi-
viduals, while working with
the large group.

Allow individual students to
set their own tasks.

SEATING ARRANGEMENT

Students work comfortably on tasks.

Procedure:

I. Set the task.

2. Determine the participants
(large group, small group,
pairs, individuals).

3. Choose the seating arrangement.

Options

g
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Techniques : Class Management

INSTRUCTIONS

Students understand what they are supposed to do.

Procedure

I. Tell students what to do.

Follow-up

Checx to see if students
understand the instructions.

Options

Demonstrate the instructions.

Use gestures.

Use language which is translated or at the student's level.

Students give a summary of the instructions.

State a specific result that you expect from the activity.

State the purpose of the activity.

BLACKBOARD USE

Students associate key words, Fvmbols and drawings with specific
topics introduced and use them to outline and summarize the lesson.

Procedure

I. Present a topic.

2. Write, draw or tape items
to the blackboard.

Follow-up

Periodically refer to the
blackboard for review and
to summarize.

Option

Ask the students to mention
the main points of the lesson,
or summarize. Remove black-
board items as they're noted.

Note

To aid student comprehension,
be consistent in your use of
symbols, cues and key words.

*to



Techniques : Structured Exercises

The purpose of these techniques is to give students practice in manipu-
lating the subject matter. Students have a limited number of objectives
and follow a structured procedure to get information about the culture or
develop expertise.

SURVEY

Students make statements or ask and answer questions based on infor-
mation they collect and organize.

Procedure

1. Set the task.

2. Students collect the
information required.

3. Students organize the
information.

4. Students present their results.

Follow-up

Students discuss their findings
and interpret or draw conclusions.

Options

Students present their results
on a bar or line graph.

Students ask or answer questions
about the results.

Students collect information
from class members.

Students collect information
independently or on a field trip.

Sample Surveys

Measuring height and weight.

Determining size and composition
of families.

Recording food or drink preferences.



Techniques Structured Exercises

CHARTS

Students make statements or ask and answer questions based on
information arranged on a wall chart.

Procedure

I. Present the information
on the chart.

2. Students make statements
about the chart.

3. Ask questions about the
information.

4. Students answer.

Follow-up

Students ask questions.

Students make as many
statements as they can about
the chart in 30 seconds.

Option

Put pictures on the chart.

Sample Charts

Cardboard clocks with moveable
hands.

Bus schedules.

Street maps.

si7ts-E-r

HoserrA

SPINNERS

Students spin the arrow and give the response that the arrow points Ito on a spinner card.

Procedure

I. Students spin the arrow.

2. Students give the response
that the arrow points to.

Options

Responses can be oral, written
or actions.

Ute more than one spinner to
vary responses.



Techniques : Structured Exercises

tTS

Students throw darts at a board with infonmation on it and give the
response indicated.

Procedure

1. A student throws a dart.

2. The student observes the
location of the dart on the
board.

3. The student makes a response.

Follow-up

Continue with other students
throwing darts and making responses.

Options

Responses can be oral, written
or actions (e.g. pick up an
item, make a gesture).

Students compete in teams.

Sample Dart Boards

Pictures

Students give the name,
state the purpose, explain,
select an object, etc.

Numbers

Students state the number
add, subtract, multiply,
divide, etc.

Sight words

r04 b Students state the word 9

le give a sentence, explain,
etc.
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Tachniques Structured Exercises

FIELD TRIP

Students leave the classroom on a planned visit to another site.
Students make observations and discuss their reactions.

Procedure
tit

I. Explain the purpose of the trip.

2. Accompany/Lead the students to
the site.

3. Students observe.

Follow-up

Students discuss their observations and reactions. Jim.
Options

Provide a worksheet or questionnaire for students to complete
during or after the field trip.

Plan an "unexpected event." Discuss the students' reactions.

In advance, students prepare questions they will ask at the'
site.

Students go to a hospital, community health clinic, post
office, (model) home or restaurant.

Note

Inform agencies, offices or other sites of your intention to
visit. Seek permission. Arrange transportation, if necessary.

SCAVENGER HUNT

Students make a tour of local sites and complete a task.

Procedure
fl

B 1ce S+AI. Set the task.

2. Students follow directions to
particular sites or "stations."

3. Students return to the starting
point after completing the task.

Sample Hunts

Students fill in place names on an uncompleted map.

Students retrieve items from designated points.

Options,

Give directions orally.

Label maps with pictures.

373
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Techniques: Structured Exerches

CONCENTRATION

Students compete to match pairs of index cards by remembering
their location. The student with the most pairs wins.

Procedure

I. Lay the cards face down in
columns and rows.

2. Taking turns, students turn
over two cards. If they don't
match, students turn them
back over.

3. When a match is made, the stu-
dent removes the cards and
takes another turn.

Options

Students say a sentence with the
words when they make a match.

Some matches: pictures with words
numbers with words
parts of a sentence

E._11

PICTURE SEQUENCING

Students study a set of pictures and arrange the set in an order
that makes sense to them.

Procedure

1. Present the.pictures.

2. Students study them. Qe
3. Students put them in

sequence.

Follow-up

Students explain and defend
their decisions.

Options

Use photos instead of pictures.

Provide pictures that indicate a definite order (clock times,
less or mole of something).

Provide pictures that do not indicate a definite order to
create more discussion.

A)a



Techniques : Structured Exercises

SKITS

Students work together to create characters and a scenario for a skit,
which they perform in class.

Procedure

1. Set the task.

2. Students prepare their skits.

3. Students perform them.

4. Make notes on their work.

Follow-up

Students comment on the skits.

Options

The teacher and/or guests present the skit. Afterwards,
students answer questions about what they observe.

Specify topics or areas that students must incorporate into
their skits.

TIME LINE

Students identify experiences or events and create a personal re-
cord of a given period of time.

Procedure

I. Draw a box with a horizontal ms

line through it--a time line.

2. Put a plus (+) above the line
1$95

and a minus (-) below it.

3. Identify the time span and the subject.

4. Students identify experiences or events as being negative
or positive and record them, with dates, on the time line.

Follow-up

Students discuss emotions attached to these events/experiences.

Students draw conclusions about the past and present.

Students compare and contrast their history with others.

Options

As an example, draw your own time line and discuss it.

Students drew the time line individually or as part of a group.

Vary the time span: since birth, in the homeland, in the re-
fugee camp, since becoming an adult.

Vary the subject: one's jobs, education, health, relationships.
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Techniques Discussion Starters

The purpose of these techniques is to motivate and interest students to
participate in discussions to get information about the culture, acquire
appropriate behavior and learn about values.

BRAINSTORMING

Students consider topics, questions or issues and produce a
"complete" list of ideas.

Procedure

1. Present a question.

2. Give time to think about
the question.

3. Students make their suggestions.

Follow-up

Discuss the suggestions.

Options

Clarify ideas where necessary.

Categorize ideas.

Prioritize idea:.
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Notes

Do mat judge suggestions as they are made. Accept all ideas.
Do not overuse this technique. Vary with other tasks to avoid
repetition and boredom.

Thoroughly discuss or use ideas suggested by the students.Use brainstorming as a start (or as part) of a discussion or
other exercise.

Brainstorming is not an
end in itself. Use the
list that the students
create.
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Techniques : Discussten Starters

CRITICAL INCIDENTS

Students identify conflicts, decide if the behavior indicated is
appropriate and/or offer alternative solutions.

Procedure

1. Present one (or a series)
of situations.

2. Students decide if the
behavior indicated is
appropriate.

Follow-up

Have students indicate and
discuss how they would act.

Options

Prepare a worksheet or
questionnaire for students to
record their reactions to
opinions, attitudes or behavior
notod in the incidents.

Role play one or more of'the
incidents.

Recreate the incidents by using
rods, modeling clay or drawings.

,

Give an account of the incident(s)
orally or in writing.

Note

Brief critical incidents can
introduce many different types
of situations in a limited period
of time.
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Techniques : Dhcussion Starters

CASE STUDY

Students study an expanded critical incident and determine appro-
priate behavior or evaluate actions already taken.

Procedure

1. Present a specific situatior.

2. Students evaluate the actions,
attitudes or opinions
described.

Follow-up

Have students L_termine the
appropriate behavior.

Options

Develop a case study from a.
troubling critical incident.
Add:

- background
- information about roles and

relationships

- cultural details/variables.

allow the presentation of the
case study with a debate.

Present the case study as a
picture story.

Notes

Case studies can be effective
for introduci-g information
and problem-setting.

A case study is concerned with
the details and background of
a particular situation.
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Techniques : DIscussion Starters

OPEN-ENDED STORY

Students offer endings to an unfinished story which describes a
situation they might encounter in the culture. They aiscuss the
implications of their endings.

Procedure A 'r
AA-sce.I. Present the story.

a tv 4- e 7cx5
2. Students create endings. -neve A-OvLowz
3. Students give their endings. Ng ku

LAJt-t)VOZ. c 6 ck
Follow-Up v-vz ?tc).-e ,Ap 100,x

of 5.. T 1,AR NI/Discuss implications of the
various endings. he.

Options

Use a sequence of pictures for the story.

Students choose one of four endings.

PICTURE INTERPRETATION

Students study a photograph of an aspect of life in the culture
and they make observations and interpretations about it.
Procedure

I. Present the picture.

2. S+lidents study it.

3. Students make statements
about what they see.

Follow-Up

Students compare the aspect
with their own culture.

Options

Use slides or video-tapes.

Students bring pictures from
their culture and interpret
them.

37j
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Techniques : Discussion Starters

UNEXPECTED EVENT

Students witness and rispond rurally to an unexpected event.

Procedure

1. Begin a discussion or activity.

2. A visitor interrupts the class.

3. Students react.

Follow-Up

Students describe or explain the "event."

Options

Students answer questions about the event.

Ask the visitor to return to the class to answer student
questions.

The teacher initiates the unexpected event.

The visitor returns to class as part of a police line-up.
Students try to identify the person by discussing what
they remember about the incident. (Sugoestion: change
or switch articles of clothing, provide masks, wigs, etc.)

Sample Events

A Hold-up: during a "banking" exercise, a "thief"
enters the room, demands money from the "teller" and
runs outside.

A Kidnapping: one student--cued in advance--is quickly
removed from the class, without explanation.

An Accident: a person falls, drops something or appears
to be injured.

A Stranger: a hooded, silent visitor enters the class
and sits dowr for ten minutes--making no comments and
answering no questions, then leaves.

Others: a show of anger, a loud noise, a thrown object.

Notes

Some unexpected events might be too upsetting for some
students. Try to judge in advance the probable student
reaction.

An unexpected event will only be useful if it helos begin
a discussion.



Techniques : Discussion Starters

DILEMMA

Students are presented with a "serious" situation, asked to consider 1
a question and make choices. Their choices represent their values
and beliefs.

Procedure

1. Present the dilemma orally.

2. Ask the question.

3. Students make choices--
individually or in groups.

Follow-up

Students discuss and react to each others' choices and try to
form a group concensus or decision.

Option 1: Lifeboat

Dilemma: A ship sinks. Eight people are "safe" in a lifeboat
(a doctor, a ship's captain, an injured nurse, a small child,
an elderly woman, a fisherman, an Olympic swimmer, the wife of
the President). The lifeboat can only hold five people.

Question: Which five should stay in the lifeboat?

Option 2: Deserted Island

Dilemma: You are going to be dropped on a deserted island.
No one will find you and you will never leave. You are allowed
to take 10 items with you.

Question: What items will you choose to take?

Option 3: House on Fire

Dilemma: You wake up and discover a fire out-of-control. You
judge you have time to grab 3 items as you leave the house.

Question: Which three items will you pick up?

Option 4: Time Capsule

Dilemma: You must prepare a time capsule to be opened in 100
years. You want to clearly represent life today.

Question: What 10 items would you put in the time capsule?

Note

Refugee students who have had traumatic experiences at sea may
be distressed to consider Lifeboat or Deserted Island.



Techniques : Discussion Starters

ARTIFACT

Students examine an unfamiliar object from the culture and attempt
to explain its purpose.

Procedure

I. Present an object.

2. Ask students what it is
and what it is used for.

3. Students form 3-4 groups to
corsider the question.

4. Students make their suggestions.

Follow-up

Students consider each suggestion
and make a choice.

The teacher confirms the purpose
of the object.

Options

Groups give their suggestions
orally or written on cards.

Give each group a different
artifact to consider.

Sample Artifacts

A compass, a pencil sharpener,
a shower cap, a Christmas
ornament, an Easter egg, a
Halloween pumpkin, a tie clip,
a back scratcher, an ear swab,
a tongue depresser, a shoe horn,
a condom, an I.U.D., a thermometer,
a plug, a four-leaf clover, a picture
of a turkey, an extension cord,a lunch
bucket, ear muffs, a cigarette

(Teholder, a hole punch, a tooth-
brush holder, a tape measure,
a thermostat, etc.

Try and determine in advance if the artifacts you have chosen
are really unknJwn to your students.
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Techniques : DIscur,sion Starters

VALUES INVENTORY

Students consider a list of words and prioritize them according to
their importance.

Procedure

1. Present a list of words.

2. Ask students to rank then
from most important to
least important.

3. Students rank them.

Follow-up

Students discuss their rankinqs,
explain their values and attempt
to create a list reflecting the
values of the group as a whole.

Options

Students work in groups.

Students work individually.

Illustrate words and phrases
when possible.

Sample Inventories

1. Characteristics: independence, honesty, physical
attractiveness, ambition, health, intelligence, obedience,
helpfulness, religious faith.

2. Needs: excitement, peace of mind, free time, fame, love,
friendships, family ties, approval, humor, money.

3. Other possibilities:

- the qualities of the ideal wife or husband.

- survival needs on a trip.

- budget needs and priorities.

PedAce of "Air4
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Techniques : Discussion Starters

STRUCTURED EXPERIEE

Students participate in a cross-cultural structured experience to
observe behavior and make assumptions, explore stereotypes and pre-
judice, or go through the initial contact with a new culture.
Procedure

1. Plan and prepare for the
experience.

2. Assemble all materials and
props.

3. Brief students on their
roles and responsibilities.

4. Students participate/observe.

Follow-up

Students discuss what they
observed or learned.

Options

Provide briefing cards/sheets
or task cards.

Orient students in advance of
the class.

Sample Structured Experiences

1. The Ostrich*. Blindfold 10-15 students. Whisper a number
in each person's ear. Have the students line up, in order,
without speaking. Afterwards, ask students to describe the
experience and analyze their reactions. Link the experi-
ence to the !xperience of entering a new culture with
limited means of communicating.

* by Claude Pepin, from Beyond Experience, The Experiment
in International Living. Copyright, 1977.

2. Prejudice. Put masks, beads or hats on one half the group.
Treat both groups differently or limit one group's actions
or behavior. Switch roles, discuss how it feels to be "in
control" or "the victim."

Notes

Participants in structured experiences need to clearly under-
stand what is expected of them.

Keep the experiences brief and the discussions focused.
The discussion after a structured experience is very 4---
If there is not enough time to do both, consider ar
exercise.
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Techniques: Discussion

The purpose of this section is to encourage students to accept responsi-
bility for their own opinions, observations, conclusions, etc. and aive
students an opportunity to express them in a group discussion. The
teacher facilitates the discussion rather than imparts information.

QUESTIONING

Students provide information in answer to different types of
questions.

Procedure

I. Identify the goal of your
discussion.

2. Determine what questions you
should ask.

3. Ask the questions.

4. Students answer.

Options

Closed questions: These call for a specific answer. Samples:
"What is this?", "Where do you buy aspirin?"

Open questions: These produce a variety of responses. Samples:
"What do you think about this?". "Why is she unhappy?"

Redirected questions: These are questions you are asked but
direct to someone else. Samples: "Noi, can you answer that
for Lek?", "Liliek asked me . What do you think?"

Notes

Closed questions are useful as discussion starters, especially
if participants are shy. Open questions stimulate tho.ght and
debate. Redirected questions involve other people in the ques-
tion-answer exercise.

Assess the abilities of your students. Open questions--
especially how and why questionsare more difficult to
answer than closed questions.



Techniques: Discussion

ACTIVE LISTENING

Students confirm the accuracy of their statements or questions.

Procedure

I. A group discussion is in
progress.

2. A student makes a statement
or asks a question.

3. Restate it.

Follow-up

The student confirms or clarifies
the accuracy of the statement.

Option I: Playback

Repeat the statement using the
student's own words as much as
possible.

Option 2: Paraphrase

Repeat the student's statement
using your own words to clarify
the meaning.

Note

"Listening" is non-evaluative.
The listener checks the speaker's
remarks but doesn't interpret
them.



Techniques: Discussion

COMMENTING

The teacher comments on the process of a discussion and, using input
from the students, guides the group to the next step.

Procedure

1. A group discussion is in
progress.

2. A student makes a statement
or asks a question.

3. Comment or ask questions.

Follow-up

Use student input to maintain
the discussion or guide it in
a new direction.

Options

I Keep the discussion "on track."

"That's interesting.
Can we come back to
that idea later?"

Notes

2 Ask for direction.

"We were talking about
transportation. Sombat
asked a question about
robberies. What does the
group wa..t to discuss?"

3. Guide the direction.

"I think Moua has a good
question. If you agree,
let's answer it now."

When "facilitating" a discussion,
try not to focus the discussion
on your views.

You need to communicate to your classroom aide (if you have
one) the purpose of your discussion and the direction you
would like it to take.
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Techniques: Discussion

SUMMARIZING

Students pause as the teacher summarizes the scope and progress of a
discussion and provides focus for further discussion.

Procedure

I. A group discussion is in
progress.

2. Choose an appropriate time
to interrupt.

Summarize.

Follow-up

Ask students to confirm or clarify
the summary.

The discussion continues.

Options

I. Summarize orally.

2. Provide a written outline.
Add illustrations or symbols,
if necessary.

3. Combine both approaches.



Techniques : Exploration

The purpose of these techniques is to give students the opportunity to
further explore aspects of the old and new cultures. Information is
shared, behavior and actions are explained, and values are.examined.

PROVERBS

Students memorize and interpret proverbs to learn about aspects
of the culture.

Procedure

Present thc proverb.

Students memorize it.

Students analyze the
meaning of the proverb.
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Follow-up

Students give proverbs on the
same topic from their culture.

Option

Students create dialogues in
which they use the proverbs in
an appropriate way.

DEPICTIONS

Students depict their interpretation of an aspect of the culture by
making a drawing or by modelling clay.

Procedure

1. Present the topic.

2. Students create their
depictions.

3. Students describe what
their creations mean.

Follow-up

Students compare their
depictions.

Option

Students interpret each others'
depictions.



Techniques : Exploration

SONGS

Students learn the words and melodies of songs of the culture and
sing them in class.

Procedure

1. Present the song.

2. Students memorize and sing it.

Follow-up

Present/Elicit information about the culture that is in the
lyrics.

Options

Choose songs which feature certain topics.

Create new lyrics for familiar melodies.

Sample Songs

SOCUL SECURITY

(sung to the tune of
"Down 3y rhe Riverside")

»hen I go to America. L get
Social Security
Social Security
Social Security

»hen I gc to America. I need

VAN MINH GETS A JOB

(sung co che tune of
"When Johnny Comes Marching Home')

When Van Minh is in the U.S., he'll find a job
look Eor a job as a cook because

he can cook, he can cook
He will work from morning until night
Before he gets his salary

Social Security And he will be happy when
A Social Security card. Ne has got his pay.

When / go to an interview, I need When Son Van is in the U.S., he'll find a job
Social Security He will look for a job as a baker because
Social Security he can bake, he can bake
Social Security Re will work from morning until night

When I go to an interviiw, I need Before he gets his salary
Social Security And he will be happy when

A Social Security card. He gets his pay.

One the 1st day of my new job. I need When Chan Reth is in che U.S.. he'll find a job
Social Security He'll look for a job as a driver because
Social Security he can drive, he can drive
Social Security He will work from morning until night

One the 1st day oE my new job. I need Before he gets his salary
Social Security And he will ba happy when

A Social Security card. He gets his pay.

When L open a bank account. I need When Sok Hean is in the U.S., she'll firw job
Socitl Security She will look for a job as a tvoi-
Social Security she can type. she can type
Social Security She will work from morning until night

When I open a bank account. I need Before she gees her salary
Social Security And she will be happy when

& Social Security card. She gets her pay.

After / work for 40 years, I get Wheu Thi Mai is in the U.S., she'll find a job
Social Security She'll look for a job as a seamstress because
Social Security she can acre, she can sew
Social Security She will work from morning until night

After I work for 40 years. I get Before She gets her salary
Social Security And she will be happy when

A Social Security card. She gets her pay.
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Techniques : Exploration

PICTURE STORY

Students follow a sequence of pictures to understand a story.

Procedure

I. Students "read" the picture story.

2. Students narrate the story.

Follow-up

Students answer questions about the story.

Options

Role play the story and students tell the story.

Cut the story into individual frames and ask students to put
them in sequence.

Match individual frames to sight words, symbols or pictures.

Have students role play the story.

Prepare a dyad from the picture story. Ask students to work
in pairs to discover the missing information.

Ask students to complete a Ooze passage.

Have students write the story.

Notes

There are different types of pictures stories. Stories:

- to practice sight word reading
- to manipulate or practice language
- to introduce a cultural point
- to illustrate a conversation

Identify the objectives of a lezson before selecting the type
of story you will use and deciding how you will use it.

Give/Elicit the meaning of unfamiliar cues, symbols or key
words before requiring students to read and interpret a
story.



Techniques : Exploration

LETTERS

Students study a letter illustrating an aspect of life in the culture and
they make observations and interpretations.

Procedure

1. Present the letter.

2. Students study it.

3. Students make statements
about what is written.

Follow-up

Students compare the aspect with
their own culture.

Options

Present the full text of the
letter or selected quotes.

Students read the letter or the
teacher reads

As;.; questions

observations.

Role play a si
in the letter.

Use pictures,
or puppets to
letter.
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JOURNALS

Students reflect their values, behavior, hopes and concerns as they pre-
pare to enter a new culture.

Procedure

07,h student b7-. juk

Provide a sample journal entry.

J. Present/Elicit rAggestions for
daily journal entries.

4. Students write.

Follow-up

Students submit their journals to the teacher periodically for
questions, comments and reactions (written and/or oral).
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Techniques : Exploration

DEBATE

Students argue in favor of and against a proposition or 4ssue

Procedure

t ar, ,sue.

tudents fonm two teams.

3. One team argues in favor.
One team argues against.

Follow-up

A panel of "judges" decide who
has the stronger case.

Options

The teacher serves as moderator.

A student serves as moderator.

Allow a limited period of time
(2 minutes, 5 minutes) to pre-
sent each case.

Note

The panel should provide reasons
for its decision.



Technleilms : Exploration

P'ANEL DISCUSSION

Students give their views on a topic while other students react with
questions.

Procedure

I. Select a topic.

2. Assign roles:

- one moderator
- a panel
- the audience

3. The moderator presents the
issue and summarizes the
rules.

4. Panel members each make an
opening statement.

5. The moderator and/or
audience ask questions of
the panel.

6. Panel members each make
closing statements.

Note

Set a time limit for opening
and closing statements (5 minutes,
2 minutes).

Auble- c.



Techniques : Language Reinforcement

The purpose of these techniques is to help students use language to
express themselves and to communicate with others.

DIALOGUES

Students memorize phrases and sentences which are part of common,
everyday conversations.

Procedure

I. Present the dialogue.

2. Students memorize the lines.

In pairs, students perform the
dialogue.

Options

Include appropriate nonverbal
language (gestures, facial ex-
pressions, etc.).

Use puppets or props for the
parts of the dialogue.

To help students memorize,
write the dialogue on the board
and gradually erase words until
nothing remains.

ACTION SEQUENCE

Students perform actions in response to directives or commands.

Procedure

I. Give the directives.

2. Students perform the actions.

Follow-uk

Students give the directives.

Options

Students describe their actions.

Use pictures to cue directives.

Give multi-step directives. Ex:

Pick up the paper, find the
telephone number for the police
and dial the number.



Techniques : Language Reinforcement

JAZZ CHANTS

Students listen to and repeat conversational
correct rhythm and intonation.

Procedure

1. Explain the situational
context.

2. Model each line of tne ex-
change. Students repeat.

3. Establish the rhythm.

4. Divide class into two groups.
The teacher models each
group's lines in the ex-
change. Groups repeat.

5. Conduct a two-part exchange
between you and the class.

6. Divide class again into two
groups. Conduct the exchange
between the two groups without
a model. Use hand-cues.

exchanges to practice

Optons

Note

Establish the rhythm by counting,
using sticks, clapping or snapping
fingers.

Use props or gestures.

The group repeats.

Individuals repeat.

The teacher selects individual

the chant.
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For "Tell Me Your Name"
and other jazz chants,
see: Jazz Chants.
Graham, Carolyn. New
York, New York: Oxford
University Press, 1978.
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Techniques : Literaiy Reinferceene

The purpose of these techniquL is to help students master basic reading
and writing.

'GHT WORD READING

r-
Ib. 'nts read key words, signs and symbo:s to denonstrate their
expertise.

Procedure

I. Present the word, sign or
symbol.

2. Students read it.

Follow-up

Present the word for review
in another lesson.

Opt.!ons

Post signs around the room during each lesson and periodicaily
refer students to them.

Use key words on the blackboard to mark the progress of a
lesson.

Note

Present key words, signs and symbols on board games (e.g. Tic-
Tac-Toe, Bingo, Snakes and Ladders) or simple maps.

Play Concentration.

Present a picture story illustrating specific sight words.

Identify corners of the room as different community sites: a
restaurant, a post office, a supermarket, a bus station. Stu-
dents sort through sight words and put them in the appropriate
corners.

Students compete in teams to identify key words.

Students match pictures and words on a worksheet.

Read words aloud. Students locate and circle them on a
worksheet.

On a worksheet, students supply missing letters to complete
words: a dress, b_nk.

Sight words and signs'need to be reviewed and reinforced
periodically; not just introduced once.



Techniques : Literacy Reinforcement

CUBES

Students throw a cube with pictures or key words on its six sides
to cue statements or questions.

Procedure

I. Present the information on the cube.

2. Ask quE:stions about the sides.

:I. Students anSwer the questions.

4. Students throw the cube. One
asks and another answers about
the side.

Options

Students throw two cubes, each with
different information on its sides.

Students form teams to ask and
answer the questions.

BINGO

Students compete to put markers in a row on a Bingo Card--a- grid
with numbers and the letters B, I, N, G and O.

Procedure

I. Distribute Bingo Cards and
markers to students.

2. From a master list, read
aloud letter-number combina-
tions at random.

3. Students put markers on
the squares with the appro-
priate combinations.

4. The first student to put
the markers in a row says_
"Bingo!" and wins.

Follow-Up

Check the winner's combinations.

Option

Put pictures or words in the squares.
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Techniques : Literacy Reinforcement

CLOZE

Students write the proper words in the blank spaces in a written
passage.

Procedure

1. Prepare a handout of a paragraph
with every fifth word missing.

2. Students read the paragraph and
write in the missing words.

3. Check students' work.

Options

Use dialogues with missing words.

Prepare passages with every sixth
or seventh word missing.

Prepare passages which leave out all
sight words or other key words.
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SNAKES AND LADDERS

Students compete to reach the last square on a 100 square grid.

Procedure

1. Distribute a Snakes and Ladders board to each group of
4-5 students.

2. Students throw dice and move markers along the grid.

3. Students landing on a square with a ladder to up. Students
landing on a square with a snake go down.

4. The first student to reach the last square wins.

Option

Present boards to practice numbers, key vocabulary, sight words.
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Techniques : Assessment

The purpose of these techniques is to help you see what your students
know, what they have learned and what they need to learn.

FEEDBACK

Students assess their own learning.

Procedure

I. Ask students to make statements
about their own learning.

2. Students reflect and respond.

Follow-Up

Ask students for feedback on a
regular basis.

Cptions

Use the translator or classroom aide.

Ask students to describe their
strategies for learning.

Ask students to evaluate your
teaching.

Note

I

Ask for feedback only if you
are ready to hear.it.

MATCHING

Students match symbols or pictures with words.

Procedure

I. Prepare a handout with pictures
in one column and words in another.

2. Students draw lines to match pictures
with the appropriate words.

3. Check students' work.

Options

Students match:

- words with their meanings.
- beginnings and endings of

sentences.
- questions and answers.
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Techniques : Assessment

OPEN-ENDED TASK

Students do or say as much as they can in a specified task
(a role play or construction project).

Procedure

I. Set the task.

2. Students do the task.

3. Make notes on their work.

Follow-Up

Repeat the task periodically
to judge students' progress.

Options

Give students a topic and have
them talk about it for two minutes.

For construction tasks, students
talk about their actions,

VALUATION

Students make choices about situations and examine the reasons
behind their choices--their values.

Procedure

I. Present the situation.

2. Present the choices.

3. Students choose.

4. Students explain the reasons
for their choice.

Follow-Up

Students talk about the sources
of their values.

Option

Note

Students compare their choices
and their values.

There are no "right" or "wrong"
values. The purpose is to allow
students to see and compare.
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Techniques : Assessment

TIC-TAC-TOE

Students compete to put three markers in a row on a grid with num-
bers, words or pictures in the squares.

Procedure

I. Students form 2 groups.

2. A representative from one
group reads aloud the num-
ber, word r picture shown
in a square.

3. Pose a question related to
the item.

4. Students in that group an-
swer. If they answer cor-
rectly, mark the square.

5. Continue with students in
the other group.

6. The winning team gets 3 in a

Option

Prepare questions in advance and record on a master list.
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SIMULATION

Set up an environment in class which approximates a situation in
the culture. Students play certain roles and carry out prescribed
tasks in the simulated environment.

Procedure

I. Give the students roles
and tasks.

2. Prepare the setting, the
props and materials.

3. Students carry out their tasks.

Follow-up

Students discuss their observations and reactions.

Options

Use authentic props and materials.

Include roles or tasks which cause conflicts or unexpected
situations.



Techniques : Assessment

PICTURE CHARADES*

IStudents demonstrate their understanding of key words by drawing
pictures.

Procedure

I. Write key words on index cards.

2. Put cards face down on a table.

3. Students form two teams.

4. Representatives of each team.
go to the table and turn over
one card.

5. The students run back to their
groups and illustrate the meaning
of the word.

6. Students in both groups guess
the word.

Follow-u

Award a point to the group guessing
the correct word. Continue with
other words.

Discuss difficult words.

Notes

Employment, social security card,
hospital, clinic, welfare, sponsor,
culture shock.

Picture Charades offer an opportunity to assess how students
interpret key words.

Students can use drawings, symbols and punctuation marks but
not words, letters or numbers.

* Contributed by:
Carol Richardson,
The Experiment in
International Living,
Brattleboro, Vermont.

Age-ae/
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Techniques : Assessment

JEOPARDY

Students select true-and-false or open-ended questions to demonstrate
their understanding of a topic.

Procedure

I. Students form two teams.

2. Choose a representative from
each team.

3. Ask them to choose the type
of question you will ask.

- true-and-false
- open-ended

4. Ask the questions.

a pt s .

Follow-up

Award points.

Continue with other students and other questions.

Options

Students form four teams.

In a previous exercise, students
write the questions they will be
asked.

Use props: "What is this?", "What
is it usud for?", "Is this a
or a

Notes

Give one point for true-and-false
questions and two points for open-
ended questions.

Ask questions of your students that
realistically test their comprehension.



Techniques : Assessment

STATION-TO-STATION

IStudents move between designated points performing specific tasks to
demonstrate their understanding.

Procedure

I. Select the tasks to be performed.

2. Arrange the required stations
and equip with necessary
materials or props.

3. Students move from station-
to-station performing specific
tasks.

Follow-up

Students share their results,
explain steps they took and identify
problems they encountered.

Options

Students complete a Task Card or have a Signature Card signed as
they complete each task.

Students complete tasks individually, in pairs or in small
groups.

Combine your class with one or several other classes.

3

PICTURE DESCRIPTION

Students say as much as they can about a picture.
Procedure

I. Post the picture.

2. Students make statements
about the picture.

3. Make notes of students'
ability.

Follow-Up

Repeat the exercise periodically
to judge students' progress.

Options

Use pictures that feature particular
topic areas.

Students write descriptions.
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Appendix : 1

Reference to Southeast Asian Regional Curriculum

The regional competencies reflect the minimum content and skills being
taught to students at all Southeast Asian Refugee Processing Center sites
and represent abilities which students are currently demonstrating in
their classrooms and in test situations.

The competencies are organized into eleven units and further divided into
77 individual competencies. The following list shows how and where the
units in this book match those in the regional curriculum.

SETTLING IN, Book 1 SEA REGIONAL CURRICULUM

UNIT

1. Orientation

2. Numbers and Money

Classroom Orientation (1)

(New)/Consumerism and Finance (6)

3. Communication Communication (3)/(New)

4. Time Management Time Management (2)

5. Home Housing (4)

6. Health Health and Sanitation (8)

7. Society , Social Roles (9)

8. Refugees and Immigrants Social Roles (9)/(New)

SETTLING IN, Book 2

UNIT

9. Community

10. Travel and Transportation

11. Measurement

12. Shopping

13. Finances

14. Employment

15. Resettlement

SEA REGIONAL CURRICULUM

Community Services (7)

Communication (3)/Community
Services (7)

(New)

Consumerism and Finance (6)

Consumerism and Finance (6)

Employment (5)

Resettlement and Sponsorship (10)/
The Transit Process (11)/(New)



Appendix : 2

Reference to Books and Materials

The following books and materials are used as core materials by students
in the IESL/CO program in Southeast Asia and are distributed by the South-
east Asia Regional Service Center (SEARSC), Center for Applied Linguistics,
Manila, Philippines.

1. Medical Guide and Glossary. Wagner, Christa and Janet Rullo.
Portland, Oregon: Indo-Chinese Language Resource Center, 1978-
1980. (English, Khmer, Lao and Vietnamese)

2. Phrasebook. Arlington, Virginia: Center for Applied Linguistics,
1980. (English-Hmong, Khmer, Lao, Vietnamese, Chinese).

3. Your New Life. Washington, D.C.: Center for Applied Linguistics,
1981. (Ctr:nese, Hmong, Khmer, Lao and Vietnamese).

The following books and resource materials are widely used by teachers
participating in the IESL/CO program in Southeast Asia:

1. Settling In, Book 1. Shapiro, Toni. Bangkok, Thailand: The
Experiment in International Living and World Education, 1985.

2. Cultural Orientation Resource Manual, Volumes I, II and III.
Washington, D.C.: Center for Applied Linguistics, 1982. Revised
edition, 1985.

3. Writi% Back: Letters From Refugees in the U.S. Riddle, Tom.
Bangkok, Thailand: The Experiment in International Living, 1985.

4. Oxford Picture Dictionary. Parnwell, E.C. New York, New York:
Oxford University Press, 1978.

5. The American Way, Kearny, Edward N., Mary Ann Kearny and Jo Ann
CrandaTl. EngTewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice Hall, Inc, 1984.

6. The ESL Miscellany. Clark, Raymond C., Patrick Moran, and
Arthur A. Burrows. Brattleboro, Vermont: Pro Lingua Associates,
1981.

7. Jazz Chants. Graham, C. New York, New York: Oxford University
Press, 1978.

8. Everything In Sight. Ligon, Fred. Bangkok, Thailand: The
Experiment in International Living, 1985.

9. America, In Sight. Ligon, Fred. Bangkok, Thailand: The
Experiment in International Living, 1983.

10. Refugee Reports. New York, New York: American Council for
Nationalities Service. (Bi-weekly publication.)
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11. New-. For You, Syracuse, New York: New Readars Press, Laubach
LLacy Int., 1984-1985.

12. Cultural Notes. Richardson, Carol. Galang, Indonesia: The
Experiment in International Living, 1982.

Additionally, the "Culture" sections in lessons in the following books
have been helpful to teachers:

Opening Lines. Ligon, Fred. Bangkok, Thailand: The Experiment in
International Living, 1983.

Shifting Gears, Books 1 and 2. Gillespie, Marilyn and Igor Barabesh.
Bangkok, Thailand: The Experiment in International Living, 1984.

For information about titles un-
available commercially contact:

The Center for Applied Libiguistics
3520 Prospect Street
Washington, D.C. N.W. 20007

-402-
41-19
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CIVIL COURT CASES*

CASE A. Bruce, a bus driver, was worried. For the last fifty miles a
passenger had been making a lot of noise and yelling at people. Bruce
was afraid that Howard, the passenger, might hurt other passengers. So,
he pulled the bus to the side of the road and, even though it was almost
midnight, he ordered Howard to get off the bus. About an hour later,
Howard was hit and killed by a hit-and-run driver. Howard's widow sued
the bus company for $250,000. "Howard would be alive today if the driver
had not told him to get off the bus," she argued. "Howard had paid his
fare. The bus company had a duty to take him to his bus stop." The bus
company disagreed. "The company had a duty to other passengers besides
Howard," it's lawyers said, "Howard was bothering other passengers. The
driver thought he might hurt them. He ordered Howard off the bus to pro-
4.--Ict his other riders."

WHO WON?

CASE B. Susan Davis applied for a job as a prison guard. She did not
get the job because she did not weigh enough. The state said that guards
must be at least five feet two inches tall and weigh at least 120 pounds.
Davis was tall enough. She is five feet four inches tall. But, she weighs
only 100 pounds. Davis sued the state prison board. "This is a rule that
is unfair to women," she said. Het lawyers showed the court that the height
and weight limits would keep 41 percent of all females out of the job of
prison guard. The limits would keep only 1 percent of men out of the job.
The state argued that the height and weight limits were necessary for prison
guards. "Anyone smaller than five feet two inches and weighing less than
120 pounds would be in big trouble with the prisoners."

WHO WON?

CASE C. Bobby Jones loves sports. He especially loves basketball. For
several years, he had been playing on a city basketball team. During one
game, Bobby's foot got caught in a crack in the cement basketball court
floor. Someone was running right behind him and ran into him so hard that
Bobby's ankle broke. The city parks and recreation department owned the
basketball court. Bobby sued the city for $20,000 for his broken ankle.
"The basketball court was in bad condition. The city is responsible for
the court," he said. The city officials said that basketball players take
risks on themselves. "Bobby Jones knew that playing basketball could be
dangerous," the city's lawyers said. "He took the risk. It is his fault."

WHO WON?

* Adapted from News For You, New Readers Press, Laubach Literacy Inter-
national, Syracuse, New 'cork.
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CIVIL COURT CASES:

THE DECISIONS

A. Howard's widow won. The court said that since a bus company takes
money to carry people, it has a duty to keep them safe. It must try
to protect its passengers from danger. Bruce may have had a right
to tell Howard to get off tne bus because he was making trouble, but
he had a duty to leave him in a safe place. Bruce should have known
that Howard could get hurt when he was left on the road in the middle
of the night.

B. Davis won. The court decided that physical strength is more important
than height and weight. It told the state to find a better test for
prison guard applicants.

C. Bobby won. The court said that Bobby had the right to believe the
basketball court would not have hidden dangers.

* Adapted from News For You, New Readers Press, Laubach Literacy Inter-
national, Syracuse, New York.
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GEOGRAPHY: MICHAEL'S TRIP

Michael had a two month vacation. He bought a special airplane ticket
which allowed him to make six different stops before he returned home to
Hawaii.

First he visited his cousin in San Francisco. They visited Chinatown,
Golden Gate Park, and ate food in a Chinese restaurant. The weather was
cool. He had to wear a sweater.

Michael next flew to Colorado where he went hiking in the Rocky Mountains.
The higher he climbed in the mountains, the colder it became. He had to wear
a heavy jacket because it was cold and there was snow on the ground.

Next, Michael flew to Minnesota. The plane ride was three hours long.
He visited his friends in Minneapolis and went swimming in a lake. The
water was very cold. Even in summer Minnesota is not always very hot.

After that he flew to Chicago. It is called the "Windy City" because
of the strong winds which blow from the Great Lakes. Chicago is a very
large city.

On the fourth week of his trip Michael visited New York. He visited
the S4'atue of Liberty, the Empire State Building, and walked underground to
ride tne underground railroad. This is called a subway. Michael observed
that people moved very fast. Everyone was in a hurry. There was pushing,
shouting and yelling.

To relax, Michael flew to Florida. He swam at Miami Beach and drove
to Orlando to visit Disney World, a very large amusement park. The weather
was very hot. After two days at Disney World Michael took a nine hour
plane flight back to Hawaii. His plane made one stop in Los Angeles to
refuel and to get more passengers.

I. Point out the route of Michael's trip on a map of the U.S.
2. Did Michael go to Dallas? To Washington D.C.?
3. How many cities did he visit? Which are on the east or west coast?
4. In what direction is New York from Chicago?
5. Where was the weather cold? Hot? Warm?
6. Where did he eat Chinese food?
7. In what city was there a subway?
8. Which places had lakes and mountains?
9. How do some areas of the U.S. differ from others?
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BUS SCHEDULE

ROUTE 82 WESTBOUND

SUPHANS HOUSE NOON AVENUE SCHOOL SUPERMARKFT

8:30 A.M. 9 : 02 A.M. 9:13 A.M. 10:35 A.M.

4 :30 P.M. 5 : 02 P.M. 5:13 P.M. 5:35 P.M.

ROUTE 82 EASTBOUND

SUPERMARKET SCHOOL NOON AVENUE SUPHANS HOUSE

8:30 A.M. 8 : 52 A.M. 9 : 05 A.M. 9 : 35 A.M.

4 : 30 P.M. 4 : 52 P.M. 5 :05 P.M. 5: 35 P.M.

BUS MAP



REAL BUS SCHEDULE

Weekday Westbound
17th
&1
Sts,
NW

c
&
22nd
Sts.
NW

K
&
19th
Sts,
NW

Wisconsin
Ave
&
M
St

Rosslyn

Milson
Blvd
&

Highland
St

am
6:00 - 6:05 6:10 6:14 6:19
6:50 - 6:56 7:03 7:09 7:15
7:50 - 7:56 8:04 8:10 8:17
9:53 - 8:59 9:07 9:13 9:20
9:53 - 9:59 10:07 10:13 10:19
10:53 - 10:59 11:07 11:13 11:19
11:53 - 11:59 12:07 12:13 12:19

Pm
12:23 - 12:29 12:37 12:43 12:49
1:22 - 1:28 1:37 1:44 1:50
2:22 - 2:28 2:37 2:44 2:50
3:22 - 3:28 3:37 3:44 3:50
3:50 - 3:57 4:06 4:13 4:21
- 4:05 4:13 4:22 4:29 4:37

4:20 - 4:27 4:36 4:43 4:51
- 4:35 4:43 4:53 5:03 5:12

4:50 - 4:57 5:07 5:17 5:26
- 5:05 5:13 5:23 5:-33 5:42
5:20 - 5:27 5:37 5:47 5:56

5:35 ,...5:43 .1. 5:53 6:02 610
5.:50 - 5:56 6:06 .. 6:15- .6:23

- 6:05 6:13 6:23 6:32 6:40
6:20 - 6:26 6:35 -6:42 650 ..

6:45 - 6:51
..

6:58 7:04 7:10

Appendix : 3

Sunday Westbound

17th
&1
Sts,
NW

K
&

19th
Sts,
NW

Wisconsin
Ave
&
m

St

Rosslyn

Wilson
Blvd

&

Highland
St

am
6:29 6:35 6:39 6:44 6:50
7:29 7:34 7:39 7:44 7:50
7:59 8:04 8:09 8:14 8:20
8:29 8:34 8:39 8:44 8:50
9:29 9:34 9:39 9:44 9:50
10:00 10:05 10:10 10:15 10:21
11:10 11:15 11:20 11:25 11:31
11:45 11:50 11:55 12:00 12:06

Pm
12:19 12:25 12:30 12:35 12:40
12:54 1:00 1:05 1:10 1:15
2:04 2:10 2:15 2:20 2:25
2:39 2:45 2:50 2:55 3:00
3:49 3:55 4:00 4:05 4:10
4:24 4:30 4:35 4:40 4:45
5:34 5:40 5:45 5:50 5:55
6:09 6:15 6:20 6:25 6:30
6:44 6:50 6:55 7:00 7:05

407
414

Sunday Eastbound

,Wilson
.81vd /'

&
Highland

St

Wis-
Consin K

7-- . Ave 7 &
Rosslyn & 19th

..M .Sts,
'Si --- NW

17th
&1
Sts.
NW

d . .' am
6:07 6:12 6:17 6:22 6:25
7:07 7:12 7:17 7:22 7:25
7:37 7:42 7:47 7:52 7:55
8:07 8:12 8:17 8:22 8:25
9:07 9:12 9:17 9:22 9:25
9:37 9:42 9:47 9:52 9:55

10:42 10:47 10:52 10:57 11:00
11:17 11:22 11:27 11:32 11:35
11:52 11:57 12:03 12:10 12:13

Pm
12:27 12:32 12:38 12:45 12:48
1:02 1:07 1:13 1:20 1:23
2:12 2:17 2:23 2:30 2:33
2:47 2:52 2:58 3:05 3:08
3:57 4:02 4:08 4:15 4:18
4:32 4:37 4:43 4:50 4:53
5:42 5:47 5:53 6:00 6:03
6:17 6:22 6:28 6:35 6:38
6:52 6:57 7:03 7:10 7:13

BEST COPY AVAILABLL
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ELM
COMMUNITY
COLLEGE

t30 h STRE
AND LONG ROAD

SUBWAY MAP

NORTH
BUS STATION

OLD SQUARE

GALLERY
P

METRO.
LACE----

CENTER

SCOTT PLAZA

ART MUSEUM

UNION
TRAIN
STATION

ZOO

10th STREET
AND

GREEN AVENUE

10 STREET
AND ORANGE ROAD

CITY
HALL

FARE: 65

OPERATING HOURS: 5:00 A.M. - 1:00 A.M.
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WISE SHOPPER (Part 1)

When you read newspaper advertisements, you can find out which items are
the "best buys" each week. Look at the sample newspaper advertisements
on the other page and answer these questions:

1. Where do you get the better buy for hamburger meat?

2. At which store are bananas cheaper?

3. What is the best way to buy chicken: whole or in parts?
At which store are the prices for chicken cheaper?

4. How many quarts are in a half gallon?

5. At which store do you gilt the better buy for apple juice?

6. Is it cheaper to buy milk in a container or to buy dry milk?

7. How many pints are in a quart?

8. Is it cheaper to buy cooking oil in a quart bottle or a pint bottle?

9. How many ounces are in a pint?

10. Is it cheaper to buy rice in the 5 pound bag or the 10 pound bag?

11. At which store are most prices cheaper?

12. Which is a better buy--peanut butter in the 18-ounce jar or in the
30-ounce jar?

13. At which store do you get the best price for fish sauce?

-409-

4 1 6
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[ALOHA MARKET

WISE SHOPPER (Part 2)

SAVE MARKET

Item Weight Price Item Weight Price

Chicken parts 1.90/lb. Hamburger Meat .89/lb.

Hamburger Meat .99/lb. Whole chicken .99/lb.

Lettuce .79/ea. Apples .55/lb.

Cantaloupe .89/ea. Pears 6/.59

Apples .69/lb. Bananas .20/lb.

Bananas 3lbs./$1.00 Lettuce 3/2.00

Cooking Oil 1i qt. bottle 2.49 Rice 10 lb. bag 5.40

Beans 1 lb. can .53 Cooking Oil I qt. bottle .90

Peas 1 lb. can 3/1.00 Beans 2 lb. can 1.00

Carrots 1 lb. can .39 Peas 1 lb. can .20

Apple Juice i gallon 1.99 Fish Sauce 1.15

Fish Sauce 1.29 Peanut Butter 30 oz. jar 3.75

Peanut Butter 18 oz. jar 2.85 Margarine 1 lb. .89

Butter 1 lb 2.00 Milk 1 gallon 2.00

Dry Milk 10 qts. 2.99 Apple Juice 1 qt, 1.05

Rice 5 lb. bag 2.39

-410-
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA POSTAL MONEY ORDER

]naLlasaim EsEIVR 05301 *10*5-0
PAY TO

STREET

CITY

afa I STREET
t3 us
us m

STATE =IZIP i- CITY< STATE ZIPE= 5m

POS). IF-1Q-121-

WOW( @MEM
1:00000n01:121: 321141514-0'

CUSTOMER'S RECEIPT DO NOT SEND THIS RECEIPT FOR PAYMENT
KEEP IT FOR YOUR RECORDS

n70251AML '-'71-1-1001 19E80 E81-1-x0E1
PAY TO

STREET

FROM
0 jo:TES PCS?.

IPr. STREET
0 al
ua fnI- azCITY STATE ZIP E < CITY- a STATE ZIP
=*** * * **

Not Negotiable

PERSONAL MONEY ORDER PERSONAL MONEY ORDER

19

PAY TO THE
ORDER OF

FIRST BANK oto-co ET
PAYABLE THROU 3H

FIRST BANK

38 48
116

NO. 025319

SIGNATURE

ADDRESS

-413-
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ONE MONTH FAMILY BUDGET

INCOME

NUMBER OF PEOPLE IN HOUSEHOLD

1. RENT

2. 1CM LOAN REPAYMENT $

3. ELECTRICITY 1

4. GAS

5. _TELEPHONE

k

6. FOOD

, .., --

d r WATER
J S j

9. TRANSPORTATION

10. ENTERTAINMENT

TOTAL

BALANCE

-414-

06

4 21
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SKILLS IDENTIFICATION: THINGS I HAVE DONE

/ Three different jobs or

activities I have done*

SKILLS 1 2 3

USING HANDS: operating machines or
tools

USING MIND: problem solving,

remembering, comparing

USING WORDS: speaking, reading,

writing

CREATIVITY: inventing, experimenting

NUMBER SKILLS: counting, Edding

USING SENSES: feeling, observing,

examining

PERSUASION: changing someone's idea

FOLLOW THROUGH: following initructions

ARTISTIC ABILITY: music, painting

* Check the skills you used for each job or activity.

-415-
422
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SOCIAL SECURITY

1

2

4

5

1

ID CN DO

APPLICATION FOR A SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER B79

PRINT FULL NAME First Name Middle Name Last Name
YOU WILL USE IN WORK
OR BUSINESS

PRINT FULL
NAME GIVEN
YOU AT BIRTH

6
YOUR
DATE OF
BIRTH

PLACE CITY COUNTRY STATE
OF
BIRTH

YOUR PRESENT AGE

MOTHER'S FULL NAME AT HER BIRTH YOUR SEX

MALE FEMALE

FATHER'S FULL NAME

1

YOUR COLOR OR RACE

WPITE NEGRO OTHER

E.]

HAVE YOU EVER BEFORE
APPLIED FOR OR HAD A
UNITED STATES SOCIAL NO
SECURITY RAILROAD OR
TAX ACCOUNT NUMBER?

1-1

DON'T
KNOW YES

ri
YOUR CITY) (STATE) (-ZIP CODE)

MAILING
ADDRESS

TODAY'S DATE

14

NOTICE

TELEPHONE NUMBER Sign YOUR NAME HERE. Do not print.

HA$ BERN ESTABLISHED FOR

SIGNATURE

Return completed applica-
tion to nearest SOCIAL
SECURITY ADMINISTRATION
OFFICE

FOR SOCIAL SECURITY AND TAX PURPOSES.
NOT FOR IDENTIFICATION.

-416- 423



(SIMPLE)

NAME

ADDRESS

APPLICATION FORM

DATE

POSITION

Appendix : 3

--I-LAST) (FIRST)

SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER

1 ELEPHONE NUMBER

PREVIOUS JOB

EDUCATION

(STREET)

(CITY) (STATE) (ZIP CODE)

(SCHOOL NAME) (HOW MANY YEARS?)

SIGNATURE
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NAME

APPLICATION FORM

DATE

POSITION

(LAST) (FIRST)

PERMANENT ADDRESS
(NO. AND STREET) carrr

(STATE) (ZIP CODE)

SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER

PHONE:

U.S. CITIZEN: YES NO IMMIGRATION STATUS

IN CASE OF ACCIDENT, NOTIFY

ADDRESS PHUNE:

EDUCATION NAME&LOCATION YEARS DATE GRADUATED SUBJECTS STUDIED

[GRAMMAR SCHOOL i

HIGH SCHOOL
J

OTHER
I

PREVIOUS JOB

PREVIOUS JOB

REFERENCES:

DUTIES:

DUTIES:

NAME ADDRESS OCCUPATION

I certify that I have stated the truth
on this application form. (SIGNATURE)

-418- 425
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SIMPLIFIED ADS

FACTORY WORKER WANTED

FULL -TIME

$ 8 AN HOUR

et 292-1728 (k'

1. WHAT IS THIS JOB ?

MECHANIC NEEDED

$ 200 WEEK
FULL TIME

,

'11'110
awns.

Tel. 931-9573

3. WHAT IS THE SALARY ?

DISHWASHER NEEDED

$ 5 / hr. MON SAT
0

FULL TIME ° 00

823-9123

11WWWW..

11=MI.. .more

5. WHAT DAYS DO YOU WORK ?

2. WHAT IS THE TELEPHONE NUMBER ?

SEAMSTRESS
WANTED

$ 7 / hour
8:30 A.M.- 4:30 P.M.

ar 911- 2371

4. WHAT HOURS DO YOU WORK ?

B. HOW MUCH DO YOU GET PAID ?

-419- 426
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min.

exp. or
exper.

no exp.
nec.

P/T, p.t.
or pt time

F/T, f.t.
or fl time

HELP WANTED

ADVERTISEMENT ABBRE,IATIONS

= minimum or
minimal

= experience

= no expecience
necessary

= part-time

= full-time

perm. =

temp. =

mech. =

mgr. =

clk. =

opr. =

trn. =

asst. =

appli. =

appt. =

co.

dry. lic.

gd.

=

=

=

lic. =

M/F =

ref.

sal.

=

permanent

temporary

mechanic

manager

clerk

operator

trainee

assistant (helper)

application

appointment

company'

drivers license

good

license

male or female

references
_

salary

req'd

pref.

grad.

H.S.

bldg.

rm.

tel.

ext. or X

min. wag.

per hr.

per mo.

hrly.

wkly.

mthly.

yrly.

wkdys.

eve.

a.m. or AM

p.m. or PM

hvy.

lt.

eqpt.

lv.

ben.

= required

= preferred

= graduate

= high school

= building

= room

= telephone

= extension
(telephone)

= minimum wage

= per hour

= per month

= hourly

= weekly

= monthly

= yearly

= weekdays

= evenings

= morning

= afternoon or
evening

= heavy

= light

= equipment

= leave

= benefits

= and

= dollars

= plus



HELP WANTED ADVERTISEMENTS

I'
140USEKEEPERfAIOES

Experienced In Elderly Care
Work near horns full or earl-timo

weehly. Superior 341-1042

1. What type of experience do
you need to do this job?

2. Is this a part-time or full-
time job?

3. What does "Elderly Care"
mean?

4. How often do they pay?

5. If you are interested in
this job, what should you
do?

--Eriber- I
lemons preferred. No nights, no
nolidays. Paurs Restaurant. 44
Fpiotain $1.. PrO4lOOOCO. I

1. What does "experienced pre-
ferred" mean?

2. If you do this, can you go
to school at night? Why or
why not?

3. Where can you apply for this
job?

4. How could you find this
restaurant's telephone
number?

WPAEAt 4";grals: I
'Fir'ere". "at,'" 6471 I

1

1. What does "part-time" mean?

2. How can you apply for this
job?

3. You attend school at 4:00
P.M. What time should you
go to apply for this job?

. How can you contact them for
more information?

Appendix : 3

ertiNese RESTAURANT
Paola to P411 out menus In l000;

with own Car to
0041W-nir37" after 2 orn.

1. What skills do you need to
be able to do this job?

2. What kind of transportation
do you need?

3. When should you contact the
restaurant about the job?

SUMMIT:1;4)P PITIR:ndWorrrt

Won rimIYI.ria, zravic
to swore 'a hours find

ends. qn.nts uni-

?bCuritycuri
Mil. Inkanutitti TgaO/Ist

No Orions caNs Please.

1. How many
hours would
you work?

2. Why are a
car and
home tele-

phone required?

3. Do you need to have
references?

4. If you need to go to school
on the weekends, can you take
this job?

5. Will they accept applications
on Tuesday at 4:00 P.M.?

6. What time should you call for
more information?

I. *IdW t tyo
BornwilifiloridePncA. *S

ability a
aba

1. What specific skill do
you need to do this job?

2. How could you apply for this
job?

3. Do you need to make an ap-
pointment to apply for this
job?

4. What is the mailing address?

-421-

428
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DREAM WORLD GARMENT COMPANY

EMPLOYMENT CONTRACT

1. The working day is from 8 A.M. to 5 P.M. Employees are expected to
be ready for work at 8 A.M. All employees.should sign in upon arrival
and sign out at 5 P.M.

2. Lunch break is 45 minutes. There are two 10-minute coffee breaks, one
in the morning and one in the afternoon. Employees should check with
their supervisor before taking a coffee break.

3. After working with the company for 1 year, employees will be given a
paid vacation of 10 days (working days). Vacations must be scheduled
6 weeks in advance. Vacation times are approved by the supervisor.

4. Dream World Garment Company is a union company. The union is the
National Federation of Garment Workers. The union dues are $8 per
month. This money is subtracted from the employee's paycheck. The
amount is recorded on the check stubs.

5. When an employee is sick and unable to come to work, he/she will
receive pay up to 10 sick days per year. Employees who cannot come
to work must give notice to the supervisor. Notice of sickness must
be given before 7 A.M. or earlier, if possible. The supervisor may
ask for a doctor's notice after an employee is absent for sickness.

6. The work week is Monday through Friday, 40 hours per week. The
starting pay is $3.50 per hour. Overtime is optional. An employee
who agrees to work overtime will be paid at 1i times the hourly rate.
Increases in the hourly rate are granted after 6 months, 1 year, 2
years, according to agreement with the union.

7. Employees must give 2 weeks' notice when leaving employment. Notice
should be given to the supervisor in writing.

8. The company belongs to the Blue Cross health insurance plan. Employees
may join the group health insurance for $17.00 per month. Employees
who join the health insurance plan will have the amount subtracted
from their paycheck. The amount is recorded on the check stub.

9. Employees are offered a 20% discount on all Dream World Garment Com-
pany products.

If you agree with the terms of the contract, please sign below.

(Signature) (Date)

-422- 429
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TRAVEL LOAN NOTE

AMOUNT OF LOAN NOTE US DOLLARS

I (We)

. acknowledge that at my request the Intergovernmental
Committee for European Migration, now designated Intergovernmental Committee for
Migration (ICM), with funds originally made available by the United States Govern-
ment, has paid for the expenses associated with my four) transportation and related
processing services from t.) the United States, I (We)
agree that ICM's payment of these expenses represents a US dollar loan
to myself (ourselves) from ICM, for collection by the following refugee resettlement
agency, or such other entity, in-
cluding the United States Government, as is subsequently designated by ICH. Here-
inafter in this note the named refugee resettlement agency or such other entity
designated by ICM shall each be considered the "designated agency."

I (We) agree to repay this ICM loan through regular payments made to the de-
signated agency within forty-two (42) months after my (our) arrival in the United
States or within the time schedule agreed upon with ICM or the desitiated agency.
The obligation to repay this loan will remain until the full amount of the loan
note specified above has been received by the designated agency. Unless otherwise
notified by ICM or the designated agency, loan payments shall be made to

located at . The month y amount
0-US collars to be paid is and is based on a payment schedule
established by ICM considering the total amount owed and tne number of people re-
ceiving transportation services. I (We) agree to pay this amount without interest,
in monthly installments on the first day qf each month, with the first installment
to be paid no later than rix (6) months aiter my (our) arrival in the United States.

I (We) agree to keep the designated agency informed of my (our) address(es)
after arrival in the United States until such time as this loan is repaid in full.
I (We) understand that it is my (our) responsibility to inform the designated agency
in writing if, because of financial hardship. I am (we are) unable to comply with
the paymcult schedule and terms established in this note. At its option and upon
my (our) written request, ICM, through the designated agency, may extend and/or
modify the payment schedule of this loan. Such an extension or modification will
not take effect until confirmed in writing by ICM, through the designated agency.

I (We) agree that if I (we) fail to make full payment within forty-two (42)
months after arrival in the United States or if any monthly payment on this note
remains unpaid and past due for four (4) months or more, and I (we) have not re-
ceived a written extension or modification of the payment schedule in accordance
with paragraph 3. above, the designated agency may so inform ICM.

In addition, if I (we) fail to make full payment within forty-six (46) months
after arrival in the United States or if any monthly payment on this note remains
unpaid and past due for four (4) months or more, and I (we) have not received a
written extension or modification of the payment schedule in accordance with para-
graph 3. above, I (we) agree that ICM may declare in writing that the loan is in
default, accelerate payment and demand immediate repayment of the entire unpaid
indebtedness including charges, if any, for my (our) failure to make the scheduled
repayments. I (We) agree that I (we) may be required to pay all attorney's fees
and othe: collection costs and charges associated with collecting on this loan.
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I (We) understand that ICM may request the assistance of the United States
Government or any other designated entity in collecting this loan at any time after
any monthly payment is past due and owing and I (we) have not received a wrjtten
modification or extension of the payment schedule in accordance with paragraph 3.
above. I (We) also agree that all legal means may be used to collect any amounts
owing on the loan for which a written modification or extension has not been re-
ceived.

I (We) agree that, in the event that ICM has declared this loan note to be in
default it may choose at its option, and without limitation on other actions it may
take, to refer this note to the United States Government ,Ir collection or to assign
this note to the United States Government. Whether the hyte is assigned or referred
to it for collection, the United States Government may use all legal means to collect
amounts past due and payable. I (We) also agree that in the case of an assignment
to the United States Government, the United States Government may charge interest
from the date of assignment at a rate established by United States federal law on
the entire unpaid indebtedness.

In the event P., .. declares this note to be in default, any payments received in
accordance with this note will be credited as of the date received, first, to any
interest which may be imposed in accordance with paragraph 6 above and, second, to
the outstanding principal sum, including any costs which may have been imposed in
accordance with this note.

If any monthly payment is past due and owirg and I N2) have not received a
written extension or modification in accordance with paragraph 3 above, I (we)
understand that this fact and other relevant information may be reported to a
consumer reporting agency, credit bureau organization, or to an agency of the
United States Government.

I (We) agree that this note shall be governed by the laws of the District of
Columbia and that any actions with respect to this note shall be heard in a court
of competent jurisdiction within the United States.

Each of the undersigned hereby accepts full responsibility for the repayment
of the total funds provided under the conditions outlined above.

Signed

DATE

WITNESSED

.Names (Printed) Address in the
'United States

DATE
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Appendix : I.

LETTERS FROM REFUGEES:

ESL IN THE U.S.

a. "I've been studying for two weeks now. In
my class there are no Khmer, but there are
Chinese and Vietnamese for me to speak my
poor English with. It would be impossible
for me to understand the teacher at all if
I hadn't studied English in Thailand be-
cause the teachers here speak so fast..."

Khmer man (West Valley, Utah)

b. "Now I register my name in ESL...because I
can't write good. I can say good now. I

will study grammar and read newspaper."

Vietnamese man (Brooklyn. New York)

c. "I still study ESL at the church every
morning. There are only ten women in the
class now. One teacher watches the babies
and one teaches us English. I wish the
class was longer than two hours every day."

Lao woman (San Diego, California)

[

d. "Now I study ESL. In my class there are a
few Khmer and the rest are Spanish, Viet-
namese and Africans." .

Khmer man (Boston, Massachusetts)

e. "I have to study from 6:00 to 9:00 at night
because I have a job during the day. There
are about 40 people in my ESL class. Some-
times we are all so tired and the teacher is
frustrated."

_ Vietnamese woman (San Diego, California)
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Appendix : 4

LETTERS FROM REFUGEES

PUBLIC ASSISTANCE

a. "...My wife passed the exam to study in a nurse re-training
program...I hope when sne has a job as a licensed prac-
tical nurse with a better salary then I can work only part-
time and spend most of my time working to finish my com-
puter program...I think that when my family escapes from
welfare assistance I will have real happiness. Now I feel
inferior when a cashier looks down at my wife and when
we buy food with food stamps. I know that food stamps are
only d temporary part of my life, but still I can't help
being depressed. When I get to thinking about my feelings
I tell myself, 'Sit down, forget it and study."

Vietnamese man (Honolulu, Hawaii)

"...America has a lot of jobs if we don't choose too care-
fully. I tell you that because I would like you to teach
your students to not expect welfare. We have to look for
a job immediately, and we can study in the evenings. You
know, I feel very very shy because some refugees don'tlike
to work. They get welfare, buy a car; they use food stamps
to buy groceries and they take money to drink. A few bad
examples make the American people hate and look down on all
of the refugees. They hate us because the welfare money
comes from their taxes. Please tell your students how bad."

Khmer man (Bellflower, California)

"...The fact of the matter is that getting welfare is not
pleasant. There are many complicated things that you are
bound to follow regarding your housing, owning a car, de-
positing money in the bank, working, etc. I have a single
friend who got welfare for two months. It was not enough
for him to pay the rent, eat, have pocket money and send
presents flame to help his family. At last he decided not
to get welfare any longer and got a job. Since then he has
earned two or three times as much as the welfare each month
and learned ESL at night class."

Vietnamese man (San Jose, California)

"In America, if we get a job we can buy anything we like. If
you are on welfare you will only have money for fcod and
rent. Using other people's money is one thing that I don't
like. I feel uneasy about it and also Americans don't like
us to stay on welfare for a long time."

Lao man (Amarillo, Texas)
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WELFARE RIGHTS AND RESPONSIBILITIES

An eligibility worker will discuss the details of each program with the
applicant. When first applying for public assistance, applicants should
bring their social security numbers, 1-94 cards and any paycheck stubs,
utility bills or rent receipts. Usually, all family members must be pre-
sent at the initial interview.

It is very important to understand the rights and responsibilities involved
in receiving public assistance. With all of the people and paperwork in-
volved in the welfare system, things do go wrong sometimes. At the inter-
view, applicants may be asked to read a list of rights and responsibilities
and be asked to sign the paper in agreement. There might not be a trans-
lator provided.

Some General Rights: Some General Responsibilities:

1. To apply for any of the programs
offered in the applicant's area.

2. To request aid and services with-
out regard to the applicant's
race, religion or national
origin.

3. To request a "Hearing" if one
does not agree with a decision to
reduce or discontinue one's aid.

4. To choose one's own living arrange-
ment.

1. To provide the eligibility
worker with all requested
information necessary to deter-
mine eligibility for assistance,
at the initial interview and
whenever requested thereafter.

2. To keep all appointments and
notify the worker if one will
be late.

3. To inform the eligibility worker
of a change in employment
(starting or leaving a job), of
a change in people in the house-
hold, etc.

*** Consequences of not following the "rules" can be severe (going to jail;
paying back money). Abuse of the welfare system also makes the general
public and the government more uncomfortable about offering these
services. They may prefer to give less assistance to future refugees
because of those who abused the system.
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Appendix : 4

TEACHER INFORMATION: APPROPRIATE CLOTHING

Americans dress differently according to different
climates and different social situations.

Clothing at work:

a. Blue jeans are usually not acceptable for office work, but may be
worn for factory and entry-level jobs.

b. Women can wear pants to work (usually).
c. Flip-flops are usually not worn to work. Nice sandals are sometimes

worn in the spring or summer.
d. Clean, neat, appropriute clothing is essential to make a good

impression at a job interview.

Parties:

a. Before deciding what to wear to a party, it is important to find out
if it is a casual or formal affair. Then, ask a friend who is going,
or the person who is giving the party for suggestions about what to
wear.

b. For a formal party, especially with your sponsor, you may want to wear
your traditional national dress. Many Americans find this attractive
and will want to learn more about your culture.

Outdoors/Recreation:

a. Both men and women in the U.S. wear pants, shorts, t-shirts and sandals
or flip-flops far recreation.

b. Even when it's hot, children should always be clothed, even if only
with a diaper.

c. Many restaurants and stores will not allow customers to enter wearing
no shoes or no shirt or wearing bathing suits.

In the U.S., people wear black for funerals and light colors at weddings.

Spring/Summer Clothes:

a Casual lightweight clothes.
b. Sandals.
c. T-shirts and shorts.
d. Most clothing is made from cotton or synthetics. Dress is to keep cool.

Most Americans will not carry an umbrella to shade them from the sun. -

Fall/Winter Clothes:

a. Americans wear a lot of clothes in order to stay warm: socks, shoes
or boots, coat, scarf, hat, gloves, and sometimes long underwear.

b. Dressing warmly will help you avoid getting sick and will also reduce
your home heating bills because you can turn the thermostat down.

c. Layering clothes is more effective for staying warm than just wearing
1 piece of heavy clothing.

d. A hat is very important in staying warm because a large amount of body
heat is los :. through the head.
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USING CHECKS

When a person opens a checking account he or
personal checks (checks with
name and address printed on
few weeks later), a check regis-

PAY TIP

SANK OF TOWN she receives
that person's
them arrive a

wow on @Mimi ter and account deposit slips.

A person uses a check by:

* filling out the information
on the check clearly and
completely.

* signing the check in the
appropriate place.

* giving or mailing the check
instead of paying with cash.

* recording the information in
his or her check register to
be sure there is enough money
in the account.

To deposit money into a checking account, a person completes a checking
account deposit slip and gives that form and the money to a bank teller.
The person must also record the deposit amount in his or her check register.
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LETTERS FROM REFUGEES

BUDGETING

a. "Budgeting is an important part of American
life. If we don't budget our money the
salary will not be enough to pay the
monthly bills for telephone, housing,
power, gasoline, etc."

Vietnamese man (Houston, Texas).

b. "Everything in Los Angeles is veryexpensive
and the cost of living is high. So Idon't
like to spend money going to the movies.
Usually I only watch the color T.V.,listen
to music or read a novel."

Lao woman (West Covina, California).

"I'm staying at my sponsor's house and I
have to pay $250 per month for room and
board, while in total I will get only$180,
so I really don't know how to manage it.
I'll be somewhat in debt...I don't dare to
buy anything except some primany needs
like $5 for stamps for sending letters to
friends, and also I've bought paper,
envelopes and cigarettes. As far as
clothes go, I've contented myself with
some old clothes. I don't dare buy a pair
of shoes."

Vietnamese man (San Diego, California).
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1-94 CARD

WARNING

A nonimmigrant who accepts un-
authorized employment is subject
to deporation.

IMPORTANT

Retain this permit in yourpossession.
You must surrender it when you leave
the U.S. Failure to do so may delay
your entry into the U.S. in the
future.

ADMISSION NUMBER

Family Name (Surname)

First Name (Given Name)

Date of Birth Country of citizenship

.../.../.../
See reverse side for other information

U.S. IMMIGRATION AND
.1-94 DEPARTURE RECORD staple

NATURALIZATION SERVICE here

IMPORTANT NOTICE

You are authorized to stay in the U.S. only until the
date written on this form. To remain past this date,
without permission from immigration authorities, is a
violation of law.

SURRENDER THIS PERMIT WHEN
YOU LEAVE THE UNITED STATES

- By sea or air, to transportation line.
- Over Canadian border, to Canadian Official.
- Over Mexican border, at the designated location.

RECORD OF CHANGES

DEPARTURE RECORD

Port:
Date:
Cirrier:
Flight No./Ship Name:

-433-
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REFUGEE IMMIGRATION STATUS

While people have an 1-94 card, they are classified as refugees.
After residing in the U.S. for one year, a refugee may apply to become a
permanent resident alien. The application should be made at the nearest
immigration office. Resettlement volags can help refugees apply. The
immigration officer may request that people bring a sworn statement from
their local police department verifying that they have not committed any
crimes within the past year. Once a person becomes a permanent resident
alien (PRA), he or she will receive another document to replace the 1-94
card. This new card is called a "green card," though it is not green!

In order to apply to become a U.S. citizen, a person must have been
in the U.S. at least five years. Many immigrants choose to become U.S.
citizens. Others do not. To apply for citizenship people must be able
to read, write and speak and understand simple English and have some
knowledge of U.S. history and government. (Adult schools often offer
classes to prepare immigrants to apply for citizenship.)

As a citizen, a person is entitled to vote, become an elected govern-
ment official, hold a U.S. passport and have jobs that only citizens are
allowed to have. Other than those special advantages, citizens, refugees
and permanent resident aliens have the same basic rights and responsibil-
ities. All legal residents of the U.S. can own property, can get a driver's
license, can go to school, can work, can travel abroad with proper documents,
must obey the laws, etc.
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JOE INTERVIEW QUESTIONS

The Interviewer might ask:

Small Talk

- How are you?
- Did you have any trouble finding
the office?

- Where are you from?
- How long have you been in (city)?
- Why did you leave your country?
- How many people are in your family?

Job Questions

The Applicant Can Ask:

- What are the specific job duties?
- Is there some training offered on the job?
- What shift would I work?
- How many people work in that (section/shift)?
- What is the starting salary?
- Would I have a chance to work overtime?
- Can you tell me what the hours would be?

(What hours would I work?)
Does this company have a union?
Is there a cafeteria here or should I carry
my lunch?
When will you decide who to hire?
Should I call you? When?

- What can I do for you?
- What job are you applying for?
- Do you have any experience in this type of work?
- Did you go to school? How many years? What did you study?
- Tell me about yourself.
- Describe the work you did on your last job.
- Why did you leave your last jnb?
- What tools or equipment can you use? Can you use a ( )?

Do you have a driver's license? Can you (read and foTTOW-a diagram,
measure accurately, etc.)? Can you lift heavy objects?

- How is your health? Do you have any disabilities or handicaps?
- What would you do if 7

- How long do you expect to work?
- Are you looking for permanent or temporary/full-time or

Can you work night shift? Overtime? Would you be able
ends? Do you realize this is seasonal work?
Are you willing to go through our training program?
How can you get to work? Do you have
a car?

- Why do you think we should hire you?
- Where can I reach you?
- Who are your references?
- When can you start? Can you come in
on Monday?

part-time work?
to work on week-

Which of the following questions is illegal
to ask at a job interview in the U.S.?

- How old are you?
- Do you plan to have a family?
- What is your height and weight?
- Are you single, married or divorced?

* All of them are illegal!!!
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LETTER FROM REFUGEES

SPONSORSHIP

a. "Adrian is a small town...The people here are very kind and helpful. I am sponsored by
a church committee. They gave us clothes, kitchen utilities, etc. and (cash) to each
of us. Unfortunately, because I can speak Fnglish they visited us only in the first
few weeks and after that I stand on my own two feet."

Vietnamese man (Adrian, Michigan)

b. "My sponsors are members of the Church (including my cousin) in
Dayton...The church pays for everything. They have rented this apartment for two
months...it is furnished completely and even the utilities are being paid for. The
sponsors often ask me: What do you need? Do you need anything else? I always say,
"No," because I'm shy to say yes."

Khmer woman (Centerville, Ohio)

c. "In Amarillo, the volag takes care of my family and has helped me find a job. They did
not give me...money in cash. The people in the volag have taken that money and used
it to buy things for my family. (Another volag), which is not in this town, on the
other hand, wiT1 give you all of your money and you can buy anything you want by your-
self."

Lao man (Amarillo, Texas)

d. "I really regret moving and settling here. My aunt's family gives me limited support
and help with my papers--the rest I have to do on my own."

Vietnamese man (San Diego, California)

e. "One thing that I had forgotten to x.c11 you and that I'll tell you now, so that you will
not expect too much or count on our relatives too much is this: Our relatives are not
the same now as they were before in Cambodia. Now they do not seem so happy to lend a
hand."

Khmer man (Los Angeles, California)

f. "We are sponsored by our aunt on our mother's side of the family. She and her husband
work, and their children are in school. There is also Grandpa and Grandma. Quite an
extended family! We get along perfectly."

Vietnamese woman (Houston, Texas)

g. "My family arrived here in Boulder on September 1st, and three days later I went to
work. Now, thanks to the help of my sponsor and my work, I have almost every necessity
to start a new life."

Vietnamese man (Boulder. Colorado)

h. "My sponsor didn't pay much attention to me...So I stayed at home for a week doing
nothing but eating and sleeping. After a week, I decided that I couldn't stay like
that any longer, because I didn't have much money. So, the next day I called the
volag...On the next morning someone from the volag took me to apply for welfare..."

Khmer man (Boston, Massachusetts).
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RESETTLEMENT QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

1. How does the refugee case allocation procedure work?

The refugee committee of INTERACTION (see Bits and Pieces),
made up of representatives of the national volags, dis-
tributes refugee cases to the volags. If a relative or
other individual has already contacted a volag and re-
quested to sponsor a particular case, that volag will
officially "take" that case. Recently, most sponsors have
been relatives. Refugees with no close relatives or poten-
tial sponsors in the U.S. are assigned to a volag and re-
settled wherever the volag decides. The volags do not want
to resettle refugees in areas which have very large numbers
of refugees, unless the person has close relatives in ..,hat
area.

2. What will hold up final assurance?

Final assurance can be delayed if the volag is having dif-
ficulty locating a relative or sponsor. It might also be
delayed in cases where a medical assurance is needed from
the U.S. if a person will require on-going medical atten-
tion after arrival. It may take a while to get this
assurance.

. What are the refugee processing eligibility categories?

Refugee processing eligibility categories are established
by INS and are subject to change. In general, the U.S.
delegation "who interviews the refugee" is interested in
learning if the refugee has any previous association with
the U.S. government, a private U.S. company or the refu-
gee's country's previous government. The case worker will
also ask about relatives in the U.S., education or skills
the refugee has and history of persecution.

4. What is happening to a specific refugee case right now?

Only the appropriate agency can answer questions about
specific cases. Teachers should refer students to the
relevant agency (e.g. JVA, ICM, etc.) and not attempt to
guess at the status of a person's case.
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SPONSORSHIP QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

I. How can a relative sponsor a refugee?

A relative who wishes to sponsor a refugee must apply
through a volag. The relative completes biographical data
forms (affidavit of relationship) and any other necessary
papers. People receiving cash assistance might not be
accepted as sponsors for newly-arriving refugees.

. What is the "resettlement grant" given to volags?

Each volag is given a cash grant from the U.S. government
for each refugee that volag sponsors. The volag is ex-
pected to provide or arrange certain services related to
the refugee's initial resettlement. The volags decide how
they will best use the grant money. Some give cash to the
refugees, others provide food and housing and others do a
combination.

. What are some basic responsibilities of sponsors?

Usually, sponsors meet refugees upon arrival at the air-
port and provide or make arrangements for the refugees'
immediate needs such as housing and food. They also
usually help the refugees get oriented to their new
community and local resources and services (e.g. Social
Security Office, schools, markets).

4. What are some basic responsibilities of refugees?

While sponsors help with many aspects of Initial resettle-
ment, they also expect refugees to do many things on their
own (e.g. clean house, go shopping, etc.). Most sponsors
and resettlement agencies expect refugees to take a job as
soon as they are able. Though they understand that adjust-
ment to life in the U.S. is difficult, and that refugees
do need some guidance and assistance, sponsors also feel
that refugees should become self-sufficient as soon as
possible. Refugees are also responsible for paying back
the ICM loan for their airplane ticket.
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Resettlement Situations

* K's sponsor is nis uncle, B. K is upset because B seems to
be busy most of the time with work and school and family
responsibilities. K thinks that B should be sentitive to
his needs as a new arrival. He thinks his uncle should spend
more time taking him around the town helping him to find a
job, go shopping, etc.

* C just arrived. Her children, who arrived ten years earlier,
sponsored her. She feels that her children have changed too
much. They know new people. They dress differently than
they did in their homeland. C thinks that even though her
children pay attention to her and help her with things they
don't show enough respect because the way they look and talk
is different from what she remembered.

* M, a young single woman, arrived at the airport in the U.S.
Her sponsors,.a middle-aged couple, introduced themselves
to her. Both the man and the woman hugged and kissed her
hello. M felt scared and upset. She didn't want to go

with them.

* P's sponsor is his sister, S. While studying in the refugee
camp, P had decided that he wanted to work full-time and study
part-time in the U.S. His sister told.him that he should
collect Refugee Cash Assistance andgo to ESL class. P dis-
agreed. He wanted to earn some money and get out in the com-
munity. S told P that he was stupid and should listen to her
because she had been there longer.and because she is his sponsor.

* Members of a church group sponsored X. He and his family felt
so grateful to.them for being sponsors that they thought they
should go to church with the sponsors. X thought the sponsors
expected his family to go to church. Even.though X and his
family practiced a different religion they thought that because
many Americans;.especially their'sponsors, ao to church, they
should..go,_too.

* R had been in the U.S. two months.-.Her sponsors helped her
with many things, giving her orientation to.the city, enrolling
her in school, helping her shop, letting her stay in their house,
etc. One day R told her sponsors that she was moving to another
state to be with friends. She planned to leave.the next day.
Her Sponsors were shocked and hurt. R was surprised at their
reaction.

* T and J were friends in the refugee camp. They were resettled
in the same city by different volags. T received more cash
than J did. T was taken to the Social Security Office and
Public Health Department before J was. J thought his volag
wasn't doing what it should and accused the workers of cheating
him. The volag workers became insulted.

446
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LETTERS FROM REFUGEES

CULTURE SHOCK

A Series of Letters From One Person:

a. "Well, even if we haven't had such good
luck I still remember what you told us--
that we are lucky; We survived; we es-
caped; we know a little English; we have
freedom; and, we have some help from the
American country and people to start our
new life.
[November]

b. I just write you sad things.
not mean to ,fiake you sad or
know your heart is so great
to share--to know about us.
[May]

I think that I will not be self-reliant
and improve my life for the better. Well,
if that is true, I well be on welfare
about seven more years, until my children
are 18 years old...I pray that I can en-
dure my own disappointment in my being a
useless woman for the rest of my life...
[July]

My children are back in school. They are
so happy. We moved to this apartment on
the last day of July...we feel much
happier living by ourselves.
[September]

c.

d.

e.

I really do
worry, but I
3nd wanting

Please share with us our happiness. I

have a driver's license. I went to an-
other city to take the test and I passed
it with scores-of 90 and 100."
[December]

Vietnamese woman (Fountain Valley,
California)
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LETTER FROM REFUGEES

CULTURE SHOCK

TWO LETTERS FROM ONE PERSON:

a. St. Louis. Missouri
January 2

Dear Run,

In your last letter you asked me how I had spent the Christmas in Saint Louis. You can't
imagine my sadness at that time, but If you understood me. and what is around me, you would not
be surprised,at what I am saying.

I have been here for three months. The most lasting Impression that the U.S. has given me
is cold; it is not just the climate, but the people also. They seem quite different from those
who were in Thailand's refugee centers--as you know, most of them were so likeable, kind hearted.
and smiling. 'I wonder.if the difference is caused by the influence of the different countries
on them.

You must know that in America time is money, so they don't want to waste their time to talk
or play with you and thus Waste their money. They don't care for you--it seems to me that there
is a curtain between me and UMmia It is not easy for me to make friends with them.

I don't .like the American We at all--it is too intense. And you know I like the working
days more than the holidays. not So that I can get more money, but being busier I can't think so
much ani go crazy. I feel very lonely. Until now, I haven't met any Cambodians in the town where
I am living. I'm hoping to meet one--that would relieve my lonelines% and my longing for home.

In Thailand, I did not think that I would be so lost when I got here. How childish I was!

I imagined that the U.S. 1ooked like heaven. Alas, y beautiful dreams of my new life in the U.S.
were buried on my first day in this country. My happiness and my activity disappeared fn its cold
air, under its snow and in its masses of people.

Christmas ts a big day for Americans, but not for ae. I am neither Protestant nOr Catholic.
Church does not interest me. The celebrations in every house made me sadder--I thought of my family
missing in Cambodia, my friends, and the wonderful time we spent together.

At last the U.S. gave me freedom, but cl.w it also give me the happiness? How can I get it?

How can I find myself?

I'll tell you more about what happens to me in my next letter.

Your friend.

St. Louis, Missouri
March 1

Dear Bun.

I am making an attempt to change'my point of view toward the U.S., the place where I am living,
the time I am spending, and who and what I am meeting.

Last month I met some Vietnamese refugees and one Chinese family; :hey had settled in St. Louis
before me. I now know that there are many Asian refugees in Missouri, but I didn't learn that until
recently. Now I feel less depressed. I've made some new friends who are American. Chinese. and
Vietnamese.

Life in the U.S. Is a struggle and even though I don't like it at all, I should live like the
others. I'm working in a restaurant only five days a week, but sometimes I work on the holidays to
make more money. In one month I can get over $1000 and next year I'll buy a car.

In America if you don't have a car it is so inconvenient; It is like having no feet in our
country; America is a nation on wheels. The restaurant is quite far from my house so I have to take
two buses to reach it. -At night I am studying English. Sometimes I go and visit my friends.

I regret so much not bringing some more Khmer books with me which I could read to be taken back
to my native land when I am lonely at home.

I am trying my best to enjoy my life. I have a feeling that I am being changed by St. Louis.
little by little. I hope that one day I will love it.

I wish you an early resettlement.

Your friend,

-441-

4 4 8
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